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NikelaLEMID-Yerepolk comes from the village of Strilyu l ka Nevi.	 Ne is
the SSA of a towAsmax.	 The first time I heard about him was at the

•	 Warsaw trial, ii which he was cendemaed to death. 	 The Gelman. then	 .
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iA 1939.	 At that time I was working in the office of political
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After the return from the Ukraixe ix December 1940, Nykela MID
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directed the SE '(security service).	 His office was oA NOM1UTS9ar
Street) (1 de set retsbAbar the =mbar). 	 Duriag the arrest: AA Narch
1941 he escaped.	 Se took ever the pievisioial provids . of the OUR
AAA was in charge uAtil the summer of 1943.	 Sixes that time I'

.	 have *ever met	 ID.	 .

...He hes a father, whe lived ill the villages if BogAtiaskiy
Rayea, a sister el tha.. who is also CO IA Rome, aid also alimethor
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- Ilb.ort on the assassination  oi ainister Pieracki

1.Naterials 

The Annex of the New York Public Library(137 W 25th Str.) has a complete

collection of the moderatly rightist Warsaw newspaper "Kurier Warszawski".

A full and comprehensive investigation and study of the political events

proceeding the assassination of Pieracki,would call for screening of all

issues from 1929 up to 1934,the year of 1929 being the date of formation

of the terrorist organization OUN(Organization of Ukrainian )Tationalists)

in Poland.The events following the assassination may be subdivided into

three periods:(1)The period betyr-.- the assassination(which took-place on

the 15th of June,1934)and the trial Which begun on the 18th November,1935,

(b)The period of the trial which lasted for c.2 months up to Xanuary 14,

1936,and(c)The period after the trial.

The newspaper which is represented by 2 daily issues(morning issue of 16-

20 pages,and evenirg issue of 4-12 pages)and a long Sunday issue(24-30 pa-

gss)for the entire period of 1918-1938,contains a sizable volume of mate-

rial on the following topics connected with the assassination of Pieradkis

a)A very detailed account of the trial of 12 members of the OUN implica

ted in:the assassination of Pieracki;

b)Bistory,activities,and organizational framework of clandestine Ukrai-

nian organizations In Poland and abroad;

c)Data and descriptions of numerous personalities and minor functional..

ries of legal and clandestine Ukrainian organizations;

d)Descriptions of terrorist and other clandestine activities of the OUN

in Poland;

e)Polish-Ukrainian relations in light of collaboration,resistanee,elec-

tions,boycotts,etc.;

f)0onnections and attitudes of Ukrainian organizations in Poland(legal

and clandestine)towards foreign powers In general and the USSR in particu-

lar.

Topic(a)whiCh is represented by some 50-70 full-size newspaper peges,may
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serve as an example of ntensity of the available teria/s.Topic(f)contal-

nine several detailed accounts of the assassination of a Soviet diplomat in

Lvov(1933)by members of the OUN,may serve as an example of an interesting

by-product of the Pieracki-OUN case.

In addition to the newspaper ,,Kurier Nerszawski n ,the Annex of the New York

Public Library has a complete collection of the moderately leftist weekly

magaz.Lne "Ilustrovany Tygodni::" for the period of 1929-1937.1111s magazine
may serve as usefull supplement.

2.Briefs 

A.Defendants in the trial of the Pieracki case:

Name	 Date of birth	 Date of apprehension

1.StefanBandera	 1909	 June 14$1934

2:1{ikolaj Zebed	 1910	 June 26,1934

3.Darja Rnatkivska 	 1912	 October 9,1934-

44Xaroaaw Karpyniec	 1905	 June 14,1934

5.)akaaS larkvszYn	 1909	 June 14,1934

6.BohdanPidhaJAY	 1904

7. Ivan Maluca	 1910	 • - '	 '

8.Jakdb Czernij	 1907	 September 29,1931+

9.Eugeniusz Naczmarski 	 1910	 September 25,1934

10. Roman Wha1	 1911	 September 24,1934

11.Katarzyna Zarzycka	 1914	 November 6,1914

12.Jroaaw Rak	 1908	 September 25,1934

7B.Defense attorneys in the trial of the Pieracki case:

gate.	 Names of represented defendants

1. Lew Enrici ewiczOkr)	 'Bebed,Hnatkiwska,Pidhajny,Rak

2.Paweneki(P01)	 EXYmyszyn,Zarycka

3.HOrbowy3 (Ukr)	 BanderalKaczmarshi

4.5zapak(Tncr)	 Karpyniec,Maluca,Czernij

C.Judges in the trial of the PieraCki case:

liladys/aw Posemkiewicz(presid i ng),Wiszniewski,and Dgmbicki.

•	 •1



D.Prosecutiug attc 'cys in the trial of th: Pi'acki case:

1.Kazimierz Rudnicki - Chief Prosecutor of the Court of Appeals

2.WZadysZaw gelehski - Assistant Pzosecutor of the District Court of Warsaw

E.Major witnesses in the trial of the Pieracki case:
&	 •

Ukrainians(in approzAmate order of apperance) 

Leon JarosZawski(interpretor),Stefan Maszczak(member of OUN;in jall),Hrycaj

(student),Jaroaaw Spols:.:1(major functionary of the OUN;in jail),EMilja Li-

nycia(member of OUN),Irena Chamiak(member of OUN,fiance of defendant Maluca;

' in jall),Wiera Swi,cicka(member of OUN;in jail),Janina Bagaj(Lwaw),Adrjan

Hornicki(student,member of OrM),Jerzy Cionka(social worker and head of Uk-

rainian cooperative "MaaosoJuz"),Mar j an Zurakowski(member of OUN),Marjan

Czuczman(enployer of the assassin Grzegorz Macie4ko),Anna CZuczman(aumt of

the assassin),Eugenjusz Czuczman(uncle of the assassin),Helena Czajkawska

fmember of the o0- :),Aleks Paszkiemicz(mamber of OUN),Osyp Maszczuk,Raman

Szuchewytz(najor functionary of the OUN;in jall),Czorna(girltriend of one

of the defendants),Makaruszka(major functionary of the OUM;in jall),Xaros-

Xaw Sztojko(member of OUN and informer for Pol. police) ,Jerzy Dutko(member

of GUN and informer for Pol. police),WZodzimierz Majewski(member of OUN;in

jail), Roman Senktw(student Imember of 01311; in jail).

Poles(in approximate order of appearance) 

Jdzef Zaj*c(doorman). ,Idam Dawda(waiter),Dr.3okaowski3Obrgbski(policeman),

Dadas(police),BagiAski(police),Boleaaw Filipiuk(police),Dygon(pyrotechnist),

Lieut.Weiss(pyrotechnist),Sendur(pyrotechnist),P4tkiewicz(police'inspector),

Zofja Bandurska(housewife),Karol Bartel(police),Wojciech Vywrocki(doorman of

Japanese Embassy),Emilja Kaszer(housewife),Koziea(police,Krak6w),Maniek(po-

lice,Krakdw),Kopalski(police,Kla.kdw),Kazimierz Bilewicz(police inapector,Kra-

kOw),Kusmiershi(police),Wieviorka(police),Franciszek Borski(RR man),Marjan

Cho. mranski.(police inspector),Tomasz Bielanow(police),Wojcieah Zygala(Lwow),

Antoni Fitz,Hirny,Ciesielczuk,Trzemzalski(all policemen from Lwow),Tomala(Po-

lice),Jerzy Stawicki(secretary of the victim Minister Pieracki),Panek(police)

Babiarz(police),Chimiak(police),ZaczyAski(police),Feliks Mebl(resident of W

saw),Maciejcwski(resident of Lublin),Jozef Zajac(resident of Warsaw),Budny



Witnesses  (continued)

Budny(Danzig),Staniaaw TrzciAski(police),Alojzy Zacharski(prison guard),

Jazefa Kuszewska(maid,Warsaw),Aleksander Koczyk(chatif64 . ),Mikolaj Telatycki,

Dymitry Buben(police),Henryk Wroncberg(landlord of defendant Zebed),Chaja

Wroncberg(wifo of Henryk Wroncberg), Marjanna Kutminska(maid of the Wronc-

lergs),Czytewicz(policaman,Krakow),Glicensztajn(sister of Chaja Wroncberg),

Franciszek Kapusta,Aaksymiljan Szkaradek,Professor Grz3rwo-D0rowski(medical

empert),Dr.Mbsdorf(one of the leaders of the fascist ONR suspected for mur-

der of Pieracki;cleared of suspicion).

f)Circumstancos of the assassination:

On the 15th of June,1934,the late Minister of Interior Colonel BronisZaw

Pieracki parked his black sedan in front of a club(located at Foksal Str.

#1,Warsam)1here he planned to dine with a few Close friends and associates.

A young man Who was waiting for the Minister to leave the car,pulled out a

pistol and fired three Shots inflicting fatal mounds in the head which re-

suited in an instant death.The unknown assassin managed to escape,dropping

behind a bnme-made bomb and a blue-yellow ribbon known to be the emblem of

the clandestine Ukrainian organization OW.

eMotive for.theAssassination as determined during the trial

Minister Pieracki was known as an able administrator determined to settle

the Ukrainian problem by means of encouraging the participation of Ukrainian •

population in elections,and hence increasing the number of Ukrainian repre-

sentatives in the Sejm.This policy constituted a challenge to the OUM Which

advocated violence,terror,and boycott of elections,trying to force the Polish

government to give up a major part of SE Poland fp.- 	 7,1"7.pose of formatipn !

of an independent Ukrainian state.Minister Pieracki who toured SE Poland some

two weeks prior to his assassination,held many successful conferences with

Ukrainian leaders as:a- result of Which he became enemy # 1 of the OUN.The

period of assassination Which coincided with a fund-raising campaign for th'

OUN in the US and Canada,was also meant to be a demonstrationtdeterminatio

and power" of Ukrainian nationalists in Poland.
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h)The assassin

arzeromx_Macielko,born on the 8th of August,1913 in Szczerzec(near Lvov).Son

of an illiterate farm laborer(father)and nationalistically mindeepoorly edu

cated(elementary school)mother.Attended elementary school from 1929 to 1933

and an evening trade school in 1933.Joins the OUT in 1930 becoming a member

of a burtok(lowest unit in the organizational structure of the On;composed

of three membors)headed by dnfendant Eugenjusz Kaczmarski(other members of

tha nhurtok" were 'Aron Korayszyn and "ge1etniak9who was in turn subordina-

ted to defendant Bohdan Pidhajny(head of OU1Z in Lvov).Becomes a "candidate

for a dangerous mission" as a result of unwitting aid rendered to the police

in the apprehension of a OUK member Nan MYcYk(the assassin of Eugenjusz Be-!

reznicki in 1931 in Lvov) .Employed as an apprentice in a workshGp of musical

instruments.Gets fired in 1933,and works for a While in a printing Shop ownea

by a relative Narjan Czuczman.Lives with his uncle Eugenjusz Czuczman in

Ivov(TeatyPska Str.5)prior. 	 to his apprehension on October 'Ist 1933(for sub-

versive activities as member of the Ott).Released from jail on the 15th of

February 1934-Suggested ar.good "prospect" for the assassination of Pieracki

by defendant Pidhajny.Selected for the "mission" by the leader of °UN in Po-

land defendant Stefan Bandera.Dispatched to Warsaw in June 1934,and placed

under the supervision of defendant MikoXaj Zebed.

i)The escape of the assassin

Escapes to Lublin a few hours after the assassination.Spends a night in Lub-

lin in a safehouse prepared by defendant Czornij.Leaves for Lvov on the 16th

of June.Spends rest of June and July in Lvov,living in various safehouses

prepared by defendants Kaczmarski and MYhal.Leaves for Janina(Resort in Car-

pathian Mountains located on Polish-Czechoslovakian border)on the 1st of Au-

gust,and spends several nights in a bording house rented(or ormed)by defer

dant Zarycka.Assisted by defendants Zarydka and Rak(special courier of the

OITR from Lvov)in the process of crossing the border to Czechoslovakia on Au-

gust 5th.Assisted in Czechoslovakia by JarosZaw BohusXawski(leader of OUN in

Czechoslovakia).Further destination unknown to the Polish authorities.



j)The accossories(ba ';round,indictment,behavior 'uring trial)

l. Stefan Bandera

Son of a Greek-Orthodox priest Andrzej Bandera.ixrested with father for sub-

versive activities in 1928.Joins OUT in 1929.Arrested for illegal border cro-

ssing in Cieszyn in 1932.Becomes the leader(prowindyk krajewy)of OM in Poland

in 1933.Indictment:Ordered the assassination of Pieracki;selected the assassin

with defendant PidhajnyIsupplied defendant Eebed with funds to be used for the

assassination; arranged for safehouses in Warsaw in cooperation with defendant

haluca;supplied defendants Zebed and linatkiwska with specific instructions as

to the organization of the assassination;supplied the assassin with a pistol,

false identification card bearing the name of Wodzimierz Olszabski,and inst-

ructions to meet defendant Eebed in Warsaw and carry out his orders.Refused

to testify during the .trial. Pleaded not guilty.

Zebed

Attended a Ukrainian high school in Lvov,but failed to graduate flunking the

final examination(matura)in 1930. Joins OUR in 1931, and takes an active part

in its activities as an organizer.Forced to escape to Czechoslovakia in 1933.

Engaged to defendant linatkiwska.Returns to Poland and lives under cover In
$ av	 •

Warsaw using the name3of Eugenjusz Skybajscanes after the assassination to

Danzig.Assisted by Andrzej Fedyna(leader of OUR in Danzig)on his way to the

German port of Swunemunde.Apordhended in Stettin by German authorities and de-

ported to Poland.Indictmentanduced Grzegorz Vaciejko to carry out the'assa,

saination;took active part and organized the surveillance of Pieracki;selec-

ted the time and place of the assassination;supplied the assassin with the

bomb and all instructions on the day of the assassination.Refused to testify

during the trial.Pleadeanot guilty and produced an alibi.

1.DarJa Hhatkivska

Daughter of a Greek-Orthodox priest Omeljanlinatkiwski of Smodne(powlat Kosew)

who was a member of OUN.joins OUN In 1934 following her engagement to Zebed.

Assists Zebed during his escape to Danzig using a false name of lrena Soleck

IndictMent:Took part in surveillance of Pieracki;served as contact between



assassin and defendant 14ed.Rofused to testify dueig the trial.Pleaded not

4.Jaroaaw Karovniec 

A chemistry student at the Jagiellonski University In Cracow.Joins OUN in 1931.

Maintained a clandestine laboratory in his apartment(Rynek D9bicki # 15)for

purposes of manufacturing of bombs and other explosives for the OUP.Connected

with the assassination of an Ukrainian student Jakob Baczynski(May 1934-,Lvov)

carried out by defendants Kaczmarski and EYhal,and witness Sen4ow.Indictment:

Prepared the bomb for the assassination;gave the bomb to defendant Xebed for

delivery to MAciejko.Refused to testify during the trial.Pleaded guilty to the

charge of conspiracy(membership in OUN)and not guilty to the charge of beeing

an aceessory.

5.Mikaaj EXymyszyn

A philosophy student at the JagiellonAi University in Cracow. Joins OUR In 1931.

Indictment:Supplied defendant Karpyniec with chemicals for the construction of

the bomb;arranged for contact between defendants Karpyriec and Eebed;assisted

defendant Xebed during his visit in Cracow and return trip to Warsaw with the

boratintAing a demonstrative silence during the course of the trial.

O.Bohdan Pidhajny

Active member of a nationalist Ukrainian organization "PXast" as a high school

student.Served in the Polish army in 1928.Enters the Polytechnikum of Danzig

in 1929 as an engineering major in 1930.Serves as secretary of the "Sojuz Uk-

rainskikh Starshyn"(brancil of OUl)in Danzig,and gets an organizational transfer

to Lvov as . a military instructor.Becomes chief of the Lvov district of DUN.

Indictmentantroduced the assassin Maciejko to defendant Bandera;served as con-

tact between defendants Bandera and Eebed during the period of preliminary pla-

nning of the-assassination.Refused to testify during the trial.Pleaded guilty •

to the charge of conspiracy(membership in OUX)and not guilty to the charge of

beeing an accessory.

•iK 7.Iwan Maluca

S4n of a Greek-Orthodox priest of Dove SioXo(near Zbaraz).Active member of tht

EPXast" as a high school student.Enters the Polytechnikum of Lvov and joins 10



the GUN in 1929.Acts allAnternational . courier of t..e. , OUU making numerous
gal and illegal trips to Germany.Acts as contact between the OUN and "Ustashi'll
of Pavelich of rugoslavia.Meats and confers with Pavelich in Berlin, the
beeing largely responsible for the close cooperation between the two subver-
rive groups.Indictment:Supplied defendant Zebed with funds during his escape
to Danzig; arranged for safehouses in Poznan(in the apartment of Ukrainian stu-
dent StefanZoszcznk)and Lublin.hafuses to testify during the earl period of
the . trial )but Changes his mind on December the 3rd making a dramatic confessioN.1
Which implicated 611 the other defendants.Testifies in Polish(all the other de:-
fondants except Hyhal,refused to testify in Polish as a demonstration)and
pleads guilty to all charges.'

8.3akdb Czernii 

A student of the University of Lublin.As a member of OUW(parent organization
of the OUN)takes part in two subversive acts in Lvov in 1930.3Oins OUN in 1933 •• LI
Tnalctment:Made his apartment in Lublin(Wesora Str.10)available as a safehouse
for the assassin.Refuses to testify during the trial.Pleads not guilty.

9.Euaenjusz Kaczmarski

Joins OUN in 1933,becoming the chief of intelligence in the Lvov district.In-
dictment:Assisted defendant Naluca in his activities in connection with the
assassination; assisted the assassin Maciejko in DITOT during the period of
June-July 1934(fol1owing the. assassination)supplying him with funds,weapons)
and providing with a safahouse.Refuses to testify during the trial.Pleads not
guilty.

10.Roman *hal •
Joinq OUN in 1931 and becomes its functionary in Lvov.Orders 5: the assassinatiom
Of the Soviet consul in Lvov in 1933.Carries out the assassination of Jakobilia:-A
czYnski(Dkra irvi an student accused of treason by the OUN)in May 19315i-Arderes•the
essasaination' ofUkrpiri an high school principal Babij on the 26th of Jul y, • 1

• 193.T.n. Charge of . the'00.1 in Lvov during the period of July-September 19344
candidate for assassination by the OUN in June 1934 for ineUbordinatien.anVi l ..	 .

::.treaaiinTriO ictmentrAesisted theiassaSsin Maciejko in Lvov during the period c

I..931.0s . thefiratene to test0y4n .Poi**04:i.g . the trial, confes



plead guilty,and implir—te heavily all the other d 'Indents.

11.Katarzyna Zarycka

Joins OUN in 1933.Indictment:Assisted the assassin Maciejko during the period

of August 1-5 helping him to escape to Czechoslovakia.Refuses to testify du-

ring the trial.Pleads not guilty.

12.3arosraw Rak

Joins OUN in 1934.Indictment:Assisted Maciejko during the period of August

4-5 accompanying him to the Czechoslovakian border;arranged for contact bet-

ween Maciejko and JarosXaw Baranowski(Czecholovakian chief of OUN).College

student and son of a prominent judge in Imov.Refuses to testify during the '-1

trial.Pleads not guilty.

k) Activities of Ukrainian nationalists revealed during the trial

]..Highlights of the develonment and activities of the VOW and OUN

The trOW(Polish translatio4Ukrainska organizacja Wolnosciawa)emerged as an or-

ganization cf Ukrainian veterans of a branch of the former Austro-Hungarian

Army known as the Galician Army(composed of Ukrainians)in1919.Its first lea,

der Eugenjusz Petrusewicz formulated a policy of unification of all Ukraill/Prs'

for the purpose of formation of an independent Ukraine with borders as far to si

the East as the Caspian Sea,and as far to the West as Cracow.The first major

act of the UCW was the attemted assassination of Marshal Pasudski,carried ort
'	 •by Stefan Fedek in 1920.The headquarters of the organization were located. in

Vienna;with branches in Prague,Lvov,Cracow,Bucharest,and Kiev(?).Poland and

the USSR were to be the grounds for terrorist activities and sabotage,while

Czechoslovakia and Romania were to be utilized as supply bases and safe out-

lets for escape. In 1922 a certain Colonel Eugenjusz .Konowalec(former leader

a military unit called nStrelci Sicziwi")emerged.as the strongman,inthe.mo.

vement.His influence marked the intensification of terrorist aativities

land,the boycott of elections to the SEdM by the Ukrainian minority, and the

-assassination of a Ukrainian leader Sydor Twerdochlib for.coopera4on:With
•

the Polish government The split between ' PetruseWicz and Konowalec in 1923,1
-

the former without anammy.XonaWalec who rose to the position of VOW'chlie



•..	 •

(1.•
Poland ' accused Potruse. .cz of communist leanings ,,aining,.. 1 the support of

rank and file members in Poland and financial support from certain groups

in the US and Canada.Forced to leave Poland in 1924,Xonowalec directed the

work of the UOW(and late,r • OUN)from Berlin and latter from Geneva.An attemp-

ted assassination of Polish President Wojciechowski(September 5)and several

"fund raising" robberies of tanks and post offices marked the UOW activities

in 1924-.During this year a rightist fraction of the UOW called "Ukrainski

Nacjonalisti Molodi"(latter renamed "Legja Ukrainskikh Nacjonalistiv")was

formed,with School Inspector SobiAski teeing its first victim(assassinated).

In 1927 theLegja Ukrainskikh Nacjonalistiv"headed by Konowalec absorbed a

few minor branches of the UOW,and changed its none to "Soyuz Organizacij

Uk4inskikh Nacjcinalistiv".The major act of this new organization was the

assassination of a Ukrainian l eoler Huk in Poland.The Congress of Ukrainian

nationalists in Viena in 1929 gave birth to a unified terrorist organization

bearirg the none of OUN and headed by Konowalec.The major acts of the OUN

'mere:

• 1929 Bombing of Targi Wachodnie(Eastern Fair)in Lvov, several assassinations.

of minor Polish officials,numerons robberies and assaults;

1930 . - Intensive sabotage activities,several assassinations and robberies;'

1931 - Assassination of posa(representative)Madwka in Truskawiec,robbery

of a . post office in Truskawiec,robbery.of -the Tawish Bank in Borysraw;

1932- Robbery and assassination in Grddek Xagiellonski(OUN members DAnify-

•zyn and Bitas were tried and sentenced to death),assassination of

.police inspector Jozef Czechosmki,two attempted assassination of high

school principal Babij in Lvov;

1933 - Major robbery in Korcun,assassination of School Superintendant(kura-

tor)Gadomski(OUNmetbett :.Mada,rUcki,Iwanczuk,Nadwid,and Fedynski

. trial) ,assassination of Alexander Malloy the secretary ofthe Sovt
consulate in Lvov(carried out by Nikolaj Zc.r7k on the act of Oct
attempted. assassination of police inspector Ciesielczuk;

• •	 •	 •	 ...	 •	 c •3.11ne 14 .7 assassination or PZricki .;•



,1934 - June 26 - Assa t of Ukrainian posa Skryp . k in Rowne(Skrypnik was

known as adherant of the policy of cooperation with the

Polish government);

- July 21 - Riots in the village of SokoZow;

- July 22 - Riots in Lvov;

- July 26 Assassination of high school principal Babij,follawed by a

suicide of the assassin Saszczuk;

- July	 - Assassinations of 5 policemen and 3 Ukrainian informers;

Partial liquidation of CUM was reported to be accomplished in September 19344

2.0rganizational structure and leaders of the OUN

The legislative or uolCy making body- the "Zebranie n(assembly)meeting in

two-year intervals.

The executive body:

"Kamendantqvirtual dictator) - Euenjusz Kenawalec,

"ProwindYku (district dictators appointed by the nomendant) - in Fartrial(UVM,

unian district),Berlin(European district),Danzig,Prague(Transcarpathian and

Bucovinian district headed by JarosZaw Baranowski),and Lvov(Polish district.).

Organizational secretary,Comtroler eleral,Board of Trustees.

Sectors of the executive body:

Operative(terrorist) under direct chmmani of the Ificomendantu

Secretarial -.Martyniec

Military -.E.SenYk(Czechoslovakia)

Espionage and personal - Ryszard Jary

General(?) training -.R:Suszko

Financial Andrzej Fedyna(Danzig)

Special . for .Transcarpothia and Bucovina - j.Baranowski(Prague)

Structural o setuu of districts (names for Polish district only): 
"Prowindyk" -• Stefan Bandera

Executive body composed of: Organizational secretary(MalUca),prOpaganda and

• press secter(Jarosiaw.SpOlski)4oiitiCal sector(janik),oparative sector(S



chewicz),women sector(. aa Czeremytska).

The "provindyk" appoints sub-district chieftains who in turn appoint local

functionaries all the way down to the lowest structural cell composed of

three memberL(the "hnrtok").

Organizations subordinated to the OUU: 

"Dorostki" - for children between the ages of 8 and 15.

"Junactwo" - for young men between the ages of 15 and 25.

Legal organizations(fronts)cooperating with the OUN: 

"PXast" - similar to boy-scouts.

"Zuk"— sport club emphasizing mi'IT.tary sports and training.

Clandestine(in Poland)publications: 

"Surma" printed in Lithuania and financed by special subsidies from the .

Lithuanian goverrment(Subsidies ammounted to 1,500-2,000 US $ guar- ...

terly).Official denials by the Lithuanian government ?re widely pub- 3

• licized in the London "Times" and other W European newspapers.

"Ukrainski Nacjonalist" 1- printed in clandestine printing shops in PoIand,and

in Lithuania.

"Dekalog Ukrainskoho Hacjonalista" - same as above

"Ukrainski Hens" - legal publication printed in Canada and smuggled to Poland k

from Morawska Ostrava.

Espionage activieties of the OUN on behalf of Germany and Lithuania: 

Reference is made to the case of two DOW members Besarabow and Bibczynski

engaged in espionage activities during the period of 1924-27.Their activities

were coorainated with U0Wheadquarters(Testimany of WadZaw gyborslid,chief of

intelligence service of.the Ministry of /nterior;DeceMber 17,1935).

The OUN and =1:mania
..y

The second part of the indictment asserts that Lithuanian government for many  1
years gave financial support and provided false passports to Ukrainian terro-aiq

rists,and that Lithuanian diplomats assisted the bearers of the false passpo

to obtain entry into the US and Canada,where they Collected funds for their

cause.Referende is made to the conversation in Geneva in 1932 between. Di;M:



2aunius(Lithuanian Mil -Nter of Foreign Affairs du: ig the period of 1928-

April 12,1934)and Eugenjusz Konowalec.A letter written by Konowalec(presen-

ted as evidencepbtained from Czechoslovakian authorities who confiscated

the archive of OUN In Prague)mentions sincere and friendly support of Litha-

ania.Printing shops of "Ustuvas Aidas"(leading newspaper)in Kaunas were

used by publishers of the ”Surma".

The OUN and Yugoslavia

The indictment points to a close relation between the OUN and assassination

of King Alexander of Yugoslavia.Testimony of defendant Maluca reveals the

cooperation with the nUstashi u of Pavelich.

The OUN and the USSR(chronological account) 

TesiMony on November 19,1935 Printing shop uPracall (communist front magazine)

in Lvov bombed by members of OUN.

Testimony on November 20,1935- The assassination of Alexander Mailov of the

Soviet consulate In Lvov, was carried out by

a OUNmeMberliikaaj Zemyk(born in 1915) ,who

had an Order from defendants Pidhajny and MY1,..c;T:

hal.Mailav was mistaken for the consul, the

original target-victim of the ODN.The doorman

of the consulate DzugaJ was seriously injured..1

Zemyk was captured by the police and sentenced.:r

to life imprisonment on the 7th of J121,7119311-

(date of the assassination - October 21,1933).

The assassination was meant to be awarning -

and protest against the reign of terror•in.

Ukrainian'SSR.

An assassination of Prof.Antoni Kruszelnicki

(editor of Ukrainian commnniat-fOnt magazine
•	 f.

Maw Sziaki n in Lvov)Was planned by the 0

Kruszelni c.U. left for USSR following the as

ssination Of Malloy.



Testimony on rovembor 2) ' 1935 - Dcfondant 1Zrhol wan rdorod by Bandera to or-

ganize a close surveillancn of the Soviet con-

sulate was assisted by the chief of intellige

nce sector of the Lvov OUP' sub-district Hiss

1Cossthma.An apartment actross the street from

the consulate building was rented for purposes

of continuous casing of the objectaVhal was

stationed in front of the consulate using the

cover of an apple pedler.Witness Roman Sehkow

was sent to the consulate under the cover of

a student inquiring about conditions of stu-

dies in the 'USSR.

Testimony on November 29,1935 - The assassination of the consul was worked oui•

and planned by Baixlera,Uymyszyn,and Baranows-

ki in. Prague.2 cases of pistols and explosives

were smuggled for this purpose from Czechos-

vakia by engineer Sciborski.

Testimony on December 3,1935 Witness JarosZaw Spaski.: was in charge of th.t.

propaganda in Ukr .a.inian Sart,worlri ng on plans

involving the infiltration of OUN agents from

Poland.Acts of sabotage in ko/khozes were attr-t-

bated to the literature and leaflets sent . ac-

ross the bordErc by means of small baloons.

Summary of the prosecution(December 28,1935) - The OUN was acting primarily
;yttktst 5

Poland.The sole action aimed 4agAirst the USSR

was the ba_Uon-. propaganda,a measure adapted by

the nebranie ll in Berlin.

1)The verdict and the culmination of the trial

Name of the defendant	 Sentence

.Bandera	 Death penalty commuted to life imprisonment

.11	 It	 II	 III

15 years Of jail and loss of 'civil rights:fOri2f);:,:.;'NhatO_Wika

•



Dame of the defenclanh 	 =-ntence

Karpyniec	 Death penalty commuted to life imprisonment

EZyttyszyn.	 H	 II	 H	 II	 II	 11

Pidhajny	 II	 H	 H	 It	 it	 II

Maluca	 12-year inprisormient and loss of civil rights for 10 years

Czernij	 7_ n	 II	 II	 H H	 II	 II	 II H	 II

Emczmerski	 12- "	 II	 Ii	 II II	 H	 H it/I	 fl

Myhal	 12,. it •	
II	 II	 If	 II	 H.	 II	 II	 if	 ft

Zarytka	 8- n -	 IP	 H	 It II	 It	 It	 H H	 II

Rak	 7_ IT	 II	 II	 If	 H	 H	 II	 If	 It	 II

While judgement was being delivered(on the 14th of january,1936),Bandera

and Zabel began to harangue the Court in Ukrainian language and the presi.:

ding judge ordered their ejection.Although the counsel for the defence ar:

gued that articles of cri minAl code under which the accused were tried are

in the section dealing with revolutionary activity against the state,the

court refused to allay the defending counsel to treat the case from the pco;.

litical angle.The defending attorneys were fined 300 Zloty each.Thadefen-

ding counsel denied that the ODD was responsible for the assassination of

Pieracki,the point being made that Pieracki shortly before his death. toured

SE Poland end that if he had been a "marked man" it would have been much

easier for the OM to have disposed of him there than in Warsaw.

m)Major political event following the assassination

Legislative enactment establishing concentration camps in Poland.All persons

whose conduct warranted danger to public order could be confined for a pe.

nod of three . months wit'out trial.

r)The influence of the Pieracki case on elections

Significant increase of Ukra i ni an. voters participating in the election of

September 10,1935, resulting in a proportional increase of the Ulwainian

fraction in the Sejm.

Comparative data

Election	 Total # of nosels to be elected'
	

# of Ukrainian nosels
1930.	 21

1935	 208



U.,

The author of . this report wishes to appologize .for the poor one of the
report as: well as for all . the errors and mistakesaack of time for proper

arrangement and editing is the major excuse.'

44r,

°Me political baromotk pointed to a marked docli.. of OUN symphaties as

expressed in the participation of Ukrainian voters in the election in spite

of the boycott proclaimed by OUN.Legal Ukrainian organizations in Poland

gained strenght,with the pro-government UNDO(chief • rival of OUN)assuMing

the role of the leader of Ukrainian minority in Poland.Other legal organi-

zations such as the Unified Front of Palijew(deviationist from UNDO),The

Religious Front of Metropolite Szeptycki,The Religious Front of Bishop Cho.

myszyn,The Ukrainian Democratic Party l and even the Ukrai ni an Social Radical

• Partr,took over the political arena in the districts populated by Ukrainians:
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TO: WASHF	 INFO: KARL
	

CITE: MUNI
--

RE MUNI 263 (IN 21451), HUN! 264 (IN 21450) AND MGKW 1879.'

1. SUBJECT CHIEF CABLES BEING PROCESSED BY D.P. COMMISSION IN
MUNICH FOR IMMIGRATION TO STATES ALONG WITH WIFE AND DAUGHTER. -
ALL OF SUBJECT'S IDENTITY DOCUMENTS PLUS EMPLOYMENT ASSURANCE-FROM -
UNCLE IN AMERICA ARE MADE OUT TO NAME ROWAN TURAN, SUBJECT'S ALIAS
SINCE ARRIVAL IN GERMANY.	 .

•

AN I.S. SEARCH FOR SUBJECT IN THOSE LANDS. WANTED NOTICES BEARING
POLAND.AND WESTERN RUSSIA AS RESULT OF WIDELY ADVERTISED POLICE

2. SUBJECT'S FACE AND TRUE NAME ARE WELL KNOWN IN GERMANY,

PHOTOGRAPH AND NAIVE WERE WIDELY DISTRIBUTED. 	 •
• 

3. SUSJEOUDOES NOT DARE USE TRUE NAME FOR IMMIGRATION . F,ORPOSES.,
HAS HAD TO GO fifTWOLIPLETE 'HIDING SEVERAL TIMES IN GERMANY-BECAUSE.
OF THREATS ON Lf0E,: . SUBJECT WOULD LIKE TO LIVE IN AMERICA UNDER
TRUE NAME.	 •

.J4.. ALLEGEDLY SUBJECT'S INCOME DERIVE ENTIRELY FROM ZPUHVR
MONTHLY HANDOUT AND PACKAGES FROM 	 FRIENDS
ABROAD. SINCE ZPUHVR TREASURY IS EMPTY, UBJECT CANNOT HOLDOUT IN'
GERMANY LONGER. .

• 5. SINCE PRESENCE OF SUBJECT IN GERMANY IS NOT DEEMED ESSENTIAL
TO APOSTLES, AND SUBJECT'S ALLEGED FINANCIAL AND SECURITY.PLIGHT
IS BELIEVED TO BE A TRUE PRESENTATION OF THE FACTS, MOB WOULD LIKE.	 .

• TOR: SECRET	 Corr No. )
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s/le/C.-te
1941 .thii; 11 1144 tn theDa4rui..iim.sed , 14Ital • 1944■W:

" 947to;prisok • 1440

• • DirEartt'Undleiiiilii RO	 TURA17.1Wf.
. sp. tied \...iyant'kti YOtIce'. sued )37,,the..:German Sfithey'ED on 4. 	 .1941 in'Ivove

8. 6reign ! ROOretary of U#R.

(Greek Cniiiolfc)

21. Early caembe ancrleading figure in OUR. 	 •



29: Receives finaricia4 assistande'froi4411--.:1
.Received packagesiftpm re1aVIves-'hn4tiiO42.414d
Wire 'receives vert, small pensio4:AO'ormer'conceift,	 .	 .
camp inmate.



31. 1.0.:.09
W.* Apparent age - 45

l'Hlieight .4 3'ft. 8 In
Oyes - Itlue
.00-shape - small,

,,C341,7.10n.... pale
, 7 %. 13.4 - 1414 '.

Posture - erect
Weight - About 120
Teeth - svmeJalse
Bair - dark. blond
8bars.- none
Build - 

intent, norvousiundaiO4.
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•.: CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY_• sr.., 	• It	 g

WASHINGTON 25, D. c.
DECLASSIFIED AND RELEASED PC"-

CENTRAL I NTELLIGENCE AGENCY
SOURCES METHODS EXEMPT I ON3132B
NAZI WAR CRIKES.DISCLOSURE ACT	

20 June 1949
DATE :2 0 0 3: '7005	 -

• '	 ••COraissioner for Immigration
• and Naturalization

FOR COORDINATION WITH  MI5Department of Justice
Washington 25, D. C. • 	:.:.4	 . -

-
Attention: YrW. L Wigins

Dear 'Sir : •••	 , '
t-

.	 .	 •

„FOB COORDINATION WITH.; Ci.-5A.‘1-
,

. HFor eQIIke time,. one ifikoka : Leb ed . has been rendering valuable
sista/16e fo'ailit.P.Agency in Bui'ope. s. _At:tfie-present time, he i s . being
prooâôeL togther with his wife end AIgh:Ver.,1 for immigration

-the'.:(United • States through the _proyi.:81:ohriloy Vie:: Displaced Persons
Ac:r.tl-òf.,-71-0448:&-The processing is taking , place.W#h the Displaced Per-
sOils . -Coia- riirssiiiii in Germany.' 	 'Area 4' has assigned D.P. . No. 813210
to s local file . number	 CO EC' 56784. — Affidavits
of SpOnsor hiie been filed and 'apparently have bee-n validated by tho

,	 ,	 .	 .	 .	 .

. DP 'Co:I.:nisi:ion in _Washington, ;Affidavit bearing No. D-9845. All of
the above documents, -plus V#xious other identity : documents, are -made
out . .in-theziame d_f Roman Turen;'' the :name Whi-ch has been used 'since

4	 . •
Lebed. s. his ...bse,t3:. :Gèrmany

:

!.. ;.:-..-'-i- 	 -"...:.:C-:-..

	

.:	 "',	 .: : :'.	 .-!:....:-7rC-, '.; . :i . i-.:- -.. -_,,	 -	 1 4 - ,:-	 - t •	 ..-.. "	 —	 .
... j. :7,7. r= The reasOris.:fOi -usiin.g. the "riiime. Turin. are substantial. . Lebed ■ s
-I' ace and true name are well .knownin,germany, • P.ol and and western	 ..

... : Russia :es'the :rest:. lzt ...of.). 1361:iCes. Mearch.. - for':him due _to his . Ukr e.nieta
- 'sna-tiOii:1)....tirt ia-6:ii:riti'e: .Ilefir as. ■sent-eriSes d .-tO . -dekth . by the Polish Go-,,.......

........z. • einim'eiitaii)I93Pj9.1"-it".::•tli'rit...n.fin . Nilticiiie.lisleader, the sentence sub-
..-.-,i secrientay:;beintico_amFuted t.o ..i.life ;imprisonment.-Jy.o. various 'times, he
it '. haef.belinVf,orccid . .t4'.igo santo z cOni3p1pte 'hid .; rtz -ins'Gerraany • _due to threats
. on.li.his'Aifes	 p.oseessesli"atlier,.:4xtsive knoWledg'e of, -

-;•._certain ,,CIA,: operations viand.-.3.E.r.familiariwith 'ceain groups with which
W-e .7.:"ii qii4.7C-dat.:.8t :,...)--COnsequ. ently, 7 t cii:1'hi s 'own • per .s-enalsafety and for

	

.	 .
'..the -I sâili7itY5,6f:..•:,;;Lir.:.Oper'e:tiOnS,,"*.,.-ipib -essentiaf . that he not be picked
.7. up-: bY3O1ITC• e"-;4:iithOrities.-...-:::17.0'...-. a're'in.:;.-ii. POsitnn to 'arrange ' the nec-

- .: 1. e es Etry..,,q1C.,..,,cle.. arAnce...for;-Lebel,;under ......the .name of .: %ran i _ .. .., , .:
• :.;.f-: -. ,..,•:•-•:; e•.• - • 7• ' -.... ,,- • .-.

.7.1: ; - .
	•	 . •	 • •	 .

	

.7.7.— .	 ......,- . n -.43' k•Z-,.. ..4.4.1;,'-. 4 .	 .•:,.-t.1/4c1-4.7.e:-.1L1'.1";?4,'..1,7•;,- ai.f,.-•.-,-:-;.•---, 7 .'it:„ ,..‘ 	 .''.. -. . --- ' 44	 • ..":.	 ,	 , • . ......
. s si,:Otic -6,746becf,-. arrixe s„..-0./.4.7,1:th e - triiit,e'cf:S ' ate s ,,''41e . i: hop es - to_ live here	 e..,

- ' - 	 et .'	 '''-'-''Plii.- 	 "t;'h''''''1'-' 1 %.cr 	 - " ;..b .c.,r' - yourwid .erl,hisit rue name.?.,• _ Pursuant!... o. ; .,t e,, ore. : iscussions e een	 '''vA).,-,.. ';p-.....4...,.;,4
• .... mgsliii3.:,....ar.idpIr..:e.W.:,,,,arv.n_e,.r..,A.;.9,,,fithi: ,:s4.:;-f._1...9...e..,..-..:17..,..e.t-tThou....d .tlikne ts itO ataurrs aneg	 4...;i3P.I.,,,.....
r.:Trli.t. '.--'-f ..1;to.u.iit-i'e_,.',...a.k--,e,.......C.,le..s„...ffsvary.. ;idjet,.. aij.1329.on.. c...eritiilg 4p..s.„. amag r. a io	 X'N.4,:. upon.... _____ r,..,_ • , • - ...y........ry, -P-.4,.....-V.,---,.-L-*.

• ' ' ' :hi s" Ei.c.r 3.v	 ina.i.,* -•:cn. e,17nit edt State S". 1:. eiid `..thle•:.V.iin.. su ..al feature of two ,,.4r%.1:-•:,- --
-'n-eglie:ii.C,IMpifeekitlip,t.±She,r0=4:tre_;c_orapelling—: :zeadOn- s ..„to • process the case
...,f 	 o'S'Inn rinqi- ie,9".tit lilleid ..1b-ovg:!-Ciii&qu'e• itIiiiii r.:; a:1 '1 ",:• pO .s sib. le a..„:s..i.i...ist an air,„.- .--,...,..e....,....6.,-..-.1h.4 .3'..,C.-... 4'......1........ .•' :7 . '	 .14.: '. • 4;•;•••-•45ii.... • - • . ' . •
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MKNOVUDOn	 Novsnber

office eA'th. %onaral

: cif,

StAJLCT:	 itkoIa	 anann

I. eeference is cnde to ,•ur memorandum of ;!0 June U .4. cont sub-
ject. rare. 4 of this secerndum reqUeeted thst clearance bo secured
from I V for Subject, who was immigrating to tho United Otaten under
the asnumed name of koman Tura:a, to resume FA:: ttue idontit; after his
arrival in the united States.

2. Subjeet arrived in New fork with ti, family on board the aenrral
Dowse transport on 4 Cctober 1P49. Subject nay desires to revert to his
true name before engaging in'activities hero woinh nre designed to solicit
pablic and private assirtanoe and au,..ort for th e 1 3treinian underground
	 t in which we are vita!'y intereeted.

3. 'The • following additional data, shicA is ale 	 tai.ned in Zwd
nna I ea p record-	 s, Ls famished 4n accordance vitu the verbal request of

John .arnar:
mace.

Doman Toren - born0.902
- Corte Olga nee Onnya - born 22 ectober 1912

Daughter - Zorians - bern 2.1 September 1942
nother-iu-law - aleksandra Bantkineky nee Duayn

all four individuals are temporaril y residing wita'Zub,:ect's uncle and
sponsor, Vikolal.ehed. 107 Havemeyer Street. Brookl yn, New York.

4. It is requested that toe necessary stens be taken with L A to
have the family name of Subjeet'a wife and daughter changed from Turan to
Lebed on all identity and other legal documents. Zimilarly. Subject's
family mad Christian names snould be changed to Kikola Lebed.

6. It is requested that the above requested action be taken as soon
as possible in the interest of security. Subject is and rill continue to
be closely associated wits' an important operation in the field which ill

designed to exploit the Ukrainian resistance movement inside the MR.

ACA''.6 '''� '
-. 01.? , D-	 .. ,.., 0 • ,,

Lichard Sales
(4 *

4 glifivisd* 0- --‘	 Cp ))— Cs ' '.7,
V"(

Pia.,,,k) , ,,,,,...A:( •	 i_e
(,:,e'

4 ,....s-	 Co' 4.,	 sEtot,
,

DEC LASSIFIED AND R ELEASED BY

CENTRAL INTE LLIGENCE  AGENCY

SOURCES METHODS EXEMPT I ON3B2B

N A2i WAR 	 4305c;..,.it4;S DISCLOSURE.       	ACT
I

'31 	.
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SECRET
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

OR COORDINATION WITH  •=1.----AS	
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

ci.11

LEEr2A
mom/

€02

JAN 3 1 1950
MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMISSIONER OF IMMIGRATION AND NATWLIZATION

DECLASSIFIED AND RELEASED BY	 7.,20///
ATTENTION: Mr. W. W. Wiggins	 ,

CNTR \L INTELLIGENCE AGMY 72/64■14/•-

S0UR:ES1ETH0DS EXEMPT ION3B2B

NA 2 W:kit CRIAES DISCLOSURE ACT

DATE 2003 2005

1. Reference is made to our letter to your Service, dated 20
June 1949, concerning the above subject. It WAS pointed out in that
letter that subject was being processed as a DP under the name of
Roman Turan for security reasons and also for the personal safety of
subject and his family.

2. Subsequently., this case was discussed by Mr. Warner of this
Agency with Mr. Wiggins on 21 November 1949. It WAS indicated that
since subject and his family had arrived he would like to establish

his presence in the country . under his true name. At that time, Mr.
Wiggins suggested that he file his declaration of intention under his
true name and indicate to the Immigration and Naturalization official
conoerned that the name Turan is a name by which he also has been
known.

3. . Pursuant to the above, subject applied at the Columbus Street
office of the Immigration and Naturalization Service to carry out the
above suggestions. It appears that there was some misunderstanding 	 EMMEN
of subject's request since he was advised by at least t*o officials to
secure an attorney in order to eftect a legal change of name. In'ac-
cordance with the discussions between Mr. Wiggins and Mr. Warner, sub-
ject immediately withdrew from the interview and contacted this Agency.

4. It is requested that your Service take_such action as may be Pima.
deemed appropriate in order that subject can file his first papers
under his.true name. We have instructed subject to await further word
from this Agency.

5. For your information, subject arrived in New York with his
family on board the General Howze transport on 4 October 1949. His 2 _ ■732til
correct birth date is 11 December 1909. His wife, Doria Olga, nee r'
Dumyn, born 22 October 1912; the daughter, Zoriana, born 23 Septem- A

ber 1942; and mother-in-law, Aleksandra Hnatkinsky, nee Dumyn, to- ?
gether with subject are residing at 46 Pitt Street, Apartment 10, New
York 2, N. Y. If additional information is necessary, we shall sup-
ply it upon request.

FOR THE DIR	 1Q'ENTRAL INTELLIGy7ffE:

SUBJECT:	 Mikola LEBED

2-

Acting Executive
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I, )cola Lobed, being first duly sworn, do Onpose and say that: 	 • •w l •-• ; .1 I;

	

.	 . .	 •	 2 1, . ,,,	 li'.
1. _It full and correct name is eykola Lobed (also known ae Roman.

' '• '	 . Turan), and I presently *reside at 46 Pitt Street, Apartme46 10,./(eW, ..

	

- ro. rk.	ow22: NIlnyoorkbarn on 23	 .

.. • - :	 •	 Ily' father's name is Nihallo Lobed, and my mothar3=nitme is • .'" 1 Irj•A:2*

..

,

-	

November 1910 in Katy, 4Ukraine•	 ' ' • • ';'. - • .A. ,._•-‘•••••;37.:crel,, .1.1
! •

„:„,,	 ... .,	 ..	 -. - • I., •t ....1..:40,

• e;.,,,. ,,.	 ,

.._ , .

•- 31,z_lf.qtarina -Nazowaka Lobed. ...e -. :
. .

•i
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t00,0!x*AP is trio t Of Oolnuebia 

itizteraztfl i ty,g f  Ifashingtm, 

AreIDAVIT OF IMUTITT 71! LIEU or ,A3sPoaT

• . ..	 .. ,. • .••	 i ‘..	 • ' -,	 •	 '",..-7,7
• • ... - ;••	 •	 • ••■•,	 • 4 	 entered the United States for permanent residence;pn_gea

A .b? b!)r- 1949	
:.:.• '417.'•'‘-tle

''''''' .• ' ' * .. and ' aeT-e resided in the United States Since tt..:titiii,:\::',"it.-.;;;•::•g 	 'i..
r•■•

  •

	

r _... ...,.	 •	 .•;,, -41; •.kNv.... 	.1:.:,42;:: .
::...,,..	 ' • ''''•••••5'; Prior to my entry into the United States,...I had-resided.:44 . 110 

,
..,.....': •...i,,...	 :.	 ... American tone of • Germany•:-f.rem 1947 until SeptOMP r't.C...-Z:94.1: _:'' ,,..-gagOd4t ftelY., -r".. :'-.61-,'

• '-iiribrrtethet • pieriod,;: I .hao. resided in Rome, ItAilil ki-1.4.c4e.tarkiiiO4•yr•rj''
• .;,,.;.;- ' • :p • -	 - '•-•	 • •	 •	 •	 '•	 .	 I •-.- •••••••,•:••••:r.72:•-:,-7-:"Cli 7p,' • .. ..,4„:...„

1 - ;...,,...... ,..1;;: . I em married and my wife's name is Ddria OlgrOLebad,,•whp'...ya•sA:::.:-
: • bOrii in Sokal, Ukraine on 23 October 1912. She 	 residing •-'•'.
.:.•at'46•Pitt Street, Apartment 10, lieu tack 2, New York:• -if. ".•;; - '!:.	 ..	 ..
....	 -	 •	 •	 ••.	 ••	 •
.......„ .. 7. Since ..I • am. it''tet.ele;s PersonI was unnbre'te'SeCtire. s-almis-.•••••,...

trola any country prior to * entry- into 'the :United: States.. Sinee'•;L::
taat 	 •I bsave filed a DeClaration :If:Intention to becoeieniiannetidik*I!•:-...'7..	 .	 -	 •

.','•	 '. en in the.'Dis*Ct • Court of the United States. at New .ICIirgNew:...yor;••:„-	 ••".. a •

.:i.::.0iiiiiiiii,  . 1::pm unable to secure- an 'American pasePort • since 1 ' ii.a-sivit:iiiit'll;i;=4
- sided . rn the'UniSitNilites a sufficient ler.gth of timp .. tc beiitli,...,:i1J. "	 .44'.
••-•tekii'A	

.
he Oath of Citizenship. •

	

:	 "	 ' •-:* --i • - • '''-•s• . tiz-r.17;
.	 .	 •	 •::•* ••.,1,4•.,•••i5441•4•■.t"......-.7.. •

	

.	 .	 .
. .* .. S.. 4 Wish to travel to the:American. Zone ofi-Germany'forapFwal•-71,!•7'-:.`,•
imatelY two weeks in order to gather additional dat-a ami:ineteriarieir'"••••:

.. ...future.. lectures and articles w'aiCh I hope...to •write. I bare*: effirM; ''......s•
•• --: •4 :4 that the iiiiaOgiaph -attached hereto is a:.,recent photograPh. 'it mySliLf4'.:"...	 .
. • and a personal description is listed below: ' 	 •	 , I''',..-4,":e.,,V1101.;',1:4;•••-•-

',VI • %.

••

"4. 
• •

rtObritied:
thii . 	 17.t.h; .) --day: of,.	 *la:.	 A950.-	 ' "'••••zs'

art.,••=•-•,••••7:t.b,-b4.'	 '6`nd--13: and or .s• .	 •
'	 • '	 • •••••	 •	 •	 •

•

• _.	 . ,r7t
taryo.Public.,•In, 	 fote

Of:Co1isbi&	 1.*
;My co*. efxpirei::March',31“19

;
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..FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVÉStGATION.

tos...lsoL agr.
IIMMITMAOSKIP	 DAVS WWI	 Malta E08111110141■141:11r • 'MOW MAW",I AIM

/*.t.i •	 1 9/1130 (12147/13,4,23/10 ail: 1,, lam 
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CEN
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NAY
DAT

rAtijeet. sax tom 11/23/10 at rotea !Vold, .
-1427390t1 tbei VS oh 20/4/49-aleal: vdth

gite,,datn)dar and .nothardoden. • •
lbw/ bow maids in Apart:tent 30, 46 r'itt
r4., RIC. Sooject thator3y mew:toted with •
Oa (*Mere .sraup of 001 uhloh vas absorbed

tie VA. ito UPA is sae fig-Xing the
CI' in ilaidao. .ject.. bus no kaoelodao
of ter. tbreirdca orinniestiois in iM tame
wind* oda is to aid Ukraine in Ito	 .
nun far independence. Re toe no desire

•to set op a nes orgudsatten to old
Vitesiniona txtt believes existing *minion
orranitatiana 'should aid in evert way
postd.file. Dariag the pried tweed:or, 3535
to denuiny, 1936 =bleat triad for coatqdrooy
in onsusetlea with aurder of 	 Plittuter
of tbe latoriors MOVISLAIMERtTerti and
euctehoed to life Imprisonments . In 1943
subject beauseAterettary of roreica /*troika
or the vaandergantud. Re cotttlacks. to
led jj sitio5tbour)c3ainsnotot to be
active atlar thou reccdelag .intor.ation
sash is L1cd to Itte'rrom the Araziera
toes or C4 D7e .$ts 4eot wow solt-asolo3rd
writing a book *doh till in i second
%alma of his previous published booe which
oI&' entitled *WV. Rio tee and r.:,thar..tn.

NOVNO 	 W/111111111.611:114 maxterty-

CONIS MI* OM?

•5

3 . 1t Yost

I
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3.0$4604
•

Ina •ro aniilOyed br larce.te r Ientio	 . .
CP/	 Ito-UvroLto 'CO
'apply for perntosion to pot up intone.
titan tureen for punoso or diassuinatise,
inrotsation custearning Orsini= .
indoacnaesoo. IUs Ispris loo aevisod
that to 4o . this. Le sill haw to csTrly
for foltjation from the Ur.
or :tunics.

4••

'0'11M:a
•

LVe. 11.1CX	 Atortz.ant 12s 107
, gevraoyor :;treet• firook	 To*, advised that the subject, VIICOU
icon. 441cat1er1 sd.tb har •, • TATCZ(MIC.13. Sloworer• abs related that
the =Wept 10 her bzugantl e s cousin eni rosidrii at tido atklrusa "rlor to
about 'icce..ater• 194S. =v. ?MY 11-1LP lUrninhad the etibjeetVe ad•sreau P

rkti 54 rc.ct3	fork 6;ty•

'ant intorviav tø ire Intrapat o COadltatrid at the an To* feria,
is,tho Wish lansono by st Lf •.71.114• he writer teas prtAnt. sue
enatstertin the intorvion.	

.	 .

ho aubject fundeluni tbr rolloulth.; lama/oat ,-

The zaableat Atknooi as ilttarit LI224), IUXOI11.N.t, :423% 71;v.73, "
b4.31'Staitil warn itildIS oud ECM IMOILY.4 Ito woo born throabor
at toty, ittilind, e,bioh to at present a port Of the blastuo• to treated freiz

litub 4thool, isms, Vb3atvg, in 1931.• For o short roriod or Use in
1S33. ho Mended saianitetal school at rioloranis, Rani. Xe 1931 to Tao
too put; to join tho •Croaniesoje ttsainaohich 2aoione3iaton Leit ho ens

.sytupethetie tonesdn it.. Way
..	 •

2:11 1931.1. hand ihnt hr.vraff. Wire; aoatht by the • N.11.ah Governsent
tanitinane of eatioltr with the OIJU en be wont to 1-orsow where he :waned far
w.p.m. throe maths, • He die not feel it sofa to rbain in •traatr so he rent

. 2 •

•••
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• t•T 105-i504

to 'cloto. 	 neere ho ri-lood until 1934 Waco he titterer(/' to 'Artier.
Ito subject ass arreeted ey the. Genuses .= the goliels.rA:rtun .trorier ewe
turtied over to thb !bile lovern.ent. ;twine the period Komveser 1e35
Japery 1936, be i.e tried at ',arose for conspirepy in connootion pith the
murder of %lit* Moister. a? Interior, eltf.'SjStJeieliw ATC •ce, -	 '	 •

• • sy •veitierrer •A, e leader of n grove *nide tbi Mr, a/so vas
tried on the above demo. Thep bath core -entanced to life imoriamont.
The subjeot • ree !fret incarroseted Pt *Ply 'Voss 41stort vhich vol bested
near Kielce,' Vine. nuttectutotly he i.e transferred to 'risme loceted.
et Maas,. Poised, and gladelme, 'bland. the. eforamentionrd !del,
it i.e delersdne4 text one 'IMAM Potts/1y anriered

In September, 1939, the above orison at ardente, Vend, wag
bombed. vbile boinb cove.' to another 	 the' eubjeet eseencid. (!ter
eleven days. of velldni, the subject turned triaselt In to a prison at another
uillage. tie see Eyres a hearing one eas told that all 11krainien PAULINi

priestess were ordered . releseee by the Pinietrgr or &MUD in .orsas. lie sas
given • doetcont etteeting to this. The a object then etarted to return, to
his hone in !Lefty,	 :then *boat sixty miles fres. hie hate end while

1.-vritozy now-oecupied by the uuselans, three of the enbject s e friends
shO to been 1n prison viith hie sore arrested by the Rtibei.PAS. The .subject,
.aerefero, than west to Krakow nim.oh i.e under Carron. control.

•
.An 1935 t4to subject's sife, who had been sontenceo mitt blat In

oonneotion !ate the eforeasentioned	 vas released Iron baptiser arisen.
fie found Pei in 1940 and they both sent to blovekie.- They got 4 :tea from
the SICceakien Gerecatand pent to hone.. et tale tine it i.e their Wire
to get to the United 3k.ataa frost Bons. However, while ip Sons,1111,53.1LITI
declared ear on the a/lios end se a "seat the subjPet wee tumble to lame.
4hi1e in gone be vOrked La a Ukrainian Book Stors. 	 . •

Tn about 1941, having leareed .thst be could not k;st. to the United
%otos, the irobjeot returned to Slovakie. Unable to get vork in Sloveiria,.
he returned to Poland Mere like many other Ukrainians be resided along the
Sloveldan-ntllett birder. Sere he worked as an effieer mO tOtratitien • food
end agricultural cooperative until the middle of 1941.

At the outbreak of the Rusetan•Oermen ear be vent to Lwow, l'oiard.
Pt this tine the . e'e'reeetto Imre =Hee the Russians beck. The subjeet felt
they. Me i.e an ormsrttmity to fie)* for Ukrainian indecendenney -Poems,

•

••

•
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JT las-urer.

"In way,: , 141, .the Gomm hoots arenottrar Bkreinteqs. he Suirjoette
' entire tonity -see erreated; t tented stottoe aartyisig the Subject's petatorreph

wan utteulated emit it:s elle vas ?alcoved four unithe later tram pricers iso
•tizt oho sear lead thq Gement itt . tdcs, bat . she Me them The oalipt°

- - reerruoted . 1a vienton72-1944-al th *CY bettor's ••=i1EC.Ienadrtatr roc • el .
and Punt litakgalfikenIy end drnghter• Trux,r sue mit tee winnentrriten
tsar in Relsonsbraint, Cortataf.

. .	 .	 . .	 •	 •
• • ?run 104 to 7945,11b41e • 2a tlio -ticritatt; the eulajtit sate lecder

•,of .theAndasysateal ixoup sada foutht the Gomm. It V1,44..0111 &wait the
known an the utal. • lairs it bcdaPao Wenn cc the likreinsdat baatanake acsta
shish is translated -to cane Matiatop losur.hat I. In :490 aio cukturtse
?riend,..M.14.1.4.1plt1141..iunnaed the Undue/zip of the alpiele bit nctferrround
"trsup, it ose Lout at this tins that Cece 0 tareiralse Army (h e ) existed
there ena mod of a htiiser amiaership. la taie etuatetion 41erint 190 0-

• j:olitical governient ses cot UP and this euttiett Lorne a neaber of 136:n • •
underieuund torament with' the title of &meets:7 of Arraign Irtairs. TN;
riskiest centime° te hold tes a pof11.10n.

jn ..2s0 noi 1544, elan rovite.. the &formations& gevernnottt, the
ettn.jrci. • erto contact alit the 7olloh brviestromi end various teeozontaisere

• Makei coneernin& roll:time of Poles nrd tibritiabton.
iciAr conteet tsoe code nith tha hunlanion Mal?* Tid o DM/ 4410).

• Boo A it•htiot, &long: lath the tens= 141 •• listiitnid to lifuldnie the tensieients.
Settuvur, it este csperent trat the ISM:Trion" did tat vent to fiyist the , •

. gbreininsuf ea avvesesste sereredo for the talkarillte to "lot& 'the other - TWA"'r,"
 ei-xesteetste sere ettass;tod'esth the rummage Pew shish ens ottrayiying

Odessa, Ifoutrocr, Dinar the l'esoldnte mere arm that the maiming eere
oleo IntildinL a front alpinist the 3a1ehovilst they Isere hesitant. Their -
&averment an in a turmoil. CU =tide) eaneeete woe reached, it this tie*
the onbjrat °tat the tee to contact tee Allies in Italy. her of thee
sen onto lest, ono of these *mit u1.00t- rc. I maw ice )1ThrO4 ft.IMitll reached

• zth u ltritials in itolf and too lator contoatet tti the losirlatto. no allies `•

• Ott bp e on ant or ; ••11/1a PS:tell/9 they thought oil itirreinialut Lire
Ccr.rwdrtse.	 therefore, ue nenceplishod by the atererentioned
1:1014:1111 Ow la 'non re0161nc flyer :tame iires, Argentina.

	

In 14:45 the eubjeot i c rally (life, vtaufttor one; 4-.)1hor-deeissw) 	 ••••
sari in rendenteutien errtt hoer Perlin, Itn:pny. 'Noy burn t ivon e-ro.inoto:

•

1............:::

4
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• to visit doctor iti.lkylin because :lie anew daughter was ant. Through
the subjeoW underground contacto the ferily escancel'and reached glovekie.

•
St this Use tbe-enbbiet Kerte(' out hiswelf to cent. • et the

-brit/1y.- ler/Wye up ids . ran44	 vet •nrest° - - - - •
to Itely, nermeny eurriuriered.• 'ut reached Rome and reseinod there until 190. 	 -
tering Ms time he en enntoatitie the tailed plowmen:its roordiny the
gkroggd,sn not for indneendence. The Ai:inject mote • book on /Oda gpojeote

- *Joh lee entitled *VW" •• • • - 	 - •

Li, tide tine the Italian onace treaty wan &awe up which nailed
for the repatriation of Russian displaced notions to itneida. The atilijagt
sea told by pallets friends that, he had butter not stay in taxa.: HO learned
teat forty Ukrainians :are or:sated en tie)), vete	 un airplane rot. .
Arontine by the Italian pollee./ They sere relegated to t he hate ion ..
Repatria tion nisei on.

.In 1148 the aubot vont to .titu Aouricen tone of tienuany t here he
re A; aed until eiobarking for the Unitad ;tures,

5e arrived in the United notea October 4 1949 1 with his elauhter,
stife •end mothetuin.las. See7 nee reside in Apartment 3.0.st 46 Pitt Street.
ries Twit nity. The aubjeet is ealf-c-aloyed limiting a book which sill
be the second volume f the aforementioned h„eik entitled "UM.° Ilia wife,
idds. M/Ii.-141,4114111)3, end lite antbesdn-lav i ALEKSMO,PLinati, ere smile:aid
by the Ibtretaid •Plastio Camsny, 26 - .tat 12th Street, New Tzek City. His	 •

• site to /splayed under the ante of VIRAL lid daughter Saillitit'ise born in
law, %lend in 1942. The subjeiot etc, Ma eife have naturelisaLon teoeva
under the name of VIED.

The rirevioutly mentioned. cent, ilAIA I/Mile* the in 1944 see
arrested *by the Femme, bee resided at 421 tenth Third ttreets ':arottette,
Clitthigah Rime et- ly 1949.

The subject further related the during the ler the i on *night both
the tier/any end the Relehetike. Pt !fret they fought the Ow/am and later the
Nod °mid acne she Infiltrated behind the Lerren linen. The Fedi proplpandized
the DI in an effort to remade 'tPeet to -fight a =mon fig* against the
Germans. Tide the UN reseed to do. The UPI never coopexited with the

"Gassing. • Thera wee an Orreiditattert eat-en by the Germane awes toodtet . •

••

. • •
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int 3,054.1504 •

.	 .	 . •.	 .	 •	 •	 .. •
Central"? itkreineki (Centrol.tdcreinlasi Cormittee.) • Mid oonsittee on:mired
a di-WM* uht .eh fourht isith the Nakao kirlivion Imam as the DS Died=
at Gateja. The	 recenlad these people se eallabOzotere end fond* Mesh .

rtloilk■ 34D1.be DW tvisn naided into tro ,..roups boaters of
.1segravavatir or stretacy and .politiesi differ:me. "These games sere
mans as thechandem and tharltalnyk. The sense or maid-division oere derived
free the apnea of the lvadora of each rivers the le grero halt nut1741	 .
arid MI.114.11 PAIM/41. The tavo rsepo ad.not, an ecedueg .eagb guar, Thai
wear hsd aolitteel diffonnieoo. The subject belenged to the Ware.
huritk; the oar the :1.611"k eolith:noted eith the OPIUM. hen the bt'A eve
organised they absorbed the atornontioned Madam tmap. ilandar p sna,in • •
Canaan coosentrstion soap dud* the sir. Ire is now in Centaur where v.. is
isakinL air arrest to coos to the Urdted Stateo..The /fader or the WWI
group collaborotod trigs the Gamow but the rank and rite•were emonc4 to
the collaboration. The Gensios. lator ervated rola* because titer laernad
that cart of hie group an eat.i.rgetren, The VPA is nos fichting oat oat f
the razraniet Party in the Ukraine;

• • The oubject beim slam at the,cotheda of the	 ,
PERM, 11311C0) valise° that 2.C.3. atantn 'enuld On_	 ,bob/rbo soot*
United :::tetee for the _pur pose of vatting many the utaraira.ans. Isevoiers
he tnero rola% slant such a thinc..oetualir taking plaon. 	 • .,

In 1946 the oubjcat heard g et the attlittiM gave inetraotions •
that events bo strut to south /write end the tvaltad •fitstre for the purpose
Of instructine. tIcreinion iervigrante•

She oubject dettn not Nags of any Ukrainian oroolsetieno in the
taittd :;toteo stare prirvoipel ain -le to aid the tinviniens in their 1104
for indepondenee, racy people talk OM helping but rothinc laden°.
IMO belia to volt aU thellhrtdnien erostratione should take a positive
stoat to cid the *reine, aosnall: end notarially in OA Advt. ite also uante -
the lc.orieen supple to be litromed ur *minion taahlaira and de:tires.
the =Wet nab ra deuito to sot up a nes orraniaatian to aid the livreinions
bit klievoe tvat 4=16444 Ukrainian awe and moieties should aid in
every no porrible. lio hoc eirsiord to himself the Job or infered.n, the	 -
aorld of the tfamirden ALA. • lb dime Da 1191.071g to any ClOb on Or■AMMOLUOS
in the iseg.tt Ltotce, la mould rather keep contact with' the existaK, clubs

'and aoetatleo end ost then to rid tke Ukraine.
• -

Li I
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=44 34111441R that he ii Oa .1*147 direct repriseutotioe
- he IThreltdan uedr9i4in the Ualtea :vistes. OFli couriers Walt aella

of the sitavtion thJUiWS o. to individuate 14 the aa pazioin saoe. hoe. of
this ituteriel-le this treaspdtted to the setsjprst in the tin tad 'States.
the =Wed advised that (lima the aforeiventienad t1PA source he had .bersod
that one9Ivairaalls a hessian agent attics 19251ii cow to taorieep This can_

• is assarinsdae a ideltansat-talonel in tbs. Rasalla"	 *mei
Wilted States a* $ displaced a rson Ave thadah in 1949. Be belono to the
&Watt of veterans of the Ukrainian Army tore and lives soaeuhors in new
Ton. • It is the enhjaotle understanding that she aforeesiitioned inforeation-
enve ?Drafted tile t4:1 or iv tosale Idle led foiserrly been. Russian sonnet in
'We, /bland. tins fenele "got in bed ith'ilat Rossi= so OP bs/lame
associated Atli the PA. The said resale agent he4 boon working for the
Russians fOr about tsentiutirO years and she Si elleged to .hsve mead to the
Ulf in Germany. her !Airs emanate% FBEEN ins among those mewl. tee

• . subjent hie re mated the m'A to furnish his odcitlenal

'	 The enhjeet furthers; reinind that he wen eery e amber of the Shaba
Bassteotentes Ohl, Re said the :a use a tart of the otn; sal ups disbended
awe the trY. was torndatedo • The PA a ffsivalent to Mown 49 tbs Oendameria.
It is within the aunjoat te knowledge Wit he wne reportedly a easter of tile
albreaentd.oned ul3. lb related that the real head of this orgenisstion ins
1131014*RDtiffa who died in

The subject intends to ani.ty for pralisaion to set. up an infortvtion.
°crests for the purpose of disseminating information concerning Ilkrainian
indepetvirnce. liLa aaeer, 4.nalfZkriltrno, 1376 BreadStreqt 11exerk, Bow
dares'', has advised bin that to do trhie he 411 haral to era; for pondaaion
true the Untied butes Department Of 440190. 	 • -

-Pt NSIBB.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF'INVESTIGATION 41.r •
.•

	NEW TORE	 NT•rmatio. 10541504 DRS?IOC CON COOODDOCC

WOROODS AT	 Onarr 9nritr, arm I. ODOM SAO Of

JEW 0RK •	 11/6/50.5,314/1-3/50,	 JA!1R.S. W. STAN

• • itENOLA LEM, was.
COMO= OP OM

• INTERNAL SECURITY 
„	 .

,
SYNOPSIS OP PACT&

•i

INS records,. NY0,_show subject was born at
Hoty,Dkraine, 11/23/10. Subject arrived
at Port of N.Y. under the name ROMAN TUNAS .

. as a.DP aboard the vessel UMBRA' SOWS • - •
an 10/1.00. -Subject on U.S. entry accompanied
by wife, OLGA DARIArTURAN; daughter
ZORIANAiTURAN; and mother-in-law, ALEXANDRA
MYR, Subject filed declaration of -
intention to become U.S. citizen #615863

. on 3/27/50 in USDC, SUN!. Description of
subject set out.	 " •

DENA ILS

P -

At New York,

The following information was obtained
from the records of the Immigration and Naturalizationpervicec
70 Columbus Avenue, New York City: •

Application for a Certificate of Arrival
and Preliminary Form, for a Declaration of Intention; dated
February . 6, 1050,.shows tnat'at this time MIK= MID, also
known as ROMAN TURAS, was residing in Apartment 10, 46 Pitt
Street, Nov York City. He arrived at the Port of ex York
under the name Of ROMAN'TURAN aboard the vessel WOAD HOWSR
on October 14, 1 14 9 as e Displaced Person.

.	 MID was born at Xoty, Tkraine, on
November 23, 1910. His mother's maiden name was given as

•••&MOM .	 soviamaibul;* DO WO *AM IN TNell SPAM"MOM—.	 _ stem§	 • 	•

aids col*. woe - -
5 Bureau
3 - New York

• •	 •-
i	 • '"ta.

o0.0311

lot &Ilona 91 'drtaPtail•
;

NIONOIf Of rti tits cosnatimu 1111,0111 AID its comas lot unto TO 1 00 Of SO lai	 f0 RI IPISINOSS OVOldn Of
/IWO 10 wino' WARM

• • • ......••••••••••••••••••••• 	 55. J NJ. I
.	 •

■■•	 at,

•..

1
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. fir 1014504 •

.	 ANNA.POILOD. SdbjiothA last foreign residence Was . Munie, • ..
Germany, and he immigrated to the United States from Broths%

•

• 

..Sevmami_ Se traveled Matt immigration Visa and vas examined
. • by Unites States immigration officers at Nev York, New Yorks

Subject gave the name of NICHOLAALNBSD I 107 Havemeyer Street,
.	 BP*01411% 34 Nov Iorlc,.	 the "por.aph.h• was. eCta4ng 1,0.1.1 ._on..
-' --bii•immigration to the ..s.United Butes, subject was accompanied

by hiawife, OLGA DAM TURA his daughter ZORIAUA =RAN;
and:hisMother.in-law, ALUARDRA DUNI% Subject . gave his
nompationms.Journalist and indicated that he marriediNULL .
DAMS TURAM on Mate 19, 1936 'at Lvov, Ukraine. She vanborn
hotober'23, 1012 at -Sokal, Ukraine. "Rig daughter-, =DIANA
TURANome born Septembir 22, 1142 at Lwow, Ukraine.

I .

The Immigration andlTaturalization Service records
further reflected that by letter dated Marsh 8, 1950 subject

	

.advised that hie correct mane was MYKOLA =RD.	 -
1	 .	 Subject filed a deemration of intention to become

,	 .	 .
• a United States bitizen 0615863 on Mare 17, 1050 in the .
.. United ,States District Court for the Southern District of

Nov. 	 York.	 .
-	 .

The following info-motion is reflected in Immigriition, and Maturalimetion SOVV10e file oA7319888--oonso1idated, which
is maintained for subject's mother-in-law, ALEXANDRADUMIR,
neeiNA8I9KAt ' •	 .

.	 -	 ..	 .
'	 • 1 .Applietition for Tiamigniticiblisa end Allen Registration,
whICh was made to the American Consulate at Munich, Germany,
and was subscribed and sworn to on August 31, 1949 by the
aforementioned.ALRIANDRA DOWN, shows that she claimed to be
a Displaced Person: She.was born .April 3, 1893 at Lwow, Poland,
which is also given as her last permanent foreign residence.
DSr parents, °SIPA IVAJIVRA nee LOYOKA and IVAN IVASIVKAi
are dm:eased. She indicated that her internment in a concentration
Camp : 	for Political reasons. and indicated that "within the
past-five • yeare abe had not been affiliated with or active

...	 in organizations devoted in whole or part to talus/ming or
furthering in the United States the political activities, 	 .

,-.publio.ralations . or. public polity/ of any other. government."

DO

.: •
• •

••
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Ix-104194
,	 Hiss NEUF.: KLEW.fiCA,- Ipartment.101'46

New York City advised that MYXOLA LADED end his family have
sieved from this address. -Miss KLEKIWKA stated that she' has
no knowledge concerning their present whereabouts.

...ltr..7ANES. MaaNNA,-Acting-3uperintandantilinialtarbeckiir -
b.uition i United' States Post Office, 130 Nast BroadVay, New York
City, advised that he has no record of a Ohange.otaddross
for subject.	 -	 .

.	 . -	 .
Confidential Informant NI, of.known-rellability,

advised that he is not personally acquainted with the subject
and that, he cannot, therefore, furnish any infOreation pertinent
to this investigation..

—PENDINO

4

„
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interVieliett.W.
FRANK P. inaotirs,
prseto and atiliteCin'''tbet•
following infOrtiltiOnt

I Be advised that hiS	
imther.libusALEXANDRA IMO, IMO* with his :SOSI‘tNCENSOSIi.-.	3 '3434111thriThali

Street,iBrooklyn, New York, Tba atibleit'dOiribe6110116•00iO4,
WILISAWATEN, who also resides at 343 Bainbridge Street, ea •
"white Russian."
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-he nano of 71.41n Lobed Dint mule1r. prominaItoo in ' ;ettera Maxine
1 q14, when ho, es n fkrninian Aolittarl reftgeo, vu4 arrested iv the ::asi

in • rart ,. ion plrt town in Germany -ad 'extradited to the Polish
%.10lioe in connection with the assnesinntion of Gol. nronislaw Pieraori,
muter of Interior of Poland. After trtml that lnated severn1 week',

-.•34.-t, to t:ether with /tepan AfiaerM and 41coln Xlymywhyn, vi.. oonvioted of
omaninf the asenOimation, and vi.s lentonced 	 whila wore than a
.r con nther "Icrldninn	 loafterf, receive.: long-tern prison sontoriess.
.11 t t, ree men ,p &l.4 to a higher court, qhich g‘ppeal resulted in a now trial

n noweenteace of death for the three ten. 17en t 41117, the sdateneme wore
nn:”Lted to life imprieonmett. Ath the inv ,-.011n of :eland by Nail Omnsamy
in ieptember 1939, Lobed, alone with hu/VI,01 of 'At:mini= nationalist pont.
*.o.A1 nrisoners oho were kept in Tolish jIrtgems near the Gorman border, barely
osc-taled with hie life, while makrother '..trisoners, melbori of the OUN (01*
-triaation of thamisdan Nationalists) an the "t' (-termini= Hi/itmry Ordeal-

3 , ttln) were shot to death by the Poles.

=LAMM
AcaordinG to one rersionnf the storF, Lobo4 1,, arrest occurred as Sollovet

In 192.3 the Oroah police made a search of the Praguo quarters of Oradea
:Pne:-KrYblv e3q-. one of the ltledi314/ OSESh1114 of the supreme email of the OWE
nnd a trusted assistant of Col. Baden, Iroorrninea head at the oug and tam,
..tho normanontly resided in Oftera.	 to this ti4, the Orsini= rivelotion.;
-.Ty organisations, =oh as the 09N 'and the Ialp,..00nduoted Violent eampaigns
of underLmound revolutionarr activities meinit against Poland. and loyiet Russia,
the two oountriss which *couple/1 the prlielpal:Perts of the Ukrainian othee-

	

rjg 	 Rumania, which 000npied:Ukrainian pasts of lukovinn nnd
'essarabia, wao also q tftrget, but In a lesserdegreethan the first two counp.
trios. Ilan the JUN been its omen/national natl.** in the early thirties
in Oar?atho•Uh;raine, the 3seoh.polioe began expelling or nrrestine, ?rominent

n! . tion-lilt leaders who up to this tine had had n virtual haven, if
not sup/art, fron the Csechoslovek,orrernnent.

	

It	 in the vay th,t to ;sedt pollee found very important documents.
.n: file.	 to no !:irminion nationmliát organisations ix Poland.

• ietvyk...-274,Avs: ...fit relate.. ed. his a Arehttell keeVe in ttrebliee
:r ti 	 circle- 'A the n ienyk archive") ves.turned overt* the Polish

- eatitre of :nod-neighbor policy, or -porhans to appeals the Polish
,I

▪

 vorrront	 wete o . )enly lamnine toward, 	 ofltaace vith ntler
• aA4olinl.

	

-rchiwo	to '2.ontain hundreds of IIAMO9 of prowinent
nntionnlist	 code nnnes, addresses, and plans.

• rnvIlt 1' 	 ftntt. , t". 10	 1t h o/ice r.rrootod hundreJ: of ',I.:I....Anima

	

Vim 7a*Je. l.	 'heir oartici .,3ation in the
Int tor	 vo.1 f. the nettv.1	 "%!.0,1'‘ '•;* left

•r	 • • 1:7 irr - •	 , fin'	 •rt.'• I t' 1	 'rant to
rr.. , •!'nr-	 ' • .9	 • '• • 7niart .

ENL,
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ihile Lobed vat in the	 ?risen, Col. Koncvalets was killed by
• tine boob planted in his trench coat by a Soviet (0r') agent by the
name of ealumh , in Rotterenm, 4ollami, on Kay :?8, 1938. The latter cane

, from Soviet likrttue as A liaison non of the Ukrainian undervound in 3oViet
'Irritine. Co]. Konovalett o place as heed of the Organisation of Ukrainian -

. );ctionalists was taken ever by Col..Androv ,.elnyk, former officer of therkrainian army and a °lose friend nnd oollnborntor of Col. Komovalets.

he extradition of Lobed by the Oasis to the Polish police eruted a
..•0 11 A(: 'mows the top tiodership of the CUU, both in mem and in Wes-
tern .11•13VIN. While thou(' sho actually conducted Untergrount activities
a.Ainst PeLsad, lika . Lelmod who played a very 41POrtant port In the. urrieleat
'inc. 1929, wera preseingfor a oontinued romolutionary flat aguitast Po.
lpad, the other matienallets, •specially those residing la Germany, It4y,
rnme and 3witeerland, were for a mare eoaollietory poliey.toWerds Vero*,

%thioh oadouitedty was due to derma pressure After the oonattelea la the
non.aggreesion pact in 1934.

•;_ar 

Upon his release frau the Polish prison 04* *Ida, that the realm
were ready to shoot him but voie dteOeteld:41.44 400,600t Of Omuus
Aanes vhich event goy* hie the eppartbaty . Weinapia), Wag p4a1094 into
organisational life, mad tooth*: iltilhai4Ora,4914d a *mita opposition
arninst Col. Hawk andiNterk.fthiVsky 10 .. tha:101andarship of the OM
It ham been said., that Lobel demendod.bhmk110691497hiVsky be pot on trial
for his °armless handling of the orgeate0106832dithrees end that Lobed
even ohnreedi Ma with attually WitrayllegldnftWeiweibers of the 0184
There is very little known *bout Letet ta a000117.990ing 1940.41, that is,
up to the dnte of the Norma invasion of 040'50011011eten. toms way that
he was training a Oben of Incrld4910931094Maile VOW Genes aaPar•
vision in the towns of trytytsieind Immenties, attempts
were m:de to reoonciliate the tvo O1N factions (OhlOrmanytfiCand that of
landara-Lebed) but to no avail.

On June 30, 1941, when the 'rattan troops mitered Western Ukrelue, the
3andem.Iabed faction seised ta Oportunity astkprOOlniamd the Ukrainian
independent etwte. The German armies were verPIAMurably disposed tovarde
the TIrialnian nationalists, and even ormitised one or two Ukrainian legions
(one of Vhich va q Galled 4Bightingal0).

But the Germane soon turned Against the OM as well. A few days aft*,
lrociamation of the Ukrainian state at Lviv (at Ale eolebration Gorman

nilitnry Authorities took an official part) the arrest of the Ukrainian
antionalists by the Gestapo began. Banderavas arrested and sent to a Ansi
concentrntion camp in lacheenhausen whets he remained until the Americasn rairi . released him. Lebed nuoceeded in escaping the Gestapo &ragout, de.:
1 .- Itc	 mrter of the awstnpo to .et hin "dead or alive' issued •i earlyrt'r A . 1941.

NNW
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As It person, /abed is intellieent, Shrewd And taciturn. He *Peaks
very little, kat knows a great deal about the Ukrainian undargrouna vii-
tar., the organisation of the loviet stunt°, pArtionlarly of the P01, the
Soviet army, the adninistrettilre *operates, eta.

Lobed, his wife and daughter . oane to the United itates as dimPlat401
persons under the prWrisione of the alepinoed Persons Act of 1948. may
arrived on the 13 Gen. Howse on Maier 4, 1949 at the Port of Nei York
tinder thcsones of Ronan ?wan, Olga Turan And Urrenn Duran, 130 Nosi4a1
Roll Nee. TO% lddised 790 respectively. It is known that he now has hie
first papers under Me 1001 MON and resides with his tinily at 334 Baia,
brI4419 Street, ArOtklyn• n. Y.

labot:io-laliesed-toe berm lade et • least one trip to-dorepaireesatiri'
•••

In ries of Ms piejtion of leadership in the laraliden Liberation noseeest,
his rattail slay be Oka more interesting than his Tait. • • •

rCRET
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F'D Watt

1 Juno 1951

TO:	 .STC

FROM:	 Aotinr Chief, KZ

SUBJECT: It/kola LEBO

1. The FBI has advised us that the mat-ration and!Baturalization
Service "is contemplating initiatinc an investivation looking '•
towards developing sufficient evidence to institutedeportation pro-
ceedings against the subject." The same -memorandum frees the Bureau
states that .he subject "is alleged to be a member of the Bandera
Terrorist Oreanizetion involved in the assassination in 1934 of
Bronislaw PURACE!, Polish Miniator of the Interior."

2. The Organisation of Ulamirtian.Uatiansliste, here mentioned
as the Handers Terrorist Organization, is described in general Ina
memorandum from the Central Intelligence Ageacy tr. the Inagration and
Naturalisation Service on Vaey/ COMMA (23 May 1951). The aokame
Terrorist Organization has been assiduously applied to this °reanimation
since 1943 by many Soviet Russians, Great Russian omicron, the Polish
gwaiu-awarst and ead.eration, some Cantern Ukrainian aati-Onlician factions,
dome reproneatotives of the Melnyk croup, plus several untrustworthy
sources awl: as Col. fnu SONNETS alio: Tares Trua (in Gemaay and
England) and Pater JABLON alias TAROVI (an FBI source in 	 United
States).

3. Sine° the aubject is known to us for his liberal and democratic
political views and for his work as the legitimate /Pereira/easter of .
the clandestine anti-Soviet governmer& in the Ilk nine, it is the opinion
of FDS that no just erounde exist for his deportation which mould outweigh
the carious political repercussions subsequent to his deportation among
the anti-Soviet Ukrainian emigration all over the world. Subject was
the top Tattles:1 lender of the anti-Coviot Ukrainian resistance move-
ment from 1941-1943. From 1944 to date he has been the authorised„
Foreign Mildster of the Ukrainian Supreme Council of Liberation OUR,.
With our detailed knowledge of his biography and political views fram
maw sources, we would tend to discount the allocat i on that he is or has been
a "terrorist" unless decisive evidence to the contrary can be procured;

Note: Any of the above information can be given, to the
migration and Naturalization Service. LFDED is
an operationalky-cleared source of both CSO and OPC

•	 whose deportation would be contrary to the operational
interests of FDS and EE-4.

FOR COORDINATION WITH

FOR COORDINATION WITH 	



-2-

4.  Please keep	 =1 of FDS (ext 2967) advised of whatever
betide Staff C chooses to take with I & NS and of Gay uev developments
lathe oases To date the FBI but possibly not I & NS are aware of
BObjeot lo CIA commotion.

•

_	 * New,*
41./.
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FOR COORDINATION WITH

Director .
Central Intelligence Agency
2430 "E" Et. N. W.
lashington 2, D. C.

. Dear Sin

Reference is had to the case of :01COLA LEBO also
known as HOLIAN TURAN, who is the subject of your memoranda
dated June 20, 19149 and January 31, 1950.

For your information, there is quoted the following
excerpt from an investigative report received from our
New York office:

For over a year several Ukrainian informants
have mentioned the presence in this country of one
IMOLA LEBED. They all believed he had arrived
here as a Displaced Person under an assumed . name,
and since his arrival, has been very active in
Ukrainian Nationalistic activities speaking on
numerous occasions in different cities in the
Eastern part of the United States.

"Lebed was well known in Ukrainian circles in

Europe for years as one of the most important
Benders terrorists. He is known as one of the
group of the Bandera men that assassinated
Bronislaw Pieracki, the Polish Minister of
the Interior during 1931.4  Lebed and his
associates were tried and sentenced to death
in January, 1936. However; it is'believed that
the death sentence was later commuted to a
prison term. Lebed was in jail in Poland until
the Germans overran that country, when he was
either released by the Germans or escaped from
jail in the confusion of a German air raid.
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. !Imbed ...than rejoined ;the Bander* group end began. 	 "..
working for the Germans in * organising Ocrainian	 • "

' groups to -Aid the . Gersans ,in ,fighting Russia.
esepkrainien ; giqUps *are -riptirted -as having been

in a .0eetapo echoolLiuld -later. , ;washed
with arms aid equipemot and voriced with 	 .3
Store Troopers, suppressing local resistance, te • •

:Ceraans, following the .wittlftrearal ,s:1 the -
irituesj,an:..Arsy.-...11hOlejalii.AUrderCet, 	 7.:•-•-•:17:4 7

ta
th00,:0qt.44:111,..,Lebed-vu _one `of . the 4sott'ilioitait'-'

• leaders.	 .	 ..	 .

°During the Oerman occupation of Ukraine,. Lebed and
7 . • his .terroriatic group Were known as :!Special Defense

. • • Service. Their activities were direot •td by the
.Gestapo.'	 •	 ,	 •

-	 _47
. These allegations, if eubstsntiite07-- gm:patent evidence;

might render this 'allen'eubject'.teideiditation:Clefore
„proceeding .further with the investigatiOnOwe'rrer,I should

• : appreciate, receiving such evidence or in.formation:as you may
have which may tend either to establish or _disprove the truth
of these allegations. In this connectica You may i1 wish
to consult the files of the . Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Sincerely yours,

i•

•-.

James E. Riley
Acting Assistant Coardesioner. _
Enforcement Division

\	 .

1

\

.. .iri . .... ,L'‘,...'" .....:. .,.... . . ',...:f. . 37.. ac179•7747..z. -ryt.-.77
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infOrnetd.oct in pc:massif:a of .., he's7ar conowrip*i
4. Yen are, of Ounce	 the, there ill!

that deport:04n proceeding; *4{014 VW
dieclewure Otpreeedures, intelligent. 'techCi:.
igen*. You :hoed furnish t0: . *te office:"
yen care to wake with refereciOilie the .; effecr,:.,Iuo
proceedings would have upon the *girt*

FOR TRE SECURITY OFFICER, MA:
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

OCT 3 - 1351	 J11-668
P

FORCOORDWONVMH

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMISSIONER OF . IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZAT

ATTENTION: Mr. W. if. Wiggins -

SUBJECT: * Mykola LEBED, aka: Roman Turan

REFERENCE: Your letter of 7 June 1951, SA-7320118 INV.

.	 . _

1. With respect to possible institution of deportation pr6--
ceedings against this subject on the basis of information alleging
that subject is known as "one of the most important Bandera
terrorists 	 one of the group of the:Bandera men"that assassin-
ated Bronislaw Pieracki, the Polish Minister of the Interior
during 1 934", we invite your attention to a secret memorandum
from Mr. Tr. G. Nyman, Assistant Dire4or of CIA, directed to the
Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization, attention Mr. W.
W. Wiggins, concerning "Vasyl GOGOSHA and the OUN/Bandera",
dated 23 May 1951. This memorandum describes in a general way
the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists. The "terrorist!'
designation of this Organization - has been assiduously applied
since 1945 by many Soviet Russians, Great Russian emigres, the
Polish governmdnt and emigration, some Eastern Ukrainian anti-

• alician factions, plus several questionable and probably biased
* sources such as Colonel BOROVETS, alias Taras BULBA (in Germany
and England) and Peter JABLON, aka YAROVI, JABLON-JARY, JAROWYZ.
Subject has denied that he is one of the men who assassinated
Bronislaw Pieracki l .and in our opinion his participation in the
assassination has not been satisfactorily estglighed.

2. Your information further alleges thgf during the 
G::T:noccupation of Ukraine,'Tebed and his terroristic group

directed by the Gestapo". This charge is contradicted by a
Gestapo order to capture subject "dead or'alive" which was issued
as early as October 1941, and by the history of the,Ukrainian
Insurgent Army (UPA) which .subject helped to organize in the
Ukraine during the war. The UPA fought with equal zeal against
both the Nazis and the Bolsheviks.

3. Subject was the top political leader of the anti-Soviet
Ukrainian resistance movement from 1941-1943. From 1944 to
date, he has been the authorized Foreign Minister of the Ukrainian
Supreme Council of Liberation (UHVR), which operates within the
Soviet Union. Because of his status in this Council, he is in an
influential position to render unique service to the United

DECLASSIFIED AND RELEASED BYsum!' • CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
GOURCESMITHOOS EXEMPTION3B2B

	  NAII WAR CRIMESDISCLOSUREACT
DAT-: 2003 2005
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Security Officer

States and to this Agency-in the furtherance of its intelligence
mission. It is our opinion that any activities on the part of
the United States government with a vie* to his eventual deporta-
tion would be detrimental at this time and that an actual deporta-tion would create serious political repercussions among the
anti-Soviet Ukrainian groups all over the world. In addition,
this Agency is of the opinion that his deportation would create
certain security hazards affecting United States government
intelligence activities.. ge are not in possession of any informa-
tion indicating that he is engaged in any activities prejudicial
to the interests of the United States.

FOR THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE:.

/ •
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-44,0;011

kg4.17

-144V4t•

raqttiat

&‘14,„.,4;4'

.,
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1. t s re.oested thAt 4tola LED172 se approved by you far
permanent reaidence in thu United Astep under dentate 8 of the
CIA Ant of 1949. At the Irusent time, subSeet and his ulte and
child are in the Meted :Mates, haring been sainted as Displaced
Parsons in 1949.

2. At the tine of Ais entry, @object bed emerisd • new
' ideatity for loosority reaSone with ths siatdessende or this
mews leach had been in . oaideat aith btu for operstional
porpoise. The ssoessity Ler exercise of this siithority wider
deeitiai d is oisudocsd h the fact that =Eh sis tieateged
in the assasdiation of tho PoLish Aolster of the ;AO* Le
1934 aid ems sabeogaentLy senterood to prisoo. th *If lit this
tech the hasigratlea and liatorialisetion Sersioti mild	 '
guerentos his ro-seisrlig thu toteita Goes he listarW*. ir
gestational servioss tor CIA. Thirster.. Friar	 ;10-•
shined* it twat be. estidd Iztadttat sagbaritrt 411 àcii • tat his
Mlblira to the orentry,, which si11 recede* we at lieitioa O.

3: At the tiresint:tiar, CIA tirepitl/ needs the seritiose
L.%11). ea idgratii*	 isodirs.bla to treiii/ irott4011.
WOO*	 pseitthlzr ether eamitades 441eir %O. ebithie..1,0-.

lith . ths Ukreiniali eeddratiod to *edit .iii.streitiiir
ncr Uhrelidai'eperstiaisi .1sito the .Aod *ion. Jos Asteehielt,
A 'or I nes detailed etetesisit of the .joetirion•thii..

4. ***11ilbsoit B Is a doliput,'bokipoind -mwitloadm4
irteteraiikeitioefiiingWie. ./S hub, oeted that
sad deombter . .hive pestilaidrolidestes In the United: diatee: led
that it "add' heareiseeliery te prosiest that soder iøi 5.
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8 April 1952

Oueetionnaire Su4olOed to Mr. Lobed in Connection with Clearing Hit
Iri,rntion and

•
I. DIOGRA mac

1. Data and place of birth

2. Family background (give details regarding age, education, occupation,
political activitioo, socio—economic status, otc.)

a. Father

b. Mother

0. Brothers and sisters

d. Other close relatives

3. Education (give dates and places of primary, aecondary and any
specialised education received)

4. Marital status

a. Wife's name, date and place of birth

b. Date of marriage

c. Wife's political affiliations before and after marriage

d. Mama and ages of children

II. POLITICAL

1. Describe in detail the influence on your political beliefs exerci.:ad
by your family, school, social contacts,	 Indicate time wheel
such influence existed.

2. Give details of your relationship with UVO and DUN

a. Date and description of initial contact

b. Summarise the ideals within the organization which were the
most appealing to you

a. Describe your activities within the organisation, including
positions held Cwith dates)

DECLASSIFIED AND RELEASED BY

CENTRAL INTELL I6ENCE AGENCY

SOURCES METHODS EXEMPT ION3B2B

NAZI WAR CR IMES DISCLOSURE ACT
DATE	 2003	 2005
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III. ')VAIL:: •	 i'LatA.CKT ASSASSIi.

1. Dencribe in detail the planning of the arndealnation (include dater')

. a. Reasons "or the assassination

b. Perennalitiee involved (include biographic information)

0. 13reeeribe in detail your OW part in the plAnwing of the
asonseinntion

2. Describe in detail the implementation of the essaesination

a. dew was it accceplished (include dates, placed, and all
portinent deecriptien Ymown to you) •

b. Personalities involved (include biographic information)

0. GiNe *caplets details regarding your partiapation in the
actual aneamisation, including your whereabouts before,
during and afterwards.

3. Aftermath of the assassination

a. Who were the people arreoted in connection with the
assaesination?

b. Give complete details regarding your own arrest and
extradition from Germany

c. Give complete details regarding tho pre—trial arrest of
yourself nnd others known to you

d. Give complete • deacription of the trial:

1; Prosecuting attorney

2) Defense attorney

3) Witnesses

4) Judges

5) Specific ac,usatians against yourself

6) Evidence presented by the pros/Igniting attorney

7) Evidence presented by the defense attorney

8) Give your own emanation of the political trends daring
the trial
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4. Roeult of trial

n. Verdict

b. Sentence of yourself and ntlore involvmd

5. Ooncribe theeventa and circnagetences leading to tho commuting of
tho sentcwoo:

a. Ukrainian activities

b. Activities of interested Polimh :Taupe

rv. ESCAPE nor piusou

Describe the conditions exinting while serving your sentence

2. Give time and place of your escape

3. Give dotalle on personalities invnlvod in your amine

V. POLITICAL ACTIVITIES

I. Give detai/e of your activities between time of escape and the .
declarat4an of Ukrainian independence

e. Describe the break with Wig*

b. readribe.the stand of Bardera supporters

vr. uscaduzencu nustmumics (June 1941)

1. Give details regarding the negothtione with the Germane And the
cart you played in such neetiatione

2. Deeeribe the actdvitioe of the OUN and the establishment of the SB

3. Give details regirding the eironsestanoee around the Germ= reastica
to the declaration of independence

a. Events leaaar. to German disapproval

b. Minifot;tation of Gervan alsapprova1

4. Give details regarding the issuance of "dead or alive" notices



VII. PERIOD FRON 1941 TO PRESEUT

1. Give dotails of capture of Dandora and Stotsko by the Germans
and your escape from tho Ger-anis

2. Describe your :Activities during World War II

a. "Terrorism" during ths War

1) Acainst Melnyk sulrortora

2) Acainst Bulbs

b. Consolidation of CPA

o. Third Vrtragrdinary Von,ress of the OUll (ex plain chanro in ohilosoOhY
as reflectedin Resolutions; describe your part in th0 Conrress)

d. Formation of the UHVR

• 1) Loadlne personalitios

.2) Your position

3. Give details concerning 	 risaion outside the Ukraile

a. When and by whom were you sent

b. What wore your specific targets

c. What is your present position in the ZPUTIVR and the MR

4. Give details concerning your present circumstancen and future
plans.
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All reports transmitted under the FBI form reproduced
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Federal Bureau of Investigation

Director
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Attention: Deputy Director, Plans

Dear Sir:
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•	 Interviews of 'WAN JAFtYKOWSKYJ, Presi-
dent of subject sooiety and EWSTCZ-11,7 KESTORUK,
Secretary et subject society, set out. 	 Cer-
tificate of Incorporation reveals that sub-
ject society was incorporated in Feb. of 1952.
Directors of the said society as listed in
the aforementioned Certificate set out. 	 Con-
flicting statements of CPA members relative
to their fm,aining in sabotage set out. LEO
FUTALA, former Chairman of NY section of
subject society, said that everyone who be-
came member of U.91. received, extensive train-
ing and instructions in sabotage and partisan
tactics.	 Other UPA members havw .stated that
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NY 105-3168

DETAILS:	 The title of this case Is marked changed to
show the correct name of subject society as
given by IWAV JARYKOWSKYZ, President and member .
of the Board of Directors. This title is also
reflected in the .Certificate of Incorporation of
subject aociLty.

The ensuing information was furnished by IWAN JARYKOWSKY,
of Apartment 42, 761 Trinity Avenue, Bronx, New York, during
the course of an interview by SE ZAROSLAV BROS and the writer.
He was interviewed . in the Ukrainian language.

He is President of subject society and has been
since his election in about May of 1951. The offioe of
President is also referred to as the office of the Chairnan.
The society does not maintain an office in New York City or
elsewhere to the beat of the said President's knowledge. Meet-
ings are held at about 10100 an the first Sunday of each month,

Subject society was incorporated at New York City on
February 15, 1952. The Certificate wa awn up and filed at
Albany, New York, by Attorney NICHOLAS VRYLKO, who maintains
an office on East 7th Street, New Yor1L City.

From about May 1944 until approximately October of
1947 JARYKOWSKYJ was a member of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army
(UPA) in the Ukraine. He served as a lieutenant in the Supply
Division sod was located in the area of Przanyal, the Western
part of the Ukraine. This arca is now within the territory of
Poland.

Generally members of the UPA who traveled to Germany
.prior to 1947 arc not eligible to be members of the subjeot
society. This restriction does not apply to UPA members who
were offioially dispatched from the Ukraine.

Within the UPA were groups or sections trained in the
principles of sabotage. ZARYKOWSKYJ, as an officer of the Supply
Division, did not receive this training.

- 2 •
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JARYROWSKYJ recalled that he was a member of the
Polish Army in 1938 and that in about September of 1939 this
Amy was captured by the Germans. Ho remained a captive until
be was released in, 19!2 for the purpose of a visit to his home
in the Ukraine. eenora) TARA4ACRUPRERRA was Commander of
theUPA.

The subject sociotp pays 410.00 dues per year for the
right of membership in thVukrainizxn Congress Committee, $0
Church Streat,_Dew York City. Tp society is not allignod with
either STEPRANWANDERA or AUD.13JNEtZTYK. Some of the members
admire 'MUM MA because they believe that he has made a gallant
fight against Bolshevism.

•
The purpose of the society is to promote social

contact between its members sn4 to afford moral support to
the Ukrainian cause of independence. The society also aids
members who are in need of financial help.

By way of elucidation the above cause was further
described as the movement for a Ukraine free and independent
of STALIN and the Russian Government.

Mr. JARYEOWSKYJ subscribes to4vobodan , a Ukraine
daily newspaper which is published at 8183 Grand Street, Jersey
City, New Jersey. This paper occasionally.publishos articles
made available by the subject society's secretary.

MYKOWLEBED is general secretary of foreign affairs
of the Supremo Ukrainian Libel-ation Council. He has no connec-
tion whatever with the subject society and is not a member of
it.

BODNAR ROKAIZASMUDACZEYJ, an employee of St. Joseph's
Respite', 523 East 143rd Street; Bronx, Now York, is a former
Mcmther of the UPA. However, ho is not a member of subject
society. SARAJDACZNYJ resides at 513 .East 144th Street, Now
York City.

Subject society has sections or branches in Cleveland,
Chicago and Detroit.

-3-
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The direction of tho activities of the New York
incorporated subject soo ioty is strictly from within the
Unitod States. It is not centrollod or in any way influenced
by groups or individuals from without the United States.

JARYKOWSKYa voluntarily showed the writer a
copy of "Doolaration of Intontion." (to be a U.S. citizen),
No. 160770. This Declaration indicatod that IWANQMYKOWS/CCJ
was born January. 20 3.918 at Galacia, Ckrainia. His description

rwas given as brown eyes, black hair, g i v
M	

e foot eight, one hun-
dred ninety five lbs. His wife) Mar l'o

 
ae .toorn November 27,

azi . I.D. tho Ukraine. Thoy wt.ro team ad on SO.ptember 9, 1950
at Now York City. She entered. the Uaited Statos on September
11, 1949.

This .Deolaration further reflected that J.IRYKOWSKYJ,
prior to coming to the Uruted States, last resided at Munich,
Germany. Ho emigrated to thc 'United States on May 11, 1949
aboard the vessel WILLARD 1... HOLBROOK.

The above Declaration was subscribed and sworn to
by JARYKOWSKYj boforo thc Clork of the Bronx County Court on
December 18, 1950.

JARYKOWSKY.T related that his alien registration num-
ber is 7156897 and that hic Immigration and Naturalization
Sorvice Entry Certificate is No. A7156897.

Ho is omployed as a motel polisher by the Lewit
Corporation, 60 Broadway, :ow York City.

((r: EWSTCHIAL4STORUK, Apartment 31, 372. East 10th
Stroot, New York City, advised that ho is secretary of subject
society. Ho was horn..at.. Zowkwaeiihirffria in the Westorn part
of the Ulcrahle, on MAY 31, 1917.

Ho was r. member of tho UP,, without rank, from
1944 to 1947. During 1947 ho migrated to Germany. Ho camo
to tho United States on September .), 1950, aboard the vessol
GENERAL MUIR.

4
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NESTORUK advised that he did not receive training in
sabotago tactics while a member of the UPA as this kind of
training was given to spool:I/lead groups. NESTORUK further
advised that tho training which he roceivod in the UP:, was
comparable to that given a soldier of any other armed service.

He is secretary of what might be considered the Rationial
Office of subjoct society. Ito oxplainod that ho is considered
as secretory for thc. various sections located in Now York, Dotrolt,
Chicago and Cleveland.

NESTOWUK advisod that gonorally speaking tho UPA
members Who left the Ukrain4 prior to 1947 ero'not eligible .
for membership in subject society. Ba emphasized that this
rostriction would-not apply to mombors who had boon officially
dispatched from the URraino.

Mr. EESTORITK voluntarily exhibited o copy of
"Cortificato of Incorporation of Society of Votorans of
Ukrainian Insurgent Army, Incorporated". This Cortifioato
listed the following as objects of formulation:

1-To facilitate the zotting together of those
AMericans of Ukrainian extraction who suffarcd
from Nazi and Communist oppression mad for
social and rocractionnl activitios.

2-To upheld the traditional American way of life
and the ideals of the :Americau constitution, of
human liberty and the ossontial dignity of the
individual.

3-To aid thoso Who outfox. frOm Nazi and Communist
totalitarianism.

4-Oporatior. to be principally conducted in tho
principal off ioo at New 'York, Iles/ York.

The aforomontioned Cortificato lietod the following

-s
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as directors of pubject sooiuty:

JO SASKIEWICZ
Li.70 North Broadway
Yonkers, Now York

NICH0W.S441ANYSBYR
125 Webster 2manuo
Yonkers, Now York

HICHAEtAYONDVIAN
412 Beverly Road
Brooklyn, Now York

MICRIZIASKI
371 Boat 10th Stroot
New York City

TERODORFILANN
263 East 10th Stroot
New York City

IWAN JARYKOWSKYJ
761 Trinity .1vanUe
Bronx, Now York

HICHARIABASKIEWICZ
1$ Washington Straot
Yonkars, Now York

Tho abovo Curtifioato indicated that at least
two thirds of tha subscribors to tba Cortifioate were citi-
zens of the Unitod States u:nd that at loaet ono director is a
United States citizon. Tbo Cortificate was notarized by
AttornoyNICROL.-.3 HA.RYLKO, 34 East 7th Street, Now York City.

THCMS J. CURRY, New York Soon:tory of State certified
that the Certificate was filed with tho Department of Stato,
Albany, New York, an Fobruary 14, 1952. The signature of BENJAMIN
J. SCBREIBER, Jeatico of no Supremo Court, First JUdicial District,

-o -



whioh is dated February 5, 1952, indicated that the said
Jastice aparoved and coasonted to the aforomentioned incorpor-
ation.

Mr. NESTORUK divulgod that the following are officials
of the subject socioty in their raspootivo statos:

8.40LASR
952 North Fairfield 4vonuo
ChIpago 22, Illinois.

RiKWIDSZEA
4401 Gormaine Street,
Clovoland 9, Ohio

a/KWIC
2263 Danfort Stroot
Enatramok 22
Detroit, Michigan

m Autattaa:
261 East 10th Street
Now 'York City

During Novomber of 1951, IGUATIUS MAILINSEY,
a member of the editorial staff of "Lmerica", a daily
Catholic Ukraininn newspaper published at 817 North Franklin
Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, was intorviowod by SA
STEPHEN 3. SLIM. In pert hr. BILINSKi related thafRVPA is Ayl
ghbreviation of (Dainska Powstamaka,Imaia), which translated
into English	

kr
 means Ukraina Insurgent 4rmy.

He related that the UPL consists of young Ukrainian
men who wore given underground military training in the Ukraine.
Theso mon according to BLLINSEY have boon fighting Communism
in the Vkinino since 1944. He stated that pay UPA member must
kill himself immediately if captured by the Russians and that
if any UP member is suspeetod of being a communist spy ho is
executod.

,	 . ':"..:•<.••■••■■•
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According to %MINSKY, tho underground millmry
training afforded members of tho UP A undoubtedly included
espionage and sabOtago tactim. Er. BALIUSHY emphasized that
the UPA is e secret organization and the exact training afforded
the members isunknown to him. Hu said that in view of the
functions of the organization in the Ukraine, it could be assumed
that UPI members received cdnionage and sabotage training.

On December 17, 1951, LEO0OUTALA 7360 Praire Street,
Detroit, Miehigan, was interviewed by SAS 8 WFRANK J. KNOTH and
ALEKSO POPTANICH. In pert Mr. FUTALA related that he is a mem-
ber of subject society and is considered to be a national offi-
cer. Be pointed out that he has no duties and that the UFA
was originally organized in 1943 in Galezia, Ukraine. At the
time of this inAerviowilr. FUT_LA referred to subject orgali-
zation as thelWrotherhood of Former Fighters of the 17PA in the
United States of America".

He related that subject organization in the United
States is entirely independent and in no way directed or controlled
by the UPI or any other Orsenization in Europe. He stated that
every member of the UPA received extensive training and instruc-
tions In sabotage and partisan tactics. .

-

Mr. SAWCZAK described the aforementioned Ukrainian
Congress Committee as being anti-CommunW.

On February 14, 1952,6i ralcs*goom, 4955 South Wood
Street, Chicago, Illinois, was interviewed by SA RICHARD A. WRIGHT.

J	
On February 13, 1952q" W.ILTER4AWCZAK, 11726 Sauth

Peoria Street, Chicago, Illino s, was interviewed by SA RICHARD
A. WRIGHT. In part he related that ho had been a member of the
URA for 3 years in the Ukraino and that during his tenure with
UP4 ho mostly engaged in fighting the Camawaiats.

Mr. SAWCZAK advised that a groat many of the UPA
members were trained in sabotage which they actively used against
the Russians in tho Ukraine. To tho best of his knowledge 	 •
veterans of the UPA wore rot inatructed to carry out propaganda
aotivities in behalf of the UPA in the United States.

r.4
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VS eXplainod that while a surnher of the UPA he had for security
reasons used the last name of MEDWID. Mr. BOGIRA adviaed that
he had been emambor of tho UPA in the Ukraine but that he was
not a member of subject society.

Ho rolatod that a great many UPA mambors were trained
in sabotage taotics■ Be said that the espionage and counter-
espionage aotivitios of the UPA was carried on in the Ukraine
almost ontiroly by woman. 2O said that all lumbers of the
UPA 'wore not trained to carry out espionage work. Howovor,
nil members wero aware or the fact that thu UFA committod acts
of aabotago against the Russian Clovornmont. HO rolatod that
the primary weapon of sabotr-o of the UPA was the planting of
mines on railroad tracks and Under bridges and railroadtrestles.

He stated that ttis method of sabotage was used in
many instances to impede the progress of trains carrying Ukrainians
to Siberia. He stated that for the most part U?. members had
meager equipment and not too much training since the very nature
of their work required that they hide out in the day and strike
during the night. Ho said thrt most of thorn were trained to
handle mall arms such as rifles and machine guns and were also
trained to handle grenades.

Page 15 of the Decembcr 3, 1951 issue of tho Vow
Leader" shows an article ky DAVID .7.,"*RALLIN. Tho following
excerpts are from the aforemonti ,med article whioh is entitled
"The Ukrainian Army Myth":

•
"Certain Ukrainian groups in this country conduct
powerful propaganda to the effect that their comrades
arc carrying on greet activity in the USSR and
that there is oven an independent Ukrainian army
hiding and fighting in the forest and villages of
its homeland. I noted lest week that prominent poli-
tical figures in this country and Britain have aotu-
ally lent their aid and sponsorship to the so-called
BANDER.. Movement, the UPA and the ABM (Anti-Bolshevic
Block of Nations). In 1946-1947 the MVD (societ
Russian police) conducted a tpurgo of the forestal;

-9-
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"and the Ukrainian uroops disbursed or cutup into
small bands, proved no match for the Soviet police.
Since 1949 the Ukrainian Army has ceased to exist.
The Party machinery is honeycombed with Soviet
Informants and spies. In 1950 General Cbnprinka,
Supreme Commander of the UPA was betrayed to the
MD by two couriers from the West and killed. It is
a fact that there is no political unAcraround in
Rusin today.

- P E Y. D I X G -
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
WASHINGTON 23. O. C. 	 •

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

Mr. Argyle R. Mackey
Commissioner of Immigration

and Naturalization •
Department of Justice
Washington 25, D.C.
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SUBJECT: Wykola LEBED

Dear Sir:

Subject entered this country at New YOrk„ N.Y. on 4 Octobe
1949 with his wife and daughter under the provisions of the
Displaced Persons Act. As you are aware, at the time of his
entry, the subject used-the name nRoman'TURANn because of securi7OW
reasons and to insure the personal safety of himself and his
family. After his entry, however, subject desired to reside under
his true name and his declaration of intention, No. 615863 filed tall°51/8
at New York, N.Y. on 17 March 1950, was in his true name.

Subject has been cooperating with.this Agency since.12.104
and has contributed substantially to the furtherance of the
national intelligence mission. Hi knowledge and his contacts
as the authorized Foreign Minister of the Ukrainian Supreme
Council of Liberation (UHVR), an underground organization within
the USSR which is opposed to the Soviet Regime, have been of
inestimcy in its operatiotS..: In connection
with future Agency operations of the first importance, it is
urgently necessary that subject be able to travel in Western
Europe. Before subject undertakes such travel, however, this
Agency must be in a position to assure his reentry into the United
States without investigation or incident which would attract undue
attention to his activities. Your Service has indicated that it
cannot give such assurance because of the fact that Subject was
convicted in 1936 of complicity in the 1934 Assassination of the
Polish Minister of the Interior and sentenced to death, later
commuted to life imprisonment. Subject's trial by the Polish
court was largely influenced by political factors and this Agency
has no reason to disbelieve subject's denial of complicity in this
assassination. However, the conviction of a crime involving moral
turpitude raises the question of subject's admissibility to the
United States under the Immigration laws. Your Service has indi-
cated that, if the subject reenters the United States on a reentry
permit, an investigation must then be conducted. Such investiga-

suer
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'tion would jeopardize the continuance of subject's unique contri-
bution to the success of important future intelligence operations.

In order to remove the obstacles to the fulfillment of this
Agency's projected operations and pursuant to the authority granted
under Section 8 of the . CIA . Act of 1949, I approve and recommend for
your . approval l the entrance of this subject into the United States
for permanent residence under the above Act because such entry is
essential to the furtherance of the national intelligence mission
and is in the interest of national security. In accordance with
previous correspondence in Section 8 cases, it is understood that
you will present this matter to the Attorney General for his
approval. There is attached a memorandum of biographical informa-
tion and Form I-125 in duplicate.

In line with the suggestion made in your letter of 31 March
1952, it will be appreciated if you will record the subject's
admission for permanent residence as of the date of his original
entry, 4 October 1949, to coincide with date of entry of his	 cat,,,.
wife and daughter.	 506

In view of the urgency in this case, it would be appreciate ,,t1m,.„
if you would give it your expeditious consideration.

en W. i es
Deputy i ector

Attachments:
1. Bio. Data	 .
2. Form 1-125 in dup.
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:SEW
NAZI WAR CRIMES DISCLOSURE ACT

QUESTIONNAIRE SUBMITTED TO MR. LEBED IN CONNECTION WITH CLEARING

HIS NAME WITH IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE [8 APRIL 1952]

tY
rItital r u'Vt5iSkst:

I. BIOGRAPHIC DATA

1. Date and Place of Birth 

(A) I was born on 23 November 1909 (baptised on 11 Decem-

ber) in a little town Strilyska Novi, now known as Strilychi Novi,

the rayon center of Drohobych Oblast.

e=it
fr;,N-L1
Eaml

Education, Occu ation Political Activities Socio-Economic

afa
gagE:

a. Father: (A) Mykhaylo, about 67 years old. ArEgsat
a.4111

in 1947 in the Rohatyn district at his friends' farmstead. Oli051

Alm
fate is not known. My father completed four years of primaft, Tia

t-,4t.	 In

pmnots

farmer-beekeeper; also tailor in his free time. Not a party041

PLihJi
-1747,
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DECLASSIFIED AND RELEASED BY

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

SOURCESMETHODS EXEMPTION3B2B

(A) = Mr. Lebed's answers to the QuestionnaireNAZI WAR CRIMESDISCLOSUREACT
DATE 2003 2005

2. Family Background -- Give Details Regarding Agel.

Status, Etc. 

school and three years of vocational school. Occupation:

member; a nationally-conscious Ukrainian. His socio-economi

level, given the economic conditions in Western Ukraine--a

mid-level peasant.

b. Mother: (A) Kateryna nee Mazovsky, died in 1944

immediately after the arrest by the Gestapo of my wife, daughter,

[] = Editor's explanatory terms.
..1.10114C.N.

WARNING NOTICE
INTELLIGENCE SOURCES
OR METHODS INVOLVED ,SECRET
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and family. She was about 55 years old. By birth, on her

father's side, my mother was of Polish discent. Her father was

a Roman Catholic and was descended from the Polish yeomanry

[nobility]; he was Ukrainianized. Education -- public school.

Not a party member.

c. Brothers and Sisters: (A) Brother, Vasyl i , born in

1912. Completed seven years of public school and four years of

trade school. He was a butcher; had his own business; unmarried.

Did not belong to the party; OUN (Organization of Ukrainian

Nationalists) sympathizer. In 1943, he joined the UPA (Ukra

Insurgent Army) and was killed in the summer of 1945 in a bat

with the troops of the Ministry of State Security of the USSR

(MGB) along with five other UPA members in an ambush set up byVANO
ur -

1:1;11:011

Sister Ol'ha, born in 1922, completed a secondary 6:711:3

Vgfrila

education in Lviv; presently lives in America. Married; non-par tx0".,_

d. Other Close Relatives: (A) My father's brother [uncle 	 1 ,a

Pr161°

voluntarily joined the Ukrainian Sitch Riflemen (USS) and was

killed in World War I fighting the Russians near Semykivtsi in

Western Ukraine (ZUZ). I don't remember him personally, only from

recollections of others.

My father's sister [aunt] Kateryna; married to a

farmer, died in 1942.

2

SECRET

Bolsheviks.

Mykola Lebed. Completed secondary education. In 1914, he
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Two of my mother's sisters were married; they were

farmers. I don't know their fate.

My [other] uncle, Mykola Lebed (the son of my

grandfather's brother) lives in Brooklyn. From his childhood

until he was 29 years old, he lived and was brought up in my

parent's home. In 1931 his father, who lived in America, brought

him here.

3. Education (Give Dates and Places of Primary, Secondar

any Specialized Education Received):

(A) I completed primary school at Strilychi Novi; eigL___Al

years of high school in Lviv, a branch of the State High SchoolAm,SA
VzrgiM
07A0

,;y:21WS11912
f7S11'15°
;;AM

WI "c'''40

4. Marital Status:

a. Wife's Name, Date and Place of Birth: (A) . My wife,,

Dana nee Hnatkivs'ky, was born on 22 October 1912 in Sokal in e"
Pak

West Ukraine; she was the only daughter of a Catholic (Eastern

Rite) priest, Omelyan Hnatkivs'ky. He died on 17 April 1943.

Marriage date: 19 May 1936 [in prison].

b. Wife's Political Affiliation Before and After Marriage:

(A) During her senior years of high school, my wife belonged to

the youth section of the OUN, and after completing high school,

she became a member of the OUN.

where teaching was done in Ukrainian.

liSECRFT
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. Names and Ages of Children: (A) Daughter, Zoryana,
Ustya, Motrya (three names) is nine years old.

II. POLITICAL

1. Describe in Detail the Influence on your Political Beliefs 

Exercised by your Family, School, Social Contacts, Etc. Indicate 

Time When Such Influence Existed:

(A) The influence on my upbringing and on my subseque

political convictions began in my childhood years. As a nine

ten-year-old boy, I remember in particular the Ukrainian-Polis
flommai

war (1918-1919), the stationing of the Ukrainian army units in

former and the latter. Especially then I lived through an ECTr
impressive funeral of a local Ukrainian Sitch rifleman who wa*mx,,La

ROV::421

Another event which is fixed in my mind is the raid on Strilyd$7

Novi by a small Bolshevik detachment (from the Budyonny's ar

these were hours of plundering terror, especially with respect to

the Jewish population, their escape, and the refuge given to the

Jewish people by Ukrainian peasants. I also remember my father's

return from Russian captivity, and his immediate departure for the

Ukrainian national army.

A deep influence on me while I was growing up was

exerted by my grandfather's recollections about my uncle Mykola

native region, and later Polish units, and the behavior of the
ommzmil
mawmms

killed in a battle with the Poles during the defense of Lviv.

SECRET
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(my father's brother) who died as a volunteer in the Ukrainian

Sitch Rifleman (USS); recollections about his character, his

personality, and about the books and notes he left behind. As a

16-year-old high school student in . Lviv, I joined the Ukrainian

library "Prosvita" [Enlightenment], and during the following two

years I read hundreds of volumes of literature in Ukrainian 'n

translation. I was especially drawn to Ukrainian historical

themes and the struggle for national and social liberation,

heroica of historical and literary personae, and the libera

struggles of other nations -- Ireland, Bulgaria, Poland. T

influence of the school, and life in the State Gymnasium instri-K=Cmults

particular, had almost a negative character. The reason wasm=mma
02-I'Ar

Polish chauvinism that attempted to force on us, Ukrainian

students, a foreign, Polish spirit of education, and at the4

time a disrespect of the Polish teachers for Ukrainian hist
CAD

the most recent liberation struggle, and Ukrainian nationalum

symbols. Because of this, in me -- as in my other friends

higher grades of the gymnasium -- there was born a protest and a

struggle against the official line and methods of education, and a

desire to protect and help the few Ukrainian teachers who still

had the courage to present their ideas independent of the official

course.
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2. Give Details of your relationship with UVO and OUN:

a. Date and Description of Initial Contact: (A) My

initial contact with the OUN was in 1928. I had practically no

contact with UVO [Ukrainian Military Organization] although then

the founding members of the OUN were probably all former members

of the UVO. At that time, one of my school friends asked me

wanted to attend lectures given by Ukrainian university stude

The subject of the lectures was to broaden our knowledge of

Ukrainian history, the analysis of the liberation struggle,

increase knowledge in areas not provided by the gymnasium (h

school). I agreed. The participants of this circle were stu

from other gymnasiums, and probably also seminary students.

my friends did not find these lectures very useful because
pe-r, r4t1,4714,

unable to understand the themes presented by the lecturers.
&25altvz

addition, I was convinced that some of the students, inclu 	 0- he

one who proposed the lectures to me, attended them in orde

meet female students.

b. Summarize the Ideals Within the Organization Which 

Were the Most Appealing to You: (A) Basic ideas of the

Organizaton which were the most appealing to me were: (1) The

struggle for the restoration of the Ukrainian State -- an active

struggle by revolutionary means; (2) Active protest against the

Polish government's and Polish administration's attempt to take

away various rights of the Ukrainian people on their own land;

against their disrespect for Ukrainian national sentiment, the

6
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liberation struggle, holidays and the language; (3) Enlarging the

struggle by spreading it to the broadest spheres of the Ukrainian

population, and in particular, to the village, and to assist in

the national and cultural education of the people.

c. Describe your Activity Within the Organization, 

Including Positions Held With Dates: (A) In 1928, in an

arrangement with Ivan Gabrusevych, UVO-OUN member, who gave

lectures in the above-mentioned students circle, I establishe

the gymnasium (high school) the Self-Education Circle MEMO

("Samoosvitnyy Hurtok") which was legalized by the high schoolig::

>0.:Nrkt

as the circle's guardian. The circle's goal was to hold weekl

meetings and offer lectures on the Ukrainian literature and 4:01)
PALA

education in the presence of the guardian-teacher, and to lead 4$.

discussion after the lecture. The second goal was to attract

upperclassmen to the Self-Education Circle and draw their interest

to the subject in order to identify potential candidates for

establishing an illegal OUN Youth Circle. The Self-Education

Circle lasted to the end of the school year and then the school

adminsitration closed it down. In the meantime, the Initiative

Youth Circle was formed with me as its head. With the new school

year (1928-29), our Initiative Circle established other circles

(five members each) in other classes of the school whose total

membership in time was numbering up to 50. In 1929, on the

initiative of the Youth Circles, demonstrations against

administration and with the Ukrainian language teacher, Bilen
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mandatory observation of Polish national holidays were carried

out, and in particular the Pilsudski's birthday. The

investigation conducted by the school administration and the

police did not find the guilty ones, only suspects. I remained

the leader of the high school OUN Youth to the end of my stay in

the school, and had constant contacts with the OUN liaison

appointed to our school. He frequently attended our meetings (the

Leading Youth Circle), where we discussed the subject of youth

training, preparation for holding demonstrations against the

mandatory celebration of Polish holidays, reading and

disseminating illegal OUN literature, and discussion of the

political trials reported in the press.

After completing high school, again on instruction

from Ivan Gabrusevych (he was arrested in 1941 by the Gestapo and

died in a concentration camp in Saksenhausen), I assumed the post

of the Chief of OUN Youth Section of the National OUN Executive

Board ["Krayeva Ekzekutyva"] (I did not become a full member of

the National OUN Executive Board perhaps because it was just

reorganized after recent massive arrests, and in addition, I did

not want to publicly expose myself prematurely, the more so, since

work with the young people involved the education and preparation

of new cadres for the OUN). I remained in this •post until 1932,

when, following new mass arrests, I was ordered to move illegally

to Prague (Czechoslovakia) to liaison with members of the PUN-OUN

["Provid"--OUN Leadership Council]. I did not carr oer.

ISECRET
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As the Chief of all OUN Youth, I tried to increase its

ranks by establishing new circles in all high schools and

seminaries. During school vacations, I organized and carried out

the Carpathian Mountains youth training in the form of tourist

hiking camps. The participants of this training were OUN Youth

members who finished high school and were about to be advanced to

the membership of the OUN. Infactice, not all of them were moved

to the OLIN, only the best of them, the rest remained as so-called

OLIN sympathizers.

At this time (Autumn 1932), I am notified that the

police are searching for me in connection with the spontaneous

active village uprising in one of the Volhynia districts caused by

socio-economic reasons. In order to find out the reasons for and

conditions of that resistance, I sent out two OUN members, my

friends, to the district and gave them two addresses where they

were to send their findings. One of these addresses was that of a

farmer in Strilychi Novi. The letter sent to him was censored by

the police; the farmer himself was brought to Volhynia and under

beatings he admitted that he was to deliver the letter to me and

that the contents and purpose of the letter were and are unknown

to him. After this, he was released and started to work for the

police, but he informed us of the investigation and what he

confessed. I switched then to the illegal phase of my life.

After being sent to Prague by the OLIN, I spent there a few months,



and in the summer [1933] I returned to the Carpathian Mountains

where I got myself involved again with training OUN members.

In the Autumn of 1933, I moved again to

Czechoslovakia, and from there on orders from a PUN-OUN member, I

entered Germany illegally. Having been stopped at the border for

lack of any personal documents, I spent eight days in jail for

crossing the border illegally, and after that I was sent back to

the Czechoslovak border. Several days after that, I crossed the

border again and arrived at the Organization's [OUN] station in

Berlin. From here, I was sent to Italy with an assignment to a

military training camp of the Croation revolutionary movement

called "Ustashi." Having arrived at their station in Milan, I met

our contact and learned from him that virtually no military

training is being given there, and that there are only about 100

people in the camp, mostly escapees from Yugoslavia. At my

request, he (OUN Contact) released me from my obligations at the

camp, and I returned to Germany. And from there, in May 1934, on

the advise of I. Gabrusevych who was already in Germany at that
acttuvtslc

time, I returned through Danzig to Lviv. Here, at friends'

advice, I decided to go with my fiancee to Danzig or even farther,

to Germany to continue my studies there. With that purpose in

mind, I moved to Warsaw in order to take advantage of the

so-called "Swileto Morza" [Holiday of the Sea] and get to Gdynia

[port], and more precisely to Danzig. During this time, for all
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practical purposes, I did not hold any post in the Organization

(OUN).

III. DETAILS OF PIERACKI ASSASSINATION

1. Describe in Detail the Planning of the Assassination 

(Include Dates): (A) The plan of the assassination was not known

to me.

a. Reasons for the Assassination: (A) During court

proceedings I became acquainted with a document, an article of the •

National Executive Board of OUN, in which the OUN National

Executive Board admitted that the attempt on Pieracki was executed

by the OUN. I do not recall the broader argumentation of that

article beyond that the assassination of Pieracki was done for

political reasons, namely for the policies of Pieracki as Minister

for Internal Affairs of Poland with respect to the Ukrainian

people, namely: (1) widely planned and forcibly implemented

colonization of Polish elements on the territory of Volhynia;

(2) artificial support by Pieracki of the so-called "Katsaps" in

West Ukraine (pro-Russian elements who with time ceased to exist

politically); (3) constant continuation of so-called pacification

in West Ukraine with the aid of organizing so-called "strzelcy"

[rifleman] among the youth of Polish nationality, continuous

police terror and killings of innocent people; (4) forcible

polonization of schools, including elementary schools.

',ISECRET
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b. Personalities Involved (Include Biographic 

Information): (A) Unknown to me.

c. Describe in Detail Your Own Part in the Planninns of 

the Assassination: (A) None.

2. Describe in Detail the Implementation of the Assassination:

(A) From the investigation and trial, I learned that the

assassin killed Minister Pieracki using an automatic pistol of the

trademark probably "Hispan," 7.35 calibre. Moreover, according to

the investigation data, the assassin had with him a petard, which

was found by the police on the street, where the assassination

took place; (it was) not damaged, (and was) of amateur

construction. This petard reportedly consisted of a fuse and

explosive material.

a. How Was it Accomplished (Include Dates, Places, and 

All Pertinent Descriptions Known to You): (A) On the basis of

the indictment and the trial, the attempt was executed on 15 June

1934 in the cloak room of the "BB Club" [Nonparty Bloc Club,

official Polish party] on dead-end Foksal Street, in the early

afternoon hours (close to 3:00 p.m.). Foksal Street was a side

street to the main street Novy Swjat, on which, several hundred

meters away from the Foksal Street, were buildings of the Main

Police Headquarters and the Ministry for Internal Affairs.

The assassin reportedly entered the cloak room of the

Club directly behind Pieracki and at the time when Pieracki began

SECRET
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to undress, or gave his overcoat, the assassin fired three shots

at him, two of which were fatal. Immediately after that, the

asassin reportedly walked calmly out on the street. Only after he

was noticed by the Club members, police and passersby, he began to

run. During the escape, the assassin wounded in the hand one of

the policemen, who fired a couple of shots at him, and disappeared.

On the street, the police beside the already

mentioned petard, reportedly found also the hat of the assassin,

and in the next side street, in one of the residential buildings,

his overcoat.

b. Personalities Involved (Include Biographic 

Information): (A) Unknown to me.

c. Give Complete Details Regarding Your Participation in 

the Actual Assassination, Including Your Whereabouts Before, 

During and Afterwards: (A) None.

3. Aftermath of the Assassination:

a. Who Were the People Arrested in Cohnection With the 

Assassination? (A) The number of people arrested in connection

with the assassination is not known to me. I knew from the press

and later from the trial that on the eve of the assassination,

that is on the 14th of June, the police arrested more than 70

Ukrainians, predominantly university students in Lviv and Krakow.

These arrests were conducted on a charge of suspicion of belonging

to OUN. After the assassination, there were further mass arrests

BEST
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among Ukrainian students also in Warsaw. At the same time a

concentration camp was established in Bereza Kartuzka, which was

planned while Pieracki was still living. There were arrests also

among Polish youth (so-called People's Radical Camp, or something

in that sense) and of members of the opposition parties.

b. Give Complete Details Regarding Your Own Arrest and 

Extradition from Germany: (A) I was arrested perhaps on 23 June,

in the morning, immediately after the arrival of the ship from
LAe,

Danzig and docking in Swinemuende. I was arrested by the German

Secret Police in the presence of a Polish Consul and a Polish

police detective from Lviv. From the port I was taken to a police

station, where my briefcase, containing toiletries and passport-

document for travel from Danzig to Germany under the name of

Yevhen Skyba, were taken away. That name I gave as my own during

inquiries as to who I am, whence I came, and where I am going. In

response to other questions f asked who was interrogating me, and

received the answer that it was the Polish Consul. To my next

question why was I arrested, I did not receive a direct reply and

I refused to answer any more questions. In turn, attempts were

made to interrogate me by a German policeman (who introduced

himself as an inspector, I forgot his name), when Poles were not

present, and who asked me if I was in Warsaw. But I asked him to

give me the opportunity to get in touch with the Ukrainian station

in Berlin and gave him their address.

14
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In a few hours this policeman took me with him to an
6.2_,L2.e_.=.1NA

automobile and we departed for Stettin, and from there by an

airplane to Berlin (our car was being followed all the time by

another car, but who was in it, I don't know).

In Berlin, perhaps in the building of police

headquarters, I was called for a hearing by a high-ranking officer

of the Gestapo in a black uniform. But after the initial two or

three questions he was called to the telephone and the

interrogation ended on that. In turn, the policeman from

Swinemuende brought me to a secretary to make a list of items

contained in my briefcase. He called to my attention, that my

briefcase with its contents will be turned over to the Poles and

that I may select from it anything that may compromise me. There

was nothing of that kind.

In the evening, at about 8:00 p.m., the same policeman

transferred me over to two other policemen dressed in civilian

clothes, who handcuffed me and delivered me in a car to an

airfield from which in a separate aircraft I was taken to Warsaw.

At the airfield in Warsaw a whole column of Polish

secret and uniformed police, headed by the Inspector of Secret

Police Sitkowski and the Minister of Justice, waited for us.

Sitkowski introduced himself and took me under his charge.

Transferred to the building of police headquarters, I was

subjected in the presence of the two Gestapo men to a thorough

inspection and description of all personal items and clot

15
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Following that, after initial questions pertaining to my personal

data, I turned to the Gestapo officers with a question, whether I

will remain in Poland. When they confirmed that, I declared that

I refuse to give any evidence. After that, the procedure, beside

the hints that I will be "singing yet," progressed in a calm

manner.

Sometime after midnight, one group of Polish police

• officers went with the two Gestapo officers to a nightclub to

entertain themselves, and I was taken to an underground cell in

the same block of buildings; handcuffed and naked I was left in

the cell.

c. .Give Complete Details Regarding the Pre-Trial Arrest 

of Yourself and Others Known to You: (A) Sometime, after a week

in this first cell, I was transferred to Cell Number 2 due to

kidney ailment. (The first cell was without a window, humid.

Having slept naked on the floor, and later dressed but without the

underwear, my kidneys caught cold.)

In Cell Number 2, I remained until January 1935. This

cell had a window and beside it a narrow channel [fissure] for
1

ventilation, because the window could not be openned. From the

corridor, the cell was separated by a small room with a stove,

where constantly sat two policemen per shift (one detective and

one uniformed). Their duty was observation, checking my handcuffs,

supervision during meal times and telephone communication with the

prison headquarters. My window gave on the building opposite,
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where chief inspector of the police performed his official duties

and from where my cell was under observation through binoculars.

With the exception of prosecutors, investigating judges, and chief

inspector of police Sitkowski it was strictly forbidden for

anyone from the police to speak to me. The cells on the left and

on the right of my cell were empty (total number of cells in this

basement was about 14).

After several weeks of my stay there and my silence,

they began to take me to the top of the same building for

confrontations. There, I was in the company of my detectives

along with nearly a hundred of different kinds of people and in

the presence of investigative judges, prosecutors, and police

officers, they all looked me over for weeks. Some of them

examined me in detail and described under what circumstances and

where they became acquainted with me; for others it was more

difficult and they pointed at me with explanations, that this must

be the one, because he is unshaven, dirty, without a shirt on and

in chains.

Perhaps at the end of August, two women were brought

for confrontation from whom I rented a room during my stay in

Warsaw for a month. They could not recognize me and finally

turned to me with a request that I tell them whether it was I, and

then they burst into tears. They were two Jewish women, and I was

sorry, that I would not grant them their request. For the next

confrontation they brought a policeman from my native town,
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Strilychi Novi, who knew me personally. This one was equally

vague, but in response to an order shouted by the police

inspector, he pointed at me with a finger and said this must be

him, Mykola Lebed. After that confrontation I acknowledged my

last name.

In the month of September I began my first hunger

strike, that lasted seven days. On the seventh day, the

prosecutor consented that water be brought for me in the morning

for washing and a comb (I still had hair). Until that time I was

not given the opportunity to wash myself. For five minutes in the

morning the handcuffs were removed so I could do gymnastics, I was

shaved, given underwear, a straw mattress and a cot; they repaired

my shoes and for my money permitted me to buy additional food once

in two weeks and once a week a book for reading. [The prosecutor]

did not consent to the issuance of toilet paper, a trip outside to

a toilet and a walk. In practice, three days after the hunger

strike, the gymnastics were denied (because "it exerts me

physically"), I did not receive any books, and my shirt was

without buttons and tattered. I wore it until February [1935].

During later confrontations after the hunger strike, I -

was helping them by pointing a finger at myself. As a result, my

hands were handcuffed behind my back during confrontations and I

could only nod my head. (From that mass of witnesses perhaps only

five participated in the trial.)

18
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On 6 January 1935 (Ukrainian Christmas Eve), I began

another hunger strike for the same reasons as before and with a

demand that the investigation be ended and I be transferred to a

prison. (There were severe frosts those days, through the fissure

opening next to the window cold air was blowing, the cell was

completely unheated and the type of handcuffs used were damaging

my arms.) On the sixth day of my hunger strike I was taken out of

the cell and transferred to the Mokotow Prison, where I remained

to the end of the investigation and trial. I was not rid of my

handcuffs, but the cell was heated, with a bed and a weekly change

of underwear, and at the end of February I also received a book.

As I learned later during the trial, all this was done for me

owing to the fact that one of the accused, Yakiv Chorniy, went

insane in those police basements.

During the month of September, after the hunger

strike, I agreed to give my confession. During several days of

hearings, I deposited the following confession:

-- In October 1932, the police got on the trail of a

report about unrest in Volhynia, which was sent at my

instruction to the address of a farmer in Strilychi

Novi. This farmer compromised me with his confession,

therefore I escaped to Czechoslovakia, taking

residence near Prague until December 1933. At that

time I wanted to get to Germany; however, German

19
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border guards caught me and punished me with an eight-

day arrest, then sent me back to Czechoslovakia. In

turn, I tried to get to Danzig and for that purpose

returned back to Poland in April 1934. There I

learned that the police were still looking for me and

for that reason I stayed in hiding. My acquaintances

advised me to wait with my departure to Danzig until

the time of "Sw4to Morza" [Sea Holiday], when

additional trains and cheaper fares will be available

to Gdynla. I arrived in Warsaw on 15 May and a day

later, my future wife arrived. In Warsaw I remained

until 16 June, and on that day I left on a night train

for Gdynja, together with my fiancee. I hastened my

departure owing to the assassination of Pieracki,

about which I learned from the press. From Gdynja to

Danzig I crossed illegally and found there a man who

obtained for me a document in the name of "Yevhen

Skyba." What was the name of that man I can't

remember, but it is possible that his last name was

Fedyna as the prosecutor asserts.

As for the living conditions of others in the

investigative jail, this information I obtained mainly in the

course of the trial. During the investigation period and until

the first day of the trial, that is, until 18 November 1935, I had
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no opportunity to see anyone. During my stay in the mentioned

police dungeon-cell, I guessed from the overheard conversation of

Polish functionaries that besides me there were another 10-11

people. Moreover, when the meal was served and the detective

unchained one of my hands, he did not know which of the little

keys was the right one for my handcuffs, and he sometimes had

three or four keys. From this I understood that besides me there

were at times two or three other handcuffed (prisoners). During

trial I learned that Yaroslav Karpynets' was also constantly

handcuffed. He was on trial for the alleged manufacture of a

petard. (He was a student'at Krakow University.)

After my transfer to Mokotow Prison, during summer

months of 1935, through the peep-hole of my cell (the peep-hole

was always open, the light in the cell was on day and night, and I

had a personal guard), I heard that they brought into the same

ward Stepan Bandera and later Bohdan Pidhayny.

d. Give Complete Description of the Trial:

(1) Prosecution Attorneys: (A)Atudnicki and Zelenski.

(2) Defense Attorneys: (A) Lev Hankevych, Oleksander

Paventskyy, Horbovyy, and Shlapak.

(3) Witnesses: (A) High-ranking functionaries of

the Ministry of Internal Affairs and lower ranking functionaries

of police; two best Ukrainian lawyers 	 Stepan Shukhevych and

Volodymyr Starosol skyy; prison guards; Ukrainian prisoners

suspected of belonging to OUN; owner of the residence where I
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lived in Warsaw and others. As far as I can recall, there were

many witnesses and perhaps all of them were on the side of the

prosecution.

(4) Judges: (A) Presiding Judge of the Tribunal was

Posemkewicz, President of the District Court and two others whose

names I don't recall.

(5) Specific Accusations Against Yourself: (A) I was

accused of belonging to the OUN (paragraph 58 -- separation of a

part of the territory from the whole); moreover, that I had

allegedly conducted observation to determine Pieracki's lifestyle;

allegedly selected proper time for executing the assassination,

allegedly gave an assassin the petard, and allegedly pointed out

the person of Pieracki.

(6) Evidence Presented by the Prosecuting Attorney:

(A) Main evidence for the prosecution were confessions given in

the course of police investigation by the four accused during that

trial and perhaps by other Ukrainian prisoners, suspected of

belonging to OUN. Moreover, as incriminating material evidence

presented to the court was the so-called laboratory Of Ya.

Karpynets' (laboratory of chemical explosive materiel) which was

to serve as proof that the petard found by the police on the

street on which the assassination took place was manufactured by

Ya. Karpynets'.

From the police investigation confession data

given by the four accused, it appeared that the assassin allegedly
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was Hryts' Matseyko, a printer from Lviv, who after the

assassination departed for Lublin to the residence of a student,

Yakiv Chorniy (one of the accused) and later to Lviv, from where,

in turn, he was lead illegally over the Carpathian Mountains into

Czechoslovakia, and there his trail disappeared.

This Matseyko was supposed to have told them (the

four accused) how the assassination was accomplished. From their

confes ons, it appeared that the assassination was planned by the

National Executive Board of the OUN with S. Bandera at the head,

and that the latter allegedly sent Matseyko to Warsaw and gave him

a pistol and money.

These confessions, obtained by police during the

investigation, were not confirmed by the aforementioned accused

during the trial and their confessions were read.

The prosecutor, in order to prove my guilt to the

court, called on two witnesses from police investigation, namely

the following: a waiter from one of the finest coffeehouses in
C,A,rop.o ., SAL,

Warsaw, "European Hotel" ("Evroiie 'kyy Hotel"), who gave evidence

that he saw me frequently in the coffeehouse at the same time when

Pieracki was there; also a taxi driver, who gave evidence that I

took his taxi in the neighborhood of Foksal Street (on which the

assassination occurred), perhaps a few days before the

assassination (presently, I cannot recall it with greater

accuracy). Both of those witnesses were fakes, and gave as
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evidence absolute lies, for I never was in the mentioned

coffeehouse simply because I had no money for that; and also,

during my stay in Warsaw I never used a taxi.

(7) Evidence Presented by the Defense Attorney:

(A) The defense took the position, that the assassination was done

not by the Ukrainian side and strove to prove that all accused had

nothing to do with it.

(8) Give Your Own Evaluation of the Political Trends 

During the Trial: (A) During the investigation as well as during

the trial apparently two conflicting political tendencies were

evident. This cleavage, this dual separation ran from top to

bottom, that is, through prosecuting attorneys, judges, the

highest police officials and ended among police detectives and

prison guards.

Thus, sometime in December 1934, on a Sunday, I

. was brought upstairs to a room, where I found Inspector of the

Secret Police, Sitkowski, behind a desk. At his direction, I was

left alone in his care. Sitkowski addressed me with a request

that I "privately" give him information about cooperation of the

OUN Leadership Council with the Germans, giving me assurances that

should I, from my side, give him a satisfactory clarification of

that question, he guaranteed that before a week would pass I would

be freed. When I indicated to him that I don't know about this

matter, he then began to explain to me that unfortunately, during

the trial they will be constrained to keep quiet about the
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question of cooperation in view of the Ten Year Pact signed [by

Poland] with Germany, even though he himself does not believe in

the Pact. (With this he also confessed that he too was once a

prisoner like me at the time of the Polish liberation struggle

against Russia.) Then he told me how their investigation is

progressing and with that he enumerated some of the names of the

OUN members known to me and the name of Matseyko as a suspect in

carrying out the assassination. (During the trial I became

convinced that the inspector was telling the truth.)

After several hours, when I let him know that I

had nothing else to add to the earlier deposition, he bid me

goodbye with these words: "For the Ukrainian people you are a

hero, as once we were for the Polish [people]. Regretfully, I

cannot recognize this officially. We will see each other only at

the trial." He gave me a handshake and on this our conversation

ended. (I regarded this conversation as a police investigation

technique, and only at the trial did I learn that he was in the

opposition to the pro-Government Party).

.A similar line was consistently assumed by the

First Prosecutor, Rudnicki, former defense attorney at the trials

of Polish revolutionary underground during the struggle against

Russia; and he still belonged to the PPS (opposition Polish

Socialist Party).

During the first days of the trial, in

conversation with the mother of my [future] wife, he stated: "The
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verdict in this trial was determined long ago. Nothing can be

done by the lawyers. Here, your politicians must act now." He

also started a wide-ranging discussion with the witness for the

prosecution, Dr. Volodymyr Starosolskyy, on the topic of Ukrainian

people's struggle for a Ukrainian university, and his questioning

of the witness was clearly positive to such a degree, that the

Presiding Judge, Posemkewicz, tried to terminate that topic.

(Clarification: Dr. S. Lukhevych and Dr. V. Starosolskyy were

deliberately summoned by the prosecution as its witnesses in order

to prevent them from defending the suspects, as they were the best

defense lawyers in political trials. Dr. V. Starosolskyy was a

Professor at the Secret Ukrainian University until the police, by

the order of the Government, ultimately liquidated that University

through arrests.)

The course of the trial was predetermined in

• advance. This became clear on the first day when the court took

the position of not admitting depositions of the accused in the

Ukrainian language, and for all practical purposes the trial was

only a formal act of the 17-month long investigation. When

finally one of the accused (broken by the investigation) consented

to give evidence in Polish, the Presiding Judge interrupted him

after five minutes, because the accused tried to express his

political position.

To this day I don't know all the behind-the-scene

actions of this trial, but it is a fact that Polish press together
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with the Government (excluding the so-called street press) took

the position of neutrality, without any negative commentaries

about the accused; the opposition press, however, took on the

whole a positive position toward the accused. The basis for such

attitude was probably the following: (a) dissatisfaction of

Polish public opinion with the Ten Year German-Polish Pact;

(b) among the Polish people, and especially among residents of

Warsaw, the memories of Polish underground struggle against

Russian occupation were still alive; (c) also, the whole

deportment of the accused might have had a positive influence [on

Polish public opinion].

As for the Judges, they had a pre-established

tactic which they tried to carry through to the end. The goal was

to prevent a public revelation of the political situation of the

Ukrainian people. The main reason for such a tactic was probably

the fact that this was a first political trial of the OUN members

in which the Polish side, because of my extradition by the

Germans, could not maintain its often used line that the Ukrainian

politcal problem is just a German intrigue.

4. Result of Trial:

a. Verdict:

b. Sentence of Yourself and Others Involved:

(Answer to a & b) The court found all the accused

guilty and all were sentenced. The sentences ranged from a death
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penalty to seven years in jail. On the basis, however, of the

Amnesty decree issued a few days before the end of the trial, the

punishment for all the accused was reduced--the death penalty

resulted in life imprisonment, life imprisonment was reduced to 15

years, etc.

5. Describe the Events and Circumstances Leading to the 

Commuting of the Sentence:

a. Ukrainian Activities:

b. Activities of Interested Polish Groups:

(Answer to a & b) The Amnesty, probably, was prepared

beforehand. According to the information provided by the Polish

lawyers, who unofficially assisted the Ukrainian defendants, the

Amnesty was supposed to have been proclaimed after the completion

of the trial and pronouncement of the sentences. When it was

realized during the trial, however, that the defendants may

decline the Amnesty after their sentence, the Amnesty edict was

passed in haste before the end of the trial.

Reasons for Amnesty: After the assassination of

Pieracki, there came about a so-called normalization of Ukrainian-

Polish relations. On the Ukrainian side this normalization policy

was conducted by the UNDO [Ukrainian National-Democratic Union] as

the strongest legal party, which had its representatives in the

(Polish) Sejm and the Senate. (The beginning of this
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normalization is not known to me, as I was then under

investigation and was completely isolated.)

From the Polish side, the normalization policy was

conducted formally by the Government, but factually only by some

of its members.

This normalization policy was influenced by the very

fact of the assassination of the Minister of Internal Affairs,

executed in the capital of Poland as an act against terror and

policies of the Government of that time. This forced some

(Polish) governing circles to revise their policies. It is quite

possible that this change in the policies was related to the

ongoing internal power struggle in the governing circles of Poland

for the succession of leadership associated with the sickness and

death of Pilsudski. All opposition parties of Poland whose

members, and especially their leaders, the Polish Government began

to incarcerate in the concentration camps on par with the

Ukrainians, by the force of facts began to evaluate the Ukrainian

question in a different light.

IV. ESCAPE FROM PRISON:

1. Describe the Conditions Existing While Serving Your 

Sentence:

(A) The living conditions in the jails were very harsh;

Polish jails were divided not only into the light and harsh, but
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territorially as well. Practically, the jail regime was

maintained similarly to what it was during the occupation of

Poland before 1918. Thus, on the territories once occupied by

Russia the jail regime was ala-Russian, the regime on the

territories occupied formerly by the Germans remained German-like.

Immediately after sentencing, I along with four other

comrades was transferred to the prison "Swety Krzyz" [Holy

Cross]. This prison had its own characteristic regime and its own

separate prison regulations. The prison was situated in the

former 13th-century monastery. It was meant to hold 250

prisoners, but actually held on the average between 700 and 850

prisoners. A three-by-four meter cell held 15-17 prisoners. Each

cell was isolated from each other, first of all by a system of

appointed prisoner-orderlies, mostly mentally sick, who received

double food rations. Any attempt to violate the isolation

resulted in punishment of the prisoner by a seven-to-fourteen day

solitary confinement in the so-called "karzer." These "karzer"

cells were deep underground and were rebuilt from the former

monks' tombs. After completing his term in such a cell, the

•prisoner came out either with a case of TS or completely twisted

by rheumatism. Once in two months (sometimes more often), the

prisoners were led by entire cells to so-called Russian baths,

which was situated in a separate building inside the prison

walls. The prisoners were shackled by two's on the legs with
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chains weighing 100 pounds. These were tsarist chains vintage

1860-1880.

With each passing year, the prison regime became harsher,

thanks to the Minister of Justice Grabowski, who personally went

for a course of study to Frank, Hitler's Minister of Justice, who

was later hanged at Nurenberg.

In the summer of 1938, after a 15-day hunger strike, we

were distributed individually to different prisons. I wound up in

the Rawicz Prison near the German border. I received a separate

single-occupant cell and was on orders of the Minister of Justice

subjected to constant strict isolation. I still don't know what

was the reason for it. I only know that the warden of the "Holy

Cross" Prison made strong efforts to be rid of us. Already during

the hunger strike he reminded me that we violate his prison

customs and demoralize his prisoners (he used juicier words in

reference to "his prisoners" which cannot be repeated here). He

warned us that ten years ago, he liquidated an attempted hunger

strike by sending 75 of his prisoners "to heaven." He does not

want to punish us (none of us during the entire stay was

punished), but prefers to be rid of us.

The Rawicz Prison had by far better sanitary conditions

(bed, bed linen, weekly change of underwear, and in spite of the

strict isolation, there was the possibility, through other

prisoners, to communicate with our comrades who lived together in

another prison building with the rights of political prisoners.)

SECRET
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Sometime three weeks after my arrival in Rawicz, my

comrades (there were more than 100 of them) informed me that they

are beginning a hunger strike. I joined them. The hunger strike

lasted 21 days, ended with the death of one of my comrades from

the school days, and nothing was achieved by the prisoners.

In April 1939, I alone was transferred to the Siedlce

Prison. It was a worse prison in all respects. I got a

relatively large cell, which was intended for three inmates; it

was damp, with a window high up and the size of 10 by 20 centi-

meters.

2. Give Time and Place of Your Escape:

(A) I did not escape from prison. Around the 10th or 11th

of September 1939, they led me and 11 other Ukrainian prisoners to

the prison yard, where a long column of prisoners stood. They

handcuffed us in pairs (two's) and put us at the end of the

column. A Polish army officer (lieutenant) gave the order before

the march that during the march no one was to look to the side or

behind him under penalty of death, and then gave the order to

march outside the prison gates. We marched through a burning

town, and then as it started to dawn, they led us into the nearest

forest, divided us into groups and ordered us to take cover under

the bushes. Here we remained until evening. Before we started to

march again in the evening, the lieutenant shot the first prisoner

who did not have the strength to march any further. Our group was
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led by some law student from Poznan (who was a cadet from the

officer training corps). He told us that they were very likely

leading us to another prison in the direction of Bpla PodlBska.

Furthermore, he said that the Bolsheviks [Soviet Union] had

attacked Poland and that the lieutenant did not have the right to

shoot anyone. In our group there were several who were not

Ukrainians and one Belorussian over 60 years old. The latter was

starting to wear out. (We had had our last meal three days

earlier.) He separated from the group and wandered about in the

forest by himself. The lieutenant, who was leading the last

group, caught up with him after a while, brought him before us and

shot him. When it became dark, we went back out onto the highway,

and then the shooting started for real. At first, they shot those

who lagged behind from lack of strength, but afterward they began

shooting indiscriminately. After shooting the whole rear column

(over 40 prisoners), they finally reached our group, of which

three fell and my comrade, Mykola Lemyk, who was handcuffed in the

first rank with me, was wounded in the right shoulder. Further

shooting stopped in view of the fact that Polish troops who were

retreating, thinking that it was the Germans who were shooting,

started to panic; and after confirming who was doing the shooting,

they gave orders to stop shooting. Then, those who still lagged

behind, because of exhaustion, were bayonnetted. When M. Lemyk

started to fever from the loss of blood, and it became clear that

he could go no farther in spite of our support, one of us asked a
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soldier, who stayed always close to us, to go and ask the sergeant

for the keys, so that we could unlock Lemyk and leave him behind.

The soldier hesitated, but finally went to the head of the column

and got the keys. However, since each set of handcuffs had its

own key, he couldn't manage to unlock them while on the march, and

finally agreed to give me the keys on the condition that we

continue to carry the unlocked handcuffs on our arms. We took off

the handcuffs. There was a forest on both sides, and at the point

where a bridge crossed a ditch, Lemyk with another prisoner who

was to take care of him, slipped into the forest and hid.

About five of us remained in the rear of the column. The

forest ended, and after consulting together, we decided we should

all escape, and that I should be the first to attempt it; and if I

succeed, the others should take off at the rate of one every five

minutes. We should meet at the spot where Lemyk and his comrade

escaped to. ' I left the column, passing by the soldier, who was

looking ahead, listenting to orders being given. I returned to

the spot of the first escape, but no one answered the agreed-upon

whistle signal. No one appeared either. (As I later found out,

those who escaped from the column subsequently, hid themselves

near the point of escape because of exhaustion.) By the eleventh

day I made it to Rava Ruska, the first Ukrainian town. While on

the road, I received a formal release from prison as a result of a

law adopted and declared during the [Polish-German] war thanks to

the efforts of UNDO representatives, who at the same time declared
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their loyal participation [on the Polish side] in the war against

German aggression.

3. Give Details of Personalities Involved in Your Escape:

(A) The explanation for this item is given in paragraph 2

above.

V. POLITICAL ACTIVITIES

1. Give Details of Your Activities Between Time of escape and 

the Declaration of Ukrainian Independence:

(A) The first three months after I left prison, I spent

together with others in a resort hotel at Pescany, Slovakia.

There, I learned from my comrades, members of the OUN, about the

Organization's activity during the period of my incarceration, and

at the same time about the lack of some basic policy position on

the part of the OUN Leadership Council (PUN) with respect to the

occupation of West Ukrainian lands (ZUZ) by the Bolsheviks. From

Pescany I went together with others to Krakow, where I took part

in the initial (OUN) deliberations concerning questions of new

policy directions for continuing the struggle under the Bolshevik

occupation and concerning disagreements with the then OUN

Leadership Council (so-called PUN). Also taking part in these

deliberations were representatives of the OUN National Executive
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Board, who came to Krakow from West Ukraine to deal with the

development of some policy positions.

From Krakow, still on instructions from a PUN member, I

went to another rest camp in Zakopane. Discovering on the spot

that this "rest camp" was under the control of the German police,

and that it was to be converted into a police school, I left it,

freeing at the same time from camp control a group of people,

using various pretexts.

In February 1940, I participated in a 40-member OUN

council which passed a resolution on breaking away from the PUN.

This resolution was not announced until one more attempt was made

at resolving the conflict with Colonel Melnyk.

In May, by a mutual decision [of OUN], I prepared to

depart to America (USA) together with my wife. With this goal, I

went to Slovakia where with the help of some friends I bought a

passport for myself and my wife using my own name. Finally, in

the last days of June (1940), I left Vienna for Italy. In Italy,

I met twice again with Colonel Melnyk in an attempt to reach an

agreement (for this meeting I had the general agreement of the

participants in the [OUN] deliberating council [see above] who

agreed to my proposal). Both discussions [with Col. Melnyki,

however, did not give any positive indications.

My departure to America was aborted, because a couple of

days after my arrival, Mussolini declared war, and the American

embassy was closed. Then I tried yet to get from Italy to
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Yugoslavia; I had a visa, but not enough money, so in September-

October I returned back to Krakow.

During my stay in Italy, the conflict [within OUN] matured

and ceased to be a secret.

Perhaps in February of 1941, after the [Second] OUN

Congress, I was elected to the Leadership Council (Provid) of the

OUN (Bandera) as an organizational referent and a Second Deputy to

S. Bandera. My tasks -- supervision of OUN contact with [the

underground in] Ukraine, preparation for the impending conflict

between Hitler and Stalin, and organization of the so-called

"Pokhidni Hrupy" [OUN Task Groups].

a. Describe the Break with Melnyk: (A) The basis for

conflict with Col. Melnyk and his PUN was a political-conceptual

divergence. After the fall of Poland and the arrival of the

Bolsheviks in West Ukraine, the then PUN was in a state of

quandary, and it issued instructions to OUN members in the Ukraine

to leave Ukraine and go abroad, assuming that under the Soviets

there would be no possibility for carrying on any political or

revolutionary activity.

As I learned after my imprisonment, the conflict

[within OUN] actually began much earlier, and existed between the

PUN [abroad] and the National Executive Board [in the Ukraine],

which had the support among those members of the Organization, who

for various reasons had to go abroad earlier [1939].
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With the breakout of the conflict, as well as the

debate surrounding it, a number of peripheral issues arose which

actually obscured the basic reasons.

b. Describe the Stand of Bandera Supporters: (A) The OUN

under the leadership of S. Bandera retained all active elements

who were released from Polish prisons (with some exceptions), the

complete staff of the National Executive Board in the Ukraine, and

those members who in 1939 emigrated (from Ukraine).

VI. DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE (JUNE 1941)

1. Give Details Regarding the Negotiations with the Germans 

and the Part You Played in Such Negotiations:

(A) I arrived in Lviv at night, three days after the

Germans occupied the city. That same night, I learned about the

position of the Germans on the Declaration of Independence. The

next day, on the street in front of the townhall, I ran across my

acquaintance, a German, Professor Hans Koch, a lieutenant colonel

in the Wehrmacht assigned to Ukrainian affairs. (He himself was

in the Ukrainian Army during 1918-1921.) He let me know that I

was here illegally and that officially he did not see me.

After the arrest of Ya. Stetsko, at the suggestion of Co]..

R. Yaryi I had a conversation with representatives of the

Wehrmacht. Participating in the discussions on the German side

were five German officers and on the Ukrainian side were R. Yaryi,
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myself, the late Col.-Gen. Shukhevych-Chuprynka, and perhaps Ivan

Klymiv-Legenda, the Leader of the OUN [in the Ukraine] under

Bolshevik occupation. The purpose of these discussions was an

attempt (by the Germans) to improve cooperation on the basis of a

transfer of administrative power to us on the territory occupied

by the Wehrmacht, on the condition that we withdraw the

Declaration of Independence. When I rejected that type of

propositions, the discussion ended with a formal cessation of

cooperation. One of the German representatives declared that we

part as friends and enter the state of beligerence. He said he

did not know how or when we would meet again, but he wished us

well. During our parting, I was given a warning that eight hours

from this moment the Wehrmacht would assume no responsibility for

US.

2. Describe the Activities of the OUN and the Establishment 

of the SB:

(A) The activity of the OUN during this period is

described in the book "UPA" by M. Lebed, and I cannot add anything

new to it.

As concerns the founding of the SB [OUN Security Service],

this referentura was created already in 1939/1940. The SB was

created and headed the whole time by Mykola Arsenych-Mykhaylo who

fell in the battle with the [Soviet] MVD-MGB [troops] in 1947.

Thanks to the SB and even more to the person of the late
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Col. Arsenych-Mykhaylo, the OUN, and afterwards the whole

liberation front were saved from serious enemy provocations and

agent infiltration.

3. Give Details Regarding the Circumstances Around the German 

Reaction to the Declaration of Independence:

(A) The Germans were caught by surprise upon the

Declaration of Independence. Of course, during the first days

there were [in Lviv] only military units of the Wehrmacht present,

and they accepted the Declaration of Independence as totally

logical, thinking that it took place with the consent of the

German political officials (or the Nazi Party); however, in a

couple of days after the Declaration of Independence, a special

unit of the SD [Sicherheitsdienst -- SS Security Service] came to

Lviv and immediately began taking counteraction denying us access

to the radio station, and let it be known that the Declaration

took place not only without their approval, but on the contrary,

against their will.

a. Events Leading to German Disapproval: (A) The basic

and only reason for this sort of a German position was the

Declaration of Independence itself. This became clear after a

couple of months when Hitler annexed West Ukraine into his

so-called Generalgouvernment [of Poland].

b. Manifestation of German Approval: (A) German

dissatisfaction became known by the arrest of Bandera, Stetsko,
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and all known members, who remained behind in Krakow and by

subsequent mass arrests on 15 September [1941]. They did not want

to carry out those arrests immediately perhaps because they did

not want to arouse the population, and because they wanted to

collect as much information as possible about OUN members

including their addresses.

4. Give Details Regarding the Issuance of "Dead or Alive" 

Notices:

(A) I first received a copy of the "Warrant" for my

arrest perhaps in November-December [1941]. A courier brought it

from Lviv during the [OUN] Organization Conference called by me in

the vicinity of Brody with a note from a leading [OUN] member

known to me, warning me that I should not return to Lviv by

automobile. (At that time I had a different auto, and the auto

identified in the "Warrant" I used only once or twice right after

the outbreak of the war.) The first original copy of the

"Warrant" was given to a member of the OUN by a Ukrainian from

Bukovyna, who was in the "Ferkers Polizei" of the German Army.

Afterwards two more examples of the same "Warrant" came into the

possession of the [OUN1 Organization; and in addition, in 1943,

again someone from Bukovyna, who worked for the Gestapo, handed

over three copies of my photograph, which, according to him, every

member of the SD and Gestapo carried with him.
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VII. PERIOD FROM 1941 TO PRESENT

1. Give Details of Capture of Bandera and Stetsko by the 

Germans and Your Escape from the Germans:

(A) S. Bandera was detained in Kholmshchyna (territory

still within Poland before the outbreak of war with the Soviets,

or in the so-called Generalgouvernment). I don't exactly remember

right now whether they detained him in his automobile and invited

him for an important meeting in Krakow, or they sent word that he

come himself to that meeting. To the day of his arrest, S.

Bandera did not cross the border between Germany and the USSR

which was maintained until 22 June 1941.

Ya. Stetsko had perhaps several discussions in Lviv with

SD representatives. I did not participate in these discussions,

but Ya. Stetsko told me what the contents of these discussions

were, and that he expected to be arrested. In these conversations

they suggested to him the withdrawal of the Declaration of

Independence. When he was invited to and appeared at a subsequent

discussion, he never returned. He was taken to Berlin where he

lived in private quarters together with S. Bandera, and both had

some additional discussions [with German authorities]. On 15 Sept-

ember [1941], he was formally arrested.

From the day of Ya. Stetsko's arrest, I rarely appeared at

the buildings occupied by the Organization. I lived privately and

found a buildinng in another part of town for meetings. At the
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end of August, I went to Kamyanets-Podolsk, Vynnytsia, and Kiev

oblasts [region] in order to assess for myself the situation there

and also to orient OUN members who were in these oblasts. I

returned to Lviv through Volhynia on the night of 12/13

September. Here I learned that they were preparing arrests, and

the next day at the urging of my wife and comrades, I spent the

night in other quarters. In the morning around 10 o'clock on the

15th of September [1941], I received information about mass

arrests, including that of my wife at our residence, my sister and

cousin. In the afternoon, three leading members of the OUN, my

friends, came to my quarters; they were arrested with others in

Vasilkove near Kiev, and had just escaped from the prison train.

On that day, I went underground.

2. Describe Your Activities During World War II:

(A) On the day of Ya. Stetsko's arrest, I automatically

took over the leadership of the OUN, as acting head in accordance

with the "Provid" Decree and as the Second Deputy to S. Bandera.

I began to use the name of Maksym Ruban. However, because of my

trip to central oblasts of the Ukraine, and additionally because

of mass arrests, I was able to convene the First Conference of the

Leading OUN Members only in November [1941]. (There were

practically no members of the Leadership Council (Provid) at

liberty.) At this First Conference, we adopted new resolutions in

view of the new situation, and directives on further activity;
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tried to make use of them, especially in the aftermath of mass

arrests of 15 September [1941].

The fact is, that a full list of OUN members, with

three private addresses, were given to the Gestapo by two OUN-M

members. (The list contained over 150 names.) The lower ranks of

the Organization reacted explosively, and it was necessary to.

issue special orders against any acts of violence.

It is also a fact that the Organization [OUN-B]

sentenced one of the OUN-M members to death, one Yuriy

Sokolovskyy, as an agent of the Gestapo, and issued a communique

on this matter. Finally, I want to emphasize that during the

period in which I exercised the duties of the Acting Leader of the

Organization (OUN), discussions were being held between

representatives of both OUN's with the goal of finding a common

political platform. Unfortunately, this was not achieved, neither

at that time nor afterwards.

(2) Against Bulba: (A) Concerning Bulba-Borovets,

up to 1943, this group had no influence on the Ukrainian political

life and the OUN-B had practically no interest in it. The group

existed only in one .region of Volhynia and had a closed group of

sympathizers. My good friend Ivan Mitrynga, a former member of

the OUN-B, belonged to it. He was the actual political leader of

the Bulba faction, and I tried several times to make contact with

him. In addition, I personally asked the [OUN-B] Leader in the
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Volhynia territory at that time to leave the [Bulba] group in

peace.

In the spring of 1943, I sent two officers to Volhynia

territory with the task of finding out what was the situation

there, the reasons for the [Ukrainian] mass exodus to the forests,

and to assist with the proper organization of the UPA. One of

them, Sonar, returned and during his debriefing also brought up

the matter of Bulba, who had also started a resistance movement in

his area. Col. Sonar called attention to the fact, that this

problem had to be resolved positively, and received directives to

have a personal meeting with Bulba; and if Sonar should evaluate

him positively, he should offer Bulba a position in the General

Staff of UPA-Volhynia (at that time the UPA was active only in

Volhynia). I never received an answer, because shortly afterward

Col. Sonar together with a score of UPA members were killed in a

German ambush. (His death along with the whole group has never

been explained to this day.)

Finally, from an UPA communique and from members of

the UPA General Staff, I found out that the Bulba group was

disarmed and integrated into the UPA, and Bulba himself fled and

disappeared with several others. Later I received news that in

the region of Lyudvypil, Bolshevik partisans attacked the house in

which Bulba lived, killing Ivan Mitrynga and several of his

people, and Bulba himself escaped. While negotiating with the
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Germans, Bulba went to Warsaw where he was finally arrested by the

Gestapo and sent to a concentration camp.

The reasons for disarming [Bulba faction] were the

following: When Bulba rejected the proposal to unite with the

UPA, the General Staff of UPA-North (Volhynia) demanded that

Bulba's group disarm because Bulba's group (a) complicated

communications between UPA units and their operations; (b).

undertook actions which were not in the interest of the liberation

movement; (c) twice intercepted UPA couriers, who then

disappeared; (d) complicated UPA actions against Bolshevik

partisans who were in the depths of Kremyanets forests.

In addition, the UPA-North Command knew in detail

about Bulba's negotiations with the Germans and especially with a

Bolshevik representative. Bulba turned to them for help with arms

and supplies.

Personally, after 1941, I was never in Volhynia, and

it is not true that I met with Bulba, whom up to this day I do not

know personally.

b. Consolidation of UPA: (A) The fact is that with the

disarming of Bulba's group, the consolidation of UPA took place,

and no real separate armed group or unit ever existed after that.

c. Third Extraordinary Congress of the OUN (Explain 

Change in Philosophy as Reflected in Resolutions; Describe Your 

Part in the Congress): (A) III Extraordinary • Congress of the

OUN. The foundation for the III Extraordinary Congress of the OUN
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was the consumation of the democratization of the OUN, and a great

emphasis on socio-economic questions as well as national. The

socio-economic questions were introduced by members of the central

and eastern provinces of the Ukraine and those members from the

Western Ukraine who worked and lived in those Eastern provinces.

At that time, for the OUN members and for the whole citizenry in

West Ukraine it was enough only to struggle for- a Ukrainian state;

but in the central and eastern provinces, both the members and the

people wanted to know for what kind of a free Ukraine, and

specifically, for what kind of a sovereign state they were

struggling.

As far as the political and in particular the socio-

economic program is concerned, as a participant in the III

Extraordinary Congress of the OUN, I voted for its adoption. My

only disagreement was over the first point of the OUN Program,

which in the original formulation of the resolution stated: "The

OUN is struggling so that every nation can live a free life in its

own independent state," (etc.). At my request, this point was

changed to: "The OUN is struggling for a Ukrainian Independent

State, and so that every people therein can live its own free

life..."

The III Extraordinary Congress of the OUN took place

under rather difficult conditions - with the Germans surrounding

the region. It was necessary to change the location every night,
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(2) Your Position: (A) During the UHVR Congress, I

gave a speech on the subject: "On the External Political

Position." There were three speeches in all. During the election

of the UHVR President and the . Head of the General Secretariat, the

latter turned to me with the request to take the post of General

Secretary for Foreign Affairs, to which I gave my consent.

3. Give Details Concerning Your Mission Outside the Ukraine:

(A) My tasks outside Ukraine were as follows: (1) try as

quickly as possible to make contact with the Allies (specifically

with the official representatives of America and England or their

Armies) with the goal of explaining the whole position of the

Ukrainian liberation struggle on two fronts; (2) provide

information about the goals and tasks of this struggle; and (3)

obtain assistance.

a. When and By Whom Were You Sent: (A) I received my

commission to leave directly from the Head of the General

Secretariat [UHVR], R. Shukhevych AKA R. Lozovs'kyy, General Taras

Chuprynka. I received this directive after the UHVR Congress

ended when we learned from radio reports about a new Bolshevik

offensive in the direction of Lviv and the Carpathian Mountains.

I was to supplement the staff of the Mission with people from the

UHVR membership and members of the Ukrainian liberation movement

(UPA, OUN), as well as non-party personalities. I received funds

sufficient for 9-12 people for a period of one year.
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At the time of my departure together with the whole

group, we held another consultation with the UHVR President at the

western border of the Ukraine. The Head of the General

Secretariat [UHVR], Taras Chuprynka-Shukhevych, was not present at

this consultation, because he was already on the territory seized

by the Bolsheviks. The UHVR President confirmed our departure at

this meeting, and there we said goodbye.

b. What Were Your Specific Targets: (A) The goal of my

trip was to get to Europe outside German control. To this end, I

sent five couriers as well as a member of the UHVR, Yevhen

Vretsiona. Of these five, one paid with his life in the vicinity

of Trieste, having fallen into the hands of Tito's partisans, the

second disappeared, and the third made contact with the

Anglo-American Mission with the help of an Italian democratic

partisan woman in southern Tyrol, but was treated by the Allied

Mission as an "emissary of Stalin," and as such was tolerated.

With the help of the same partisan woman, Yevhen Vretsiona made

his way to Switzerland, called on the Allied consulates, but these

particular representatives did not express any interest and

finally Vretsiona ended his mission in a work camp.

Based on reports from the last courier who maintained

firm contact with me, I decided to go to Italy, and through Rome

to Bari, where the American Army was standing at that time. In

the meantime, while staying in Slovakia, I got a link to an

acquaintance of mine in Yugoslavia, or rather Croatia, in Zagreb.
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He assured me that he personally knew the resident on the Allied

side, who gave assurances of help. I travelled across to Zagreb

and stayed there until Tito's arrival, because, from the

assurances of the aforementioned resident, the Allied Forces were

to arrive at this location [Balkans]. Unfortunately this did not

happen.

c. What is Your Present Position in the ZPUHVR and the 

UHVR: (A) My current position in the UHVR is to continue to

discharge the responsibilities of the office of General Secretary

for Foreign Affairs. As a member of the ZPUHVR (Foreign

Representation of UHVR), I retain the post of General Secretary

for Foreign Affairs of the UHVR.

4. Give Details Concerning Your Present Circumstances and 

Future Plans:

(A) To write about my current circumstances is rather

difficult. The current politics of the American Government and in

particular of the so-called unofficial circles, indicate clearly a

lack of any kind of interest in the Ukrainian problem, and

particularly in the goals of the Ukrainian liberation struggle and

the aspirations of the Ukrainian people (as of any other captive

nations, for that matter), -- i.e., in the goals at the heart of

which lies the dismemberment of the USSR into national,

independent states, and the ability of free peoples within today's

USSR to decide freely future relations between them.
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Today, American political circles concerned try

unmistakenly to conceal under the "all-Russian tattered furcoat"

the Ukrainian question, which exists as a factor of strength and

potentially can play a great role. They have assigned to the

Ukraine and the Ukrainian people the task to be the "breadbasket"

for an imaginary future democratic Russian empire, a task against

which the Ukrainian people have been struggling ever since the

beginning of the USSR, which, having subjugated Ukraine, has been

finally able to become a threat to the whole world, including

America.

While the Bolshevik Party (Stalin and the Politburo),

willy-nilly, makes concessions from time to time in favor of the

Ukrainian question, if only for tactical or formal reasons, then

the semi-official circles of America, in contrast, are

categorically designating the Ukraine as an inseparable part of

the Russian empire. At the same time, they argue openly that

without the Ukraine, Russia could not be an empire and a military

power, ignoring the will of the Ukrainian people as well as their

contemporary and past stuggle for freedom.

Up to this time, I have often met with reproaches from

my American acquaintances about the free-wheeling state of the

Ukrainian emigre political parties. Recently I came across a fact

that, in the course of one night, American representatives in

Germany brought to life six more new, so-called Ukrainian

"parties" and they are creating from these parties a Ukrainian
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Liberation Council (why not the UHVR directly?). At the same time

they gloss over the past history of these adventurers/blackmailers.

I consider equally that such an important question as

the liberation struggle of the Ukrainian people (the UFA), which

alone in the Soviet Union gave proof of the possibilities for

existence of a liberation struggle based on expounded set of

principles, and which alone provided invaluable documentation of

that struggle, cannot be treated only from the point of view of

acquisition of materials and information.

My Plans for the Future: First of all, I think that, for

a long as I am able, I am obliged to carry out my mission, and

particularly on the American soil. I think that the Ukrainian

people are standing before their final and at the same time their

only chance to obtain support in their struggle for liberation.

They can get this support only from America, or the American

people in the broader sense. And therefore, as long as any kind

of possibility exists for explaining the Ukrainian question to the

American people, I will consider it my duty to contribute to that

end.

When I decided to provide these explanations to the

questionnaire, the purpose of which was not explained to me, then

I do that not for personal benefit or loss, but because of the

obligations which I voluntarily accepted from those in the
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Fatherland, who for the most part have already fallen in the

struggle.

Completed on May 18, 1952.

Date of Questionnaire: 8 April 1952.

Date of Response: 18 May 1952 (in Ukrainian

Date of Translation: 22 January 1986.
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JARLON advisee that this information emanated
from "ono of the best informed people in rkrainien natters,"
and that this individual had requested that his Identity
not be disclosed.

The subject is alleged to have reoeived a large
mount of money from an Anmrican intelligence Service known
as the "maryland °romp." JAPIng did =teak* any inquiries
as to the nature of VAIL group inansush as he professed
not to want to become involved in *hooking =American
intelligense Agensies. The vubjeet allegedly is to receive
$10,000 monthly from Asterisms intelligens, authorities,
in payment for service be Is to motor. Intelligens*
ruthoritiee.bave allegedly told the embjeet 'Don't tell
us fairy toles about the half million insurgent Ukrainians
in the pkrainska Povatensky Arnim' (gPAI."

WALTETNUSIATX, Editor of tho "ukrainien Bulletin"
is identified as one of the bidividuals whe asslO.d tSi
subject to making oentaot with Amerisan intelligens*
authorities. JAPL^N described the °Ukrainian Bulletin
as the organ of the PkratnianCeneress temsittee of. Arica.
Pe said this comeittee represents various Ckvainian organisations
in thernited States.

MR. TEO h.Z5.:BRIASSITT, Assistant Professor of
Econonice at Georget	 University, Washington, D. C. was
identified as anothtr individual who has given aid to the
subject. JAPT •41 stated that Professor DOBRIANSKT tie. ow.
official . representative and a supporter of.510.5eDERA.

According to JARVIS, the Professor is an
American born citizen who pretends he does not understand
the Tkrainian language. JAHLON stated that the Profess=
'understands and speaks the language. The subject reportedly
utilize, an individual bearing the last nem* of DUsWRIK as
a translator. ntisH"Irts reported to have been at one time
• translator on the staff of general DmUNAB MC ARTHUR.

American intelligence authorities reportedly
expect to reoeive information in the following categories
froe the subject as considerstion for the afore-mentioned
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large sum of money which chey allegedly are to pay the
subjects

1. wilitary end economic intelligence
information emanating from soviet Russia.

2. InfOnamtion consterning the Communist
element sarong nkreinian Leall8r4fits•

JAPirW expressed doubt that the subject Would
receive an amount as large ea t10,000 per month for the
services which he is to reader. Re onpremsed an opinlon
that the subject is not in a position to furnish informttion
of such • high valve. The subjeet is allegedly rimming
• nwreialan theater in New vork City through JOS1040441iRNIAX.

MR. FIRMAN is employed in the ohrainian section
of the Voiee a: America. Prtor to a few months ago,	 .
RIRWIAK alloodly was an opponent of the subject. Femoral
months ago iriRNIAlt is alleged to have d•serlised Amerlean
authnrities as "stupid." Thie.claselfleationis reportedly
based on the fact that the American authorities plan to
send the aubjeet to Berlin under the impresalem that he
would be able to "maim a revolution." JARLOW expressed
the opinion that the subject would not be able to do
anything.

The subject is reported to have opened an office
in nrooklyn where be has several supporters. JABLON
expressed the opinion that the subject may have ten or
fifteen people in Galicia, Poland, whom he can contact.
Re does not think that thee. individuals would be Lea
position to furnish subject any informatiop of value to
the Milted ,Aates coneerning the varlet Army. •

JAnTtli expressed considerable animosity
toward the subject and stated that he intends to act as
follows telth respect to the subjects

1. Fe plans to publish subject's political
record for the past fifteen years or more.

11 El
Li_1
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2. We plans to sign his true nano to
this nublication and will accuse
the subjeet of conniting murders
in noland.

PLT:1-R JABLOW stated that the above accusations
**lad give the subject an opportunity to take hin to
sport. ne stated that he doe, not intend to none the
intellig*nse apney, but that h* intends to indicate that
an intelligens* agsney is supporting bin. Pe reiterated
that the subject is not in a position to obtain information
or value to 'Morita* Intelligenee serviess.

•

In April of 1951, Confidential Inters's* T-1,
another goverment agen*y which conduits intelligenee
investigations, advised that this ageney had received
information to the etroot that the subject had been 	 •
devoting himself to the job of 'self-advertisement."
The subject was reported to be "eonfidentially whispering
into Ch. ears of his various friends that he is working
for the United States newernneat as contact with the
rkratissunderground..

ruring January 1951, the above PETER JABLON
in pert, advised the writer and sA sTAKUVI J. GRABOWSKI,
that he personally disliked the subject. On January 25,
1951, the svbjeet, NIMA LKBEO, described the above
rETTR JABLeW as a watrange nue who apneared tabs
pathologically ill. N. further described JARLOK is a
very nervous individual whose aetions are °unexplainable.
Tht subject further stated that while, he, pubjest, was
in nernany during r$45 to 1947, he read sone articles
published by JABLoW which were empletely false and
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BY SPECIAL MESSEACERIATINa

Date:	 August 12, 1953

To 	 Director
Central Intelligence Agency
2430 E Street, Northwest
Washington, D.C.

Attention:. Deputy Director, Plans

Ottiprom: John Edgar Hoover, Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Subjects MIKOLA LE), Was.
INTERNAL SECURITY - UK

Reference is made to your letter dated
May 1, 1950, your reference:SODB24028 .,• regarding
the subject who you advised you yoii maintain contact
with on matters pertaining to operations abroad providing
such contact would not interfere with any current activities
of this Bureau.

In compliance with your request to be furnished
any information regarding the subject, there is attached
a copy of the report of Special Agent James W. Ryan dated
June 5. 1953, at New York, New York, in captioned matter.

For your information, PeteSablon from Whom
the information concerning the subject was received le, .
as reflected in the attached report, of unknown reliability.
We have been advised that Peter Jablon during his recent
contact with our New York office gave the impressioft of being
an emotionally unstable individual with a persecution complex.
We furnish you this information in order that you may more
ably evaluate the information set forth in the attached report
concerning the subject about whom Jablon has expressed a
personal dislike.

•■•

Attachment DECLASSIFIED AND RELEASED BY
CENTRAL I NTELL I GENCE AGENCY
SOURCES METHODS EXEMPT ION3B2B
NAZI WAR CR II4ES DISCLOSURE ACT

la COPY	 DATE 2003 2005
SECURITY INFORMATION - CONFIDENTIAL

FOR COORDINATION WITH
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
WASHINGTON 2.5, D. C.

.:E.;:1674

NAZI WAR CRIMES DISCLOSURE ACT'

11r. Arrle R. ac2:ey
Corni53ioner of Immigration

and 17aturalizatiOn
Department of Justice
ashington 25, D. C.

FORCOORDINATION"WITli

'	 •

Attn: Soecial Assistant to the Commissioner

Dear Sir:

SUEJ:CT:	 LEE!)
A-7320118

Reference is made to your letter of 13 J:.oril 1954 in which
you advised this Agency of 2 telephonic ccmmunication fron
richolas T. ronnenmacher, 2200 R Street, N. W., Washington, D.C.,
wherein Nonnenmacher made certain allegations concernin7 the
subject.

Nonnenmacher waz interviewed on 21 April 1954 cohcern-
ing these allegations. ronnenmacher advised that the only ir 14'or-
mation he had concerning the subject as contained in a letter
written by Hr. Charles Baroch to an unknown person.

Attached is a copy of the letter from Hr. Fiaroch. The
allegations in this letter are ccntained in the files of this
Agency, and were considered at the time subject was granted the
benefits of Section 8 of the CIA Act of 15=9. The substance of
this information had been furnished your Service prior to grant-
ing subject .permanent residence under the . pravisions of Section
8. In view of the fact that the above al l e;:ations are Icon to' •

your Service', and in view of the removal of obstacles to the
subject's eligibility for admission to the United States at the
time he was granted the benefits . of Section 8, it is felt that
no further action with respect to lir. Vonnenmachers information
is necessary at this time.

As you are aware, the subject is employed by this A genc:7 in
the furtherance of the national intelligence mission. It is our

:ISTI-71:7 esire that he depart the United states in the near future
4-

RECEIVE°	
0%

MAY 5 1954
LIAISON
OFFICE
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Sincerelr,.

_a Ecwa
Di_ 4or of Security

'connection with activities in behalf of this Azency. There are
attached an application for permit —to reenter the United States,
a money order in the amount of •10.00, and two s±-ned photorTraphs
of the subject. It is requested that this permit be issued to
the subject, and forwarded to thin office, through established
liaison channels, where it vAll be deli7ered to the alien.

Your cooperation in this matter will bc ver:r much
ap7reciated.

Attachments: 5

Xtit VIBE 1:11SSP!!!ikTE-F1111.1ER OR. EXHIBITED
tER6ISSIOD OF TIE

16EXCT,

SECRET
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(N.* 1,41804 I.)

I. BIOGRAPHIC DATA .I.I04
g0PS. 

H
rrS. Nmot

LFBED, Mykolm
_...	 .__

9	 c4SENCI. :

1909
1.	 PASEO(	 1111111/

23 November
21.	 VAN. INTL .	 —

..CASSO447.
(Soo atickh—nmet F1)

F ILI NOS.

c--.	
.:. GP

.

OS4.	 C 	 %SNIP 1111T1011111. I TY Ito,.......	 .....	 - .	 ..	 --.	 -

Utile
irogsbAllerainian	 STIP

inst..11.ftar...57)

- -

;,:---.1--- .
ii•	 olleatoccor	 Malt,ICAtloki tam000ur wttt.1Tir	 IG AP ACITTI/LPA	 f4GU•	 PAC!'..

COVert: AiiiiiitilAFRITHAMIC), Prolog 5esearch !4 Publishing :asa., Inc., NY - 1952
Crucibió Steel Co. of 'series, Rarrisonl N.J.. - T951..1952
Parliament Cigarette Co., NYC . 19504951 (also recarded as r‘ensor 1..! medges)
Journalist (eelf.employea) - 171.5-190
Ukrainian Goverment - 1942-1945

...
(sm.) ittadmiat fl)	 '	 -	 -	 ' .Area Knoilodges Western areanf Ukraine, Carpathian meant:1So 0 *miff end area in

Poland, Cracow and Polish.Ukrainian border areas, Slovakia. •
Langs Russian, Ukrainian, Slovakian, Croatian, c-och, English, Polish (40001

Gorman. Italian (fair).
4. LOC/MOO INDICATOR/041U 40 OOOOO 11101 CATO' TRAVEL
w1952 to data /14/ New York, N.Y. 	 .	 1958 -PralarelRland,Geranny,Belgi
1950 - 1952 . t../ Brooklyn, tri (Bainbridg. St.)	 Italy, Spain	 .

41,190 . 1950 /R/ New York, NY (Pitt SW	 1956 . Toronto and Ontario,
. 1949 /RI' Mnniob-Lain, Gerna4f 	 1955	 Toronto and Ontario, glaTI:1948	 ...

1945 . 19h8 /a/ Via Biters° lh, Rome, Italy. 	 1954 .Munisth, Oansagy
19h1i - .1945 /R/ Zagreb, Yugoslavia	 1553 . Raw	 Basel, Munich, London
1944	 ti/ Pratislav, Csechoolavkia	 1952 . Munich, Paris, Loud=
15E42 - 1911	 /R/ Ina• aim

**Port at &try: New Toth
Data of Entry: October 1949

7.	 OOOOO ITMULITY

DECLASSIFIED	 AND	 RELEASED BY
CENTRAL	 INTELL I6ENCE	 AGENCY
SOURCE'S METHODS EXFMPT InN3B2B	 ....	 ,.

e• liviCiAL cAnsor,	
NAZI WAR CRIMES DISCLOSURE ACT
DATE	 2003	 2005

...,.

IP.	 4Comais (With def•• 1.499. 409,/ ic.bi.)

POS Koty„ Novi.Strilky, Ukraine
NW ?Ain SE4VICIE
Organiser of Ukrainian Insirgent Ana, (IPA)
ulth no military rank.
Organiser ofunderground guarillawarfaro
dal% Wit..

Ifff&s, 875 Wort End Ave., Apt. 1hB
Romeo	 nt-Ttlis t411 01ttYlmitir/ ;1 4i.,4

PNOsse NO.	 'let. xv / er *St
Ronal NadiutIrth 7-31h9

MC__ ..„4,1411101916.2 . Euirmtary School, Novi strilky.
1921.30 . Lvov ugh School, Rutowski S.

---
07444iis Darla Olga nee Rnatkivoka.Dtaren

b. 22 Oct 12, Saha, W. Ukraine (marriad
Os Soriana b. 22 Sept h2, Lvov. 	 .
(Sege attachment #1)

404041

19 May 36, warm)

,	
I

P.-.' 5'8"; blue oyes; mall angular-ehaped
race; p.le coortexice; erect posture; sone
false teeth; dark !loud hair.

Foam

WAWA

•(..,•1	 `73
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2a. VA3.Ikr.TS:

"Uncle Louie"
• L	 D,%dell.°

Ilylcola
!,71151, .Nicholas
T:r-t•T

liyicola
• L'i.b.1.!, /Vitale

LYEBEO, !•iylcola
Ziykola

. • ....DOCKG,....Marico Woloechak
•• -s •"-•i AAN Z . 1;!Iii•h•	 - •• - SriB.A.,•• •••;Iiigenivie •

'BurMilt,!•14SKI
r IR.0;,••Itakeint

Mamdm
, TuRAH, Raman

ZATillth y, 9..emen

•7:;1.1 FAT! 

• .. tub3 . is Principal .Agent for	 enc.: ET . purposes in U.S.Western
rur•ope- , Latin America, and any area where emigre group can he 4afitably
exploited. :;ubj wee first contacted by CI*. in l98 in Zumpe ar4 has been
in °watt mal. c -nt act ever since. : fret vorked s c:_7:•.2. in a r.on-pay
state	 •	

•

Subj was convieted .irtr.. 934 with Bandera (leader of Foreign SeCtion of
,•

the :IR/	 Nationaliste (ZCHOUN)) and Klymyshym is planning of
assassination of Pol::.Bronielau• Pieracky, Polish Minister of Interior; escaped
lept:1939 • wheti Nazi. invaded•Poland; • .when the Germane metered V. Ukraine on
30 -Jeme4.941..ALme iliniera-Lebed faction proclaimed the independent Ukrainian
tat	 Bendera—en interned by the Germans a few days after, while -Lebed

eacaped.. • In 19/m3	 in organ
Anwr (UTA),. and U—L9W4 the Ukrainian 	 c%moil of Liberation. (IBM) -
which , ems"and is the supreme:representativw . body af the Ukrainian underground
reatatare, iloveinnt In 15415 Stibi was siert to Geriany as a member of ZPII1WR.
• aintaine. direct contact With UPA ane•Ilifr.; thief. at . political bureau of UM,
chief of security under Panders in Poland in 1932; follOwing Pi/reeky affair
be escaped•to Germany, -denounced bi•-daranoveky, arrested in .Stattin, extradited
to roland.•::;:Following escapefrom • Neals,. Sahj..spent eons ti in Iraebruck and
Munich, : went . to !OMB ini ..1.1.1114thEITO :iinderi. !lhe mime: tr::.tiii-lanr at Ilia Biferno,
lb; took part in negotiatiene - With Anders : group re allierXe agalimet USSP.;
author or "HpAv published in Germany in 191z6; author' of craft sanuscript of
"Anti-Soviet . Aeeistanse Movement of the Ukrainian Pelole Cr Native Soil."

Subj is General Secretary of Femeign Affairs of LIIIVR and Chief of the
Foreign Ar sire Hrarch of U'UlitrI(. Subj was expelled from 101:/}3 at and of
•• ctoter 19L8 following the • UN/B-eponscred Mittenwa.Li Confercrame. Subi
engaged in vritim e'book which will be tin eecmd volume of his first book
"VAN ), %/Itch sold over 15,000 copies in :-.1.1rope and USA; cooperates with
• krainiart Congress Ccuedttee, Ukrainian Workers lean. in Scranton, but is
not a member of either. In ■tpril and .May 1910 a wide internal iplit occtrred
In win. This split resulted in Subj assuming the leadership fcr a short
time of all set:bora of the party who dd net approve of Raniera i s intractrIle
anti-liberalism and policy of monopolizing the political scene. Although
'..ebed eventually relinquished this leadership, the disaffected waters remain
, Inr••• roncilmvi and in disorganized opposition to Bendera's

•



Subj is expert on the Soviet Ukraine, with considerable experts:re and
knoal•dge on anti-comounist underground warfare and PP warfare; has a deep
psychological understanding of the Ukrainian people end considerable ex,.
perience with Ukrainian emigres and their politics.

OTHFH: (additional)

•e- SECRET
2

*.ttactosent

Sub, an others, given can:late to proceed to Western -uroPe and tofound the Nreign mission of 1171, zPulni resigned as a controlling :emberof ir.;/B in April 190 beeauee cf inability t:s agree -with Bandera i s political
nolicy. However, cortinuee to hold office in *.11.

:afore WTI, the Ukrainisn underground organisation of ihich Subj was
P. amber had connections with German Iretalligerce in the Geraan Armed Forces.
However, l'ubj hineelf did rot personally , lave any connections with the German
Intellirerce. Subj name ray have been connected with German Intelligerce
work as the rerem who .handled liaison with the Canaan /reteLligence. Subj
instructed Ukrainians in underground work f cr the Gentians during Wil. He
was also associated with the nentens as a member cC the 'Ukrainian Liberatim
”-vemerL.

Mati

46Sigt04,
Irigaz-
rtgi

aroann";
fiterM

Father: • Michael Lobed b. 1885 - 	 Novi Strilky, Ukraine.

Mother: Katherine (deceased) b. 1890, Start. r trilky, 'Hcraine.

Fister: Olga Hotetroba b. c. 1922. Add: 3931 East 1/7th St., Cleveland, Ohio.

Br-tia re Vasil b. 1912, Ukraine (deceased).

Father-in...Ls:we Rev. Ceselan finattdvsky b. 25 Nov 7.886 (deceased).
'Moths r-in•Lawt Alexandra Duryn-iinaticivsky b. 3 Apr 1193, Medynycsi, Ukraine.

(Living with Suivi and family)
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ENITF:1) STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE	
. •)q 1::

FF:l/Elt AI. III' IC Is.A II OF I N V litiTIGATIO N

BY COWER SERVICE
Date:	 June 3, 1956

Tot	 Director
Central Intelligence Agency
24301Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans

t 1;te.,•e41—proet: 	John Edgar Hoover, Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Subject: BORIS murarr
ESPIONAGE - R

This Bureau is in receipt of information reflecting
the subject was arrested in Berlin, Germany, in the Pall of
1955, for espionage activities. We have subsequently been
advised by a source, from whom we have received reliable
information in the past, that the subject had five associates
who reportedly are now residing in the United States. They
have been identified as:

Z. SwJatos1ozo itcky, alsodutown as, Sviatoslaw
Vevitsky, approximately 33 years of age, belieVe,i to to
presently living in Chicago, ,IAlinois.

r
2. Cryhory vsljvk,	 .Podolad,

and may be identical wl.e., _ppruximately
47 years of age, a longer pro:re4::oror1Lt, believed
to be presently residing in JVC••., rOri

3. Wesewo-4.014: P.r.yanyj, a!vo known as Wel:impala

' University,
approximately 33 years of age, a student at Columbia

.University, believed to be presently residing in New York City.

4. Afichafttrurtchmanowich, approximately 43 years
of age, a former journalist, believed to be presently residing
in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

5. One llywak, approximately 40 years of age, a
• • r

former journalist, believed to be presently residing in
New York City.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Letter to Director
Central Intelligence Agency

Swjatoslaw Lewitcky, was born in the Ukraine.
After immigrating to the United States he became connected
with The Defense of Four Freedoms in New York City. He
has been described as a leader of the Supreme Ukrainian
Liberation Council and closely associated with'Wj leaders
of this grow:yip- the United :ores, namely ldtko2d,
Dr. Myroslakop, Dr. Lev . lzankovski, and Eugene achiv.

Mr. Nykol-'...141a epanenko, 677 Metropolitan Avenue,
Brooklyn, New York, advised that Gregory Podoliak is also
known as Jury Kosttok. Mr. Stepanenko further advised that
Wesewold Rolubnychyj was employed on the .Russian Research
Program by the Ford Foundation at Columbia University. Both
Bolubnychyj and Podoliak are considered by Mr. Stepanenho
to be 'Tito-like* Ukrainians who are anti-Stalinistsand
ant (cap ital i sta.

This Bureau would appreciate being furnished any
additional information your Agency has which may reflect
further association between the subject and the Individuals
identified herein. In particular we would appreciate
receiving information pertaining to the subject which would
reveal the extent of his alleged espionage activities insofar
as such activities would reveal subject's connection with
associates who reside in the United States.

- 2 -

CONFIDENTIAL
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SYNOPSIS'

Informant advised In December, 1955, that he had
recently read in.a Ukrainian newspaper that MAYS
LBWITCKY . was arrested in .Berlin, Germany, on
charges of-espionage. _Informant also advised
that hellad,nospeciflo4nformation, but heard
rumorlgat4;222TOKYwas • an-MVD Agent, Informant
stated he knewof:Tive associates of =WIT=
who areAll,the . USas:displaced persons,., unong
whom is , the.subjecti . , Information contained in
NY files which may,Possibly . refer to the subject,
set forth, as well 'as details concerning BORYS
LEWITCKY's activities in Germany.

•
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This report is predicated upon the following
information furnished on December 27, 1955, by T-1,
who has furnished reliable information in the past:

T-1 advised that he had recently read in an
unrecalled Ukrshian newspaper that BORYSIEWITCKY had
been arrested in Berlin Germany, on charges of Espionage.
T-1 Stated that .he had known LEWITCKY in Germany as an
ardent Communist who referred to himself as a "Marxist".

T-1 stated that LEWITCKY fornerly was an
Editor of a newspaper in Munich, Germany, entitled
-"ered11_. T-1-said that LEWITCKY was in a displaced
Wrsons camp in Munich, Germany, during World War II.

TL.1 said that while he had no specific
information himself, he had often heard rumor that
LEWITCKY was an MV]) Agent. T-1 advised that he knew of
five associates of LEWITCKY who are now in the United
States as displaced persons. They are listed below,
together with identifying information which T-1 said
he could recall.

1. CI SWJATOSLAVPLEWITCKY„'also'knOwn-ati -
LEMCKY, 30-35 years old, believed presently residing
in unicago, Illinois, occupation unknown, believed to
have formerly been a writer in Germany. During World
War II, was in a displaced persons camp in Munich.

2, GRYHORY1 KOSTJUK, with the pen name of
(FNU) PODOLAK, 45-50 years old, occupation, professor
and .journalist, presently believed residing in New York
.City.

3, WESEWOLD HOLUBNYCRW, also knownAzis WESEWOLD
HOLUB, about 3035 years old, believed presently a
student at Columbia University, New York City Of not
graduated) and believed residing in New York city. During
World War 11 was in a displacied persons camp in Regensburg,
Germany.
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4.. MICHAEL (?) TURTCHMANOWICH, 40 6.45 years
old, former Journalist, believed presently residing in
Minneapolis, Minnecota. During World War II, was in
a displaced person camp in Mittenwald, Germany.

5. (FNU) RYWAK, about 40 years old, former
Journalist. During World War II, was in Italy and was
in a displaced persons camp in Munich, Germany; believed .
presently residing in New York City.

Concerning the above mentionrld five persons,
T-1 . said that prior to World War II, th ,v were friends
of BORYS LEWITCKY and were associated in some unknown
capacity with the "Wpered" newspaper.

T-1 said that all five persons believed in
the Communist ideology. T-1 also stated that these five,
together with BORYS LEWITCKY, infiltrated the Ukrainian
Revolutionary Democratic Party (URDP).

T-1 stated that KYRYLO . DACKO, who now resides
in New Jersey, and a few other men, founded the URDP
in 1945 in New Ulm, Germany, in order to organize all
displaced Ukrainians into one political force to
strive for an independent and freetemocratic 1Jkrain4an
Republic.

T-1 stated that the above five persons and
BORYS LEWITCKY, attempted to disrupt and disorganize
the URDP in what T-1 said was a favorite Communist tactic,
first,infiltration and second, control or disorganization
of any anti-Communist Russian organizations.

,T-1 stated that these siz persons circulated
open letters signed by them, in which they denounced
DACKO and the other founders of the URDP as "Bourgeoise
Capitalists", "Capitalist Agents", "American Imperialists",
and similar phrases which T-1 said were Communistic.
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T-1 said that this group advocated a Communist
State in tbA,Ukraine. 7-1 said that he was of the
opinion tha this group tried to have the original
URDP founders expelled, but failed,and Nere themselves
expelled because of their "pro ,-Communist activities
and policies".

T-1 said that while it was supposition and
assumption on his part, he felt that if it is true that
BORYS1,EWITCKY was actually engaged in ,.9spionage
operations in Germany, he would very lizely utilize
the above mentioned five persons,who ane in the United
States oas.intolligence sources.

T-20 Who'furnished reliable information
in the past, advised in about November, 1955, that
he has ,known BORYSLEWYTZKYJ for a number of years, and
that he is alsoaequilT007With LEWYTZKYJ I s brother,
SV1ATOSLAV LEWYTZKYSiwho'is connected with the American
Committed7PUF-Lnaratiou From Bolshevism, a Ukrainian
orgarlzation in New York City.

T-2'was of the opinion that SVIATOSLAV is
not a Communist sympathizer, but in view of the fact that
his brother, BORYS, is reportedly a Ru3sian Agent, T-2 .
ha3 reported the presence of SVIATOSLAV in New York
City.

T-2 furnished in cbout Noembei4; 1955,
Photostats oran article appearing in the Oatobery-1955
issue of "MUenchner Merkur", Munich, Germany, which
concerns the arrest of BORYS LEWYT2KYJ by United States
Intelligence.

•

-
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T-2 also furnished a translation of the above
article, which is set forth below:

"AGENT LEWYTZ	 DELIVERS A SECRET REPORT
-ON S.F.D. TO THE KREMLIN 

-"Since the  Big Four Conference He Nes Shadowed. 
Many Lower-rchelon Men got in the Net With Him. 

"Once more the American Intelligence Service
struck down. In the Berlin Zoo it arrested the East
agent Borys Lewytzkyj who resided in Munich, and
traced out about fifteen more fellow-workers and lower-
echelon men. Lewytzkyps bulky archives were secured
a week ago after his arrest was kept secret till now.
These archives will reveal the background of this
espionage affair.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

"MUNICH,. October—. Three weeks ago Ukrainian
journalist Borys Lewytzkyj, 40, bade his wife a farewill
in the Grunewald hospital where she was placed. She should
not worry about him, he said, ithe were away for some
time. But the wife worried, indeed, but he was not disposed
to give her more explanation. He was going to Italy, he
added. A few days later he came to Berlin where he was
arrested. It 13 not known whether in Rome he visit d
his acquaintance, Greek-Catholic Uniato(BishoP)Iv	 chko.

"It hae been a long time since the Ukrainian
journalist attracted attention of the American Intelligence
Service. Unperceptibly, he was shadowed, but his !sixth
sense', which he acquired during the years of illegal aetivitie
induced him to be vigilant. Already long ago he told his
friends that he felt as being under surveillance. In Berlin
the American Intelligence officers did not lose for a
moment sight of him. As he took a ticket to the West
Berlin Aquarium in the Zoo and in a dark passageway began to
talk to a man, they arrested him. During the examination
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"of documents. it came to light that Lewytzkyj's partner
was . Uli, son of the known Communist Sculptor, Lammert.
They have been talking, Ulidtrammert said, not about
weather, but about recorda, / And what thereby dumb fishes

•might think, 11.glogas askediironicallY---

"Boxi; Lowytzkyj, born in 1915 in Vienna, son
of a grammar school master, his home was in Berezhany,
Galicia. -Although it is a Ukrainian territory, after
World Wan I it was annexed by Poland. In the 193010
young Borys studied In Lviv (Lemberg) psychology and
pedagogy and obtained a raster of Arts degree. But
he was inclined to go into politica. Already at his
university time he published a Ukrainian newspaper,
Nove Selo (The New Village). When in 1939 the Red Army
75-664511-Elviv, he fled to Cracow. His parents remained.
His . father was liquidated by the Soviets, while his mother
and his younger brother wore deported. When the German-
Soviet war broke out, Borys came back to Lviv and set
up a wholesale business of .household necessities which
flourished extraordinarily well. His relations with the
German occupation forces allowed him wide business travels
which served at the same time the organization of anti-
Soviet resistance. When Lviv was again to be. given up,
Borys Lewytzkyj, with two Wehrmacht trUcks loaded with a
library, household necessities and his then already ailing
wife, fled to the West and came to Vienna. After a short
stay in Prague, he settled after the war in Regensburg
and in 1948 he moved to Munich,

"The penniless emigre of Volish nationality but
of Ukrainian origin, succeeded by means of his saved
library in securing an economic basis. As an Eastern
expert, he furnished information to various newspapers and
broadcasting stations in the Bundesre ublie and abroad.
With a few compatriots he founded a 	 nian Revolutionary
Democratic Party', which published a newspaper, VPered
(Forwards). It remains a mystery until now from—Ogriburce
came his resources. What about his politics, for Lewytzkyj
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who was originally a hard right-winger, has slid during
the years far to the left? After all, a very small
difference existed between him and a genuine Bolshevik.
But, perhaps to do him justice, we must characterize him
as a ITitoist'.

"But his Marxist ideology did not prevent him
from maintaining the relations with the Church and
!capitalist' authorities. Therefore, 'The Office for
Expelled Foreigners' in Duesseldorf endeavored in good
faith to obtain Lewytzkyj's German citizenship. From
this office he drew monthly allowance, in addition, of
several hundred Marks His girl secretary was paid by
Duesseldorf, too. For this Lewytzkyj furnished the
information about the East. Especially he analyzed the
newspapers from behind the Iron Curtain and his excerpts
gave a very excellent elpritary to the degree that the
East Department of Auswdrrtices . Amt made a use of the
Ukrainian journalist and paid him a,monthly salary. Another
income source came from England. There an expert on the
Eastern problems in a world-known newspaper made a use of
Lewytzkyj's information. To what degree his East bosses
contributed to this information will probably be never
known. In any event the business flourished. Soon the
Ukrainian could afford to have, in addition to a servant
girl and a girl secretax .y, 'several assistants who translated
for him the articles from the English, American and French
press, as he was not master of these languages 	

In about November, 1955, T-2 furnished the
following information:

T-2 met DORI'S LEWYTMCYJ in December, 1952, in
Munich, Germany, at which time, T-2 was on a special mission
to Europe with the purpose of convincing Ukrainian emigre
leaders to support United States psychological Warfare
effort against the Soviet Union.
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BORYS LEWYTZKYJ was contacted as one of the
leaders of the Left-Wing fraction of the URDP (Ukrainian
Revolui;ionary Democratic Party), a dissident group from
the larger URDP, which is the principal political
party of the Ukrainian refugees, former Soviet citizens.

LEWYTZKYJ called on T-2, together with Mr.
IVAN MAISTRENKO, the actual leader of the Left-Wing
URDP . in West 'Germany. Both of these individuals were
'vehemently opposed to United States foreign policy with
respect to the Stviet Unior . both stated that the Soviets
are far . superior to the Un.,ad States in conducting
propaganda warfare in the world; and both concluded that
in view of the fact that the United States does not support
ths non-Russian peoples of the USSR in their struggle
for independence and sovereignty, they Could not support
the propaganda efforts of the American Committee for
Liberation from Bolshevism.

At the conclusion of this interview, BORYS
LEWYTZKYJ proposed to T-2 the following:

1. He would pride secret information on how
the .n:assians are utilizing the Russian Orthodox Church
the world over to foster their imperialistic designs;

2. He would furnish economic reports on the
situation in the Soviet Union and its satellites,
particularly of East Germany;

3. He would serve as a confidant and contact
.,man in any 'field where the Soviet interests may be detected,
that is, among the political emigres, the West Germans; the
United States, British and French troops of occupation,
etcetera..

He was rather frank and candid in statingthat
for these "invaluable services" he would have to be paid
handsomely in United States currency..

8 00
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Inasmuch as T-2 was not interested in his
"offer" nor had any confidence in LEWYTZKYJ (he Was suspicioub-
ly regarded by many Ukrainian leaders because of his selfpro-
claimed"Titoiat"theories),LEWYTZUj i s proposal remained unan-
swered. T-2 also furnished the following background informa-
tion on LEWYTZKYJ:

BORYS LEWYTZKYJ is a son of Professor VASYL
LEWYTZKYJ, former gymnasium professor in Berezhany, West-
ern Ukraine - (Calicia). His father was also a poet and
was widely known in Western Ukraine •(under Poland)
between 1920 and 1939. When the Russians re-occupied
that portion of Ukraine in 1944, Professor LEWYTZKYj
was arrested and liquidated as a "traitor of the people".
To the best of T-2 1 s knowledge, Professor LEWYTZKYJ was
not interested in politics, and was certainly never a
sympathizer of Communism.

As editor of "Vpered" (Forwards), an official
organ of the Left-Wing URDP, BORYS LEWYTZKYJ was advocating
a sort of "Titoism" in Ukraine, that is, to have Ukraine
as a socialist-Communist state, but independent from
'Moscow. His group was rather small and insignificant,
politically and socially, inasmuch as the overwhelming
majority of Ukrainians are conservative and against
Communism and Rualian domination of Ukraine in whatever
form or guise. lqm

BORYS LEWYTZKYJ has a brother, SVIATOSLAV
LEWYTZKYJ, who has resided in the United States since
1949 or 1950. SVIATOSLAV is one of the leaders of the
Supreme Ukrainian Liberation Council (UHVR) and in
1952 was closely associated with United States leaders of
this group: MYK0LA:11,EBEDYR0SLAV0K0P,(Dr j LEV 

-1"-S1-1ANK0VSICY, 'EUOENB.ITACHIV; and others. The group in
clUnfra-tUEVR) ii allegedly, the only Ukrainian underground
in Ukraine.

T-2 also stated that one MYKOLA LEWD / General
Secretary of the Supreme Ukrainian Liberation Council
(UHVR), New York City, is a reliable anti-Communist
individual.
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T-3, a United States government agency having
investigative jurisdiction abroad, has furnished the
following summary of information concerning BORIS
LEWITCKY, with aliases LEWICKYJ, LEvicKI, LEVYTSKY,
LEWYTZKYK, as appearing in the recordsof T-4, a
confidential source abroad.

1. BORYS . LEWICKYJ,born 19 May 1915 in Vienna,
Austria,arrested in West Berlin on 22 October 1955 on
suspicion of treason, revaltd substantially the follow-
ing information concerningTnis background:

LEWICKYJ•lived in Vienna until . about 1918
(exact date unknown),at.which time he and his parents moved
to Brzertany,Poland,where he attended high school. In '1938,
LEWICKYJ graduated from the university in Lemberg,Poland,
where he had majored. in philosophy.. In 1939,after.marrying
in Lemberg,LEWICKYJ.fled,because of war conditions,to West
Poland,where. he reported to aerman.authorities. His father
Was arrested by the Soviets in 1940 and transferred to the
concentration camp 'Tr:I-Lager', near MoscoW,where he. died
in 1941. LEWICKYJ believesthe Soviets to be responsible.
for the death of three other relatives. One brother died
of tuberculosis in a Soviet concentration camp in Kasachstan,
Russia; another brother was shot by the Soviets(detalls not
available); and LEWICKYJ I s mother died in 1947 in Kasachstan
(cause of death not known). During World War II, LEWICKYj
worked in a wholesalér l s firm in Krakow and in Lemberg. In
1943 0LEWICKYJ fled to Viennal where he remained until 1945.

'LEWICKYJ moved to Regensburg in 1945 and
retained there until 1947,at which time he moved to
'Munich, where he worked as an independent journalist,
was a member of the Socialist Ukraine. Group, and was
editor of the Cologne journal I Verwaerts/ (Forward),with
a special interest in matters ()oncoming Poland and the
USSR. In addition, from 1954 1.4nti1 arrested on . 22 October
1955, LEWICKYJ regularly submitted material to the
political department of the West Berlin ne*spaperfTelegraft.

- 10-
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.LEWICKYJ admitted having had 'loose contact with
western intelligence agencies', but stated . that he had
not worked as an agent for any of these agencies, did
not have a cover name or security cover name assigned
to him, and worked strictly independantly.

2, LEWICKYJ I s statement concerning his
Initial contact with the Soviets and the events leading
to his arrest on 22 October 1955;::iEoaticifollOws:

• LEWICKYJI
was in May 1954 wjj.J.e
Conference. ( FNU OEN
LEWICKYJ.as a r prese

	

in East	 ”	 .

s earliest contact with the Soviets
he was attending the Geneva
SI	 /wag, introduced himself to

of the So...etjtes.a....Agertoz_.
is time he alse—Tiritroduced LEWICKYj

to IVAN VLADIMIROVITSCH*RUKHUL a Soviet national, who
tried to persuade LEWIC4Y77 .6 ret:urn to tha USSR as a
Heimkehrer (returnee).

On 1 July 1955,LEWICKYJ received a telephone
call at his Munich residencerarom an unidentified person
who said, am a friend oD*OSMANCZYK, many regards from
MLA. I would like to come and see you.' The unidenti-
field caller. arrived at 5 P. M. as previously arranged,
showed LEWICKYJ an idelltification card from the German
Democratic Republic (MI), and mentioned his name.
LEWICKW. did not hear the ViSitor t s name then, but later
ascertained that it was ULE LAMMERT. LAMMERT claimed to
be an architect doing research in Munich, but the die- -
cussion at this time centered on the USSR and its develop-
ment. After the two had spoken for some time, LAMMERT
said, 1 Rus8ian friends are following your activities very
closely and would like very much to contact you.' This
statement interested LEWICKYj very much; LAIVERT seemed
to be intelligent and well-informed on the USSR, and
LEWICKYJ tried to find out if LAMMERT had any contact
with Soviet citizens because he (LEWICKYJ) would like to
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get some information for his independent journalistic
work. LAMMERT indicated that he had such contacts
through some of his relatives and that a meeting could
probably be arranged. LEWICKYJ suggested that LAMMERT,
and maybe some of''or 'Ds Soviet acquaintances meet on
6 August 1955, at 3 P. M., at the Berlin Zoo Aquarium,
to which LAMMERT agreed.

LEWICKYJ asked LAMMERT if he would forward
a letter to the Institute for Virusology in Moscow.
LEWICKYj had heard that this institute had discovered a
new medicine effective in the treatMent of multiple
sclerosis, a daease which had left LEWIMPs wife para-
lyzed some years previously. A doctor  (FITU)41METEMI, head
of,a,MUnich , HospiT, had written -the letter in hopes -dr
/

—
earning more abou the medicine. LEUICKYj hoped in this

way to obtain some of the medicine to help his wife
recover, to which LAMMERT offered assistance. Then the
di:361'351°n Changed, as LAMMERT began to point out how many
elosigrated ..:RUssians . lhad resolved to return to the USSR. He

•Mentionedthattherewas a , .repatriation commission in
13erlinthat .,:handied'this matter, and then asked LEWICKYj
If1e felt homesick and whether or not he would like to
.return,to the USSR. LEMICKW . declined„ because he liked
his situation in Western Europe, he had a good Job, and
had,no . reasonto leave; also, he did not agree with the
systeMAA,theUSSR.

.,.,70n.2 4.uly_19551 LAMMERT and his wife had
.lunchAitLENICKYj i sresidende,,and LEWICKYj and LAMMERT
again t'diScUbtedtheirplanto:meetAnBerlin on 6 August.
LEWICKY.Vthen MentiMPtUtheit heifoUldbe covering the
Geneywj_ConferenceAUFIrg July 1955 'for TInfg36=,1Qator___
(FNUeVOWNEVDE fframthe Foreign Office in Bonn and was
being paid':2001DMW by VON. !W O gTlfhering information
about delegations from Poland and the USSR.

- 3.2 -
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On 18 July 1955, during a cocktail party in
Geneva arranged by Polish journalists, LEWICKYJ met •
the East Berlin journalist MAX WONSIG. WONSIG had
LEWICKYj t s name and Geneva address in an address book
and indicated to LEWICKYJ that WONSIG was trying to
contact someone from the German Federal Republic (GFR)
journal 'Die Bruecke l (The Bridge), Munich. WONSIG had
a list of journalists attending the conference wherein
LEWICKYj was listed as a representative of ! Die Brueckei.
As a service in return for arranging a contact with

Bruecke t , LEWICKW.had . WONSIG arrange a meeting
between LEWICKYj and a Soviet national. On 18 July 1955,
WONSIG arranged a meeting with a Soviet, described as
being approximately 5 1 6". tall, and having blond hair and
prominent cheekbones. LENICKYJ And WONSIG met the Soviet,
who introduced himself as IVAN VLADIMIROVITSCH, in a small
restaurant, (name and address unknown) about 7 .kilometers
outside Geneva. During the conversation LEWICKYJ ascer-
tained that IVAN t s complete name was IVAN VLADIMIROVITSCH
KOUCHIN. Because the conversation was in Russian, WONSIG
could not follow it. KOUCRIN asked several questions
concerning LEWICKYjls personal- historY,. parents, and •
opinion's about the USSR. LEWICKYJ explained that he was
born in. Vienna, but had lied in Poland. LEWICKYJ also
told KOUCHIN that LEWICXYj l a parents had been arrested
by the Soviets, but gave no details concerning the reasons
for their arrest.

KOUCHIN asked LEWICKW„ 'So you live from anti-
Communist propaganda? ! LEWICKYJ answered that he
criticized the USSR exactly as he saw it, 'positively or
.negatively.' At'this point the conversation changed.
KOUCHIN explained that the USSR was very interested in the
repatriation of emigrants and stated that it would be
advantageous for-LEWICXYJ Preturn to the USSR. LEWICKYJ
replied that he was making a living in the West and there
was no reason to goto the USSR. KOUCHIN then stated
that he would be ordered to Bonn . as soon as the Soviets
tuid-a-•delegation-therb-and.Ahat_he and LEWICKyJ could
then meet more often. During the entire conversation,

- 13-
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KOUCH1N and LEWICKYJ had consumed alcohol almost
continuously. An appointment was made to meet KOUCHIN
on 19 July 1955 at the same restaurant at 1 P.M. Then
KOUCHIN I s driver drove both KOUCHIN and LEWICKYJ to
their quarters.

IEWICKYJ and KOUCHIN met. as scheduled on
19 :,July 1955 and talked for approximately one hnur.
KOUCHIN spent- most of the time trying to persuade
LEWICKYj to go to•the . USSR with him. KOUCHIN Stated,'
'If you go to 'Russia with me, I will get promoted, .
and, as a service in return, I will help you with your
activities. LEWICKYJ refused, but agreed to meet
KOUCHIN when KOMI-11N was assigned to Bonn. LEWICKYJ
mentioned that he would be in Berlin on 6 August 1955,
and KOUCHIN immediately suggested that they meet in .
the Soviet Sector of. Berlin at Marx-Engels-Platz.•
Not intending to enter EastBerlin, LEWICKYJ refused, -
but-suggested that they meet in the Tiergarten, -Berlin-
Tiergarten (British Sector), on 7 August 1955.. KOUCHIN
said that he might be there. Upon his return to Munich,
LEWICKW. submitted reports concerning'his • meeting with
KOUCHIN to VON MENDE and to the Political Sectbn of
iNandwest Deutscher Rundfunk (Northwest German Radio
Network), Cologne.

On 6 August 1955, LEITICKYJ met LANNERT, as
planned, at 3 P. M, in the Berlin-Zoo Aquarium. LAMMERT
tried to persuade LEWICKYJ to accompany him tothe
Soviet Sector of Berlin to talk with-some• A Russian friends',
but LEWICKYj agaiprefused to go. LANNERT then asked
LEWICKYj to:be.816..the. aquarium at .9. 	 M. on 7 .August
1955. . At the appointed time, LAMMERTAmt,LEWICKYT and
introduCed.him : to two Soviets. Then'LAMMERT left and
LEWICKYJ spoke with the Soviets for about an hour and
a half. The Soviets again tried to get . LEWICKYj :to. go
to East Berlin, where , 'other friends ! were waiting, and
said that they would like to have a serious conversation
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with LEWICKYJ, but that it was impossible in West
Berlin. LEWICKYJ again refused, but his suggestion that
they meet in Vienna on 27 August 1955 in front of the
Singer Sewing Machine Shop near Stephan's Cathedral was
accepted. The. Soviets Were still disappointed that
LEWICKYJ Would not come to East Berlin, and tried
again to persuade him, promising that he would return
to the West a free man and that he should have no fear
of arrest. -LEWICKYj declined and repeated the
suggestion of a meeting in.Vienna.

On 27 August 1955 at 12 noon, LEWICKYJ was
met at the appointed place in Vienna by one of the
Soviets he had met in Berlin. They then drove to a
house in the center of the city, where another Soviet
was awaiting LEWICKYJ's arrival. This man and LEWICKYJ
began a conference which lasted for appi ,oxtnately six
hours and centered upon the following points:

41) Political problems and developments in
the US52.R.

(2) The emigrant repatriation problem, what
methods could be implemented to help the
program, and some minor information that
LEWICKYJ had on emigrants in the West.

(3) The Soviet tried first to determine
LEWICKYJ's ideological beliefs. Then,
having Mentioned that he knew of LEWICKYJ's
reports to various news Services and VON
MENDE, he offered LEWICKYJ some supplementary
material Which could be interwoven into the
reports. The Soviets expressed a great
deal of,interest in the various,GFR news
agenC	 and	 relationship between them,
and theyey wanted to stay Inclose contact
with LEWICKYJ in order to keep constantly
informed about the agencies.
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(4) Another trial was made to get LEWICKYJ
to return to the USSR. When this was
refused, the Soviets suggested a new
meeting in the Soviet Sector of Berlin..
This, too, was declined, but all agreed
to a meeting at the Berlin Zoo Aquarium
on 22 'October 1955 at 11 A. M. and
LEWICKNj t s suggestion that LAMMERT
attend was also accepted..

.3. LEWICKYJ I s account of his arrest at the
Berlin Zoo Aquarium:

On 02 October 1955, LEWICKYJ arrived on
schedule at the Berlin Zoo Aquarium carrying an envelope
containing reports. LAMERT was already there. The
name I APKE I was printed on the outside of the envelope,
.but, according to IEWICKYJ, the name had no significance.
(It is noted, however, that during 1954 LEWICKYj had
worked for a Herr-(FNA.XPEKE-of. the olitical sectUon of -
the West Berlin news a er I Telegraf i . . e documents in
the envelope,: allegedly n en ed7r6r the Soviets: but not

„1,Decifical1y.expected . .* them,1ncluded a report on OTI1__
-.1%NnEmz, a•Soviet citizen'and agent, and a list of

TarT6-66-176fiiir. in the news services.
LEWICKYJ included .a report'on:LIPHOLZ, whom he knew to
be a Soviet agent, for the purpose of causing'LIPHOLZ's
recall,. and thereby, asthr as LEWICKYJ was .concerned,
LIPHOLZ's neutralization, The..'list•of individuals
connected withthe news.services.Wds.allegedly.inaccurate
and 'contained . information LEWICKYJ'had • bought from unidenti-
fied persons.' This list was intended to keep the 	 •
Soviets interested in LEWICKYJ and to demonstrate his
ability tellocquire that type of information.
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At approximately 11 A. M. on 22 October,
1955, both LEWICKYJ and LAMMERT were arrested by :American
officials' shortly after LEWICKYJ arrived at the Berlin
Zoo Aquarium. Both men were informed that they were being
held under suspicion of having violated paragraph 100e of
the German Criminal Code (Treason). According to
LEWICKYj, just prior to arrest,. LAMMERT had said, 'Well,
today you will come and see me in East Berlin'. LAMMERT
denied making the statement and also denied that he
had met LEWICKYj previously at the Zoo Aquarium. During
LEWICKYJ's interrogation, he stated, 'The Americans
arrested us (LEWICKYJ and LAMMERT) Immediately after I
arrived. If they had watched us for a little while longer,
they might have been able to arrest some Soviets or
middle-men'.

LEWICKYJ admitted all of the above but insisted
that 1 activities were conducted for the sole purpose of
obtaining information which would further his professional
journalistic work and denied that these activities were
conducted for purposes of espionage. He ,further denied
being a-Communist and maintained that he is, if anything,
an anti-Communist.

4. ULE LAMMERT, born 15 April 1926 in Essen,
residing prior to arrest in West Berlin on 22 October 1955
on suspicion of treason, revealed substantially the
following , concerning his background:

LAMERT lived With his parents in Essen from
1926 until 1933, at which time LAMMERT and his parents
emigrated to Paris, then to Moscow, and later to Kasen
Russia. The family left Germany in 1933, because LAMMERT's
mother was Jewish. While in Russia LAMMERT studied
architecture at Kan Univer.5ity. After World War II,
.LAMMERT, his wife latd parens received permission to return
to Germany, and have lived in Berlin-Niederschoenhausen,
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Waldstrasse 82, since December 1951. In the latter
part of 1952, LAMMERT was graduated from the Institute
for Architecture in Weimar With an engineer's degree.
On 23 Januwy 1954, LAMMERT married MARLIES LAMMERT nee
SCHULZE-LOECHER, in Rangsdorf.

About the beginning of June 1955, LAMMERT's
father, who is a sculptor, received a visit from the Polish
journalist OSMANCZYK, who was ostensibly gathering
information for some articles about the arts in Germany.
During . this visit, LAMMERTJuet OSMANCZYK for the first
time. While they were talking, LAMMERT mentioned that
be intended to travel to Munich to gather some informa-
tion for his doctoral dissertation in architecture
(until his arrest, LAMMERT was allegedly receiving 500
DME monthly to aid him in his work), and that his wife,
an expert in the arts, would accompany him. OSMANCZYK
said that he had a good friend named LEWICKYj in Munich
who could probably be of aid in showing the LAMMERTS
around the city.

LAMPERT and his wife visited LEWICKYj at his
Munich residence on 1 July 1955, after LAMMERT had intro-
duced himself over the phone and greeted LEWICKYJ for
OSMANCZYK. They talked about the USSR very little and
spent most of the time (about one and one-half hours)
talking about LAMMERT's work, politics, and LEWICKYjis
wife's paralysis. LAMMERT agreed to ask his mother,who
is a doctor, about the new medicine that LEWICKYj men-
tioned, but he (LAMMERT).denies promising to forward a
letter to the USSR concerning the medicine. On the evening
of 1 July 1955, LAMMERT and:LEWICKYJ Met at 9 P. M. and
went to Schwabing, where they drank wine and talked until
11 P. M. On 2 July 1955, LAMMERT and his wife had lunch
at LEWICKW's residsnce. They talked for about two hours,
but did not discuss politics. Before LAMMERT left, he
and LEWICKYj agreed to meet again at the Berlin Zoo
Aquarium between 11 and

P	
12 P. M. on 22 October 1955. LAMP/EaT

-18-
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was to bring news of the medicine and LEWICKYj indicated
that he might bring along some materials, particularly
photographs that might help LAMMERT with his dissertation.
It was at this meeting that the two were arrested on
suspicion of espionage.

5. LAMMERT disagreed with LEWICKYj t s version
of the events :leading up to their arrest on the following
points: LAMMERT denies LEWICKYj f s allegations.. that
LAMMERT is a Soviet etn.onageHagent or:middle .4an. He
further denies trying to persuade LLW:CKYj to return to
the USSR or to meet himself or some Soviets in the Soviet
Sector of Berlin. LAMMERT denies, too, that he ever
offered to put LEWICKYJ in contact with Soviet nationals
or that he met LEWICKYJ at the Berlin Zoo Aquarium at any
other time than on 22 October 1955. LAMPERT could give
no reason why LEWICKYJ should make false statements about
him or try to implicate him in espionage.

6. In T-4 1 s file on this case, there is a:section
presuthably .givento the pOlith:by'T:.5W-eorifidentialtburOe
abroad,that carries-anotation to the effect thatinformatiOn
therein may be•usea c.a a guide in "thelnterrogation-of.LEWICKYj,
but.that this information should by no meanS:bementioned
to LEWICKYj himself. This section revealed substantially
the following concerning the accused from December 1954
until their arrest on 22 October 1955:

In December 1954, an unidentified Soviet
national from East Berlin visitectLEWICKW(preaumably
in Munich) and offered financial support for the emigrant
Journal !VPered l (Forward). It Is not known whether or
not LEWICKYJ accepted this offer.

On 1 July 1955, LEWICKYJ received a telephone
call from an unidentified person who spoke perfect German,
claimed to be an engineering architect, and stated that
he was in Munich to do some sight-seeing, The caller

19
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stated that he lived in EOrGermany, and that 4
journalist, MARYANOODKOWINSKY, had asked him to visit
LEWICKYJ. •An appointment was made for 3 P. M. that day
at LEWICKYJ I s home. The caller; later identified as
LAMMERT, arrived as scheduled and showed LEWICKYJ his
East German identification card. The discussion between
LENICKYJ and LAMTT revealed that the Polish journalist,
EDMUNDPOSMANCHIK SMANCZYK), not PODKOWINSKY, had
asked LAMMERT to°See—LEWICKYj. LEWICXYJ and LAMMERT
discussed the Indo-Chinese Conference in Geneva, the
.Soviet 'Committee for Repatriation' in the Soviet
Sector of Berlin, and some of .LEWICKYJ I s critiques of
the Soviet Press. Another meeting was arranged for
9 P. M. that same day in a small cafe in MUnich (name
and address unknown).

During the meeting at 9:00 P. M., 1 July
1955, the discussions, as before, were in German, until
LAMMERT 'began to speak in apparently perfect Russian
.and said, 'Let t s finish this game, and let us speak
freely. I'm no German. I am a Soviet citizen, but I
am no : Russian. Our Soviet friends asked me to go and
see you. Lot's go someplace where we pan speak freely'.
•ANNERT excused himself for having used the 'sight-seeing'
story to meet LEWICKYj, explaining that he had only used
that story to preclude LEWICKYJ I s calling the police.
LANMERT explained that the Soviets had ordered him to
visit LEWICKYJ but that neither PODKOWINSKY nor OSMANCHIK
were aware of this. LAMMERT further stated that a
schoolmate of LEWICKYj had originally been:given the
mission of contacting LEWICKYJ but had requested that Some-
one else .be given the mission. LAMMERT mentioned that
the Soviets had extensive information concerning1JEWICKW,
were aware . of his activities since 1940, had copies of all
reports and broadcasts made by LEWICKYJ, whether under his
real name or a cover name, and were convinced that LEWICKYJ
was extremely well-informed on Ukrainian matters and the
emigration in Germany.
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It was further indicated that the Soviets
were apprised that_UyICKYJ had connections with Western
Intelligence off1ce:but the Soviets believed that,
In spite of these and connections with other 'Western
offices', LEWICKYJ was not against the Soviet and had
collaborated, for purely financial reasons. The Soviets
wanted LEWICKYj to collaborate with the Ukrainian-Soviet
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and to travel to East
Berlin, where he would write reports about Soviet propa-
ganda and reports concerning his work for West German
Ukrainian groups as well as Western captalistic groups.
In addition, LEWICRYJ would write reports about American
countenapropnganda. During the conversation LAMMERT
pointed out that the Soviets admitted they had been wrong
'in their treatment of LEWICKYj's family. LEWICKYJ was
offered 100 DM (presumably DMW) as expense money for the
trip to Berlin: where he agreed to meet the Soviets
on 6 August 1955 at 3 P. M. at the Berlin Zoo Aquarium,
Berlin-Charlottenburg (British Sector), Budapesterstrasse.
.LEWICKYj declined the 100 DM, stat:laig that he could be
reimbursed later for any expenses incurred.

'During the Geneva Conference in July 1955,
LEWICKYJ met TODKOWINSKY and OSMANCHIK and asked them
whether or not it would be all right to continue his
contact with LAMMERT. They indicated that LAMMERT was
trustworthy and that LEWICKYJ could go to the meeting in
Berlin without hesitation. Also at the conference,
LEWICKYJ attended a dinner in honor of the Polish Democratic
Republic With BOGDAMADCHTIK, a. journalist_who is well-
known in West Berlin and the Gerffan7Pederal Republic. On
this occasion, he met IVAN KUKHIN, a. Soviet national from
East Berlin. KUKHIN first tried to persuade LEWICKYJ
and his wife to return to the USSR as Heimkehrers. Then
he tried to get LEWICKYJ to direct his journalistic
activities toward the repatriation of Soviet emigrants,
in return for which he promised LEWICKYJ valuable
Information that could be sold to the 'Western Secret
Service'.
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At 3 P. M. on 6 August 1955, LEWICKW
met'LlIMERT as planned at the Berlin Zoo Aquarium.
LAMMERT tried to persuade LEWICKYJ to go with him to
the Soviet Sector where two Soviet officer's were
waiting to see LEWICKYJ. LEWICKYJ refused, on the
grounds that it was agreed IMIT Munich that he (LEWICKYJ)
would choose the meeting p1aes.. LAMMERT then left to
tell his superiors of LEWICKW T s refuSal, but told
LEWICKYJ to be at the Aquarium agah at 9A, M. the next
day. On 7 August 1955, while LEWICKW was , waiting in
the Aquarium, a person whom he had never seen before
spoke to LEWICKW, using LEWICKYJ's real name. This
unidentified person, a Soviet national, introduced
LEWICKW to another Sov:tet national, and the three
irmediately began making up a cover story to be used
in case they might be arrested. The Soviets expressed
their disappointment that LEWICKYJ had refused to go to
East Berlin, where they alleged that Important KGB
officers were waiting for him. It was .emphasized that
the KGB had observed and Studied LEUICKYJ I s activities
and that it was concluded LEWICKW was anti-capitalistic,
and had cooperated with the West only for financial
reasons. The reasons why the KGB allegedly wanted to
contact 'ZWICKY,' were as follows:

(1) LEWICKYJ was highly recommended.

(2) The Soviets had obtained possession of
a document from the Amerikanischen Gegenspionagedienststelle
(American counter-espionage Office), wherein it was noted •
that the Gehlen organization suspected LEWICKYJ of '.eing
a Soviet collaborator.

(3) Professor VON MENDE had stated that
LEWICKYJ was his best collaborator.

The two Soviets suggested that emigrants of
all nations 'have sold themselves to many Secret Service
Officers , . and that LEWICKYJ should attempt to discover
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the names of these emigrants. They also mentioned
that LE7WICKW was being considered for the position of
chief editor of the Ukrainian newspaper ! Zapovorat Na
Bat Kivohchiun l (translation unknown) which was to be
established in the near future by the Soviet 'Committee
for the Return to the Homeland'. While working for the
newspaper, 'ZWICKY)" should stay in Munich and forward
material to theeditorial office concerning the collabora-
tion of persons and groups with western intelligence
offices. LEWICKW stated that he agreed with the KGB
about the emigrants, but explained that, on the

' other hand, he desired to follow his Journalistic
activities, sincelOb wished to remain on good terms with
the West Germans,TIEWICKW accepted the offer and
promised to give oral monthly reports. During the meeting,
which lasted approximately one and one-half hours, it
was agreed to meet again on 28 August 1955 at 12 noon in
front of the Singer Sewing Machine Shop near Stephan's
Cathedral in Vienna.

On the afternoon of 7 August 1955, LEWICKW
met PODKOWINSKY (presumably in West Berlin, address not
available), who brought him a list of the names of
Polish diplomats Who were to be assigned to Bonn.
LEI.JICKW included information from this list in a report
about Eland which he submitted to VON MENDE. LEWICKW
wanted VON MENDE to believe that LEWICKW was an expert
in Polish matters as well as an important middle-man for
Polish communist groups.

.While making preparations for his trip to
Vienna, LEWICKW attempted to terminate his business
affairs and to take precautions against .his being arrested
by the Soviets .. LEWICKYJ removed several compromising
de4uments from his home. He also left a written statement
with his wife, instructing her to release the Statement to
the press in the event that the Soviets declared that
"ZWICKY' defected to the East.
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On 28 August 1955, in accordance with their
previous agreement, LEWICKYJ was met at 12 noon in front
of the Singer Sewing Machine Shop in Vienna by one of the
two Soviets whom he had previously met in Berlin. They
entered an automobile and drove to a one-family house on
the outskirts of Vienna. LEWICKYJ was introduced to
another Soviet who called himself 'the Boss' and who .
ostensibly had come to Vienna for the Sole purpose of
meeting LEWICKYJ. 'The Boss' explained that the USSR had
been waiting ten years to establish contact with LEWICKW,
and that LEWICICYj had been under Soviet observation since
1945. 'The Boss' further stated that reports about
LEWICKYJ I s activities had been sent from Berlin and
also from KUKRIN in Geneva and that these reports indicated
that LEWICKYj agreed with Soviet ideology. The Soviets
stated that they had complete trust in LEWICKYJ I but that
LENICKYj t s f trlitt-in-return' would be the basis for any
further collabofttion. LEWICKYj replied that he did not
believe the Soviets trusted him'and as a . ca0e in point,
brought their attention to the fact that in January 1955
a Soviet middle-man (name unknown) visited LEWICKYJ,
prOmised to return, which he never did, and warned two of
LEWICKYJ I s friends (names unknown) that LEWICKYJ was a
Western agent. 'The Boss' explained that at that time
the middle-man had visited LEWICKYJ without orders to do
so and had been forbidden to visit him again. LEWICKYjis
two friends being warned that LEWICKYj was , a Western agent
was part of a plan to make it appear unlikely that the
Soviets, believing that LEWICKYJ was a Western agent, would
hire him to work for them.

On the following day, LEWICKYJ again met with
the Soviets from about 1 P. M. to about 9:30 P. M. They
wanted to know exactly what his political ideologies were.
They also asked for LEWICKYJ I s suggestions for improving
their redefection program. The Soviets indicated that
they knew LEWICKYJ had made Several reports concerning
NTS (National Alliance for Solidarity - a White Rubsian
organization) and that LEWICKYJ had sent these reports to
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, VON MENDE andto other offices. The Soviets wanted to
give LEWICKYJ some material prepared by them to be
included in LEWICKYJ's reports to Western offices. The
Soviets showed a keen interest in all emigrant organiza-
tions and news services in West Germany and the
relationship between these emigrant organizations and •
news services. The Soviets desired that close contact
between them and LEWICKYj be maintained. They then
scheduled the next meeting for 22 October 1955 at the
Berlin Zoo Aquarium, and agreed that 'the man who had
come to see him (LEWICKYJ) in Munich,' namely LAMMERT,
should also be at the meeting.

T-3 has also furnished the following
information respecting LEWICKYJ and persons possibly
identical with associates of his who are believed to
be residing in the United States:"0.
RE:  LEWICKYJ, BalS aka LEVICKI,

MVW8KYI raYTZEI7K- 

Personal Data: 

Bern
Residence

19 May 1915 at Vienna
November 1945 - Munich -
arosshadern,Sonnblikstr 6
December 1947 - Munich -
IsManingerstr 4/1
August 1949 - Munich
Daenkhelstrasse 4/1
Journalist
Stateless
Height	 5'8"
Weight 158 pounds
Hair	 Dark
Eyes	 Brown
Ukrainian, Russian, Polish,
Czech, Georgian, German
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OKSANA nerkOWERKO OWERSKA)
married 18 February-I939-
As of J. January 1948:Regensburg
BASILIT&ZEWICKIJ, MARIA nee

-itONTEIM.I.CA-.:-
SWIATOSLAW LEINCKYJ
As of December 1950: 627 East
9th Street, New York, New York.
Immigrated to the U.S. in
May, 1949.

In 1947, LENICKYJ was a supporter. of the
left win& of the URDP7Ukrainska Revolutsyno Demokratychna
rartya' ..AUkrainian Revolutionary Democratic Party). A
split occurred within the URDP in May 1948 and three
left-wing members, LEWICKYJ, ROMALADITSHUK, and
IVANkMAISTRENKO, former members of the Central
Committee were ousted from the Party. They formed the
USO (UKRAINSKA SOTSZALISTITCHNE OBYEDNANYA - Ukrainian
Socilist Union) whiMfi claimed to be carrying on the

.policies of the original URDP, whereas the old organization
had turned entirely anti-socialist. It was also reported
that IVAN MAISTRENKO and BORIS LEWICKYJ of Regensburg
were prominent members of the GSH '(Group of Social
Humanists), A splinter of the URDP which was ousted for
its communist or leftist tendencies.

In early 1950, LEWICKYJ was a frequent
visitor of the Yugoslav Consulate in MUnich where he
provided (Vice ConsUMUN with information concerning
emigree activities. LEWICKYJ was described as a
Trotskyist-sympathizing Ukrainian socialist and was
reported to be corresponding with Mrs)0-TROTSKY, the
widow of the late LEON TROTSKY.

- LEWICKYJ was the subject Of a visa investi-
gation in December 1950. It was revealed at that time
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• that LEWICKYJ was in close contact with the anti-
communist OTTOKSCHLOEMER, Berlin-Zehlendorf, Kaunstrasse
1, editor . of the magazine 'Pro und Contra'.

In Kay 1951 it was reported that LEWICKYJ,
publisher of the Ukrainian newspaper Wpered l (Forward)
received a copy of the CDJ (East) 'Union Press-Dienstl
and replied to the CDU Main Business Office that he
wished to be kept on the distribution list. It was
ale° reported that LEWICKYJ claimed to have the publish-
ing rights to the STALIN biography by LEON TROTSKY
for all German-speaking countries.

On 16 June 1953, LEWICKYJ applied for a
eemi-permanent travel permit to visit the press corres-
pondent SOF, Berlin, Eanauerstrasse Go, and the editorial
offices of the Berlin edition of the I Telegraf t and the
'Neue Zeitungl•

In March 1954, LEWICKYJ was identified as
the editor of illpered l , the official news organ of the
left wing of the URDP. In December 1954 the LFV
(Landesamt Fuer Uggrassungsschutz - State Office for
the Protection of4he Constitution) Hesse, reported
that LEWICKYJ was a member of the executive committee of
the URDP. The LFV described the URDP as follows:
'Political tendency: Fight for Ukrainian autonomy.
Socialistic with a tendency towards national communism,
but not anti-religious or anti-Christian, Political
activity within the Federal Republic: Only publicity work
(newspaper 1 17pered 1 ). No emigration policy. All members
of the group are publicists and Journalists of a quality
above average. Contacts to many left-socialistic,titoistic-
parties; organizations and institutions all over the world.
Collaboration in German and other foreign newspapers.
Collaboration in American scientific institutions. Contacts
to Yugoslavia and Poland. Contact to several Western
Intelligence agencies. Indirect Soviet contacts are
possible.'
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In May 1955, the LKA (Landes Kriminalamt -
State Criminal Police), Hannover, reported that LEWICKYJIs
name was included on a lisT-of persons which was in the
possession of a suspected hostile intelligence agent
when he was apprehended by the LKA.

• On 22 October 1955 LEWICKYJ And one-ULE
LAVINMIT were arrested at the aquarium in Berlin-Zoo by -
an American agency with the assistance of German author-
ities. LENICKYj had been investigated by the American
agency for a long period prior to the arrest. It was
suspected that LEWICKYJ was in contact with Soviet
Intelligence. At the time of arrest, LEWICKYJ had in his
poSsession'a list of persons residing in West Germany who
worked for American, British and German intelligence
.agencies.

On 8 November 1955 French intelligence
informed American authorities in Berlin that LEWICKYJ
was well known to French intelligence in Paris and in
'the Zone 1 where he was an agent. French intelligence
further indicated that it was possne that LEWICKYJIs
contacts with the Soviets were under the direction of
their agency.

RE: SWIATLOSLOW LEWYCKYJ 

Informatnn dated April 1949 indicated that
LEWYCKYJ,born 11 June 1914 at Vienna, Austria, residing
at MUnich, Ismanningerstrasse 4/1, was the sUbject
of visa screening case EC #33485. No derogatory
information was developed.
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RE r-k-frOSTIUKI HRYHORIJ (GREG OR  )aka
ODOLAK, hTRYHORIrka BORIS--

Personal Data: 

Height
Weight
Eyes
Hair
Wife

Son

PFG:MAL

r4	 12 September 1903 or 12 •
\OC-tTibar--19-02-latIS61-6tynz,
\T11.ffedinee

5,5n
162 - 167 pounds
Blue
Brown
MARIA (RAISA ) nee BUTKO,born
12 Au&-ust 1915-at_Dobr6Wirka.
Ufpêi
Married 2d September 1941 at
Sanotschek, Poland.
T1EODOR, born 12 August 1944.
at Plaue Germany.

Personal History: 

1944 - Taught primary school at Sanotschek/sanok,
Poland. In June taken by Germans to Plauen,
Germany, where he worked as forced laborer
ima.thread factory.

1945 - Sent to Offenbach in February where he
worked in a brick factory until April when
freed by U.S. forces and entered DP camp .
at OnjenbaCh.

?"'"'	 . •

1946 - Transferred to tilt DP Camp in March and
KorntalfE Camp in August.

1947 - From January to April resided at Korntal,
Deckerstrasse 5, and worked as a journalist

29	 01•111
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for the Ukrainian DP press. (Information
dated September 1947 listed one (FNU)
PODOLAK, second editor Of the Ukrainian
publication 1 Prometei l l as representative
of the center Wing of the URDP (Ukrainian
Revolutionary Democratic Party). Moved
back to DP camp at Korntal in April.

1948 Resided at Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen,Grenadier
Kaserne.

August 1949 to June 1950 - Schoolteacher, IRO
Camp, Zuffenhausen.

June 1950 to June 1951 - Unemployed, resided in Ulm.

June 1951 as of November 1951 - Writer of literature
items for the newspaper 'Ukraine Today' ,Munich.

Visa Investigations: 

a. 1949 investigation: 

KOSTIUK, using the name HRYHORIJ PODOLAK
Aka HRYHORIT KOSTIUK, was the subject of visa screening
case EC, #4847 in 1949. A file card regarding this
investigation listed KOSTIUK I s occupation as a farm
hand. Dr±g the course of this investigation, KOSTIUK
revealed that he had changed his name froM KOSTIUK to
PODOLAK'befOre the time when he was moved to Germany as a
forced laborer in order to avoid arrest by the Gestapo.
Thedocument:which showed him to be PODOLAK was provided
by the' . burgermeister (mayor) of Sanok, Poland. KOSTIUK
could not explain the fact that after being 'caught
by the: Germans aniMllegedly knowing that the Gestapo
was looking for him he Still held on to his genuine
papers proving him to be KOSTIUK, keeping them among
his personal belongings and not even secreting them.

30
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Interrogation, of KOSTIUK further revealed
that KOSTIUK had applied for immigration to the United
States through the American Consulate in Narch 1948, at
which time he was sponsored by the IRRC (International
Rescue and Relief Committee) under the name of HRYHORIJ
KOSTIUK. KOSTIUK later applied for immigration to the
United States through the Displaced Persons Commission,
using the name of PODOLAK and again being sponsored
by the IRRC. KOSTIUK explained that the reason for his
applying twice for immigration was that he had been
told by IRO (International Relief Orgallization) officials
to apply a second time, although he (KOSTIUK) had told
them that his papers were already with the Consul.

It was later revealed that KOSTIUK was
informed by.a letter from the American Consulate dated
24 August 1949 that he had been rejected 'for immigration
to the United States.

b.  1951 Investigation: 

KOSTIUK, under the name HRYHORIJ KOSTIUK
aka PODOLAK, was the subject of visa screening case	 -
EC4266817.in1951. During the 'course of this investi-
gation, KOSTIUK revealed*:that he was using the name
BORISPODOLAK„to signartibleswritten by him for the •
newspaper !Ukraine Today ! . This alias was used to pro-
tect, the security of his parents who still resided in the
Soviet Union. 'KOSTIUK:.stated that he was rejected for
immigration to Australia in June or July 1950 1 . reason
unknown.,

RE: HOLUBNYCZYJ, WEEWOLOD aka HOLUB HOLAB,
nux vE7Pgrlics-

Personal Data
—117-

Born	 5 June 1928 at Bohoduchiws
Ukraine

Nationality	Ukraine

-31 -
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Citizenship
Marital Status
Height
Weight
Hair
Eyes
Scars
Previous
Residence:

Residence as of
March, 1954:

Soviet
.Single
6l2"
167 pounds
Brown
Grey
None

Munich, Germany - Freemann
Warner 1(x:erne

New York, New York

In March 1950, HOLUBNYCZYj was the subject
of visa screening case EC #143098. No derogatory
informa':iOn was developed. Information subsequent to
1949 flats HOLUBNYCZYJ as a co-worker within the
Auswaertige.Vertretung des . Ukrainischen Hauptbefreiungsrates-
Foreign Representation of the Ukrainian Council for
Liberation.

Information .dated March 1954 indicated that
HOLUBNYCZYJ„ . then'residing in New York, New York, Was the
United States representative for the publication IVPeredf
(Forward), the official- news orgari . of the left wing of the
URDPAUkrainian'RevolUtionary Democratic Party), which is
published In Munich. It was reported that.HOLUBNYCZYJ
contributedmost .Of-the-articles•written . by the newspaper

• I Vpered i :	 .many of the articles with the aliases
HOLAB,./BLIX,or .VS, PELIKS.•

RE:ttURCHMANOVITCH, IIIKHAIL,. aka
..URTSCHMAtTOCE, •vIYHYLO.

----7-111-Marn--1948; MIKHAIL TURCHMANOVITCH, then
residing in Stuttgart, was reported to be the editor
of the newspaper l Ukrainski Wicti l (VISTI)(Ukrainian. News)
locatdd in Neu Ulm,

- 32 -
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MYBYLO TURTSCHMANOWITSCH, a member of the
Central Committee of the URDP (Ukrainska Revolutsyno
Demokratychnd Partya - Ukrainian Revolutionary
Democratic Party), a resident of Mittenwald, Jaeger
Kasernei was formerly expelled from the URDP by the
second congress of the URDP held on 15 and 16 May 1948
because of his leftist leanings.

RE:-K-RYWAK, WASYL (BASILIUS)

InforthAtion dated July 1950 indicatedthat
RYWAK, born 19 December 1911 at Torky/Przuomysl,
Poland, residing at Munich 9, Eduard Schmidstrasse
31/0, was the subject of visa screening case EC h165274.
RYWAK listed his former residences as follows: January
1945,Triaste; December 1945, Rome;. January 2948, Munich.
RYWAK also listed New York as his destination in the
United State's.

RE:44DATZKO, fDAZKO
IMMO CYRIL

Z

DATSKO�DACK0),
ASILJEVITCH aka

Personal Data: 

Born

Height
Weight
Eyes
Hair
Nationality
Religion
Wife

Son
Daughter
Daughter

7 June 1905 at Kirvliwka
rbyKi
L-6-77476-t
180 pounds
Grey
Black
Ukrainian.
Greek Catholic

"OLGA nee.BORYSIW,born 23 July
191)4 at_Kowe1,Po - - -
MICHAELrborn-I-September 1938
OLGA, born 3 March_1940
ANNA; born-1:47615ivary 1-948
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-Wartime History: 

Residences: 1941!= 1949 Neu Ulm, Reinhardt
Kaserne, DP Camp

- 1950 Emigrated to New York
City.

- 1951 Plainfield, New Jersey

Reports concerning DATZKO l s activities
, during the time of World War IT-06-4uite conflicting.
During his. visa investigation in June 1949, DATZKO
stated that he served as an officer In the Soviet Army
until he was taken prisoner by the Germans and held at
Kerch, USSR, until March 1943 when he was released and
allowed to return to Kiev. DATZKO stated that he
remained in Kiev until October 1943 when he was taken
by the Germans to Weimar where he worked on the railroad
until July 1944. From July 1944 until 1945, DATZKO
said that he was publisher of a Ukrainian newspaper.
In April 1945 he returned to Weimar where he remained
until June 1945 to avoid arrest by the Gestapo. He
then went to an . Augsburg DP Camp where he resided until
October 3.945 when he went to the DP camp At Neu Ulm.

Other sources reported that DATZKO, a deputy
commander for Communications in a radio division of the
Soviet Army, was taken prisoner by the Germans on the Kerch
Peninsula in Crimea in 1942. From 1942 until 1944 DATZKO
was said to have been a propagandist for the
Reichskommisariat in Rowno, Ukraine. In 1945 DATZKO
was reportedly 5,.n Berlin as chief for Ukrainian propaganda
On the staff of t.çeneraHArDRUK. DATZKO was reported
to have come to Augsbu.rg in July 1945.

'Political Activity: 

.DATZKOL has reportedly been associated, usually
in a propaganda capacity, with the following organizations:
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Ukrainian Journalistic Union - elected leader
on 16 October 1946.

URDP (Ukrianska Revolyutsiynedemokratichna
PartiYa - Ukrainian Revolutionary
DemocratO,Party) - one of original
foundersrand member of central committee.

Ukrainski Visti (Ukrainian News)

TUVO (TOvarus Ukrainskikh Vet eranov - Union_
of Ukrainian Veterans)(changed to SUIT).

SUIT (Sojus.Ukrainskich Veteranov - Union of
Ukrainian Veterans) - chief propaganda
deparvment.

UNR (Ukrainskaya Narodoya Reapublika -
Ukrainian People's Republic worked
in War Ministry.

UUC (Union of Ukrainian Combatants) - council
member.

SUN. (Sojus Ukrainskuch Narodiw - Union of
Ukrainian Nationals) - Co-founder and
deputy leader.

Ukrainian Aid Committee.

Political Policy Board of Ukrainian Congress
Cormittee of America.

Intelligence Activities:

In December 1947, it was reported that DATZKO
was trying to obtain . the aid of former high ranking German
intelligence officers to assist in the formation of a
Ukrainian army.
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In February 1948 a source reported that
zmamm, who talked as if he had influence with U.S.
Headquarters and CIC, called several military persons
to a conference between 14 and 21 December 1947. At
this conference DATZKO stated that he had been authorized
by aZMAjortMARSHALL Of the U.S. Intelligence_ Service to
organize an intelligence servne. DATZKO instructed that
all Ukrainian groups which work for the Americans should
give him a copy of all material whichthey submit to the
Americans.

A source of another American intelligence
agency reported that he had talked to DATZKO on 16 January
1948 at which time DATZKO revealed that he had had two
conferences at the U.S. Headquarters in Frankfurt/Main.
At the first conference . DATZKO gave some intelligence
information, warned that the former German General Staff
Officers in American employ were not forwarding all the
.reports that they received, outlined a plan whereby
IMEKKO would receive a copy of all reports from Ukrainian
sources and thus the Germans would be exposed, and
informed the Americans that he, DATZKO, intended to
develop his intelligence information on a political basis
with .support from the UNR, the Organization of Ukrainian
Veterans, and the Eagrianij faction of the URDE% Another
source reported that the conferences with the Americans
took place between 14 and 21 December 1947 and that a
U.S.. Major MARSHALL allegedly authorized DATZKO to
organize an intelligence net.

Several U.S. intelligence agencieJ were con-•
tacted and indicated that no Major MARSHALL was known
to them. Nor could it be ascertained that DATZKO had
.visited any intelligence officer connected with Head-
quarters, EUCOM.

Allegations:

in 1946 Um letters were written by Ukrainian
refugees to the Soviet repatriation officers in Stuttgart
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-410.
denouncing DATZKOree a war criminal.

In 1950, another U.S. Agency reported that,
sometime prior to his emigration to the United States
in October 1949, DATZKO told BORIS LEVYTSKY, a member
of the URDP in Manich, that he had had an easy life
under the Soviet regime. At that time, DATZKO was an
instructor at an NKVD,school and, in recognition of
his excellent work, had been presented with a villa

near Kiev."

• T-15 1 another governmental agency which
conducts security and intelligence investigations, advised
on August 13, 1956, that BORIS LEWYTSKYI, aka; WILHELM
LAMBERT, PAUL SIKORA and UL[ LAMMERT I 1US (Russian
Intelligence Service) courier I were arrested in October,
1955, in Berlin, Germany, by the GCIS (German Criminal
Investigation Service) on suspicion of espionage. At the
time of their arrest, LEWYTSKYI had in his possession,
the names of seventy-four persons who reportedly were
then or previously employed by intelligence organizations
In West Germany.'

It Was alleged that LEWYTSKYI, whose residence
address was Nr. , 4 Daenkhel Strasse, Munich, Germany,
was in Berlin on the date of arrest for the express
purpose of.turning-those names and other materials
over to LAMMERT.

The investigation by the German authorities
revealed LEWYTSKYI had extensive intelligence connections
with Western interests during the past several years
in addition to his affiliation with the RIS.

T-15 recently learned that LEWYTSKY: and
LAMMERT have been released from custody by order of the
Federal Court at Karlsruhe, Germany, and the case against
them dismissed. The dismissal of this case was based
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on an-agreement between the East and West Zone German
Governments, that LANNERT, the son of an East Zone
Communist Party functionary would be released and returned
to East Zone, Germany; with the release and return to
West Zone, Germany, of an Important member of the Gehlen
Organization, who had been sentenced to life imprisonment
in East Zone, GerMOPY. With LAMMERT I s release, LEWYTSKYI
also was released id it is reported he has again taken
up residence at his former Munich, Germany address.

With reference to BORYS LEWITCKY and his
alleged five associates, who are presumed to be residing
in the United States, the files of the New York Office, •
as of September 10, 1956, contain the following information
which may possibly refer to these individuals.

GRYHORYI KOSTJUK aka:
(FNU) PODOLAK

The New York Office files contain information
.which altears to refer to the above captioned - individuals

and ±3 cet out irimedlately belaw. 'or•set out under the-
captions'VESEWOLD HOLUBNYCHYJ, and BOWS LEWITCK K, or
is . set . forth in'other portions of this report

1
T-1, upon . recontact on April 5, 1956, believed.

GRYHORYI KOSTJUK, aka: (FNU) PODOLAN, is identical with
GREGORY PODOLIAK, aka: JURY KOSTTOK; and may possibly be
identical with IVAN KOSTUK-PODULIAK.

T-1 feels that the first name IVAN may not be
a true name. T-1, however, stated that the name KOSTUK-
PODULIAK must certainly refer to GRYHORYI KOSTJUK, aka:

'PODOLAK.

IVAN KOSTVK-PODULIAX, Apartment 9, 747 Ninth
Avenue, New York City, was interviewed on January 5, 1955,
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by SA WALTER C. GUTHEIL concerning MYKOLA STEPANENKO. He
stated that he met STEPANENKO in 1946 at Ulm, Germany.
At that time, STEFANENKO was a journalist for the
Ukrainian Revolutionary Democratic Party newspaper and theY
worked together at the Voice of America, New York City,
in the Ukrainian Section.

(ENU) RYWAK;
'MICHAEL TURTCHMANOWICH 

The New York Office files contain no additional
pertinent information concerning the above, captioned
individuals, other that what is set forth in another
section of this report, which possibly refers to the above
captioned individuals.

BORYStEWITCKY4 was: B...011YS___
4{1,EWYTZW„.._BORYStSJEWICKYJ,
.45KI;,itsEvyrrsicY,A-rzwIrTzrnc,
BORIS-?-IEWYTSKYI,  WILHELM 

PAUIASIKORA, BORIS_
-irc-LEITrTSKITI BORIS-1EVICKY 

MYKOLAtTEPANENKO was interviewed on June 11
and 174 1953, by SA ,folitLy. SHINDOLER, and he furnished
the following information:	 •

A

He (STEPANENKO) was\LIZOr_n_POS_PMIDPr
Tyshkiwci, Ukraine. In 1943, he was taken as a forced
labbrie-r—tc-rn-rmany, where he was a displaced person until
1949, when he Ift Europe and arrived in the United States
at New York City on December 15, 1949. He was associated
with the URDP while in Germany,as a member.

The URDP was organized in 1945,at New Ulm,
Germany, under IVAN BAHRIANY, a well known anti-Communist
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writer from the Ukraine whose family was liquidated by
the Soviets.

According to STEPANENKO, the URDP was founded
in Germany and It proposed to struggle against Soviet
Russia for an independent Ukraine. The founders, in
additOon to BABRIANY, were: PAULO MALAR, MIHAIL()
WOSKOBIJNIK, IVAN DUBYVEC, GRIGORYj PODOLJAK,aka: YURIJ
KOSTIJUK, MIHAIL° TURKMANOVIC, ROMAN PALADJUUK,
BORIS LEVICKY and .IVAN MaSTRENKO.

According.-to-STEPANENKO, on February 2, 1948,
a group led by IVANXMAYSTRENKO split from the majority
and formed its own faction, also bearing the same name,
Ukrainian Revolutionary Democratic Party. In this group
were GRIGORYJ PODOLJAK, aka: YURIJ KOSTIJUK, BORIS,LEVICKY,
MIBAILO TURKMANOVIC, ROMAN PALADJCHUK and several others
of lesser importance. This split was caused by this
group's advocating-a Socialist program similar to that
of the Italian pro-Communist Party of Nenni, for a
future liberated Ukraine. It started publishing a,monthly
newspaper for working people called "Vpered"(Forward) in
Germany, which favored Ukrainian National Communists and-
Attacked "so-called American Imperialism", although anti-
Soviet.

The Maystrenkd Group was excluded by a Congress
of t.a URDP, held in Germany in May, 1948, and denounced as

' Socialists. There then remained the "Orthodox" Group of
'BABRIANY which favored a Democratic Government for the
Ukraine with no socialism or totalitarianism of any kind.

T-6, another governmental agency which conducts
security and intelligence Investigations, advised in
November, 1951, that BORIS LPVITSKY was Editor Of "Vpered",
the Left-Wing newnpaper of the URDP, at Aschaffenburg,
Germany.

T-1 advised, upon recontact on April 5, 1956,
' that BORIS LEVITSKY and BORYS LEWITCKY are identical, and
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SVIATOSLAW LEVITSKY and BORIS LEVITSKY are brothers..

T-4 also furnished background information
concerning BORYS LEWITCKY, aka: 'BORIS LFVITSKY, as follows':

He would be about forty-forty five years of
age now. He went to school in Lviv, West Ukraine and his
father, taught school in a high school in West Ukraine.
He became a journalist and was also married. Before World
War II, BORYS was in the Bandera Group. During World War
III he broke with this group. After the War (1945) he was
an organizer of the URDP. In 1943, the URDP threw BORYS
out and BORYS formed his own left-wing group called the
URDP.

-11P"

This latterlatter group formed in Nunich, Germany,
and had contact with left-wing groups in France, Hungary,
Mexico and other countries. He published a paper called
"Vpered".

T-1 believes, that BORYS is a Cominunist because
at a meeting of the URDP (before the split), at Which T1
was present, IVAN NEISTRENKO, one of the founders of the
URDP, stated that EFTMEISTRENKO, was a Marxist and a
Communist. BORYS supported MEISTRENKO inarery way.

. -
T-1 also had several talks with BORYS and

he always spoke against "Capitalism" and said everything
should be controlled by the State.

BORYS and the left-wing group of the URDP were
anti-STALIN and pro-TITO-TROTSKY. The last T-1 heard of.
BORYS was that he had been arrested in Germany for espionage.

SWJATOSLAW LEWITCKY,
aka: LEWYTCKY

The New York Office files contain the following
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information which possibly refers to the above captioned
individual:

On October 20, 1954, VLADIMli STEDROWSKY,  622 
Main Street, Metuchen,_New JerAey, and T-1 furnished
the following information to SAS BILL WILLIAMS and ROBERT
J. KIRWAN concerning SVIATOSLAW LEVITSKY.

He was born in the Ukraine and is a former
Second Lieutenant in a German SS Division. After World
War II, IEVITSKY joined the Bandera Group in Germany,
and in 1950 or 1951, he emigrated to the United States.
IEVITSKY has a brother BORIS LEVITSKY, who resided in
Munich, Germany. KEDROWSEy and T-1 advised that BORIS
LEVITSKY was .a Communist and was on tYa Editorial Staff
of the pro-Communist newnpaper ."Upered"	 ("Forward"),
which newspaper is Orted in Muni, Uermany.

SVIATOSLAW LEVITSKY was a member of
"The Defense of Four Freedoms" in New York City, and was
consieored dangerous to the United States by KBDROWSKY.and
T-1, because of his close association with Professor
KO•ONENKO and IVAN VOVCHUK.

KEDROWSKY and T-1 described KONONENKO as having
taught finance and Marxist theory in a cooperative college
in Kharkov, Ukraine, while the Ukraine was under Soviet
occupation : during 1920-1922, and taught at this school
until German occupation.

In 1945 or 1946, he appeared in displaced
persons camps In Germany and lectured on Marxist theory.
In 1950 or 1951 he came to the United States.

KEDROWSKY and T-1 described VOVCHUK as having
served as Director of Technical Schools in Kharkov, and
while he was Director, several of his students were burned
In a theatre fire. As a result of this incident, all the
teachers Involved were punished, except VOVCNUK. He was
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not punished, according to KEDROWSKY and T-1, because
he was a Communist, but KEDROWSKY and T-1 could offer
no proof of this. KEDROWSKY and T-1 stated that a

. few years ago the Ukrainaian newspaper "Nedila",
published in Germany, contained an article which stated
that VOVCEUK was employed by a Soviet State Hospital.
during 1936-1941 or 1942. This article included
correspondence signed by several persons telling about
VOITHUK I s beastiality in Soviet State Hospitals.

T-7, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, and is generally acquainted with Ukrainian
activities in the United States, advised on September 13,
.1956, that the-Defense of Four Freedoms (DFF) is one of
the large Ukrainian organizations in the United States
which advocates support of Ukrainian and Ukrainian
Nationalist Groups. It is anti-Communist, but is very
much influenced by the principles of Naziism and
Fascism.

The DFF advocates a separatelindependent
National State in the Ukraine.

T-7 was uncertain but believed the headquarters
of the DFF was located in New York city.

Upon recontaat on April 5, 1956, T-1
advised that SVIATOSLAW LEVITSKY and SWJATOSLAW
LEWITCKy. are identical and SVIATOSLAW LEVITSKY and
BORYS LEWITCKY, aka: BORIS LEVITSKY, are brothers.

T-1 also stated on April 5, 1956, that the
information which he furnished on October 20, 1954, which
is set forth above, concerning SVIATOSLAW LEVITSKY, is •
still true, T-1 added that when the Bandera Group split
completely in 1954, SVIATOSLAW went with the REBET Faction,
Which is 'left-wing".
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WESEWOLD HOLUBNYCHYJ,
aka: WESEWOLD HOLUB 

New York Office files contain the following
information which possibly refers to the above captioned
individual:

On June 22, 1953, Mr. MYKOLA STEPANENKO,
677 Metropolitan Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, a former
employee of the Voice of America, and a student at
Columbia University, New York City, advised SA FRANK C.
KEMER that he considers GREGORY PODOLIAK, aka: JURY
KOSTTOK, to be of the same political complexion as
V.SZVOMD HOLUBNYCHYJ and his father SERGEAROLUBNYCHYj.

According to STEPANENKO, VSEVOLOD was
employed by the For(1-42wndation i s Russian Research Program,
and a student at CO1u14;ia University. STEPANENKO
Considered the HOLUBNYCHYJs and PODOLIAK to be Ukrainians,
anti-Stalinists, anti-Capitalists, and' uTitb-Iike" in
political belief.

STEPANENKO explained that these persons
believed that Ukrainia should establish a nationalist,
classless society or worker's state, in which the workers
would control the methods of production, manufacturing
and agriculture, etcetera.

STEPANENKO considered them to be "TrotskyiSts"
insofar as they are anti-Stalinists. STEPANENKO stated
that PODOLIAK was employed at the Russian Research Program
of the Ford Foundation at Columbia University.

T-6 advised on September 24, 1953, that
VSEVOLOD HOLUBNYCHY was a young Ukrainian journalist who
emigrated to the United States in 1949. He was reported
to have once been a member of the Komsomal, and since 1946,
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a member of the URDP.

It was Also rOVOrted that since his arrival in
the United States, he hal-Written on American subjects
for the publication "Wered". 'These articles  have
been anti-American and anti-Administrati.on,

T-8, who has furnished r liable information
in the past, reported that THO	 TONE, International
Representative of the Libertarian Socia:difue-------
CUTEriaiiised in.Apri10-1953,--Ed'hdd-bem1-11r1M-Y5rk
City on April 10, 1953, to confer with JULIANDIAMOND
and FRANKYSNITH, National Officers of the Libertarian
Socialist League and o.-Ae -"HOLAB-7-a native of Ukraine;-

- according to STONE, represents the anti-Communist
underground of Europe in the United States.

STONE related that "HOLAB l s" organization
has headquarters in Munich, Germany and has amembership
of eilt hundred in Western Europe with groups established
in Ukraine, Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary. This
group has been working with the "International Socialist
League"; however, fundamental differences developed
and the underground group has turned to the-LSL. Accord-
ing to STONE, there will be a series of meetings with
"HOLAB" and a manifesto will be issued. STONE said
"HOLAB I s" work in the United States must be top secret .
to prevent 'Communist and Russian Secret Police from . find-
ing out about this work. As a security measure, any".
public announcements by LSL of meetings with "HOLAB'
will, reflect that the meetings took place in Paris or
London. "HMO" is reported not to be asking for money
but it would be welcome.

"HOLAB f s" group publishes a thirty-two page
monthly publication in Munich which is smuggled through
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the Iron Curtain. "HOLAB" reported to STONE that he
believes dictatorship in Russia will end with STALIN's
death and that now there will be several parties in
Russia instead of one. "HOLAB" is reported to have been
with a guerrilla organization which fought against
both Germans and Russians during World War II and
after Stalingrad had to clear out of the country.

On June-Ipr 1953, T-9, who has furnished
reliable informatnh in the past, said he knew of
one VSEVOLOD HOLUB, whose real name is VSEVOLOD
HOLUBNYCHYJ, a Ukrainian emigrant in New York City. T-9
said that this individual has been sending contributions
of articles to the monthly Ukrainian newspaper,
"Vpered" ( Forward). He said "Vpered" is a Leftist,
Social-democratic, anti-Communist, anti-Soviet newspaper.

According to T-9, articles from "Vpered"
have been reprinted in "Labor Action", the publication
of the Independent Socialist League. (ISL).

The.IndependenZ-ZPA1a1isti_League has been
designated by the Attorney General of the United States
pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

T-9 further advised that "Vpered" is
an organ of the Ukrainian Revolutionary Democratic
Party (URDP). This Party was organized in Germany in
1945 having the goal to lead the fight for the indepen-
dence of Ukrainia and against the Soviets. Later this
organization split into two groups over Socialism. One
group, a Leftist one, is led by JOHN MAYSTRENKO, and
has a branch in the United state=11573755EFIF (Demo-
cratic Union of the Ukrainian Persecuted by the Soviets).

T-9 said he knew nothing about the founding
by HOLUB of an organization in Germany or about the
Libertarian Socialist League. ' He also said he knows
of no one named "HOLAB".
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On June 18, 1953, VSEVOLOD HOLUB, 319 East
70th Street, New York City, was contacted under pretext
and the following information was obtained:

He is "business representative" of "Vpered,"
an anti-Communist, non-Marxist publication, for which
he is paid. He also said he is employed by the Columbia
University, Ford Foundation Research Program of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

Airing the course of the interview, Mr.
HOLUB said he knew 6404ao other indvidual having the
name of . "HOLAB" or."HeLUB." He said he never heard
of the. Libertarian Socialist League, nor of Mr. DIAMOND
or Mr. SMITH of. the Libertarian Socialist League. HOLUB
said he has heard'of the Independent Socialist League as
a group which "supports" the Ukrainian "cause". According
to BOLUB1 . the connections with the Independent Socialist
League - and -,the Ukrainian "cause" is through "Vpered" and
"Va. Feliks", of the Editorial Board of -"Vpered" in
.Munich, Germany.

Description of VSEVOLOD HOLUB ascertained
during contact:

About 26 years•
5' 10" .
190 pounds, heavy, stocky
build
Dark brown
Brown
Ri h	 bout three

--- 1 .chesshorterthett leg,
caus n 	 o walk-	 a

Sbeaks with Russian accent
and has a low pitched "throaty"
voice.
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Citizenship According to HOLUB, he is
not yet a citizen of the
United States.

The records of the Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service, New York City, checked by SE.THOMAS J.

.MC GUIRE on June 29, 1953, reflected no record of
-SSRGE HOLUBNYCNYJ or VSEVOLOD HOLUBNYCNYj under that
surname or under the surname of HOLUB.

It isr-to be noted the following names appear
on the mailbox Of HOLUB at 319 East 70th Street, New
York City.

S. HOLUBNYCNYJ
LYDIAtSHYHYMAHA
VSEVOLOD S. HOLUB

On June 28, 1953, ilys.)JOEIETTLE, Superin-
tendent, 317 East 70th Street, New York City, advised
SA- KEMER that LYDIA SHYHYMAHA is the wife of VESEVOLOD
HOLUB and HOLUB I s parents live in the apartment adjacent
HOLUB's.

Mrs. ZETTLE said these individuals are
displaced persons having come from Ukrainia . about three
years age. According to Mrs. ZETTLE, all the individuals

. go to work daily with the exception of TiEVOLOD-HOLUB,
who does a great deal of typing in his apartment. Mrs.
ZETTIE could give no information regarding the activities
Of these people.

On May 8, 1953, T-8 advised that on April 4,
1953, at a meeting of the Libertarian Socialist League,
(LSL) National Executive Committee, it was reported that
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on March 13, 1953, the LSL had corresponded with the
"Vpered" . Representative regarding future cooperation
between LSL and the Ukrainian Socialist Movement.

T-100 who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on August 27, 1951, that VSEVOLOD
S. HOLUB, 511 East 73rd Street, New York City, Was in
touch with WILLIAM ST)W.NSWORTH, 16 Rowdale Road,
Birmingham, England, who is a leading official of the
Cliff Group of Trotskyists.

This is a roup of Trotskyists in the United
Kingdom, led by one T. LIFF. 	 According to T-101 HOLUB
is a regular reader	 "Socialist Review", the periodical
of the Cliff Group, d appears to be in sympathy with
Trotskyist views expressed therein.

HOLUB, according to T-10, has also written
articles in the German magazine "Funken", which he,
HOLUB, said can be printed in "Socialist Review", if
AINSWORTH is interested.

.	 .T-11, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, and who is familiar with some of the
activities of VSEVOLOD HOLUB and SERGE HOLUBNYCNYj,
319 East 70th Street, New York City, reported that on
July 31, 1953, SERGE HOLUBNYCNYj received a letter
bearing the return address "J. J. DIAMOND, 2109 Walton
Avenue, Bronx 53, New York."

The Election Records of the Borough of the
Bronx, New York, as checked by SA DENNIS 14. CARINHSS on
September 29, 1952, indicate JULIAN JACOB DIAMOND resided
at 2109 Walton Avenue, Bronx, New York, since 1940.

On April 9, 1956, the person who identified
herself as Mrs. JULIAN DIAMOND, was contacted under
pretext and Mrs. DIAMOND stated that she and her husband
reside at 2109 Walton Avenue, Bronx, New York.
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T-8 furnished, on December 7, 1954, a copy
of the report of the "Seventh National Convention of the
Libertarian Socialist League, September 4,5,6; 1954",
held in Washington, D.C. This report reflected that
during the conference, J.D., identified by T •-.8 on
December 7, 1954, as JULIAN DIAMOND, had been elected
'Conference Chairman, a member of the National Coordinating
Committee and National Treasurer of the LSL.

T-8, on January 26, 1955, made available a
copy of "Worker's World", Volume I, number 1, dated
.December, 1954, which reflects that the publication was.
formerly known as "Sovialist Views" and is the official
organ of the League For A Worker's World, formerly
known as.the Libertarian Socialist League.

On the page preceding page 1, the following
is set forth:

-110-
"Prgtiam Of The League For
A Worker's World"

. "1. Affirming the necessity of a struggle
to the end apAinst the Capitalist system, founded on
the exploitation of a class of wage workers by a class
of possessers of the means of Production;

• "2, Affirming the necessity of a struggle
to the end against the Russian system of State Capitalism,
based on the exploitation of a class of wage Workers by
the State;

! 1 3. We have fixed as our objective, the
absolute abolition of the wages system by the taking
over of the collective instruments of production l by the
collective economic organs of the workers themselves in
a world-wide Socialist community, thereby putting an end
once and for all to poverty and war, and ushering in an
era of real human freedom".
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On August 12, 1953, PAWL° MALAR, Editor of
"Prometheus", a Ukrainian language weekly newspaper
published at Hamtramck, Michigan, advised SAS THEODORE
S. KLIMASZEWSKI and PAUL M. W. STERNER substantially
as follows:

There is no known organization in the United
States sympathetic With or controlled by JOHN MAYSTRENKO's
Socialistic faction of the URDP, which is in opposition
to the JOHN BAHRIANY Democratic faction of the URDP.
Both URDP factions desire an independent Ukraine, free
from the control of the USSR.

The Maystrenko Group of the URDP in Munich,
Germany, publishes "Vpered" ("Forward") and MALAR believed
that there'were possibly some Ukrainians in the United
States who were sympathetic toward the MAYSTRENKO Social-
istic faction of the URDP.

In this connection, he mentioned that VSEVOLOD
HOLUB/ Post Office Box 24,New York 21/New York,apparently re-
ceives"Vpered"from Germany and sometimes forwards it to
MALAR's . newspaor.

March,1951,SA GEORGE G.MC KENNA purchased
two copies of "VPered" #4,1950,at the ISL Headquarters,114
West .14th Street,New York City. This publication,which
described itself as a "Ukrainian Review For Workers",was
written'in.the Ukrainian language and its partial translation
reflected that it supported the URDP and the Ukrainian
Army of: Liberation, the goal of which was to liberate the
Ukraine ancLestablish an anti-Imperialist, Socialist,
Classless state, after the liquidation of Soviet
bureaucracy.

The January 12, 1953, issue of the weekly
newspaper "Labor Action", the publication of the ISL,
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according to T-9, contains a story entitled"Discussion
In The Ukrainian Forest". The story was described as
first published in "Vpered", the organ of the URDP in
Germany. The story deals with the Ukrainian Peoplefs
Army which was fighting guerilla action against the
.Soviets in 1945. On page eight of this issue of
"Labor Action", it states that the program of the ISL
is for "Socialist Democracy and against two systems of
exploitation, which e,ride the world, Capitalism and
Stalinism".

T-13, who has furnished reliable information
In the past, advised on February 10, 1954, that Post
Office 'Box 24 3 New York 21 1 New York, had been :rented
.since October 13, 1951, by V. S. HOLUB, and a foreign
.language newspaper called "Vpered", whose address was
given as 319 l'ast 70th Street, New York City,

T-12 1 who has furnished reliable information
In the past, advised on May 26, 1953, that VSEVOLOD HOLUB,
Post. Office Box #24, New York 21, New York, had been sent
the My, 1953 issue of the "Yugoslav Review".

The_Zggoslav Information Center 816 Fifth
Avenue, New Yorkl:New York, is registered with the
Foreign Agents Registration Section, Department of Justice,
Washington, D.C., as an Agent of the Yugoslav Government,
Belgrade, Yugoslavia.

The Yugoslav Information Center publishes
a monthly periodical in New York entitled "Yugoslav
Review".

T-14 1 who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised as follows on August .3, 1953:

ALBEreATES,_National Se.c.retary-of-the-ISL,
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made a check dated June 16, 1953, in the amount of
ten dollars, payable to "Vpered". This check was
endorsed "Vpered", Post Office Bcx #24, New York 21,
New York, WSEVOLOD HOLUBNYCNYs'.

This information Supplied 1-4;;.. T-14_
should not be made public except in the usual pro-
ceedings following the issuance of a subpoena duces
tecum.

IWAN DUBYNEC, 328 East 6th Street, New
York City, a Ukrainian and founder of the URDP in
Germany In 1945, Who IS sympathetic with the BAHRIANY

. Group of the URDP, advised SA JOHN W. SHINDOIER as
follows, on February 10, 1954:

There is no known organized - group of Ukrainians
sympathetic with the JOIN MAYSTRENKO Socialists of the
URDP in the United States. However, there are some
Ukrainians in this country who 5ollow MAYSTRENKO l s ideology,
namely VSEVOLOD HOLUBloand L MAYSTRENNO, JOHN
MAYSTRENKO's son.	 "-

VSEVOLOD HOLUB, has, in the past, been. listed
In "VPered", the Ukrainian newspaper printed in Munich,
Germany, by JOHN MAYSTRENKO l s Group of the URDP,	 . •

as being the "representative and distributor" of
this irregular newspaper in the United States.

This newspaper has no circulation since
there is no demand among Ukrainians for its "Socialistic
Ideas" regarding a future liberated Ukraine.

Only HOLUB and LEO MAYSTRENKO compose what
might be called the MAY3TRENX0 Group of the URDP in
this country, and their sympathizers, according to
DUBYVEC, would not number over ten persons of "little
influence". He could not recall the names of any
other sympathizers.
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HOLUB and LEO MAYSTRENKO want an independent
.Ukraine of a "Socialist type", but they are anti-
Stalinist in political thought with views very similar
to TITO in Yugoslavia, They are Ukrainian Socialists.

According 	DUBYNEC, HOLUB and LEO MAYSTRENKO
are not known to be cooperating with any Trotskyist Group,
however, that could be possible, since like Trotskyists
MAYSTRENKO's sympathizers so hatStainism that they might
collaborate with the Trotskyists in fighting the USSR.

The MAY3TRENKO Socialists, like HOLUB;
fmtr revolution and then Socialism for the Ukraine
only
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Concerning KYRYLO VASILJEVITCH DATZKO, also known as
Dazko, Datsko, Dacko, mentioned previously by T-3 as possibly
Identical with one of the associates of BORYS LEWYTCKY, who
are residing in the United States, the New York Office files
contain the following information:

On November 25, 1953, KYRYLO DACKO was interviewed by
SAS ROBERT E. MANGAN and BERT P. STICKLER, at DACKOls
residence, 8 Highland Boulevard, New Market, New Jersey.
During this interview, DACKO stated subsequent to being
sent to the front lines as a member of the Soviet Army, on
June 2, 1941. he was captured by the Ge7mans. After being
capturedinhe Simmer of 1942, he becane a consultant of
UkreltienIntelligence to the German Army. DACKO stated
that between 1942 and 1944, through the Gentian Army, he tried
to form an independent Ukrainian Army tO fight the Russians
and eventually liberate the Ukraine into an Independent
Democratic State. HoweVer l .DACKO l s proposal was turned down.
In 1944, he was permitted by the Germans to organize a
Ukrainian Army, consisting of Ukrainian prisoners of war
held by the Germans, but under the supervision of the SS
Standarte Kurt Eggart. DACKO stated that he heard that the
Germans formed another Ukrainian Army and were using them
against the English and Americans, DACKO stated that upon
hearing this, he advised the German authorities to remove
the Ukrainian Army from the western front or he would dispand
the Ukrainian Army. DACKO stated that at this time, the
war was within two or three months of its end, and he was
appointed chief Of Ukrainian Propaganda Section, under
Oberkommando"der Wehmpacht in Germany. His duties were to
publish two newspapeM the "Ukrainian News" for the military
and the "Voice" for Civilians, both containing news and
propaganda to further the aimc and ideals of the Ukrainians.

DACKO stated that he never knowingly worked with
the Gestapo. He admitted that he tried to locate captured
Ukrainians to train and utilize them in fighting the Russians;
however, he said he only located one or two and the war
ended before they could be used. DACKO stated that he did
not ferret out and attempt to . liquidate Soviet Generals.,
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who had defected to the Germans and was serving in a lesser
capacity.

DACKO stated that during his career in the Russian
Army, he attended a 11ffsian Military Sellool in Kiev. He said
that this as compulsory upon graduating from college.
He also advised that during his training he was taught
sabotage and espionage. At no time, DACKO claimed, did he
knowingly engage in espionage or sabotage or ever teach a
class of individuals belonging to the Russian Secret Police,
or for that matter, ever work with them.

DACKO advised that after the war, he became Deputy
Commander of A Displaced Persons Camp in New Ulm, Germany.
When the Russians learned that he was there, they attempted
to apprehend him but,DADKO Stated a friendly American
captain at the DP Camp would not permit the Russians to
arrest him. In this connection, DACKO stated heused the
name of VICTOR TROITSKYJ, YAROSLAV and YAROIY DATSKO and
KYRYLO TROITSKY.

DACK0 stated that one day while he Was still Deputy
Commander of the DP Camp in New Ulm, Germany, a'soldier,
BORYS DIATLOV, who had fought under him and who was wanted
by the Russians, came to him and asked for help. DIATLOV
stated that the Russians were looking for him (DIATLOV) for
some reason and that if they located him, he would probably
be murdered.. DACKO stated that accordingly, in order to
save this soldier's life, he gave him papers which identified
him as his ton, MALTY DACKO, who had been in the Ukrainian
Independent Army. DACKO explained that his son, VITALIY
DACKO, when the Red Army captured Prague, returned to Germany
(1945) where he contracted pneumonia and died.

DACKO stated that while he was in the DP Camp in
New Ulm, an attempt was made on his life. He said he Was
returning from the printing office where the "Ukrainian News"
was being published when three men attacked him. He said
he fought . themoff and they ran away when some friends of his
came to his aid when he cried for help. DACKO said he believed
that his attackers were hired by the Russians.

LiC_) -

DACKO stated that his first wife was MARIE DACKO,
whom he divorced for political reasons. He explained that
MARIE's father did something wrong and was sent to Siberia.
DACKO said that this Aaion would have hurt him as an
officer if some drastii&measure was not taken. Consequently
he divorced his wife so that he could keep his reputation
and status in the Army.

DACKO said thatin 1949, he came to the United States
under the sponsorithip Of KALENIKLISSIUK and was employed.
by him approximately four months when he resigned and started
working for theMarris_Struetural_Steel Company, New Market,
New . Jerseys_as a'lanivir. He said that, he left thid—cOMPany
a few months ago and is presently working at the Condensor
Corporation in South Plainfield, New Jersey.
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TURA, Roman -- used free; 1947 to 1949 in Germany. altered US

under this alias 4 Octo or 1949
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Polish	 1923-19)9
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Filed Declaration of intention to become US eitizeoif;619863. 17 Mar 1950.

19. Kennkarte
Allan Registration 7320118
DP card under alias Roman TURAN
Police wanted notice issued 'cly the ,lernan Sicherbeitspollzei and SD

on 4 November 1541 in Lvov.
Filed declaration of intention to become US citizen 4 615863. 17 gar 1950.
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Froexo, Dorlin,	 with Col. romikalata
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Interview *lth French press,
and liaison with other
Ukrainian politicians.

To rejoin . ZP/UW2 group

For emigration purposes

Operational trips sponsored
by Projects AERODYNAMIC
and AS cmmuoT.
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pries on his held and the trona."
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Weedier, bens le bun- new but controversial can- n
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alive
During this thee, Lebel

laid foundations for the con-
version of the ',Uttered
Ukrainian resistance units
Into the Ukrainian Insurgent
Army (VPA). which fought
on the Ukrainian territory
both against the Nazis and
the Comuumbds.

Among his souvenirs ef
that period is a Gestapo
poster. which beans his
Mature sad Melee that be
to I. he eardure4 dead or
alive.
In 1943 Mr. Lobed wee

afigneheted to head the ex-
ternal affairs section of 01714
and • year later, when the
Supreme Ukrainian Libera-
tion Councti (URVR) wan
formed to co-ordinate the
entire Ukrainian independ-
ence struggle, he was made.
ita mcretary-iteneral fir
foretZn affair..

Study of

i!!...,Melo , h4.4sids {abed, see. when the head of OLIN
,elleterIkfeweral far heti. Stepan Bander., went to
r4iffile	 the Seprees. Orrman prison.

.SpAiltiei;.Lilseratien Coon-
' .Tairo. " relay has . its Dead or

••
imprisoned	 •.

by Germans
In 1935. while trove/fine

illegally to. Germany, he fell
into the hands Of the Dena-
pe, which arrested ' him and
extradited him to Poland.	 pol icy-In Warsaw. he was son-
tweed ,, td•death, ' bat the	 Frain that time on heeinten.. •	 has worked SA Its enterwas
I.	 Imprtmement.	 representative • In various
mtu 1939 he	 hi the countries of Central and

Polish maximum security Western Europe.
prisons at theletY Kesys and Prom 194e be has lived
Rawlca	 in New York. where he Is

At the outbreak of the primarily engaged in the
Second • World War he man- mud:. of the Devitt Union
teed to escape from a prism' and its :nationality policy,
Convoy. • with specific reference to

By '1941 . he had rambed Ulcraine.
the position of deputy heed Mr. Lobed was married In
of .01314, and was the acting 1930 In the Warsaw prism
leader of, the 'tmderground to Darla Itnatkinka. whO

had also been imprisoned for
her n.ernberahip in OLIN.

Mrs. Lebed, and the
couple's only daughter, Sori-
ano& — now a graduate
student al Columbia Univer-
sity	 were Inmates of the
Dermas) concentration camp
at Rs vensbruck during World 'MYKOLA .LEBED.'
War 1,1, The. ma of ideas
Still an convicted of setting •fire to

underground	 the library in Kiev. last
May.Today, while all attempts	 e

It

we hare been abandoned.
to promote ph 7,

e	

Ole. debate of the ter-
tunny secret trial in a• small
court is' 'the city of Kiev.the Ukrainians are carrying and the testimonies of wit-00 the fight for national in- nesses c....ched by the Sovietdependence he The field -of

ideas.	 •	 Security Police.	 •
ko 	 possible to send	 Author, of the enflamed

bee,	 ,. _hke. Into	 pamphlet wrote that they
jibe Ukraine. but much is °°"id not put their 'I'm"to it because "we live Inachieved by the • me et

couriers. , and by • cam-	 a country wham! for • .poloo or . rood., • touo,...	 word of troth. people are
writing	 being criminally destroyed

without trial:.
Most of the letters are in-	 •.•tercepted, but It esNro•ted Lawyersthat about Mx per cent. get 7. • 	 •

through.	 executed	 • •

	The campaign IS having	 They charge that "Russian
a. defThile effect and the chauvinism. like antl-Penitt-
"war Of ideas" le even In- Ism has been rehabilitated
Manche; members of the tong ago In the colcntal em-
Coininiinist • Party. vire called the USSR," and
The Dkrainlau.Commurdst refer to two other fires in

Party his Publicly expressed the national libraries of
Its concern at the situation. Turitneenia • and Cebeldstan.

Secret	 The pamphlet also tells
of the secret trial and axe-

pain. phlet •	 •
a group of .Kier • and Lviv
cution. • few , years ago; of

btr. Lobed has brought to liners. who 'Wanted to
A.:strati' with. him the text hews • before the Supreme'
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• „OW:, boom sentenced to
doslis 'Nei. Is New Tett.

hi the geosians.
f . Today, the 'council real-

l','•1••••• bibe— thar an hope of or-
es:Using Insurrection in the
Ukraine 4 futile, but be-
hems That by fostering
Ukrainian nationalism "by
the methods of co-existenoe"
it can defeat the program
ed. Russification which Is
aimed at stamping out every
vestige of Ukrainian lenge!:
ere and: culture.

Mytola Lobed was born
• hi. the Western Ukraine. sued

before he was .211 years old.
he held • pest-in the loader-
ablii of the Organiention of

k rainier Nationalists
(DUNI.

CONIaa,MINED TO DEATH tiv THE RUSSIANS
/frt. a so/ t Re ()4,1414144w)

1 'Mykola Lebed,Esplifiglits
far his country

KRAINIAN, who has never given up lighting for the
• '.rafhis people since 1930, is visiting Australia to

irrial .,4ikrainian nationals here.

erritte,n in the Vtratne.	 Nation's the question of coi-
it was written on the cc- ontal oppression in the

eastin'of the • trim if • man Ukraine.
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HMummIsi Attached is the information on Mr. Lebed,
proprietary hire , PDDYNMIC (Prolog Research
Corporation, 875 West End Avenue NYC, which yc

have said may be handled through a cleared co act

Mykola LEBED
Res: 113 Douglas Avenue, Yonkers, NY 10703	 tel.: 914-965-3862

DOB 23 November 1910 Roty Ukraine
verified at Yonkers S,cial Security Office by Certificate of Naturalization

and Passport

SSN:

Wife: Darla Olga LEBED nee DUMYN

DOB 23 October 1912 Sokol, Ukraine

SSN: a
No minor children.

Income for 1975 will be $18,774.00

Has filed claim at Social Security Office

45 South Broadway, Yonkers NY 10701

Miss Bowlin (phonetic) tel: 914-968-0400

Mr. Lebed has been employed with Prolog Research Corporation
876 West End Avenue
New York, NY 10025

since 1952. Latest position vice-president.

DECLASS IF I ED AND RELEASED BY

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE  AGENCY

SOURCES METHODSEXEMPT ION 3B2B

NAZI WAR CRIMES DISCLOSURE ACT

TATE 2005
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SECRET
4'.	 19 February 1975

NEMORANDUM FoR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: PropoSed retirement of PODYNANIC/2 (Mykola Lobed)

1.Pursuant to instructions from C/SE/SAG I invited Dr. Myroslav Prokop, President of

L' rolog Corporation, to dinner in New York on 13 February, to discuss, among other matters,

the proposed retirement of Mykola Lebed, who will be 65 in November 1975. I explained

Prokop that since the PDDYNAMIC budget will not be increased we are examining ways.

to cut costs, and that Lebed's retirement would alleviate some of the budgetary pressure.

It was pointed out that Government employees must retire at age 60, and that Headquartert

believes that age 65 4s appropriate for retirement in Any outside activity receiving . Our

.support. I 'suggested that Lebed be appointed honorary chairman of the board, and that he

, work on those hours which he feels he can dedicate to the office and the ZP/UHVA:

Erokop .i . who is himself 62 this year, had a predictably negative reaction to

the entire principle of retirement at age 65. He emphasized Lebees modest income 14 	 •

?. $1.9,000, Mts.'Lebed's current problems with arthritis requiring medical attention; and,
.-:'expressed the view that retirement will present a relatively serious problem LebeiVis

*eiliting.an.apartment in Yonkers, N..Y.; the total of his monthly rent end utilities -
-	 -

.'lt % not..knoWn tO Prokop, but he asiumes it sh,uld he in excess 	 $200., Prokop 'doe . ,,	 ,

not know about Lebed's Other assets, if any, but assumes that they are Modest. -ProkOP . j:	 .
•:	 ,	 •:	 •	 ,	 . .	 .

.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .

,'said  if this salary is a problem, he, Kaminsky and:Czajkowsky ...would take 6,vOluntay..:,:.
.	 •

...reduction and donate the difference to Ldbed."I assured PrekOp that the lagendary:*spriit

de corps of the ZP/UHVR has been duly noteu and appreciated by his friends'at.Headquarters4'.-

but that I would never approve such a móve...I asked . him to inquire into Lebeti's:lutUre:
• .	 7

plant. , broach the retirement situation to him, give me his reactions and a.11::necessary

. facts an figures, and /. will present his findings to Headquarters. He agreed, With

badly disguised air of resignation and depression, to discuss it with Lebed,....,

3. Itabed would be entitled to about $lop. per month'Sodial Security. He has a

C37;...2-4..:hjiqnsion fund  totaling about $30,000 Which he may take as , a lump sum or as an
• _
Hannuity. He may net earn More than$2,700 per year withoud forfeiting one dollar of his

,
social security payment for every dollar earned, His 	 pension

- certain amount of tax which does not give him great benefits. Based on talks with Pt4OP:.'...

'...:J*4:..1.1.ebed. on my next visit I will make calculations as to his total probable benefita:::.
:

D ECLASSIFIED AND R ELEASED BY
CENTR AL•/NTELL IG EN CE AGENCY
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SECRET
24 March 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: Retirement of Mykola Lebed

1. During my operational meeting with PDDYNAMIC principals in New York on 20 March; I
had occasion to talk alone with Mykola Lebed re his proposed retirement. He told me that
although in reality he would like to retire in November 1975, when he reaches 65, he is deeply
worried about the adverse economic effect on nis life, nn,; specially oa hit mife. Hi3

— Amonthly rent is $330, subject as all rents rre to increase, and his social security would be
roughly$112monthly. Mrs.Lebed is not employed; she has had some health problems. I know
Ohe has net worked for at least the past five years, and Lebed's 201 makes no mention of
any previous employment. If she has not been employed she will receive no social security

-ibenefits.
,

2::Lebed has an /...41-17:4 ..4 pension fundstotaling about $38,000, which he may take in a .1nMp
sum or whieh,can'providn him with a monthly annuity of approximately $27.2 for life. He can

earn: -Onl .,, ,Ualpa year without having to sacrifice part of his social security.: As we
, Aisenened-,.:we'can carry him as a Prolog consultant for this figure. This combination Wank]
.ygive him about $790 per month, largely tax-free; Mrs. Lebed . Wonld receive -sniviVor.11enefitai

in the-event:of his death, from the pension plus social security, of $385. ,	 .	 .

%. 1.. The fact which mosts disturbs Lebed and Dr. Proop is that CIA has 'decide0.4eLebed:
should retire. His Contention is that when we began the operational relationship with,_

.:. ':2F/WHiik-in'i948 it was decided that the Council and later 	 formulate
its.own personnel policies, and that , CIA concurrence would take individual problems into

;,cOndi6-,ratiOn.., 1 could not-dispute this, since if there is any record of;snch'.án,ageeeMent
(and this is unlikely) it is buried in the archives. I reminded Lebed that I, as-an Agency
ump:oyeg .,,mnst. .retdre at 60. Obviously, since government employees.retire-with'Iar:gteiter.
finandialbenefits,. he is not impressed by this fact.

-	 s	
'

.4. Weighing the admittedly sad and worsening state of thePDDYNEJOC hndget .againe-
.C4Onien4.dedieStedierviceof'MylcOla Let.ed, I propose that we-permit-Ptolog,tarti400df.
'10.4*1:36"4.:;.:4A+1'rY'throneh FY 1976, burtiin longer.. This will,permit him.tohng0:upe
•:adaitiertal . equity in his penSioNfnAillOw:h1A to make - a more gtadnaI*00*El.

to'Whit, W1 .1.1 at.1)est be an austere retirement: This would also ease the:Mindof;ProqWw
will h4:6 in May 1978. :

.	 .	 .	 .
DECLASSIFIED AND RELEASED  B.Y	 • •
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THE 6ra# COMPANY

ACTUARIES AND EHPLOYCC SCNEFIT!CONSULTANTs
ISIS K 'TAW, NORTHWCST
WASHINGTON, o. C. 20006

203 TCL.ZEI6-53110

March 28, 1975

Law Offices

L:	 :3
Washington, D. C. 20006

Re: Maybole Limited 

Dear John:

Per your telephone request of March 24, we have made certain
annuity cost calculations for a man born November 10, 1910, and wife
born October 22, 1912.

$44,876 paid on January 1, 1976, will provide the man a life
annuity of $302.76 per month commencing on the same date with a 50%
survivor benefit.

Alternatively the $44,876 will provide the man a life annuity
of $363.13 per month with no survivor benefit.

Our calculations were based on the usual Projected Annuity
Mortality Table with 4% interest and no loading for expenses or
contingencies. .

Sincerely,

JAP,,
Gary D. Lake, A.S.A.
Associate Actuary

GDL:lb

OECL ASS I F I E	 E LT ASID-07-

CENTR 41. IN TELLIGENCE AGENCY
SOLIPCES ME THOOSEXEMPT ION 313213
NAZI WAR CRIMES OISCLOSURE ACT
tATE 2005



2 December 1975

Dear Mykola,

In order to complete the processing for your Social Security benefits, the

office which is handling the claim will need the attached statement, which you

should sign on the reverse side, with date, address, etc. No witnesses are

required. I hope the statement, which I composed, is acceptable to you and Myrko.

It has been reviewed by the competent authorities and approved. Only in the event

that you seriously disagree with the statement, you may recompose it on the blamk

form which I have reproduced. The wording should not vary greatly, however. Do not

be concerned about the statement "my/present duties willbe assumed by the other

incumbent vice-president." This statement i g for the consumption of the Social

Security office only, and merely amplifies the fact that the position has been

abolished. It will have no effect upon your future activity with Prolog.

Please return this statement to my home address. If you have any questions

please call me.

it appears that the reason for this statement, which is far less complicated than

the demands of the Yonkers office, is that Social Security must be absolute/y certain

that you do not continue to hi:bid the office, and tine actually retiring. .No one trusts

his fellow man today!

We are looking forward to seeing you and Dana next Friday.

Best regards,

DECLASSIF I ED AND RELEASED BY

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

tOURCESMETHODSEXEMPT ION 3B2B

Pi AZ I WAR CRIMES DISCLOSURE ACT

tATE 200$
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DEPARTMENT OF

HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
SOCIAL. SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

F orm App000d.
OMB No. 72410142

STATEMENT OF CLAMANT OR OTHER PERSON
NAME OF WAGE EARNER. SELF .EMPLOYISO PERSON, OR S$I CLAIMANT

Mylcola. Lebed 
Ns/..E OF PERSON m A1404 CI sTA TEMENT oho. Mon thew. wore tremor,
a alf domp(oymi person, of SS. claimant)

SOCIAL SECURITY NUmaER

RELATIONSHIP TO WAGE EARNER. SELF.
EMPLOYED PERSON. OR 311 CLAIMANT

Understanding that this statement is for the use of the Social Security Administration, X hereby
certify that-

.be..Joiss...than.	 Ls...that. 	

•

Tba...reason..rny-1476-earntngs

aboliahcd.slwe LP .tuadwetary cwnaidera tiwnw_arwl_rndlignsisnAgArcb Aq tivi 

..... . .................t dt44LAR will kw itAalleled 17Y t he othnK incumbent vice-presiciAPS,

-^

Form . SSA-795 'aim	 (oven)

DECLASS IF.I ED AND RELEASED. B y •
CENTRAL !CELL I6ENCE . AGENCY
COURCESKETHODSEXEMPT .ION 3B2B
WI WAR CR INES DISCLOSURE ACT

tAIE /0 s
COORDINATION WITH



23 January 1976

Dear Mykola,

I am processing through the usual finance channels a check

for Prolog in the amount of $57,530.70, the amount accumulated

in your pension fund. This will go to Prolog as "income

from research." Bohdan will then issue to you a Prolog check

for the same amount. Please tell Bohdan that it may arrive in

three or four checks which will total the above figure, and will

take two or three weeks.

I hope that you will be able to invest this amount profitably.

I have heard ything more concerning your Social Security, so I

assume that everything is in order.

Corinne and I send warmest regards to you and Dana. I'm

looking forward to seeing you in February.

Sincerely,

DE CLASSIF I ED AND RE LEASED BY
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

SOURCESMETHODSEXEMPT ION 
3B28NAZI WAR CR /MES DI SC LOSLIRE ACTfiTE 2005



U.S. Used Ex-Nazis Against. Soviets, Hill Told
GAO Says at Leag 5 Informants Obtained Agencies' Aid in Immigrat, ing Here

By George Lardner Jr.
Pat Suit Waits

U.S. intelligence agencies active-
ly recruited Nazis and European
collaborators as . anti-Soviet infor-
mants after World War II and later
helped at least five of them .enter
the United States, a special report
to Congress said yesterday.

The report, summing up a three-
year investigation by the General
Accounting Office, said the five in-

' eluded two alleged war criminals, a
former Nazi SS officer, a convicted
conspirator in an assassination and
a traitor.

There have been previous re-
ports that U.S. officials had helped
or harbored former Nazis, but the
GAO report provided new details
and the first formal confirmation of
numerous incidents. House Judicia-
ry Committee Chairman Peter W.
Rodin° (D-NJ.), who commissioned
the inquiry, called the findings "ex-
tremely distressing."	 .	 • •

•
"The laws and policies of our gov-

ernment specifically exclucled from
admission to the United States
those wanted for these unspeakable'.
crimes during the war,* Rodino said
in releasing the report. "It is uncon-
scionable that we had any involve-
Ment in allowing anyone responsible
for the Holocaust to find safe haven-
within our shores? •

The GAO said it uncovered "no
specific program to aid the immi-
gration of undesirable aliens." It
said the five received assistance
individually. Two of them, the re-
port said, "were protected from in-
vestigation."

In one of these cases; the GAO

}nvestigatioa found, the Central In-
telligence Agency "invoked national
security reasons to legalize an
alien's immigration status." In the
other case, the report indicated, the
intelligence agency in question sim-
ply took no action "once it learned
of derogatory information about one
alien's wartime background."

The GAO said it reviewed U.S.
intelligence personnel files and oth-
er records on 114 selected aliens
and found that 12 who had "unde-
sirable or questionable back-
grounds' had immigrated to the
United States. Of the five who were
given assistance, one was brought
here under an assumed name, the
report said, and another "was ac-
companied to the consular office by
an intelligence officer whose agency
followed up on the immigration."

The other seven, the GAO found,
managed to reach here "without
immigration assistance," but all of
them had also been "associated with

, U.S. or allied intelligence?
' The report for Rodino's commit-
tee described some activities of the
12 individuals but named none,
partly because much of the infor-
mation identifying the U.S. agen-
cies with the aliens and the location
of their activities is still classified.

The GAO study also confirmed a
special Justice Department inqui-
ry's 1983 conclusion that the U.S.
government had employed , Klaus
Barbie, the former Gestapo chief of
Lyons, as a paid informer in 1947
and later protected him from extra-
dition to France and organized his
escape to South America_

•At a news conference in Rock-
land, Mass., former Justice Depart-
ment prosecutor John Loftus, who

contended several years ago that
the government recruited war
criminals in the wake of World War
II, said one of the anonymous five
cited in the GAO study was Stanis-
law Stankevich, the so-called
"Butcher of Borrisovi in White
Russia, who died in 1980. Loftus
said the State Department's Office
of Policy Coordination, a postwar

"It is
unconscionable that
we had any.
involvement in
allowing anyone
responsible for the
Holocaust to find
saje haven within
our shores."

.--Rep. Peter W. Rodino

rival of the CIA, played a major role
in protecting Stankevich.

The GAO said most U.S.-employ-
ed Nazis and collaborators re-
mained in Europe subsequent to
their work. The report slid the con-
troversial recruitments/ took place
under the increasing Cold War
pressures of rivalry with the Soviet
Union and urgent demands for "the
highest possible quality of intelli-
gence on the U.S.S.R. in the short-.
est time possible."

Describing the prevailing attitude

of the time, one former intelligence
officer told GAO investigators that
"any SOB who was against the Rus-
sians_ was our SOB? Another sx-
officer: - the-report ' said, declared
thit 'we-is/Mild have slept with the

*Diiiiito obtain 'information on 'cam-.	 .
.muniSts:"---- • 	 ' -
—The GAO emphasized that it
could not tell how many Nazis and
European collaborators received
official assistance in coming to the
United States, but the issue has
received growing attention since a
special Justice Department office
was set up in 1979 to find and de-
port those living in this country il-
legally. The former head of that
office, Allan Ryan, says "Nazi war

•criminals came here by the thou-
sands."

The 'GAO report said those who
were given U.S. intelligence agency
help included "Subject A," who was
listed as a wanted war criminal by
the U.N. War Crimes Commission
on charges that he *ordered the ex-
ecutions of suspected conununist
synipathizers. Now dead, he carne
here in the mid-1950s.

Subject B, who Loftus said was
Stankevich, "occupied many posi-
tions of trust as part of a Nazi-ap-
pointed government in Eastern Eu-
rope" and was "alleged to have been
involved in massacres of several
thousand civilians, predominantly
Jews." He was said to have helped a
U.S.. agency apprehend and convict
a Soviet agent in the U.S. zone of
Germany in 1951 and, for that, was
helped in emigrating here several
years later. The agency, the GAO
said, "was aware of the subject's
background and had established a
file on him in 1949."
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2 War Criminals Had Official Help in Getting to U.S., Study Finds
By RALPH BLUMENTHAL •

44.1.1 la The New Vara Thar
WASHINGTON, June 28 — At least

two wanted Nazi war criminals, as well
as an SS officer and a convicted a 4CA 

sin, frZiTit;:rofficial American help in
immigrating to the United States after
World War II, the Ge eral Accounting.
Office. told . Congiess

-Were said to have links to United States
intelligence agencies.

Seven other important Nazis and
their collaborators who had American
intelligence connections were found to
have entered the country but without
official assistance, the accounting of-
fice reported.

But the accounting office, an investi-
gative arm of Congress, said it had
foiled "no specific program" to help
German Nazis who had worked with
United States intelligence to immi-
grate to the United States.

Report Concludes Inquiry
In a 40-page report wrapping up a

three-year investigation into links be-
tween United States agencies and Nazi
war criminals In the early postwar
years, the accounting office did not pro-
vide the names of. any ef the Nazis
cited, and in most cases it also with-
held, as classified information, the
identities of the Intelligence agencies
involved.

Congressmen and staff aides who
had been eagerly awaiting the report
indicated that they were nOlb.a_p_pyivith
the decision to conceal the names of the
individuals and agencies and would
press for additional data at hearings on
the report's subject matter, which are
to be scheduled, probably after the
summer.

The accounting office did not explain
why the material was still classified
after almost 40 years, but generally in-
telligence agency material remains
classified unless there is an overriding
reason for making it public.

The report thus appeared likely to re-
peat a controversy over an accounting
office study on Nazi war criminals. In
1978 the office announced it had found

no evidence of a Government conspir-
acy to obstruct investigations of re-
puted war criminals. That report was
widely criticized I as superficial,
prompting the House Judiciary Com-
mittee to request the latest inquiry.

Representative Peter W. Rodin° Jr.,
Democrat of New Jersey, chairman of
the Judiciary Committee, called the re-
port's findings "extremely distress.:
ing" and added in a statement released
with the report:

"The laws and policies of pur Gov-
ernment specifically excluded from ad-

Man Accused of War Crimes
Is Scheduled to Have Bail Set
LOS ANGELES, June 28 (AP) — A

Federal magistrate said today that he
intended to set ball for Andrija Artu-
kovic, accused of overseeing the deaths
of 700,000 people as a Nazi collaborator,
because the ailing man's Imprison-
ment was cruel and unusual punish-
ment.

Mr. Artukovic, whose ailments in-
clude senility and partial blindness,
has been held at the Federal medical
facility in Springfield, Mo., since
March 15 as he battled extradition to
Yugoslavia. Mr. Artukovic maintains
he is not guilty of war crimes.

Magistrate John R. Kronenberg, who
plans to announce his decision. Monday,
said: "The man is 85. He could go
tomorrow.'
• "There is absolutely . no question in
my mind under the circumstances to
place him in a facility separate from
his family in my view constitutes cruel
and unusual punishment and therefore
for that reason I believe he shoUld be
admitted to bail."

Mr. Artukovic served as the World
War 11 Interior Minister of the German
Nazi puppet state of Croatia. The Yugo-
slavian Government has said he is re-
sponsible for the deaths of some 700,000
Jews, gypsies and Serbs.

miision to the U.S. those wanted for
these unspeakable crimes during the
war. It is unconscionable that we had
any involvement in allowing anyone re-
sponsible for the Holocaust to find safe
haven within our shores."

For the report, the accounting office
analyzed files of 119 Europeans identi-
fied by Government and other sources
as , Nazis or collaborators of the Ger-
man-Itallan-Japanese alliance of
World War II who had connections to
United States intelligence agencies. .

Among those the office said it found
had been assisted Into the country was
a wartime "paid Nazi intelligence
agent and cabinet member in a Ger-
man-sponsored East European Gov-
ernment," now dead, who had been
listed as a• war criminal by the United
National War Crimes Commission for
ordering the executions of suspected
Communist sympathizers.

Another war criminal with intelli-
gence links who was said to have been
helped into the country was described
as having been involved in "massacres
of several thousand civilians, predomi-
nantly Jews."

About 1951, the report saidyle was
approached in the Americjtn occupa-
tion zone of Germany by a,8oviet agent
who attempted to recijilt him for
spying. Instead, accordi to . the re-
port, he turned the Russi in to the
Americans. Asia reward, anAmerican

intelligence agency helped him into the
United States several years later, the
report said.

After rising to an important job on an
unnamed intelligence project, he came
under investigation by the Justice De-
partment's Nazi hunting office. He died
before the inquiry could be concluded.

John Loftus, a former investigator in
the Justice Department's Office of Spe-
cial lnvestigtions for war crimes cases,
said the identification seemed to match
the case of Stanislaw Sumkievich, a
Byelorussian who worked for Radio
Liberty, an American broadcasting
station with intelligence links.

A man who was identified as a mem-
ber of the SS, the Nazi elite guard, was
reported to have been assisted into the
country. lie was described as having
been involved "in the confiscation of
Jewish properties and the resettlement
of Jews." The American intelligence
agency he worked with did not know
this at first, the report said, but when
officials leamed_oLd...they-appeared to
take lel action:
.--Another figure brought into the coun-
try was described as a member of an
underground revolutionary group in
Europe who had been convicted of tak-
ingpart in an assassination plot
against an unnamed high East Euro-
pean official and who later escaped
from prison.
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Intelligence Activities and American History
John Loftus

The secrets are buried its Spitland,
Maryland ', in twenty underground
vaults owned by the United States
government. Each vault is one acre in
size, about three to four-hundred-feel
deep, fifty- to seventy-feet tall, filled
floor to ceiling with classified doc-
uments that were put there shortly
after World War It. Do you remember
the last scene from Raider:of the Lost

Suidand in like that. only less
organized. 11w people who created thc
arcane filing systems and index cards
have long. since retired from govern-
ment scr;ice. To compound the con-
fusion, each vault is °wool by a
different agency, and each denies
access to the others.

The vaults are connected by a long
underground corridor; security areas
arc blocked off by computer-
controlled gates. 'Me infrequent visitor
inserts a special card in the slot and
then approaches heavy steel vault
doors with combination locks. Inside
the vaults, notebooks and legal pads
are carefully checked to ensure that
unauthorized material is not
drawn. A long time ago, while the
vaults were being built, a few snakes
crawled inside and nested among the
dry, dusty alcoves. The vault custo-
dians swear that a few still lie hidden
in the shadows.

Like the snakes, there are some
creatures of American diplomacy that

I do not like the light of day. Doctors
are said to bury their mistakes;
bureaucrats classify their errors and
inter them at Suitland. In the last forty

i years, I am perhaps the only person
ever granted full security access to the
American security archives. My Top
Secret clearance from the Justice
Department had to be upgraded
several levels just to get in. Among the
esoleriC Codesvords added 10 my file

• war a "COSMIC" clearanet (rout
• NATO, and a "Q" clearance front she

Atomic Energy Commission. Some of
.	 the secrets I had come to read were

buried in the vault where nuclear
warfare documents arc kept.

It was a unique opportunity to
sample t he untlerhislory of America.
For iwo years, I reviewed intelligence
riles from 1945 in the present on a
specific topic: ut,!ization of Nazi war

I criminals as secret agents in die cold
war against communism. When tithe

JULY 1983

permitted, I engaged in a casual
scrutiny • of classified operations in
other areas. My Eagle Scout altitudes
on American policy were shattered.
There is a level of information that
does not reach the public, sometimes
not even presidents and the Congress.
It may not be Ityperbok to suggest that
one third of modern American history
is classified.

To be fair, ninety per cent of the
nien and women in our intelligence
services are good and decent folk,
mindful of tile Constitution and
respectful of our system of govern-
ment. The kidcoi;s atrocities in Russia
during the Stalinist era, still largely
undocumented in the West, convinicd
mc that United States intelligence see-
vices are indispensable to Our aaliuoul
defense, indeed that a good secret
service is our best chance for peace. It
was a tiny proportion of American
intelligence aCtivilies that terrified me.
There were records of cold warriors
who convinced themselves that it
would be in the national interest to tic
to the president, to disobey Congress,
to COflanil mutiny. They even lied to
the other A mericatt intelligence
agencies with disastrous consequences.

I du not claim to be an intelligence
expert, I am an attorney. But I did
have a rare opportunity to rierforin
sort of consumer's shopping compari-
son among the products of our intel-
ligence conununity. My Opinion is this:
Our intelligence bureaucracies make the
post office look efficient. According to
a 1941 Top Secret report from the
State Denali mem, there were twenty-
two differem American intelligence
organizations interviewing refugees in
occupied Germany after World War
II. All competed for Ole same agents,
the same resources, and in some
instances, spent aS much time spying
on eadt other its they did on the
Russians.

To help sum out the chinos, the
Uritish Secret Service loaned us one of
Wit tun of f ice rs from 1949 to 1951.

His name was Sir Harold Adrian

ktAsell ("Kim") Philby. Kim n Philby
was the highest ranking communist spy
ever to penetrate the Urilish Govern-
ment. K im Philby's job was to help the
amateurish Americans coordinate their
infant intelligence cuttununity. tic was

'the genius be 	 relocating Nazis to

America. He ensured that only those
Nazi groups that were riddled with
Soviet spies came to our shores. With
['baby's help, our cold war operations
degenerated to the level of a comic
opera, where innocent spies bumbled
across the stage of world events,
ignorant of the fact that Moscow was
calling the tune and carefully
orchestrating the grand finale.

Next to the loss of the secret of the
atom bomb, the loss of our cold was
espionage system behind the iron
curtain was probably America's
greatest intelligence disaster. Philby's
Nazi networks sold us out. To para.
pltrase Churchill, hiring Nazis was
worse Man immoral; it was a mistake.
For forty years, the only part of the
program that worked was the coverup.
Too many senior politicians would be
embarrassed, not to mention our
diplomats and intelligence chiefs.

When I asked permission to write a
history of the secret Nazi programs,
the CIA and the Army were delighted
(off the record, of course). They had
been blamed for years by the popular
media for a host of illegal programs
Mai were actually run by the State
Department. The bitter truth is that the
CIA controls less than ten per cent of
the intelligence budget, and is regarded
as far too liberal" to be trusted with
sonic illegal operations, especially ones
that Congress has explicitly prohibited.
Perhaps because of the internecine
warfare still rampant in Washington,
nly nsanuscript emerged ham the cen-
sorship committees largely intact and
caused a minor uproar when it Was

released ost "60 Minutes" in 1982.
The House Judiciary Committee de-

omodcd a full investigation. The
General Accounting Office was
ordered to conduct a complete audit of

'.NaziMitelligence recruitment. Thai
report is due back to Congress in she
summer of 1985. Several Congressmen
are planning to hold hearings some-
time in the fall. Don't hold your
breath, lain still uncertain whether the
system will work.

You see, there is far 'sore buried in

the fiks Man the mere recritittnnt of
Nazis. I took a peek at some of our
modern operations when I was down
ill the vaults. There are no wOlva in
the underground forest today, but
there arc some rogue elephants. There

are still a few misguided individuals
who run secret programs at their own
instigation, the best and brightest of
today's generation repeating the errors
of Alan Dulles. Congress is less than
enthusiastic about poking about in •
these secret places, and Well they might
be. Congress has a few scandals of its
own buried in Suitland. Nothing cards- •
shaking mind you; a few senators and

!congressmen on Hiner's payroll, a few
folders of Swiss bank records, that sort
of thing. Most of our congressman are
suprisingly decent and reasonably
competent. But it only takes a few who •
know where the bodies are buried to
steer the unwilling away from Mc
unmentionable.

George Orwell 011CO told the story of
a French intelligence °nicer who san-
itized his own file to conceal his shift
of opinion after the Hitler-Stalin poet.
Orwell wrote "the most powerful form
of lie is the omission, and it is the duty
of the historian to make Sure that those
lies do not creep into Mc history
books."

(Eventually, the files at Suitland will
make their way into the history books.
After forty years, low-level Iles are
released to the National Archives.
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Position: Vice President
Salary:	 $19,500

L.

Name 	 LEBED, Mykola

Place of birth	 Koty, Ukraine	 Date of Birth 	 23	 November 1910

	

day	 Month Year

Social Security number

Addrass	 113 Douglas Ave., Yonkers, NY. 10703

I TS citizen	 Yes	 In naturalized date

Mother's maiden name  Katerina MAZOVSKA 

Brothers or sisters  Vasil and Olga 

Wife's name ( or husband's name )  Doria Olga Dumyn

Foreigntravel (list dates and countries)  Czechoslovakia(1932) , Imam

Germany (1934), Italy (1940), France (1946), Poland (1929)(1934 
A„.

Military service 	 UPA 

Education: . High school 	
University
Post graduate study

Language fluency  Ukrainian, Polish, German, English ., Czech, Italian,
Russian, Croatian, Slovakian.

Previous employment	 With, PROLOG since 1952 (Latest position as 
vice-presi ent.

Organizations of which you are a member 	 ZPUHVR



WAS PERSON TRACED?	 Yes
	

RESULTS: meqative

ANY SECURITY CLEARANCE OR POA? nA - CSA Feb. 58

rob')

SECRET

PROJECT:

NAME:

NATIONALITY:

r1R9YNAmIC

LEBED, Mykola

fr.S./rkrainian
z_ 31- ( L'f Ct,

NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT 1St V . P . Prolog Corp. - Distribution/W/see

FULL TIME / PART TIME / OTHER	 Part time eoA(sot
WITTING OR NOT:	 Witting

PAY AND CURRENCY:	 $19,500 USD.

NUMBER OF YEARS EMPLOYED: 32 Yrs.
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Deputy Director for Operations

FROM:
Chief, Political and Psychological Staff

SUBJECT:

Attached is a memorandum prepared by c	 adhe

of the QRDYNAMIC organization. Thi: r io sup a wholly-owned Agency

with its printing and publishing facility in Western Europe. The

objective of the QRDYNAMIC activity is to produce and infiltrate

a Ukrainian

1 .

nstrumentality,	 Q12i	 7 ' headquartered in New Yorkv_z_:,21

;2 

C4D
i;,,,,,,,i,

,.

q

into the Soviet Union material aimed at keeping alive Ukrainian gs...g

nationalist spirit while exploiting the vulnerabilities of the
:

5
Soviet system.

Tv

2. The subject of-ORDYNAMIC's concern is a recently release
NJA

study by the General Accounting Office (GAO) of the U.S. CongressCa,

describing alleged Nazis and 140( collaborators whom U.S. intel-

ligence organizations purportedly assisted in settling in the U.S.

following WorldWorld War II. The Chairman of the Hous6Oldiciary

MTIVIASSIWIt4 Mit ittltAtttrt
CtITIAI Wattl0tNtt Att1t/
50ORCES1HOOSEXEIMOT1041020
$AZ1 WAR CRIAES015t10i0OW,

WARNING NOTICE	 DATE 2003 2005	 CL BY
INTELLIGENCE SOURCES	 DECL OADR
OR METHODS INVOLVED	 DRV HUM 4-82
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SUBJECT:

aq.
gAr m t14-ee, Congressman M-i-ehftel Rodino, commissioned this study and

he"
d that hearings based on the report will be conducted by

his Committee in the fall. Of the	 individuals described in

the report, only one has a continuing relationship with the Agency,

Mykola Lebed, the founder and former head of QRDYNAMIC.

C,
3. The study is based on an extensive review of DO file

material, some of which goes back to predecessor organizations.

Based on a file review and discussions with Agency officers

familiar with the background of Mr. Lebed, it would appear that

he has been erroneously placed in 	 e category of Nazi collab-

orator -Seg-oed on unde ground actions he committed either against

the Nazis or before the war as a Ukrainian underground fighter.

Based on the record, he was not a Nazi collaborator and, in fact, inzyz,,,,

was considered by the Nazis to be a fugitive.

4. The issue at hand is significant beyond the question of

the report's accuracy. With the report in the public domain,

several newspaper articles have appeared, and it seems only a

matter of time until Mr. Lebed is mentioned by name. This could

2
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SUBJECT:

have a serious and possibly destructive effect on the entire

QRDYNAMIC operation. Attendant publicity would strain the

_

credibility of the organization. It can be assumed that investi-

gative reporting would probe its contacts and sources of support

and that Agency funding would soon become either apparent or widely

speculated. At the same time, it can be expected that the Soviet

Union would utilize Its active measures capability in an effort

destroy the organization, which has been a continuing target of

Soviet intelligence services since its inception in 19

5. This office first learned of the GAO report on 29 June

1985 through an article in the New York Times, one day after the

report had been made public. Neither the report itself nor the

fact that it was being prepared had been coordinated with this

office. We were, in fact, completely unaware that any such report-,,,,

was in preparation. When we looked into the matter, we were told

by IMS that about two years ago the GAO had obtained authorization

from a senior officer in the DO to have access to DO files for the

purpose of compiling such a report. Further, this senior officer

authorized the release of such documents to the GAO and the

3
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record and that this correction may be made public as soon as

possible.

4
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SUBJECT:

preparation of the report, specifically without requiring that this

be coordinated with any area divisions or staff within the DO.

Apparently as a result of this unusual procedure, the existence of

the report came as a complete surprise to this office.

6. In light of the above, we recommend that certain corrective

measures need to be taken at once to prevent the demise of one of

our major instrumentalities targeted against the Soviet Union:

a. That the Chairmen of the appropriate House and Senate

oversight committees be briefed of the situation, and that they

apprise Congressman Rodino as appropriate.

b. That means be explored to effect a correction of the

SECRET
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SUBJECT:

c. That a review be conducted to determine if there was

impropriety in the handling of DO information with regard to

sources and methods.

Attachment

5
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9 August 1985

FOR COORDINATION WITH	

SUBJECT: Potential Impact of GAO Investigation on QRDYNAMICS

1. On 2 August 1985, a meeting was held in the IMS office at
Headquarters between Agency representatives and Mr. John Tipton,
U.S. General Administration Office (GAO), the congressional inves-
tigation agency. The Agency was represented by Messrs.
and C.	 _ 1_ from PPS/SEO; 17-	 -1 and c
from IM&/FPL. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the
results of the GAO investigation of alleged Nazi and Axis collabo-
rators, some of whom were reportedly assisted by U.S. intelligence
agencies in settling in the United States. Specifically, the
subject of Agency concern is the case described in the GAO report
dealing with the founder and former head of QRDYNAMIC, Mykola —04040.,
LEBED. Based on subsequent review of Mr. LEBED's 201 file by

it would appear that he was erroneously placed in the 4:914o.
category of alleged Nazi collaborators by GAO investigators based
on allegations from sources of questionable reliability or actions MA
committed by Mr. LEBED as a Ukrainian freedom fighter before the	 iszcznA
war. (For discussion of this case, see draft memorandum from
C/PPS to DDO.)

2. C	 :I explained briefly the purpose of the meeting	 =ma
follows: The fact that the report is in the public domain, there
and the nature of Agency concern, which was essentially as

117
1,4't0'

aviwilsoa

is the possibility of public identification of Mr. LEBED by name 	 noww70—
with Subject D in the report and his previous as well as current	 ffirCZ
relationship to •the QRDYNAMIC operation. Attendant publicity
would strain the credibility of the organization, and it can be 11,5mmwg
assumed that investigative reporters would probe into the contacts 4:01:p

and sources of support and Agency connections. At the same time,
it can be expected that the SoViet Union would use its active IAA

measures capability to destroy the effectiveness of the organiza- aga
tion, which has been a target of Soviet intelligence service
attacks since QRDYNAMIC's inception in 1949. r a went o
to explain that his office learned of the investigation and th
existence of the report from the media, where it w

er
!;:::=.11= 

FOR

•
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SUBJECT: Potential Impact of GAO Investigation on QRDYNAMICs

the day after the issuance of the report. The draft report appar-
ently was not coordinated with DO staff elements. Had it been so
coordinated,	 2 said, we would have caught the inclusion
of Mr. LEBED in the report and brought to the attention of senior
agency officials and GAO investigators the potential impact of
this action on Agency equities. The main purpose of this meeting,
therefore, was to see what can be done now to minimize the serious
damage this development could have on Agency major
intrumentality. Specif- ically, the following points need to be
addressed:

• a. What records maintained by the USG agencies were
examined by the GAO investigators in addition to those kept
by the Agency, and was there any derogatory information of
which we are not aware?

b. Can the public record (in the GAO report) be
corrected and this correction made public to disassociate
Mr. LEBED from the category of Nazi and Axis collaborators?

c. What can be or should be done with respect to the
proposed hearings by Congressman Rodino, Chairman of the
House Committee on the Judiciary?

d. What other steps need to be taken to protect Agency
equities and possibly amend the harm done to Mr. LEBED's 	 =EA
personal standing in the community?

3. Mr. Tipton stated that he was generally aware of the
purpose of the meeting and sympathized fully with Agency 	 anamal

concerns. He made the following key observations:

a. The GAO team examined files maintained by INS, FBI,
and CIA. Findings in the GAO report are based primarily on
Agency files, since files of other agencies did not contain
any additional information of significance on Mr. LEBED.
When r	 noted that all allegations in Agency files
were based on sources of questionable credibility and were
answered or explained by Agency staffers in several key docu-
ments, Mr. Tipton stated that the allegations were taken on
their face value and especially since Mr. LEBED was the
subject of a similar investigation soon after his arrival in
the United States without fully resolving questions concern-
ing his background. Mr. Tipton opined that it would not serve
any purpose, in fact, it may even compound the problem at
hand if we were to try to correct the public record as pre-
sented in the GAO report, for it would only attract undue
attention to this matter by friend and foe alike.

b. Mr. Tipton said he is aware of the possibility of
congressional committee hearings on the cases surfaced in the
GAO report (including Mr. LEBED's) and has argued against

2
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SUBJECT: Potential Impact of GAO Investigation on QRDYNAMICs

it with Rep. Rodino's staff. Mr. Tipton stated that he does
not see what a congressional hearing may accomplish but we
should be aware that there are "forces" in the wings which
press for such hearings. Besides, as E	 „J_I noted, next
year is a congressional election year. If and when it
becomes estab- lished that a hearing is definitely being
planned, the Agency should bring its concerns to the
attention of Congressman Rodino and his staff.

c. Mr. Tipton went on to state that it is his under-
standing that the Justice Department's Office of Special
Investigation (OS!) has initiated its own investigation into

. Mr. LEBED's case. If this investigation uncovers serious
violations of U.S. laws by Mr. LEBED's entry into the U.S.,
this could serve as a basis for initiating deportation
procedures by the INS against Mr. LEBED. In this connection,c	 / suggested, and Mr. Tipton agreed, that OSI investi-
gators must be made aware of Agency concerns for its equities
in this case, but that we should approach OSI diplomatically
and cautiously.

4. After this informal exchange of views, all present agree
to the following game plan:

a. Mr. Tipton consented to review once again, together
with Agency representatives, the files on Mr. LEBED held by
the Agency and other USG agencies, as appropriate, to deter-
mine definitivelydefinitively the severity of allegations and whether his.;
inclusion in the GAO report was fully justified. Mr. Tipton
promised to get in touch with 	 J o/a 13 August to
arrange for this review.

b. As a first step in approaching OSI on this case, we
shoudd obtain the views of t 	 , formerly with Lamm
OSI, and now with OGC/CIA.

::=1M

ritsforsam

c. As for Congressman Rodino's planned hearings, we
should await a more definite word on whether and when these
hearings would take place, if at all.

3
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15 August 1985

MICROFILMED
-AO

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT:	 Potential Impact of GAO Investigation on QRPOOL\

1. On 16 August 1985, Messrs. L	 OGC, and
L.J., DO/PPS, met with Mr. Neil Sherr, Office of Special

Investigation (OSI), Justice Department. The subject of the meet-
ing was the case of •Mr. Mykola LEBED, who is cited in the General
Accounting Office (GAO) report as having allegedly been a Nazi
collaborator during World War II and was one of several such
persons who were .assisted by U.S. intelligence agencies to settle
in the United States after the war.. (See MFR of 9 August on the
same subject.)

2. Mr. LEBED has served, since 1952 until his retirement in
1979, as principal agent for one of our proprietaries, QRPOOL, an4amjiam
since then has continued association with the operation as a part-wimpy:a.
time advisor. The purpose of the meeting at OSI was to inform ?
Mr. Sherr of Agency concerns for a potential compromiwof QRPOOLlar„ja.
activity if any further publicity results from legitimate investOmmma
gations or public hearings.'

Mk=3. At the outset,	 assured Mr. Sherr that the
signwapurpose of our visit was not to influence in any way any legiti-

mate investigation which OSI may deem necessary in the case of
Mr. LEBED, but rather our primary and sole concern is for the
security ()four proprietary operations and that we wished to
communicate that concern to OSI s6 that appropriate steps are
taken to prevent undue exposure.

4. Mr. Sherr assured Agency representatives that care will
be taken to protect the security of the Agency proprietary if an
when investigation of Mr. LEBED's case is undertaken and that hi
office will inform Agency representatives of any new development
in the case. Mr. Sherr also added that he doubts thThere

erii;tC
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SECRET

SUBJECT: Potential Impact of GAO Investigation on QRPOOL

be any in-depth inquiry into Mr. LEBED's background for lack of
hard evidence, and that he has opined to Congressman Rodino's
staff that proposed public hearings of cases cited in the GAO
report would be superfluous.

5. Agency representatives informed Mr. Sherr that we also
intend to inform our oversight committees in Congress on this
matter and , voice our concerns for the security of the proprietary-\
operation.
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7 OCT 1985

MEMORANDUM FOR: Director, Office of Legislative Liaison

THROUGH:	 Deputy Director for Operations

FROM:
Chief, Political and Psychological Staff

SUBJECT:
	

GAO Report with Potential for .Compromise of
QRPLUMB Operation'

1. Purpose: The purpose of this memorandum is to bring to )
your attention a recent development which has a potential for a
compromise of QRPLUMB operation. _ This is an Agency instrumentality,,
a Ukrainian group headquartered in New York, with its printing and
publishing facility in Western Europe. The objective of the ,QRPLUMB
activity is to produce and infiltrate into the Soviet Union material
aimed at keeping alive the Ukrainian nationalist spirit while
exploiting the vulnerabilities of the Soviet system.

2. Background:

a. The subject of our concern is a recently released study
by the General Accounting Office (GAO) of the U.S. Congress des-
cribing alleged Nazis and Axis collaborators, some of whom U.S.
intelligence organizations purportedly assisted in settling in the
.U.S. following World War II. The Chairman of the House Judiciary
tommittee, Congressman Peter W. Rodino, Jr., commissioned this study
and reportedly intends to hold hearings based on the.report
fall. Of. f.thetwelye individuals : described (but not named)jn,:tWI
report as having had 'farmer Agency connections, only one has
continuing  rela:tionship with the Agency, Mykola Lebed, the founder"
and'fOrmerhead of QRPLUMB. -

b. The GAO study is based on extensive review of DO f.7,1
as well as those of other U.S. Government agencies (INS, FBI, D
National Archives). We have reviewed Mr. Lebed's 201: file and
cussed this matter with Agency officers familiar with his
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SECRET

SUBJECT: GAO Report with Potential for Compromise of
'QRpLUMB:,Operation

background.	 From this, it would appear that Mr. Lebed has been
placed by GAO investigators in the category of alleged Nazi
collaborator based on allegations by known or suspected Soviet
agents, or actions he committed before the war as a Ukrainian
underground fighter. According to the record, he was not a Nazi
collaborator and, in fact, was considered by the Nazis to be a
fugitive.

c. The issue at hand is significant beyond the question of
the report's accuracy. With the report in the public domain, and
several newspaper articles have appeared, it seems only a matter of
time until Mr. Lebed is mentioned by name. This could have a
serious and possibly destructive effect on the QRPLUMB operations.
Attendant publicity would strain the credibility of the organi-
zation. It can be assumed that investigative reporting would probe'
its contacts and sources of support and that Agency funding would
soon become either apparent or widely speculated. At the same time,
it can be expected that the Soviet Union would marshal its active
measures capabilities in an attempt to destroy the organization,
which has been a continuing target of Soviet intelligence services
since its inception in 1949.

d. This office first learned of the GAO report on 29
June 1985 through an article in the New York Times, one day after
the report had been made public. Neither the report itself nor the
fact that it was being prepared had been coordinated with this
office. We were, in fact, completely unaware that any such report
was in preparation. When we looked into the matter, we were told by
INS that about two years ago the GAO had obtained authorization from
the most senior DO level to have access to DO files for the purpose
Of compiling such a report. The DDO authorized the release of such
documents and the preparation of the GAO report, apparently without
requiring that this be coordinated with area divisions or staffs
within the DO. The existence of the report thus came as a complete
surprise to this office.

3. Action Taken: Subsequent to the appearance of the GAO
report, we took the following preliminary actions designed to
collect the facts surrounding this issue and forestall possible
compromise of QRPLUMB :

a. Discussions were held with the DO legal staff and with
the INS staff which provided the Agency documents to the GAO
investigative team. We also met with the head of the GAO investi-
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SECRET

SUBJECT: GAO Report with Potential for Compromise of
QRPLUMB Operation

gative team. The latter admitted in these discussions that the
allegations against Mr. Lebed were very weak and that had he known
of Mr. Lebed's connection with QRPLUMB instrumentality, he would not
have included the allegations against him in the unclassified GAO
report.

b. Agency representatives from the Office of the General
Counsel and this office met with the Head of the Office of Special
Investigation (OSI) at the Department of Justice and apprised him of
the case and our concern for the security of QRPLUMB operations.'
Chief, OSI stated that his office does not have a file on Mr. Lebed
and at the moment has no basis for initiating an investigation of
him; and if such investigation is warranted in the future, he will
inform the Agency of his action. He advised against taking any
action intended to correct the public GAO statement on Mr. Lebed
lest it attract unfavorable media investigative reporting. Addi-
tionally, he recommended that we inform our Congressional oversight
committees and Congressman Rodino of the case and our secdrity
concerns, especially since he had indications that Congressman
Rodino was under pressure from certain quarters to hold a hearing
on the GAO report.

•	 4. Action Recommended: In light of the above, we recommend
that the Director of Legislative Liaison inform the appropriate
House and Senate oversight committees and that Congressman Rodino be
apprised of our concerns for the security of the Agency's
operational instrumentality.
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16 October 1985

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: Interrogation of QRPLUMB/2

1. On 15 October 1985, Mr. Mykola Lebed, founder and former
head of QRPLUMB, 1952-79, was interrogated by two representatives
of the Office of Special Investivation (OSI), Department of Justice,
in the presence of two Agency officers. The interrogation took
place in New York, and stemmed from allegations that Mr. Lebed was
implicated in the political assassination of the Polish Minister of
Interior in 1934, and that he cooperated with the Germans during
World War II. These allegations also appeared in the GAO Report
prepared at the request of Rep. Rodino and were based in part on the
review of Agency files. (See C/PPS memorandum to OCLL, 7 Oct 85.).
The ground rules for the .interrogation Were that Agency reptesen-
tatives yould . be present and that the scope would be litited:tothe
period, 	 to 1945 (i.e. .end of the war) in 'Order gto prOtect
current Agency equity,_ _

2. Contrary to previous mutual agreement between OSI and
Agency representatives, the OSI interrogators conducted an in-depth
and aggressive interrogation of Mr. Lebed, and expanded their scope
into the history, policies, and operations . of the Organization of
Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN), of which Mr. Lebed was a member, and
during the war its acting head.

3. In the course of the five-hour interrogation, which was
under oath, Mr. Lebed admitted that he was indirectly involved in
the political assassination of the Polish official in 1934, for
which he was convicted, and declined to answer any more questions on
the subject contending that he was protecting living persons, and
that he mould testify on this matter only in court.

4. In response to all questions on the allegations of cooperation
with the Germans, Mr. Lebed categorically denied that he ever 	 .
cooperated with them: on the contrary, while his family was incar-
cerated in d concentration camp during the war, he was hunted by a--Gestapo for organizing and leading a nationalist anti-Nazi guerrill 
movement from 1941-44.

Cg.111.

OSI representatives argued that .their area of interest extends to
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SECRET

SUBJECT; Interrogation of

6. In response to Agency officers' query, OSI representatives
stated, on the record, that there are no grounds for criminal
prosecution of Mr. Lebed for his alleged part in the assassination
(because of expired statute of limitations); however, administrative
proceedings for Mr. Lebed's denaturalization, and ultimate depor-
tation could be instituted against him if the results of this
interrogation warrant it, and/or additional evidence may be
uncovered against him.

7. OSI representatives agreed to keep Agency representative
(OGC) informed of any further developments on this case.
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Deputy Director for Operations

FROM:
Chief, Political and Psychological Staff

SUBJECT:	 OSI Investigation with Potential for Compromise'
of QRPLUMB Operation

1. Purpose: The purpose of this memorandum is to bring to
your attention recent developments which have potential for the
compromise of the QRPLUMB operation. This is an Agency instru-r
mentality, a Ukrainian group headquartered in New York, with its
printing and publishing facility in Western Europe. The objectivef.
of the QRPLUMB actvity is to produce and infiltrate into the Soviet
Union material aimed at keeping alive the Ukrainian national spirit!
while exploiting the vulnerabilities of the Soviet system.!

2. Background:

a. The subject of our concern is Mr. Mykola Lebed, founder.
and long-term head of QRPLUMB (1952-1979); who has recently been the
object of investigations by the General AdministrationOffice (GAO)
and the Department of Justice.

b. Last June, after a two-year review of U.S. Government
files, including this Agency, GAO published a report on alleged
Nazi and Axis collaborators who ptIrportedly were assisted by U.S.
intelligence agencies in settling in the U.S. after World War II.
Of twelve individuals described in the report (but not named) only
'Mr. Lebed has a continuing relationship with the Agency:
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SECRET

SUBJECT: OSI Investigation with Potential for Compromise'
of QRPLUMB Operation

c. Based on our review of Mr. Lebed's 201 file and
corroboration of Agency officers familiar with his background,
we have no basis to believe that Mr. Lebed was a Nazi collaborator.
In fact, he organized and led (1941-44) a Ukrainian nationalist
armed resistance movement against Nazi occupation of Ukraine and as
early as 1941 was on the Gestapo wanted list. Because of Mr. Lebect's
prior services to this Agency (Operation REDSOX) and especially the
Agency's desire to utilize him in its future CA programs, Mr. Lebed
was settled in the U.S. under the provisions of Section 8 of the CIA
Act of 1949.

3. The issue at hand is significant beyond the question of
the GAO report's accuracy. The report is in the public domain,
and several newspaper articles on the subject have already appeared.
On 17 October 1985, Congressman Rodino, who commissioned the GAO
investigation, held a hearing on the report without identifying
individuals described in the report. It is a matter of time,
however, before Mr. Lebed is mentioned by name. This could have-_
serious and possibly destructive effect on the QRPLUMB operation:

4. In a separate action, and presumably ensuing from the GAO
investigation, the Office of Special Investigation (OSI), Department
of Justice, has initiated its own investigation into Mr. Lebed's
case. On 15 October 1985, the OSI, in coordination with CIA's Office
of General Counsel (OGC), conducted an in-depth interrogation of Mr.
Lebed in the presence of three Headquarters officers (OGC and PPS).

a. In the course of the interrogation, which was under
oath, Mr. Lebed admitted that he was indirectly involved in the
planning of the political assassination of a high Polish official
in 1934, for which he was convicted, and declined to answer any more
questions on the subject contending that he was protecting living
persons, and that he would testify on this matter only in court.

b. In response to all questions •on the allegations of
cooperation with the Germans, Mr. Lebed categorically denied that
he ever cooperated with them: on the contrary, while his family
was incarcerated in a concentration camp during the war, he was
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SUBJECT: OSI Investigation with Potential for Compromise
of QRPLUMB Operation

hunted by the Gestapo for organizing and leading a Ukrainian nation-
alist anti-Nazi guerrilla movement from 1941-44.

5. In response to Agency officers' query, OSI representatives
stated, on the record, that there are no grounds for criminal prose-
cution of Mr. Lebed for his alleged part in the assassination
(because of expired statute of limitations); however, administrative
proceedings possibly leading to Mr. Lebed's denaturalization and
ultimate deportation could be instituted against him if the results
of this interrogation warrant it, and/or additional evidence may be
uncovered against him.

6. The OSI has also given us to believe that it may request
Soviet authorities, as the OSI has done in many other cases before,
for any documentary or testimonial evidence on Mr. Lebed. Given Mr.
Lebed's past history as a leading Ukrainian nationalist and freedom
fighter, and also as the founder and long-time head of one of the
most effective Agency's CA instrumentalities, it is very conceivable
that the Soviets will spare no effort for the opportunity to destroy
Mr. Lebed's personal reputation, inflict serious damage to the cause
of the Ukrainian nationalist movement, and of our most immediate
concern, expose and destroy the QRPLUMB organization, which has been
a continuing target of Soviet active measures since its inception.

8. Because of our concern for the security of QRPLUMB; OGC
and PPS officers have communicated to the Chief of OSI our concerns
for the Agency's instrumentality,' 	 he agreed to keep this Agency
informed of any further developments on this issue.

9. Recommended Action: In light of the above, it is our
belief that we should be prepared, if required, to take appropriate
intercessionary action designed to prevent the compromise of the
Agency's operational instrumentality.
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15 January 1986

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

-	 -\

SUBJECT: QRPLUMB - "Village Voice" Approach to Lebed

_

1. On this date QRPLUMB/ C	 J.1' telephoned @ Roy Fisher
and informed him cryptically that three reporters from the
Village Voice had approached Mykola Lebed that morning (15 Jan)
and attempted to interview him •for an article they said they
were preparing. According to P,< N he listened to them briefly
then closed the door on them, but not before they photographed
him.

2. P c.__J speculated that they may next be visiting the,
QRPLUMB organization and he wanted to give us early warning ' of
this 	 Although we did not discuss it in any detail over the
phoneaP c -=r is well aware of ,how to handle press queries. He
agreed to notify us immediately of any further developments.

3. As a precautionary measure, I notified C-	 .3 of
the Public Affairs Office, of the above developments on the
chance that the Agency may receive a query in connection with
the Village Voice article.
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RE: MYKOLA_LEBED

DATE: 15 Jan. 1986

On 15 Jan. 1986 at approx. 12:00 hrs. three persons came to Mykola LEBED'S home in

Yonkers, rang the doorbell ( there was no warning phone call in advance) and presented

themselves to him as reporters from the newspa per "The Village Voice". They wanted to

conduct an interview with him. He told them that he is writing his memoirs and does not

give interviews. They then asked him if he had read the GAO Report and the section which

deals with him. He replied no. Then they asked him if he was head of the SB in the OUN.

He replied no. They then said that according to John Armstrong's book, Ukrainian

Nationalism, he was the head of the SB. Lebed again denied this. Then they asked him if

he was in Zakopnie in Poland before the war. He said that he was, but left after a short

while. At that moment, one of the reporters photographed him without permission. At

this he shut the door.
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29 January 1986

OU.86-0229

MEMORANDUY F;.:: THE RECORD

SUBJECT: Village Voice - Story on Lebed

1. I talked to the HPSCI and SSCI Staff Directors (and
17 is talking to the I0B) this date, about.the

possibility of a Village. Voice story accusing .Lebed . of NAZI
collaboration.	 that
large" ti.krigx .a'e. :44.jatiWE,LindetIbyhAq6hcyCàh.t] we
had lono known of these apparently spurioUs charges._ A
thorough file review by an OGC lawyer C.	 1 had
further conirmed this view, as had a tentative Department of
Justice de7:ision not to pursue the charges.

2. R ctt. Szaff Directors seemed satisfied and had no
questions

Office of Legis1at i vc Liaison
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29 January 1986

Oil 8(,41.1..0

4E4ORA . r.	 ',CORD

SUBJECT: Vil!ene Voice - Story on Lobed

1. 1 talkrd to the HPSCI and SSCI Staff Directors (and

C. :T is talking to the IOW this date, about the
'Juba	 of a Village Voice story accusing Lebed of NAZI
collaboration. I explained that Lebed was formerly head of
large Ukrania% exile organisation 'funded by the Agency, and we
had lone kr-v- nf these apparently spu ninn. ,-hAr ..S. A

thorougn	 review by an OGC lawyer	 :3)- hal
further :n*'1-- •:•*1 this view, as had a 	 --,actment of

Justice	 .-.:n not to pursue the charges.

2. ::aff Directors seened satisfied and had no
question..
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Curzent listing of: T665:2
Slug: AM-Voice-Ukrainian lstLd-Writ
Category:APTVra

02/05/86 11:01 Page:
Date: 02/04/86 16:53:44
Story:p0794

'AM-Voice-Ukrainian, 1st Ld - Writethru,0454<
"Voice: Ukrainian Nazi Collaborator Lives In Yonkers<
^Eds: INSERTS 1 graf after 8th graf "Two . years” with no comment
by INS and CIA<<

NEW YORK (AP) — 	man who now lives in Yonkers collaborated wit
the Nazis during World Wr II but was given U.S. citizenship
because of intervention by the Central Intelligence Agency, the
Village Voice reported Tuesday.

The Voice said Mykola Lebed, now 75, led the security forces
a faction of the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists that worked
with the Nazis. The group committed atrocities against Jews,
intellectuals, communists and other nationalist forces, according
to documents cited by the Voice.

In addition, the weekly newspaper charged that Lebed had
attended a Gestapo 'school in Poland. It quoted from an account by a
fellow Ukrainian nationalist who attended the school and claimed to
have seen Lebed help torture a Jewish man who was accused of raping
•a German woman.

There was nO answer at Lebed's home on Tuesday. Lebed refused tag=
be interviewed by the Voi.ce, but in a brief encounter at his home
he denied having headed,the OUN-B security forces, and said he quit
the Gestapo school after fiVe . weeks, the weekly newspaper said.

According to the Voice, Lebed was identified only as Subject
in a recent General Accounting Office study on cases in which U.S.
intelligence organizations aided in the flight of Naz
collaborators to this country.

The report said the man was used as an American agent soon aft
the end of the war, and — because of fear for his personal safety
and his familiarity with U.S. intelligence operations, the CI ---

SGIMSbrought him to the United States."
Lebed arrived in New York in 1949; when he filed f

citizenship, his identity and history were concealed from
Immigration and Naturalization Service," the Voice said.

Two years later, the INS opened an investigation i
status, but the CIA intervened to protect his citizenship under
provision that allows it to bring 100 people to the United States
each year on national security grounds, regardless of their
background, the Voice said.

Verne Jervis, a spokesman at INS headquarters in Washington,
said the agency would have no comment on the report. Patti Volz, a
CIA spokeswoman in Washington, said that she had not seen the
report and that the agency had no immediate comment.

The Voice said the Justice Department's Office of Special
Investigations, which works to deport war criminals, is examining
the case.

Lebed is retired. Until recently, he was president of the Prolog
Research and Publishing Association, which specializes in
Ukrainian-language books and magazines. The Ukraine is now part of
the Soviet Union.
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11 February 1986

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

FROM:	 DC/PPS/SEO

SUBJECT: Recent Press Allegations Regarding QRPLUMB

REF:	 OLL Memo, dated 29 January 1986

1. Recent press articles focussing on Mykola Lebed, the
former head of CIRPLUMB, have concentrated up to now on the Nazi
war crime issue. While the articles have contained questioning
about funding for QRPLUMB and the Agency's'role in re-settling
Lobed in the early post-war years, there is no indication as yet
that the press coverage will attempt to reveal or play up an
Agency role in QRPLUMB today.

Z. When we first learned of the likelihood of a press
article on Lebed, we checked with Cover Staff to confirm the
viability of the devised facility used for funding QRPLUMB. The
devised facility is considered viable and we see no reason at this
time not to stick by the established cover story for QRPLUMB.

3. We have learned that Lobed is considering speaking with
Journalists in order to present his side of the story concerning
his role before and during World Wet' II. This may include an
interview with a New York Times correspondent. Another action
contemplated 15 a request to the Rodino sub-committee for a hearing
to clear his name. And in addition Lobed is exploring the possi-
bility of pressing a libel suit against his detractors. We are
told he feels quite strongly about what he terms to be the distor-
tions and outright lies presented in recent press accounts. Since

the thrust of the issue concerns Lebed's wartime activities, we do
not see at this point any immediate threat to QRPLUMB's cover
viability. We will be monitoring the situation closely and will
advise should we sense any change. 	 !/!.)
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT:_ Mykola Lebed

ALL PORTIONS
CLASSIFIED CONFIDENTIAL
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DOC. MICRO. SER.

tEE3 7 1991
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OGC-86-50505
12 February 1986
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1. On 5 February and on 6 February, I had several
conversations with officers of CIA components and with officials
of the Office of Special Investigations (OSI), Department of
Justice, regarding reports published in the Villiage Voice (Vol.
31, No. 6, 11 February 1986) and in the New York Times (6 February
1986) on Mykola Lebed.	 &NJ

2. On 5 February 1986, I was informed by Michael Wolfe,
MaDD/OSI, that an article on Mr. Lebed had appeared in the Village	 es,„

Voice. Mr. Wolfe indicated to me that this article "concerned"
him; however, he was not then sure what effect the article would

maiv.7241.4,1
they indicated that (1) the articles had not compromised the cover
status of. ,prolog,.a CIA proprietary With which Mr. Lebed was
connected;: and (2) they were not entirely clear on the status of
OSI's investigation of Mr. Lebed. L 	 1 inquired as to
whether OSI would consider releasing a public statement indicating
that none of the allegations of Nazi collaboration made against
Mr. Lebed had been substantiated or whether Mr. Lebed could make
any formal exculpative statements to OSI ‘ for OSI's investigation
record. Both 	 7 and L. 	 =Iwere concerned-for-----,—

L,ms
Mr. Lebed's physical safety. r_	 :I also inquired á 's to
whether the Village Voice article would expedite the
investigation of Mr. Lebed. 	 WCATict:

•	 .1)051_>/a
3. Upon becoming aware of these concerns, I contacted-Neal •

Sher, Director, OSI, and Michael Wolfe to determine the status of
Mr. Lebed's investigation. Messrs. Sher and Wolfe indicated that
their investigation would continue and that it might intensify
somewhat as a result of some of the allegations made in the press

have on the OSI investigation of Mr. Lebed, which was
"continuing." , I subsequently spoke with C	 .; Deputy
Chief, PPS/SE0', and E 	 PPS/SIB] regarding their
concerns over the Lebed story. At the time I spoke with them,
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but that there was no fixed time frame for completing the
investigation. Mr. Sher indicated that it might be possible for
OSI to provide CIA for the benefit of Mr. Lebed a copy of any
written determination that the case had been dropped but that this
could occur only after that determination had been made and if
other senior DOJ officials agreed. Mr. Sher also stated that
Mr. Lebed could provide OSI with a formal statement for their
investigation if he wished to do so.

4. On 6 February, I met with c	 3' Associate
General Counsel, and ,c- 	:/, General Counsel Designate,
in OGC to discuss this matter further.	 i subsequently
called E.	 PAO, to inquire as to any interest by her
office in coordinating and releasing a public statement on the
allegation that CIA had used Section 8 of the CIA Act to
facilitate the entry of suspected Nazis, including Mr. Lebed.
Prior written documents I received appeared to confirm that CIA
did not avail itself of S 8 in this manner. L., l'believed
that a statement in response to such a charge was unnecessary and
would further publicize those charges levied against Mr. Lebed,
perhaps endangering him. I then contacted 	 D	 DD/OCA, to
apprise him of the published reports on Mr. Lebed and to forewarn
him that statements made by Elizabeth Holtzman on the Lebed
matter, to the effect that CIA previously had lied during a 1979
Congressional hearing, could lead to renewed Congressional
inquiries. I proceeded to contact Messrs. L.:	 A and c	 _I to
provide them with these details and we agreed to remain in contact
to discuss any further developments.
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25 March 1986

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

FROM:
PPS/SEO/SIB:

SUBJECT:	 _Update on Mykola Lebed's Situation

1: At our request, on 19 March 1986 Headquarters offic
met, with Mykola Lebed and three,L of his closest. adTisors
( E	 n	 6	 A ', and 1:	 -11) to per-Eggng:
sdhally advise Lebed of our tOnderns . regarding the situation 	 ,j
that arose form the allegations that appeared in the "Villagssmsi,
Voice":

2: I_ 1-, speaking on Lebed's behalf, revie
the action undertaken by Lebed to establish what actions he
could take againtt the "Village Voice:" A number of law fi
were approached in order to find out if a libel suit would
appropriate and if it ,could be won: Two law firms expresse
their opinions that a libel suit would be umproductive in
this case: One law firm, however, responded positively and
requested additional information on the "Village Voice" article
before agreeing to take up the case: No agre'ements or commit-
ments have been made by either party: Furthermore,
expressed the opinion that once Lebed's name is cleared the
situation would be resolved: He offered the follwing sugges-
tions as means to do so:

• Have GAO prepare a new report clearing Lebed:
Approach the Congressional Committee, which received
the GAO report, and have the Committee review it with
additional evidence:

- Approach a Congressman, through prominent members of
m&45§ 1mE0 $00 IttrAlAmptinian Community, and push for new hearings:,
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SUBJECT:	 Update on Mykola Lebed's Situation

3: The Headquarters officers pointed out to Lebed that
GAO reports are almost impossible to correct or amend and that
the GAO report, per se, does not identify Lebed by name nor
does it refer to him as a criminal, it only links him to a
Polish event: Therefore, the proposed measures were not
suitable: The Headquarters officers then made the following
counterproposals:

Write a serious, well-documented letter to prominent
newspapers with the goal of clearing Lebed:

▪ Have a prominent Ukrainian scholar prepare a scholarly
study explaining Lebed's role in the OUN organization
during World War II for publication in an appropriate
publication:

• As a final resort, apprciAch Congress:

4: Lebed and his collegues agreed with Headquarter's
proposals and indicated that they had already written a letter
to the "Village Voice" requesting a retraction of the story an4.,
the letters were being prepared for the "New York Times" and	 i4-10113
for Ukrainian newspapers:

5 .: All agreed, however, that the primary concern at thisem
time was the safety for Mr: Lebed: Headquarters officers aske7
Mr: Lebed if we could perhaps assist him in relocating to somen_a m
other place outside the New York metropolitan area: Mr: Lebed'411-';.
declined this offer citing his wife's illness and the fact tha,,,—„a
he was unwilling to run away from the problem: We discussed 2agraza
with Mr: Lebed whether there was anything else we might do
ensure his continued safety: Nobody present could think of- • 	 -"
anything else we could do which would be consistent with the mar/Avalga'

Agency's statuatory responsibilities: C 	 3 then sum-
marized the action he has taken to provide security for Lebed
He was in contact with the FBI Task Force in New York and th
he was given advice as to what should be dne and what precau
lions Lebed should take: The FBI will be in contact if and
when they believe Lebed was in danger: The local police form.
was also contacted and made aware of the situation:•

6. The meeting ended on an upbeat note with all prese
agreeing that C	 3should keep in touch with the FBI Tas
Force and local police On matters of security for Lebed: 	 In
the meantime Lebed agreed not to initiate a liabel suit against.

2
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SUBJECT:	 Update on Mykola Lebed's Situation

. the "Village Voice at this_times_inceJle understands that such
action on his part could destroy the QRPLUMB organization':
Lebed promised to keep us advised of any future actions that
he might contemplate:

7: We will continue to monitor the developments of this
case very closely and will advise accordingly:

cm-21744
APtpwaQ.411
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April 2, 1986

To the Editor
The New York Times
229 West 43 Street
New York; NY 10036

•

113 Douglas Avenue
Yonkers, NY 10703

OtCLASSIFIED AND RELEASED BY

CENTRAL INTELLIBENCE AGENCY

SOURCESMEINDOSEXEMPTION3B28

NAZI WAR CRiAESOISCLOSUREACT

OAT: 2003 2005

Dear Sir,

On February 6 this year you published an article by . Ralph Blumenthal
which repeated a string of distorted and unsubstantiated allegations
against me that first appeared in the Village Voice. Dr. Taras Hunczak,
professor of history at Rutgers University and a leading authority on
Ukraine during World War II, has informed me that he sent you a letter
dated February 10 refuting these allegations with the request that you
publish it in your newspaper. So far it has not appeared. Dr. Hunczak
also proposed to Mr. Blumenthal in a telephone conversation that he might
conduct an interview with me. Mr. Blumenthal was agreeable but has given
no other response so far. Therefore, in the name of truth and in defense
of my name I ask that your readers be given the following information:

I was never a Nazi nor did I collaborate with the Germans. I was never
trained in any German . police school nor was I engaged in persecuting Jews
or any other nationals. After the head of the Organization of Ukrainian
Nationalists (OUN) Stepan Bandera and his deputy Yaroslav Stetsko had
been placed under house arrest in July 1941, subsequently to be
incarcerated at the Sachsenhausen concentration camp from Sept 1941 to
September 1944, I headed the underground anti-Nazi resistance of the OUN
(mid-July 1941 to May 1943). The above is a matter of record and can be
proven on the basis of German and other documents. From May 1943 until I
left Ukraine in July 1944, I was responsible for the- efforts of the
underground to establish contacts with the Western Allies in order to
gain support for the struggle of the Ukrainian people for independence, a
fact confirmed by the German intelligence reports. In the West, I have
.continued in this endeavor.

From the days of my youth, the independence of Ukraine has been and
remains the main objective of my political activity. I share this aim
with all the members of the Ukrainian liberation movement. Our struggle
has never been directed against any other people; we opposed only those
foreign powers which enslaved and aided the enslavement of Ukraine.

During the Polish occupation of Western Ukraine, I was imprisoned
for six years (1934-39) following a trial at which I was convicted for
alleged participation in the plot to assassinate the Polish Minister of

p r



the Interior, Bronislaw Pieracki. My wife and other relatives were

arrested by the Gestapo in September 1941, and in 1944, together with my

15-months old baby daughter, they were imprisoned in the Ravensbrueck

concentration camp. My brother, also an activist in the anti-Nazi
underground perished in the struggle with the Soviet Communists, and my

father spent almost nine years in a Soviet concentration camp. On October
4, 1941 the Gestapo and Sicherheitsdienst (SD) issued a warrant for my

arrest and launched an active manhunt for me. I enclose a copy of the
warrant in English translation for your attention as well as a copy of

the StateMent from the External Representation of the Supreme Ukrainian
LiberatiOn'Council.

Furthermore, I would like to call your attention to the fact that
during the German occupation of Ukraine, German propaganda accused
Ukrainian nationalists of serving the Soviets. Later the Soviets used the
same tactic and accused Ukrainian nationalists of being Nazi
collaborators. As far as the Soviets are concerned, their propaganda
campaign continues to the present day, and indeed, has grown stronger.
These same accusations are now being spread by the western mass media.

In a communist dictatorship or under any other kind of totalitarian
regime, individuals or groups have no opportunity to defend themselves
against false accusations. I hope that in our free society you will
consider it a legitimate request for me to exercise a right of reply,
thus providing your readers with the facts as I have described them to
correct the misleading information in Mr. Blumenthal's article.

Sincerely yours,

Mykola Lebed

2
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NUMORANDUM FOR: Deputy Director for Operations

FROM:
Acting Chief, Political and Psychological Staff

SUBJECT:	 Update on Mykola Lebeci's Situation

REF:	 DD/0-86-0444

I. Background: Early this year an article was published
in the New York weekly "Village Voice" alleging that a former
chief of an Agency proprietary was guilty of war crimes. This
article was based on a GAO report on individuals whom the
Agency had assisted in resettling in the United States
following World War II. The Justice Department has looked into
the matter and advised us officially but informally that it
does not believe a war crimes . case can be made and is not
pursuing the investigation.'

2. Mikola Lebed, the individual concerned, has faced a
series of harrassments%and-threats based on the "Village Voice"
article. Moreover, there is pressure from within the Ukrainian(=)
emigre community to pursue a libel suit against the "Village' . , groi

the Ukrainian community. Having been advised-that he was	
vtgre.-0.;7Voice" as a means of clearing his name and the reputation of

considering taking legal action, PPS representatives requested
a meeting to discuss options and consequences. Our main
objective has b een to avoid any legal action which could
jeopardize the current Agency relationship with the
organization, QRPLUMB.

3. The session with Lebed went well and it was our
impression that he and the other QRPLUMB representatives
understood the risks and likely futility of legal action, givenFgC,
the prevailing libel laws and the defense attorney's certain
request for legal discovery. It appears that Lebed will now
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SUBJECT:	 Update on Mykola Lebed's Situation

seek other means of redressing his grievance, including an
attempt to gather serious, conVincIngtestimony of his wartime
rotes:produce well documented'letters'to'prominent newspapers,
etc. — As'a : last'resoq,V hcOwould consAder'having prominent
Ukrainians approach . a:,,Congrpssman'Andll,attempt to have the GAO
report corrected,.,:.::,,

t•

4. Lebed and his QRPLUMB colleagues agreed to keep us
informed of any action he takes and we will continue to monitor
developments closely.
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Court Puts Burden df Proof

On Plaintiffs in Libel Cases

Doman
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By Al Kamen
Washington Post Staff Writer

The Supreme Court, in a major
victory for the news media, ruled
yesterday that people suing news
organizations for libel must over-
come the difficult burden of proving
that the published statements about
them were false.

The 5-to-4 decision, written by
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor, over-

' turned laws or court rulings in at
least nine states that require the
media to show that what they pub-
lished was true.

The issue of which party has the
burden of proof is pivotal and often
determines whether a suit is even
worth bringing. Until yesterday,

. however, the constitutional require-

ments for both public figure and pri-
vate figure plaintiffs had* been un-
clear, libel lawyers said.

The case involved only . stiits by
private individuals, who face fewer
legal obstacles in pressing libel suits
than public figures. But experts said
it will apply as well to wits by pub-
lic figures.

"The First Amendment," O'Con-
nor said yesterday, quoting a 1974
ruling, "requires that we protect
some falsehood in order to protect
speech that matterS."

The ruling, which protects only .
reporting on issues of "public con-
cern," drew A harsh dissent from
Justice John Paul Stevens, who .
called it "pernicious." Stevens said
the court "today seems to believe

ieii4r.14.
ecidgftlititial titent3i.tOlefame."

' prior court
Plaintiffs I the media

hay'e . .tO. Proiiti that s..news
orgaiiizatrbilit or

.'PegligentikaTpblici-,figuress must.
show "reckless ce'WO/ing..disre- •
yid for tbS

said,.
Ifierel'catitS1104, 11" ady, basis for

' .a eeneetithitir --signifldant amount
of	 .bi deterred"
state* thsç ;000 Abe media to
bear, the	 Pine/. •**it. .	 1.0

'dee Wirteti;..	 eT: and Justices
Byron Ii White	 .. H.
ReMuit.„ '

'deCialOei in 'Philadelphia:
Nes4pditlirms.fisi; it HePps extends a
series Of Minis In the last 20 years

• that generally have kroatlened First
Amendment 'preteCtieriti for the Me-
dia..

It was the iieCOnd major pro-me-
din ruling in the past few years for
the current cOurt, which Was once
convetitlottaily described as anti-
press. Three years ago; the justices
said that a0Pellate courts should ex-
ercise extraordinary review over
!ewer court libel decisions in order
to safeguard First Amendment
rights of the press.

The ruling yesterday stemmed
from an investigative series written
a decade ago by two reporters for
The Philadelphia Inquirer. The se-
ries said federal "investigators have
found connections” between a chain
of beer distributorships owned by
Maurice S. Hepps and "underworld
figures."

Hepps sued the newspaper. A tri-
al judge ruled that Pennsylvania's
law requiring The Inquirer to prove
the veracity of its stories violated
the Constitution and said Hepps
must prove the allegations were
false. A jury ruled in favor of the
newspaper.

But the state high court ()Vet -

turned the ruling, saying that v,.1;:l
the Supreme Court's 1974 decision
in Gertz v. Welch required Henri t.1
prove the newspaper had been iteg
ligent or careless, the 1974 nail!:
did not force him to prove the ar-

: tides were false as well. The stat.
court sent the case back for a nc-w
trial.

O'Connor, in reversing the sta t •
court, offered a brief outline for Ii
bel law standards.

She said that the need for c:Ga-

stitutional protection increases witli
• the importance of. the subject being

reported in the press. When the
plaintiff is a public figure and the
published material is of public con-
cern, the Constitution requires the

greatest protection. But when the
speech is of "exclusively private
concern and the plaintiff is a private
figure; she said, "the constitutional
requirements do not necessarily"

' demand Special protection for the
media.

O'Connor said Pennsylvania's
"Shield" law, which allows reporters
to refuse to divulge- sources, may
make more difficult to win suits
against' the media, but she said it
did not seem that important to the

! • onstitutional standard for libel.
1 Bruce' , W. Sanford, a First
,Amendment expert and media at-

. torneyi said the ruling would be "ex-
' traordinarily helpful to the media to
: deter people with weak claims from

suing."
; Michael McDonald, general coun-
sel :fog ...the American Legal Foun-
dadon,:which supports the cause of
libel plaintiffs, said the ruling was
"surprising" and was another exam-
ple of the high court's further
tionalization" of the First Anlend •

ment.
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vas nest concerns:1 . hp the atlas on pips SO end 11, which
°lain, that the ADO Celled to adequately research the series
ofteis In Ausbralien and es a result broadscet defasstory
material.
As I linlisited Law earlier letter, the series 11211 meticulously
researched. ADC Sadtoos Mead or Speolalist Mks, eater Norton,
asked John Status to provide. further detailed account or the
rases:oh ondertaxas to support the statements lade in reletias
to JAW0111411 MLA..

Jahn Loftus' reply is attached.
la the light of the serigntircharies you sake against Yr Loftus,

request that you publish his response in Its entirety In the
next issue of the hustralianAnuoinien neviev.
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October 10. 19110

Peter Norton
If 	 of Specialist Teaks
Australian Broadcasting Concretion
Broadcast Novae
149•191 Elissbeth $	
Sydney 1000 Australis

Cast me. Porton.
Thank you toe toromedtog the/nide on page 10.A	 lien.Ukranian Review. Spring len/. The article implies
that neither I nor Prof 	  bellin knoa of any evidence to
shoo that Otearko'e Orgenisetion of obranion Potions 00000 (God
coliabotatvd with the Parte es wore Involved with atroaltles.
The article implies that 1 bad not even read the Pact
documents cited by Dallis. end that the ouP was benien 
onanisetion thel enlisted Jews with tales passport*.
Finally, the article insinuates that my criticism of the OUP
stems it04 communist smithies. Sash of these allegetione ere
false and I shell eebutt thee specifically.
firstly. 1 net only reed !belled doe/unto sited by Pretence
Oallial in hie book deepen Pule in Ousel,. I flew to California
in 1980 to interwieW reorient Dillth 04 behalf of the Justice
Department. Professor Oultin graciously loaned me the three
	 t Pad documents that he used In welting the book. Cot

7 only did 1 egad them, in many o 	  I verified their accuracy
against tagleitl Pest records in the U.S. National Archives.
Went. the article implies Chet the Peat Gensen government
rejected Oallilee research in the Oberlander case. lance
Oberlender was convicted me awe: criminal. as S recall. 1
doubt theselmegstaGns. Professor Oallin'a international
reputation es • historian nuns no defense from me. Sven it
these charges were true. there may have bean a votY Oddreason for Professor Malin to withold coctein source
material. 1 shell now 	 I whet Plot	 Petite penspe
cogld not tell the west Cesium Government in 191%1. since It

get
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was declassified only recently, the U.S. 'averment had a
secret Nati docUMent entitled The?1iitm.flt of the Faustian
Probl em during the Time of the st one . oe a st Rijin. in
Amen!. fOr nearly forty years, the contents of th sVoluminous manuscript have been classified TOP •tCAUff by theU.S. Amy, end was evaljahle, until very recently. only tofederal employees.
The manuscript is o personal account of the recruitment and
sactet collaboration of various Suasion. White Oussien. andManion groups with Wail intelligence during World Wee tr.The author is an unimpeachable Nati source, S.S.
Ob 00000 rmbannfushror Friedrich nucherdt. who helped coordinate 1
the Wasi mobile killing units ininestepruppeni On the rFront. In return for his encyciopedic knowledge of secret weal
collaborators, including the OUN..11ueberdt was bidden from the
nurechurg Prosecutors hy American Intelligent.. The remainderof the timastsgruppen leaders were convieted Cu major war
criminals and, with few emotions, were hanged. To meknowledge. Suchardt ame the only $.1. Cinestsgruposn l tt ttt toescape Justice.
I verified Professor Vallin's carbon copy of Suchardt's
manusorlpt by compering it with the original in the Top i
	 -Ssnmitive Podument oo ttttt Lon of tne Army Chief ofStaff for Intelligence. In enaltien. I crone-checked theSuoheedt manuscript against the unpublished and cilleeiried
ilinestagruppen report's, es well as against our Mar DepartmentProject (WDO miorofilm document collection of captured Pest
doCanents concerning the Ukraine end White Wassail.

'In addition. I WU	 ated. .	  to the still classified
eleven volume collection of the OUS/11 which Mihola Lobedtumid ned over to Army CIO. which consists of the Internfiles
I of the ani. Professes ballin and I ere perhaps the only peoplealive who have bud complete souses to the original Matti

records of the OUP Mash have Wan ttttt ified by Americanintelligence fee the last forty yeare. The Suchardt $.8.
manuscript is Indisputably authentic. I Iwo ii deolsesified,
nennOilliod rormion in EY PO ttt s t ion. The original Osmanmanuscript la in Top Seorat Vault N0.6. ACII .SD India,

IConfidential Informant, Seeles, Suitland, Maryland.
I find It •mueing that some tttttttttt Meal/dans ate denyingthe Seal foots of the OUN. According to Iluobeedt. the OUP in
Australis was in esotat contact with bigh•leVei West partyleaders prior to /OAS through II Man aimed Inanowals g . accordingto lucherdt. (p.S), llonwmales was the hesd of the
eetemoo-naticnalisticLarainien newel oreenisstion or whichwat .ective all over the world and supposedly was financially

41)
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euPPorted esnecially by Ukrainian emig 	  in Canada, URA andAustralis. IL developed n very active imbue/aims andconspicative activity and would also not caffein fromviolence." confiroatich of nusbaslIt'e charge, can be found
independently in Siyte and Kahn's book eabotele. whichdescribes OUN 	 tat activity on behlit ortbe Pails in I
pre-war America, including torture chambers, bombin gs. endrobberies.
Admiral Canaria. head of Cowman Nititery 1'1%4,111p.m:4 iftwithri
noted in hie diary that he planned to use lb. Cud for the
'annihilation of the Jeva4n4 the roles.' iNuremboso Oda.
1047.90, eUchardt econfires,that the plane were circled outThe cooparetion—indeting bit**.* the Oesaan
authorities - particularly the German intelligence serviceand the OUn become stisotive foe the first tine In the .
neemen-Polith vat when the OUN supplied service* of all kinds
to the German &mad tome slanting the Uketnisn settlementeeeee of tolsnd.'
After the CUM proved ite esti devotion in the Polish campaign,
Suchardt notes (p.111)1 'The germen intelligence •edvics
continued the promotion of the GUN 	  it was the
intention to make use of its connections for their own
intelligence en:vice-as well as for notion. behind the Plosion
front during the expected vair...Sased on this assumed decisive
back-up. the OUP showed an increasing radicalism...Mill
provoked a.eplit in the OUS...whereby the more mod 	predominantly older members, led by Colonel Melnik, loft the
organisation while Sanders continued its policy.'
Actootanirtaluelfeiaili:iii. Bender's ,* faction COUN/11)
continued through 1940 and 1941 with the planning for
Op aaaaa on Barbarous, 'Im the seuthof the 	  front, in
Ukrelpis. the above mentioned Ukrainian nationalist
organisation OUn bed been very much Ueed already daring the
;repetition of the susolan asepalger by the Oarman armed
	  pertIculatty by the German intelligence. A close

cooperation had been developl between the OUP under Saniets
and the ohm= authoritiee,.. Suchardt notes that the OUP'S
role increased after the invasion to a new end more Sinister
role (p.,$) 'Thus, the =wee used, betoe• the were largely
for intelligence purpose. and later, during tbe advance, to
Put at the di 	 1 leaders knowing the regions and the •
language as well as for purposes of sabotage action, bibind
the auselan.lines.•

Pot the fleet time, Sucks/de confirms that the OUN was
secretly behind the selection of local dollshosstose for Its
Use& security sidollins in the Ukraine, Palle Nbrainiene.
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nutty persons naiad by the OUM. WPC, then also Somedintely
nominated as tempo:sty mayors. police Chief,. etc." mewls
/shed eal_ln charge of the internal 	 Sty section of
ilendets'a GUN faction (000/8 g) and Maned the Nagle hand.pict
OW' members to staff the poll 	 11 	 he occupied
Ukraine. Label later provided his files to U.S. intelligence,
including the security checks for eons 8,000 Oku oeuhere
listing their position. In the Nati police and voeuelty
ogencies.

sunbaked' admits the these local polies forces 	
feelings of terror in the conquered 	  112.111e8von though
the first contact with the Orman occupation rawer - the	 •
organisetional contusion. the lack of *dinning. the fleet
•mbit/err neseutee of violence. the first shooting of
Jwv****-elegedY 	d organ ml .trust and svan.alesadv
OVOffi00 end feelings of It 	 ...• evebsedt's OA. (Account
confirms main's independent choreal (Id. at p.119) that,
'cueing the following days of chaos. St became obvious to the

. dermane that gandets'e followers, including those in the
'Nightingale' reginent, were ditplaying coneldetablo
initiative. conducting purges and pogroms.*	 I
Osilin adds in • footnotes 'Per 11000 infatuation Co
Bandero4	 against missions. Poles, and revs, se
moll as members of the rival OWN/N. eve W. plevarget ed.,
Deutsche golintan ashen din gowletunion (asellne Lietert,
ka), p.45/ tinollttprulsoen /Wert. Ju ly ill. hullo., e, 6110 244
294111 fete° Taterti. 'X desiatel godovsehlhe velitoi
ptovokateil',  Setelelistilqleekli Vestnili (new York), mud
g len), 139-416 . tiltaetertsk th Oiltlikl's foojtetalndlcatos....
that these Ukrainian Sinestageuppen Yogoitta are not available
to the general public. Theme incriminating 8.8. records. tiles
Sucher/We monueoelpt were also classified by U.S.
intelligence to protect the 000.

Not to be outdone 1,7000/a in nntisemitlse. the 1.16 noted
that °Wm had premised Nitlwe thst they mild else free
tvenne of its Joie. 0 Welled 11.8. Unsatspoppen Report,
July IS. 30411.	 an • thst Jars:Wow ttttt Ise, in one of
his first *ore o cover	 • leaved • public call for the

i

destruction of the Jew.lolehevlk mane,. In the Ukraine. The
nuedee of Jeke was the official policy of both political
factions of GUN. ?ha Waste followed the fano policy in every
COUntey they invaded* bine a native organisation to tttttt ty
recruit polies volUAteses who *Auld help the taste with thole
nose executions*, The Ukraine was no •acreption.

As luehaedt notes. pal, these local nolfelVaitilions were
wanted gone advantages by the Germane, including better
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rations in c aaaaa tot their 'security 00000 The n 00000 of
these 'security leeks' la well-documented In the West Orman
court records in 1976 in several 	  where Ukrainian policebettallions committed systematic Ran neenf. In addition. the
Simon Ph/tenths' Canter in Canada has identified on OPm leader
In Volyn as one of the police commenders who su pervised theinfamous mastics. of Jews at nth! -Yee.
Same Ukrainian revisionists have claimed that the OUP couldnot have collaborated with the Pais Wave, its leaders wore
	 ted and imprisoned within 4 month efter the wet. Thermis only a little truth in that. one fiction of the Palls. the

Oestapo, hated the OUli. Other factions. ine3uding the Abwehr
and the Ortminietecium supported the OUP enthuelasticillly.
Sucherdt's faction. 118-11D lent Vil, at terse hated the 0UM.but Soon-changed its mind when confronted with the task of
policing the Ukraine with only a handful of demon Croon,.

Ukraine offended the 	
arrested after their premature declaration of an "Independent'
State.° and the ether 01111/8 political loaders wore tenpotatity

• ices el the pro-dteske police
chief. were removed, but bY and large . the OUP-dominated
police forces not Only remained intact, but the 5.5. out of
necessity 	 llp expanded them in 1941-1ee: from mere
auxiliary policemen to full-fledged police battalion,.
Sensing a new dependency for weakness) by the U. 9indare'	 Isought to avenge his previous betrayal by organising his own
oilitsty tome. As flochstdc notes ip.14010 The 'sinter/ group
of the OUW being called UPA...stected s lively oiletisanettiviMmnit-grewammetentiy-ionumbere-through the-Ukcenian
youth	 wanted to avoid being sent ee workers to Oemany.'
lota brief period of time. the OUN had its own renegade Iota.
hiding in the forests which would light anyone who hothwed
them, Including the GOIninl.

In order to wean potential police recruits sway from the
political leadership of the GUS tho S.S. dangled a new bait
in front of thole noses, the elite honor of having that( own
liketnien 5.9. Division. As Suchardt notes. p. lad. The
Germans huFed, in_pecticulse. to cut the ground away beneath
the feet or the OUP or UFA with the formation of this
divielon. The new SI policy vas enacted by 'The new bovetnoe
for Galicia. Vt. blohter, who was appointed it the turn of the
year 1942/43', end awarding to Sucherdt. P.160 "weeconsidered a friend of the Ukraniens end attempted to further
etre then the Uteanlan velt.adeiniptcation. Since he hod good
cola	 s to iliendec. he succeeded in the eltablisheent of an
awn Utran a division of the militia, as...end that it
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Saimaa on how they would prove in cnabet whether additionalnstiensl wishes of the Ukrainians would he taken intoconsideration.
The OW was tightly skepticel of Wed piggies, snit defection,
to UPA in ****** d. At this saint, eh. ss stopped negotiatingwith Dander' and tried to Cons hin to obey their wishes(Suchardt. p.141). "Einally, in leel/eS. sanders. Melnik and a glarge portion of th. OWT 	 wee arrested, evenincluding their wives, by the Gestapo. Pince Osndera refusedto issue an ordoe to the UPA. which was active in his name, tostop its partisan activity, he was sent, together with the,	 leaders. Into the concentration campI	 • Although Bander. had been actestaa and.	 -released by the Gestapo before, this apparently wae the first.1 tine that he had coolly been Imprisoned.
According to Ducherelt. the UM forces negotiated 	treaty with the S2 while the OUN leaders were in jell. 11 	  161,
"the Germane made effort' to coma to a tactical joint actionagainst the Red Amy and to a 	 ith the Ukrainianpartisan  groups through • good ttttt ment of the s ttttttUkrainian leaders. Locally, respective 	 nts VIWOactually made; attacks by the UPA against the German armedforces wars teapots/14y stopped it it was left alone in theterritories occupied by th.lu.a Mwdovet, the U wanted IWOthan a aaaaa fire. they wonted the OUP leader. to resumeactive collaboration with the noels who vacs rapidly losing
the Ukraine to the coemunists.
As AssAs faS 	 ica.23.01 'Also4ho-Genmen-GUOMEETii-■
particularlyllfd	 d forces and the Gestapo . wonted toattempt to come to an understending With landoes and thus withthe GUI and to a joint action with the UPA against the RedAmy and against the commis% parttime. Since almost theentire Ukrainian settlement CVO. including Wide, had been
evacuated In the meantime by the Conan troops. the Germansbelieved that a teOtical agreement could 	 inly be obtained
because the disputed questions • Ukrainianeelf-administration...sto.. were not of any interest at the
moment. Also the G. was in favor of an understanding with theGUN to order to give political impetus to its Ukrainian SODivision.s
Bendel* was note than willing to collaborate with the Paste.and deSpitekie "good treatment at lacheenhausen Where hewee allegedly living comfy aaaaa y in the guards barracks, andnot in the prison groped). he  sehed,to bs released to MILOcoordinate the new OUII-OS alliance. ThOs. Benders. Melnik endthe giber leaders Of tho GUM, confined in concentration camps.
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VI(e released in September 1944 or temporstily held in loose
house •rrrrr in e Berlin villa. ifuober4t. p.2301.

Blinders bargained heed throughout 1944 and lettjelth the SS
tot recognition of the OUP se an officiel.flioll17441/y of theThird Reich. Until official recognition Vie grams, lenders
would Gollob 00000 only to the estmt of "joint tacticallotions, if the Germans would be willing to minderopunter.servicos • for sample, supply special weapons,
medicine, etc. one would comply with epeeist german wishes
concerning the blasting of bridges, supplying of militarilyimportant information, etc. on the pert of the UPA.'lilucbardt. p.2401.

. SandersPerhaps sensing that	 wasGerman 	 	 imminent
preferred to keep the extent of his collaboration a 000000
and suggested to the ite 'that s neutral personality was totake over the rometion of the Oh/slain Committee whO hid the
confidence of the Commons se well es of the DUN And of the
remaining Uktsinien .dermsn groups within the Orman sphere Ofinfluence. The Ukrainian oeneral Ohendruk was finally
proposed for this position. • This was the result of s numberof negotiation* between the Germans. on the one hand, and
Benders and Orley, on the other hand.' ilducherdt, p.240). 	 •

licoaver, Sandia end the UPS kept raising thole domande.insisting that the Nati, levor'the DUN boa than VI 	army which undercut echandak's nerttations. ganders wontedthe 001 to be the preeminent Masi er gs. end da00444111 to
Buell/mit, p.242 .443. had the backing of Himmlee and So Croup
Leader Wachter, who Arse consldemoMehe-orm.atded-triendoW--ihe Oeliaten Uksainien, whose •nti.Numien attitude he lied
always strengthened.' By the time that the meet of the Ramie
agreed to ail Of Pandere's demands, the war was almost over.
in sum. Sudheedt's 	 lot le quits sympathetic to the OUPand critical ordetean mismanagement end loot opportuntia.One le loft with the impreesion of en P.O. leeder sadly piningfor the ion -eosin. off-again romance with Mix. It Is quitefarcical for modern Misaniens to *liege that 1	 'm en
were never Mo gi collaborators. From 1933 through 1949.faction or another of OUP was •lkmys in bed with the Pais.The lower-level /lion staffs were dominated by the OUP ail
through the Nat permeation. they wore the sexism of the
OP:maniac 101P..u00. the members of the police hattellions,
the soldier, of the P.O.

Thejigth of Isidore the freedom fighter wee invented hy
Am/leen intelligence after the defection of Lebed and
Micheal. In 1911, a false version of OIM history was created
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to convince American immigration authorities to drop their ban
on OUR members. Senders himself wee protected from 	 byU.S. Intelligence. and the horrible Reid record. of OW
atrocities were hidden floe public view. The claselfied fills imulct • very diffieent, and very damning portrait of the GUN
leaden,.

'for sample. in 15$1. I gave the U.S. General Accounting
toftice.Ounifted tpfgrmation Concerning a ptaalnant Ukrainian
1collanorator living In America. The 0A0 investigators
confining the interaction I had given them. sad described the
individual as'Sulfas O' in an official /sport to the U.S.
Contemn. lubgett la identified as a convicted 	 in.turgdet• and member of e nationalist revolutionaryorganisation' which rendered vs./sable MAATIAOS talks Olsten
wee effort. Subject Ow.. recently identified by. I 	member of Congress as Upscale Lobed. Perkins Nr. Lobed willaccuse the entire U.S. Con aaaaa of being communist
•ympethisors.
Omit* frankly. / agree with the Gestapo an one points The OUP
was infected from top to bottom with communist double agentswho bed joined the organisation in the 1930s under orders
true RVOCOV. Our_PATILintelligentp_flige show that tho OW was
dropped from the cold was effort in the tete 1030s bemuse
'it me riddled with communist &gents. This information did
not becom public until the If60's when Si. Philby fled to
Moscow and wrote a book bragging how he hod tried to foist the
CUM leaders on the gullible Americans. In the 70's the
**monist propaganda machine bombarded the west with • barrage
of largely truthful disolosurss whets western intelligence had
protested OUM cosbors who were actually Usti ref criminals. In• I the 111110 .8 he U.S. JUstice Department commented litigation

• alloInst c/ITTifiOUS members who lied about their war *gimes
backgroun . The existence of the 0071 today only benefits thecommunist press which sssss to belittle the heroic yearning of
honest and decant Ukennians for the liboretion of their
homeland from Russian rule.
There is • led joke in the Ukraine. that a thousand yeses fromnosh history will sssss that Hitler was • petty tyrant In the
tims of Stalin. A special Commiesion of the U.S. Congress hes
bean setablished to investigate the forted starvation of the
Ukraine in the 11130's as one of the worst ants of communist
genocide in human history. The OUN, which climbed to power
over the bodies of its own countrymen, is a diagram to proudUkranians around the world who have long condemned the evils
Of commis:, and fascism. As a devout anti-communist and an
admirer of Ukrainian Culture end courage. I hope that my
remetke are directed against a tiny handful of_Ung_holhin ore
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not eep 0000000 tive of v or worthy of the Ukrainian nation.
lose day the ukraino will se freed, but not by the likes of
the OUN.

In conclusion, I would notes that I have additional
corroborating inforaatinn. but I have been ordered to withold
it by CIA end Department of the Amy on grounds of national

JAY. I as oppugning the clasoleleation decision. In the
meantime. I have been instructed to inform the , 00000 alien
dosadesion headed by Kt. Menzies that if he wishes to obtain
the classified files OA this topic, ho should apply di	
through tho U.S. Military Attach,. It is time for the fraud of
ON to end. Al George Orwell stated, 'the /wit powerful fors
of lie is the omission. and it le the duty of the historian to
see that those lies do not creep into the history hooker I AA
proud to have boon of assistance to the Australian
Broadcasting Como:scion in setting the record straight.

Respectfully.

John J. Loftus
• Attorney et Law

•
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Dear Mr. Lebed:

Lee S. Strickland
Information and Privacy Coordinator
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During the course of its search for records in response to
your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for information
pertaining to the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists, the
Department of the Army located two documents originated by this
agency. They were referred to us for review and direct response
to you.

We have reviewed the documents, a Report dated 17 July 1947 and
a Memorandum dated 30 March 1951, and have determined that they
must be denied in toto under FOIA exemptions (b)(1) and (b)(3). An
explanation of these exemptions is enclosed.

The CIA official responsible for this determination is
Louis J. Dube, the Directorate of Operations Information Review
Officer.

You have the right to appeal the above decisions by addressing
your appeal to the CIA Information Review Committee, in my care.
Should you decide to do this, please explain the basis of your
appeal.

Sincerely,



EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT:

(bX1) applies to material which is properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the
interest of national defense or foreign policy;

(bX2) applies to information which pertains solely to the internal rules and practices of the
Agency;

(b)( 3 ) applies to the Director's statutory obligations to protect from disclosure intelligence sources
and methods, as well as the organization, functions, names, official titles, salaries or
numbers of personnel employed by the Agency, in accord with the National Security Act of
1947 and the CIA Act of 1949, respectively;

	

(bX 4 )	 applies to information such as trade secrets and commercial or financial information
obtained from a person on a privileged or confidential basis;

	

(b)(5)	 applies to inter- and intra-agency memoranda which are advisory in nature;

	

• (bX6)	 applies to information release of which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of the
personal privacy of other individuals; and

(bX7) applies to investigatory records, release of which could (C) constitute an unwarranted
invasion of the personal privacy of others, (D) disclose the identity of a confidential source,
(E) disclose investigative techniques and procedures, or (F) endanger the life or physical
safety of law enforcement personnel.

PRIVACY ACT:

(b)
	

applies to information concerning other individuals which may not be released without
their written consent;

(.1X1) applies to polygraph records; documents or segregable portions of documents, release of
which would disclose intelligence sources and methods, including names of certain Agency
employees and organizational components; and, documents or information provided by
foreign governments;

(kX l )	 applies to information and material properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in
the interest of national defense or foreign policy;

(kX5) applies to investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability,
eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian employment, or access to classified
information, release of which would disclose a confidential source; and

(kX6) testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointmenl
or promotion in Federal Government service the release of which would compromise the
testing or examination process.

I.

:3
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Deputy Director for Operations

FROM:
Chief, Political and Psychological Staff

SUBJECT:	 Department of Justice Investigation of pRPLUMB/2

1. For over a year we have been aware that the Office of
Special Investigations (OSI) of the Department of Justice has
been conducting an investigation of QRPLUMB/2 (P/2), a long
term asset involved in our Ukrainian program. As you know, OSI
is the component of the Department of Justice responsible for
investigating alleged Nazi war criminals. These investigations
are not criminal in nature but rather seek to denaturalize and
deport individuals who entered this country illegally through
concealment of their Nazi activities during World War II.

2. Although we do not believe P12 ever engaged in a war
crime himself, he was, during WW II, leader of the Organization
of Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN) during the absence of Stepan
Bandera, who spent the war in a Nazi concentration camp for
having proclaimed an independent Ukrainian republic after the
Nazi invasion in July 1941. For a few weeks after the German
invasion, the OUN did collaborate with the Nazis. The colla-
boration ended quickly, however, and Bandera was incarcerated,
as were P/2's wife and daughter who also spent WW II in a Nazi
concentration camp. (We have given OSI a copy of a Gestapo
"wanted" poster issued in 1941 for the capture of P/2.)

3. About a year ago, a PPS officer (who served formerly
as an OSI prosecutor) visited OSI and, with OGC approval,
requested OSI inform us if they intended to ask the Soviets for
information on P/2. ! (Due to the many war crimes committed in
territory now under Soviet control, OSI routinely requests
evidence from the USSR.) On 5 January 1987, an OSI attorney
telephoned that same PPS officer and told him that next week
OSI intends to contact the Polish Government and request two
things in connection with P/2's'case:	 first, all information
on individuals who attended the Zakopane Police School, and
second, all information on persons convicted of the assassi-
nation of Polish Interior Minister Pieracki in 1934. We have ivemAT-e,
known of P72's involvement with the assassination of Pieracki.'''',m:=zt
He was, in fact, convicted as an accessory at the time
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SECRET

SUBJECT:	 Department of Justice Investigation of QRPLUMB/2

and served prison time for it, but this purely political act
predated, by many years, the Nazi invasion of Poland and the Ukraine
and had nothing to do with war crimes. Further, P/2 says that the
U.S. Government was fully aware of his conviction for the Pieracki
assassination at the time of his immigration.

4. OSI notified our officer of their intention to contact the
Poles and acceded to our officer's request for one week (through 12
January 1987) in which to get back to them. We believe we should
object to the OSI proposal. There is a strong likelihood that the
Poles and possibly the Soviets will publicize such a request and
thus try to link P12 - an old nemesis - to war crimes, knowing, as
they would, the significance that the request had come from OSI.
This not only would damage our Ukrainian program, but would
personally tarnish P/2, who is 78 and has served us for nearly 40
years. Also, if we fail to protect P/2 from inquiries to the Poles,
there would be a strong reaction from the Ukrainian (indeed,
probably the entire East European) emigre community, with whom we
work closely, particularly if the Poles publicize the case.

5. We do believe there is some risk that our attempt to block
an inquiry to the Poles could become public through a leak at the
Justice Department. This could bring about a difficult issue for us
- not quite Klaus Barbie, but in that category - but we still
recommend that we request Justice refrain from contacting any bloc
country with regard to its investigation of P/2. 	 It also should be
noted that, should we do so, it would be for the first time that we
will have an objection to such a request from DOJ.

6. We do not frankly know what, if anything, has stimulated
renewed OSI interest in a case which they had earlier characterized
as weak. Their interest in the Zakopane School, which P/2 admits to
having attended until he discovered its Nazi connections and orien-
tation, may be one clue.

7. Attached is a case summary as well as a more complete
outline of the problems posed for us if inquiries to the Poles were
to proceed and we would propose to structure our eventual, oral
approach to OSI along these lines. We will next make this availabl-
to OGC, if you agree that there should be no inquiry to Poland, so
that OGC may then deal with Justice.

-
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8 May 1990

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: Meeting with QRPLUMB/2

1. On 1 May 1990, I visited with QRPLUMB/2 (P/2) at his home
in Yonkers, NY. I have been acquainted with P/2 since 1950, and
over the years became a friend of his family. At P/2's
invitation, I served as a private, unpaid advisor to the QRPLUMB
program during 10-60s while attending a graduate school. P/2 is a
widower and lives alone on the upper floor of a two-story house
owned by his former driver and bodyguard from the days of World
War II clandestine operations in Western Ukraine. The bodyguard
lives on the main floor.

2. P/2 is witting of my Agency employment. The purpose of my
visit was a combination of personal and business that was long
overdue. The latter: To feel P/2 on his views concerning the
status and the future of the QRPLUMB project. By_the way, over a
year ago, P/2 propositioned me with retiring froOlii my job and
accepting the position of head of QRPLUMB, replacing L 3 who was
up for re-election at the time.	 I turned it down, saying I want
to work at my present job for at least another two years or so to
earn additional retirement. This time, P/2 did did not raise this
issue as it obviously had become OBE. During our "business
discussions," I tried to say as little as possible, while
listening in to P/2 1 s views. P/2 did not press me hard for my
views, apparently respecting my present position.

3. P/2 told me he had just learned the day before (31
April) about what he called the upcoming sudden demise of the
QRPLUMB project. He said C. _2.] had briefed him during his regular
Monday visits to QRPLUMB offices where he serves as a senior
advisor. P/2 looked very perturbed and said he was at a loss to
explain why the funding is ending now and so abruptly at the time
when new opportunities are opening up in Ukraine. He said we had
a good thing going, a "bilateral agreement between two partners
going back to 1946." He said "it will have disastrous
consequences" if it ever comes out in public, which he fears it
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probably will soon after the project's closure. 	 Since a lot of
people will be put out on the street with little forewarning, P/2
opined that there is a strong potential for a serious expose:
both Soviets and the emigres will have a "hay day" with this news.
P/2 expressed deep-felt concern (which he repeated more than once
during our conversation) for the fate of QRPLUMB employees who
will lose their jobs with little immediate prospect for re-
employment. At one point, P/2 got emotional and tears filled his
aging eyes. He surmised that "Suchasnist" will survive even as a
monthly, but deplored the loss of the operational side of QRPLUMB
"when we can do so much over there now."

4. P/2 reflected on possible reasons for ending the support of
QRPLUMB. For lack of other rational explanation, he suspected
that there may be a collusion between presidents Bush and
Gorbachev: the latter may have asked Bush to end support to the
Ukrainian project for a price. (Note: This suspicion is based on
P/2's real and bitter experience of years past, when back in
1950's QRPLUMBs were funded to operate a clandestine Ukrainian-
language radio broadcasting station based in the Mediterranean;
during the summit meeting between President Eisenhower and
Khrushchev, the latter requested that the station be closed down
apparently for a "price-concession." Within days of the summit,
QRPLUMB radio went dark. What added insult to the injury was that
P/2, then Head of the QRPLUMB program, its spirit and founder, was
not advised even a day in advance of the planned closure. P/2
said he suspects that history may be repeating itself). Another
possible explanation offered by P/2, which he admitted was a long
shot at best, was that the United States policy makers are looking
into the future and see the need to maintain the integrity of the
USSR as a bulwark against someday-strong and hostile China. Hence
the nationalities must by "dumped."

5. I told P/2 that while I understand his feelings and
disappointment, I cannot comment on the issue because of my
position. But I assured him that it was my strong believe that if
funding is ended, it will not be abrupt, that consideration will
be made for the welfare of its employees and for the project's
cover. P/2 did not look too re-assured, but he commented that a
meeting between t3 and "a high-level official from the sponsor"
will take place soon. After some additional conversation along
personal lines, I bid P/2 good-by and departed for Washington.

-
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16 August 1990

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: Meeting with QRPLUMB/2

1. On 25 July 1990, I met with QRPLUMB/2 (P/2) at his private
residence in Yonkers, N.Y. P/2 requested this meeting by a
cryptic telephone call to my home. The meeting lasted froth 1100
to 1530.

2. At the meeting, P/2 explained that he would like to have my
views on three issues relating to the QRPLUMB organization and in
the light of recent political developments in the Ukraine. These
are: the content and format of the QRPLUMB journal, Suchasnist' 
the nature of the QRPLUMB organization, Prolog Corp. Inc.; and
P/2 1 s intention to make a public statement about his relationship
to the present Prolog Corporation. I told P/2 that I was not
exactly prepared for this discussion, and my views will be very
informal and casual. Had I known these topics will be discussed,
I would have organized my thoughts better.

a. Suchasnist:

(1) P/2 stated that he was concerned about the content and
purpose of the journal in view of current political developments
inside the Ukraine. He felt it was not wholly responsive to the
current situation; abroad, the readership in the Ukrainian
community is changing, getting smaller as the Ukrainian-language
readership is getting older and reads less; there are fewer
contributors who can write serious articles in good literary,
Ukrainian, which explains why some articles in the journal are
reprints from Soviet Ukrainian publications; with the expansion o
"glasnost," there is growing "'competition" from inside Ukraine as
Soviet Ukrainian journals are publishing more and more objective
articles both of historical and current topics; Suchasnist must
change to be appealing to Soviet Ukrainian readers in this new
Situation. P/2 said he was concerned about the proposals to have
Suchasnist published inside Ukraine, the agreements for joint
publishing ventures between the Suchasnist editor and Soviet 	 1
Ukrainian publishing houses, and the involvement of the chief 	 arimm7a
editor in a growing number of projects unrelated to the journal. anT,=Q2
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(2) I responded that, although my thoughts are not well
organized because of lack of preparation, I do have some ideas on
the subject matter. Given present dearth of Ukrainian
contributors to the journal and financial considerations, I
thought the journal should change from a monthly to a bimonthly.
In subject matter, it should reduce the space allotted to
humanities (literature and fine arts topics), especially since a
new journal has been started by former Suchasnist editor as a
joint venture with Soviet Ukrainian literati and which is wholly
devoted to literature and the arts. There are two major themes
which are now very much in demand in Ukraine (and elsewhere in the
USSR): one is the historical past which was suppressed or
deliberately ignored by pre-Gorbahchev regimes, but which is now
sought after by all educated persons, especially the younger
generation; and the other topic is "how-to" themes in the area of
political science and economics (government, constitutionalism,
political parties, dynamic of the democratic political process as
developed and practiced in Western democracies, comparative
economic systems, and the like). The latter is badly needed in
the ongoing democratization process in Ukraine. There is a small
but well-trained academic community in the West, especially in
American and Canada, academics of Ukrainian descent, mostly
professors at universities who can still write in Ukrainian;
articles by other authors can be translated into Ukrainian. These
two major themes, I opined, would a cosiderable audience in the
Ukraine. P/2 agreed with the thrust of my views, but was
skeptical as to the feasibility of implementing them. The main
problem, he said, is how to get the Ukrainian academics in America
and Canada to write for Suchasnist; they need to get published,
but they choose for that English-language professional journals.
I said this problem is real, but not insoluble with proper
editorial policy and approach.

b. Prolog Corporation, Inc:

(1) P/2 said he was very perturbed about the direction
taken by Prolog in recent years, especially 1989-90. He said it
has steered away from its original objectives established under
his own management of many years and for that reason he wanted to
take a public position now (see below). As P/2 saw it, the
"original" Prolog was meant to be a focus and spokesman abroad for JA:14
Ukrainian democratic opposition in the Ukraine, a forum for a
dialogue between the Ukrainian emigres and the nationally-
conscious Ukrainians in the academia, the Soviet Ukrainian
government and the Party; to assist where possible the Ukrainian

liberal thinking among Ukrainian emigres; to promote coordinate
effort among Ukrainian emigres in their dealings with their
counterparts in the Ukraine, especially in terms of providing CaPj

liberation process; to provide help to former members of the

	

	 ft04112,4
latic,927.Ukrainian libeEation movement (some of whom provided a devoted
let TiQservice to the REDSOX program, and for which they spent at leastak:k4

25 years each in Soviet labor camps and prisons), but who are 	 mmZki)12
still living and need our assistance; toserve as a forum for

4Iva.2
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financial or commodity assistance (e.g., equipment); (I do not
recall additional points made by P72). P/2 said that as he sees
it, current changes in the Ukraine and the USSR in general are not
as radical as they may seem to some. In terms of "glasnost" the
situation has improved, but the communists still rule in the
Ukraine and the situation has not changed in terms of the locus of
political power. This notwithstanding, P/2 said, Prolog has
reduced its activity somewhat, is engaging in "questionable
agreements" with certain groups in the Ukraine (e.g., joint
venture in publishing), and planning to undertake strictly
business-like activity to make money. In P/2's word's, "Prolog is
not what it used to be and I, as its founder and still one of its
directors perhaps should not be identified with it today any
longer."

(2) In my response to P/2, I said that I fully recognize
the value and direction Prolog has had over the years, especially
under P/2's leadership. However, needless to say, times have
changed and are changing now very rapidly; some of the old
formulas no longer work; previous objectives have ceased to have
primacy; and like any other organization trying to survive in the
milieu of new events and trends, Prolog has to change and adapt
itself to new conditions and requirements. There are now in the
Ukrainian diaspora in the West many organizations and separate
individuals who are responding to the new situation in the Ukraine
separately and in their own way by engaging themselves actively in
a variety of activities previously performed almost exclusively by
Prolog; under Brezhnev, for example, other Ukrainian emigre
organizations were too conservative or too cautious to have any
sort of contact with Soviet Ukrainians, official or unofficial
(e.g, even with dissidents whom they suspected). That is why
Prolog was so successful in developing multifaceted operations in
the 'fifties and especially the 'sixties; it was the envy of many
and a target of scorn for some, but of respect to all. Today,	 :2PAms
Prolog does not have a monopoly in this field; there are many
other players over whom there is no control or even influence; the CLati
best Prolog can do is try to coordinate its activities with 	

rut")

sympathetic organizations and individuals to reduce the

present almost euphoric atmosphere in the Ukrainian diaspora
abroad about the ongoing liberalization process in the Ukraine and

mrazinatheir natural desire to get on the moving train, so-to-speak, to
have a part of the action. Prolog needs to be selective in what
it does, and given current financial crunch, it should not shy 11222E:
away even from purely business activity if that will reinforce it iummta
financially. Given the current situation and competing liwzras

activities, the ,best Prolog can do is to concentrate on selected MCC
few but productive initiatives.

C.	 For reasons stated in para 2b(1) above, P/2 stated that"-"wilittz

since Prolog no longer reflects the character of what it was as
Namworiginally established and does not fulfill many of its earlier

objectives, he is seriously thinking of issuing a public statement0:10

LAW
3

t:=Dduplication of effort. But this is difficult to do given the
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to the Ukrainian emigre community and sympathetic Ukrainians
inside the Ukraine that he no longer is associated with the Prolog
organization as it is presently constituted and cannot be held
morally responsible for its present activities or programs.

This was a bit of shocker to me, since I have known P/2
since 1949, and was for many years his close confidant and adviser
in the 'sixties (during my graduate student days). While
recognizing that I understand how and why P/2 feels about this
matter, I strongly advised him not take this step, definitely not
during this transitional period at least. Any statement of this
sort will send a wrong signal not only in the Ukrainian community
abroad, but to many democratic groups inside Ukraine, and of
course, to the KGB. Each of these protagonists will interpret it
in its own way and speculations will abound. It will have
demoralizing influence on the collaborators and sympathizers of
Prolog and Suchasnist readership abroad; it may hurt the Prolog's
image among the Ukrainian democratic groups in the Ukraine who
still have solid respect for Prolog and hold P72 in high esteem;
and finally, the KGB may pick up on the theme and open up a
propaganda barrage which no one needs now. In other words, except
for possible P/2's personal satisfaction, there is nothing to be
gained by such a public statement, but there is much to lose as a
result of it. P/2 said he will think about what I said to him,
but he did not withdraw the "threat" of making a public statement.
As for Suchasnist, P/2 said there was an editorial meeting
scheduled for that week, which he will attend and pass my ideas to
the board.

Since our meeting, I have not heard anything more about it from
P72 except for a personal call on 3 August in which P/2 told me he
received some videos taken in his home town, showing scenes of his
house and old pictures of his family and himself. The videos
contain interviews with older town folks and former underground
members who still remember their "leader", - P/2. I got the
impression from this call that these videos and the news uplifted
P/2's spirits.

4
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Attention:

r;

U.S.' 	 durtment or justice

ttilshineron.

Gam' Courml

DC :0530

4 (991 •

Office of the General Counsel
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505

Dear Mr. C	 :3

I am writing to alert your agency to the fact that, in view
of changed international circumstances, after November 1, 1991,
this office will begin making inquiries with foreign governments
about the activities during World War II of Mykola Lebed (DPOB:
23 November 1910 or 11 December 1909; Koty, Ukraine), a/k/a Roman
Turan. Initial inquiries will be sent to the governments of
Germany, Poland and the USSR.

If you have any questions in this regard, please let me know
as soon as possible.

FOR COORDINATION WITH

!WOOS 1E3 133 MUM I/
tF.1111041, 111TELL Matt AMC(
§iii1C1$ AETNOOS EXENPT10143112B
042 W,. CRIMES DISCLOSURE ACT
DAT	 2003 2005

ncerely,

."'"?Ell M. Rosenbaum
Principal Deputy Director
Office of Special Investigation
Criminal Division
c/o United States Department

of Justice
10th & Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20530
ATTN: Universal South, Room 1025
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alpibiingiserfurign
tte$ Meiciphrnalpoli3e1ctintes.

9tur fiir ben
Zielftgebraudj. i‘ etreng uertrattlict) I

I.;1

Zie im 2iajtbilb bargeftelftelserfan

9/Inkaa ebib bar). .2ebib
geb. am 11. 12. 09 in Ztrniskie41ome,•

einer c/r03eren	 non 2.flOweifen mil falfcljen Tamen
bebient, ift f e ft 3 u it e fjm e it.	 3orficbt, Zcbujituaffe!

260) benutt 	 einen	 (bunffe Ilercebe.2inioufine)

mit Renn3. O'st 50 150.

roirb gebeten, %erf4rdfinitrof1en burcfmufii§ren unb nacf)
biefent Vagen 3u faipiben, , feitiOnfaffett feftsunefpiten nub ben
2i3agen fic4er3aftelleit.

9acric4teit

Zonbertommifilen beim Rommanbeur ber	 et1jeitputie nnb

be 	 Mr ben Tiftritt ealiiien in 2tutberg — 4. 10. 41.
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(TRANSLATION FROM GERMAN')

WARRANT OF ARREST

OFFICE OF THE REICH CRIMINAL POLICE

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
	

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 

The person in the photograph below -

MYKOLA LEBED aka LEBID

born an 11/12/09 in Strilskie-Nowe,

who uses many identity documents with false names,

is to bearrested. CAUTION! HE IS ARMED!

gf,te
127:: :reZ711E

•Lebed often uses a POV (dark MERCEDES - limousine) with

the following tags: OST 50 150.

It is requested that traffic checkpoints be established

and a search for this vehicle initiated, its occupants

apprehended, and the vehicle confiscated.	

C9

Report to -

THE SPECIAL COMAISSION OF THE COWANDER, THE SECURITY POLICE

AND SECURITY SERVICE FOR THE DISTRICT OF GALICIA IN LVOV - 4/10/41.
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31 October 1991

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: Justice Department Interest in QRPLUMB/2

Following are highlights of the QRPLUMB/2 (P/2) case relating
to the investigation by the Office of Special Investigations
(OSI), Department of Justice:

- By memo to OSG, dated 4 October 1991, OSI informed the Agency
that they intend to initiate inquiries with the governments of
Germany, Poland and the USSR re P/2's activities during World War
II (Attachment A).

- On 16 August 1985, two Agency staffers (c	 PPS,
and AL	 ;T1, then with OGC) orally . alerted Mr. Neil Sher,
Chief of OSI, to Agency involvement with P/2 and QRPLUMB.
Sher agreed to protect the secrecy of QRPLUMB"ifand:when-the.
investigation of .P/2 resumed and promised , thatIOSI - would inform
CIA of any new developments in P/2's case. This agreement was re-
confirmed in December 1985 when OSI informed CIA that it planned
to approach the Polish government on the case. We do not know
whether . OSI actually did approach the Polish government. OSI's
October 4, 1991 memo is in keeping with our agreement re any new
development in the case.

- A review of P/2's 201-file and interviews of Agency staffers
familiar with P/2, revealed no evidence to substantiate OSI or GAO
allegations that P/2 was responsible for OUN's alleged actions in
the Western Ukraine during World War II.

FILE BACKGROUND:
	

Zos23

P/2 was one of the leaders of the Organization of Ukrainianom
Mum

Nationalists (OUN), an underground political 'and paramilitary
movement working for the liberation of Ukraine, from Poland unti
1939, then fighting against the Germans and the Soviets. 	

&RA
- In 1941, the GESTAPO issued a warrant to arrest P/2

(Attachment B); P/2's : wife and baby-daughter spent the whole war e.2
incarcerated in RaUensbruck concentration camp for women; in 1951'
U.S. State Department took the OUN off its list of "organizations
inimical to U.S. interests."

- 1948-52, P/2' was the focal point for CIA's agent infiltratio
program. OUN members under P/2's control were trained by CIA and:::;MD
were air-dropped into Soviet Ukraine for Fl/CI operations in

DECIASSIMO AW0 MOM tlY
CENTRAL INTELLIOMf ASENCYWARNING NOTICE	 CL BY C.	 _2SOUR CESMETNOOSOMPTION3R2O DECL OADRINTELLIGENCE SOURCES
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DATE 2003 2005
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SECRET



Attachments:
A. OSI Memo
B. Search Warrant
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conjunction with Ukrainian anti-Soviet guerrillas operations. All
men were lost thanks to Soviet agent Kim Philby.

- In 1949, for security reasons, CIA helped P/2 immigrate to
the United States. In 1953, at CIA's initiative, P/2 founded and
became the head of a major CA project, QRPLUMB (formerly
QRDYNAMIC), to target Ukrainian audiences. The project was
terminated in September 1990 after 38 years of successful CA
operations.

- In 1985, OSI began to look into P/2's background based on
allegations that he may have collaborated with the Germans and as
a leader of the OUN during World War II, he may have been
responsible . for the OUN's alleged war crimes. Other than a few
allegations, possibly politically motivated by hostile Ukrainian
emigre informants, OSI has not pursued the case since 1985.

- In 1985, GAO conducted its own investigation of alleged
former Nazi collaborators who reportedly were assisted by U.S.
intelligence agencies to immigrate into the U.S. The unclassified
report with vague allegations against P/2, among others, was made
public. Stories appeared in The New York Times, The Village Voice 
and other papers which threatened to compromise the QRPLUMB
project.

- In 1977, P/2 retired from QRPLUMB project. He is now 78
years old and in poor health. Aside from potential security
considerations (possible exposure of CIA support of the QRPLUMB
project for 43 years), there is also the human factor to be
considered.

- Perhaps DDO should be alerted to subject OSI memorandum.

4
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March 26, 1992

Hon. Robert M. Gates
Director
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C. 20505

bear Director sates:

A week ago, I wrote to President Bush requesting that the
United States government release its files on Nazi war criminals to
the public. I am writing to you as well to request the release of
the Central Intelligence Agenc y 's files.

As a result of previous investigations, information has come
to light that Nali war criminals were employed and protected by
agencies of our government, including the very agencies that were
responsible for apprehending them. We know thee some of these
.individuals came to this country with the assistance of our
government:

The alleged war criminals who were employed and or protected r:
by our government include: Klaus Barbie, the infamous "IluEcher of
Lyon," Otto von Bolschwing, iti-chrzalh's mentor on the "Jewish 	 f'•
question" who organized a pogrom in Bucharest, ,mylcala_Uhed, the 1i.;
head of a security force that massacred Jews in Lvov, and Arthur
Rudolph, Operations Director of a slave labor camp where 20,000 `.:
peolini were worked to death.

•
In the process of employing these people and bringing them to •

safe haven in the United States and elsewhere, laws were broken, zn,'-
lies were told, and the President, Congress, other government
agencies and the public were deceived. But we still don't know the"7-;;7,
whole story. Forty seven years after the end of World War II, it
is time for the American people to find out the truth.

The files in question could shed light on such questions as:
How many Nazi war criminals entered the United States? To wha-
extent did government 'agencies help Nazi war criminals elude

Li.eta CiAsn 1iY1w.	 Pan.,
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justice? Did Nazi war criminals come to the United States by
slipping through cracks or did our government know of their
backgrounds? Who made the decisions to admit war criminals? Was
there a general policy to ignore the Nazi backgrounds of people who
worked for the U.S. government or entered the country?

Why were people with Nazi backgrounds hired? Were NA2i
scientists employed by the government really essential or could
American scientists have done the job just as well? To-what extent
were the President, Congress, other governmental agencies and the
public deceived? What impact on policy did people with Nazi
backgrounds working for the government have? why were there
virtually no attempts to prevent Nazi war criminals from entering
the country or to deport those who were already here prior to the
1970's? And why have these files been kept secret for so long?

As you know, Argentina, a country
most infamous Nazi war criminals, r
the public.	 If Argentina can come
certainly the United States government

rorty seven years have gone by. The Cold War is over. There •
is no reason to keep thse files secret any longer.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. I look
forward to hearing from you.

which harbored some of the

_ectq
l.L.released its files to
o gripe with its past,

can do the same.

11:11:mb
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SPOT REPORT

SUBJECT: Former Ukrainian Covert Action Publication
Makes A Successful Transition

The monthly Ukrainian journal Suchasnist' (Contemporary
Times), published previously in New York by one of our oldest
covert action (CA) projects, QRPLUMB, has been successfully
transplanted to Kiev, Ukraine. Three issues of the new version
of the journal have thus far come out in 1992. The new format is
essentially the same, the topics have been broadened and
enriched, and most significant, the range of contributors
expanded to well known writers and publicists in Ukraine.

It is a collaborative effort between the still functioning
QRPLUMB publishing organization (now funded from private
donations) and the "Ukrainian Republican Society of
Ukrainianists" centered in Kiev.

The QRPLUMB proprietary was established in 1952 as a CA
project targeting on the former Soviet Ukraine. Over the years
it was a highly productive and successful CA operation. On 30 •
September 1990, however, it was terminated together with other
nationality-oriented projects in response to the NSC decision.
The Agency gave the QRPLUMB project a r_	 _1 termination
funding to enable it to transition into a wholly privately-funded
operation. Thus far they have succeeded and the new journal,
published now in Kiev, is a fine evidence of our proper decision
to assist them in the transition.
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10 August 1992

Ms g lizabeth Holtzman
Comptroller of the City of New York
I. Centre Street
New York, N.Y. 10007-2341

Dear Ms Holtzman:

The chief of CIA's History Staff has looked carefully into
the question of declassification and release of any records
CIA may have on Nazi war criminals, especially those four
listed in your letter to Mr. Gates of 26 March 1992--Xlaus
Barbie, Otto von Bolschwing, Mykola Lobed, and Arthur
Rudolph. Althou gh CIA has a number of documents on Barbie, it
hass only

been 
a 
found
few tha

on Lebe
ention von Bolschwin , and no egazras

have . 0 the documents we

ett
ve, about 70 on IC sus sr • and two on von Bolschwing have

a ready been declassified (often with deletions) and released
o the public under the Freedom of Information Act.

Concerning Klaus Barbie, you may recall that in August of
1983, Mr. Allan A. Ryan, Jr., Director of the Office of
Special Investigations, Department of Justice, submitted a
long. report to the Attorney General on his investigation of
the relationship between Klaus Barbie and the U.S. government

from the end of world War II to the present. ° The enclosed
section from this report concerning CIA notes (on p. 167) that
Mr. Ryan asked for, and believes that CIA provided him with,
all material in CIA's custody relating to Barbie. Mr. Ryan
concludes that at no time from the end of World War 12 to the
present time has the Central Intelligence Agency had any
relationship with Klaus Barbie.°

To support your timely proposer and open to the public as
many as possible of the records we hold on Klaus Barbie and

//
other Nazi war criminals, I have directed the Center for the
Study of Intelligence (which has special responsibilities for
historical decLa_s_ * ation) to search for and review all such
records, Lacagding those previously released only in part, for
declassification and transfer to the National Archives.

ilECLASSUIEB #00 CREASED BY
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
SOURCES METHODS EXEMPT ION3B2B
NAZI WAR cRit4ES0ISC1OSURE ACT
DATE 2003 utes
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Ms Elizabeth Holtzman

-

• As we undertake this commitment, / should explain two
points. First, because or the passage of time and of the way
in which C/A'S records are kept: lnaAar..enta relevant to
Nazi war„arin2in_all_be_alsva challenging task; we shall call
on the Department of Justice and others to help us identify
those persons suspected of having been Nazi war criminals
whose names (and possible aliases) we should search for in our
records. Secondly, since the Center for the Study of
Intelligence is heavily engaged now in reviewing about 300,000
Pa ges ofillterial relevant to the assassination of President
John F. Kennedy, it wIll_l&LAWALlinl—Le=4,QIA can be g in to
review the documents'i4ecollectrttoKaus Barbie and

(

other Nazi tria-EFTEints.	  cognizing your strong interest in
opening all such records to the public, we shall let YOU know
as soon as CIA comp letes its review.

W. 0. Studema7N
Admiral, U. S. Navy

Acting Director

Enclosure

Very respectfully,
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(212) 409.3500

August 27, 1992

Admiral W.O. Studeman
Central intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C. 20505

Dear Admiral Studeman:

Thank you for your recent letter and your
icommitment to review documents on Nazi war
criminals for declassification and transfer to the
National Archives. I hope that the review also
will include files of the OSS and would appreciate
clarification on this p6nT77-

As a result of your decision, the American
people finally will begin to learn the truth about
one of the most sordid chapters in our history.

As you may know, I wrote the law barring Nazi
war criminals from America and was instrumental in
establishing the Justice Department's Office of
Special Investigations. I would be pleased to
assist in your search for the relevant re0OrdS in
any way possible. As part of that effort, I have
asked people who may have information to contact
my Office.

One portion of yqur letter which I found
troubling was your report that the Central
Intelligence Agency has no files o M kola ebed.
Published reports have alleged that e e worked
with the CIA and that the agency brought him to
the United States under an assumed name and
stopped an Immigration and naturalization service
investigation into his past. He was allowed to
remain in the country by a secret agreement among
several high level officials, including the
Director of Central Intelligence, General Walter
Bedell Smith. It therefore seems highly unlikely
that the agency would have no records on Mr.

otnffirrOVICLANeRILIAIEDDY
MIRA INTRIIIENCI AGENCY
g ilithitAiTN00% UW1101131)28
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Sin	 ely,

240Comptro..ler

7 6:-•	 1 J.1	 I I	 • •-•

Admiral Studeman
August 27, 1992
Page 2

Enclosed is an article on Mykora Lebed that
appeared in the February 11, 1986 issue Of the
VillAge 14pice. Mr. Lebed's case also is discussed
in plowacy., Christopher Simpson's book about Nazi
war criminals whom the U.S. government assisted in
escaping from justice and immigrating to the
United States. I urge you to review the material
and to make every effort to locate any information
which your agency may have on Mr. Lobed.

Thank you once again for your commitment to
making the material available to the public and
bringing the truth to light. I look forward to
working with you in this process.

With best wishes,

EH:mb
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Mark Mansfield, a C.I.A. spokesman,

said that Mr. Loftus had called and "we
thanked him for the information." He
added, "We will certainly follow up on
the leads he provided."

'We Will Locate Them'
Mr. Mansfield said that the fruitless

searches to date had been in response
to Freedom of Information requests
over the years and not any systematic
combing of the records. He said such a
search would now be undertaken for
the first time. "If there are records on
this individual, we will locate them," he
said.

The issue was set off by a letter in
March from Ms. Holtzman to the new
C.I.A. director, Robert M. Gates. Ms.
Holtzman, an unsuccessful Democratic
Senate candidate this year and a for-
mer New York Representative who
sponsored a 1978 bill to bar Nazi war
criminals from the country, asked for
the release of the agency's files on Nazi
war criminals, including Mr. Lebed.

Mr. Loftus's research, she said,
showed that the agency had funneled
millions of dollars to a group of Ukrain-
ian fascists founded under Mr. Lebed
in Manhattan after the war.

Mr. Loftus said Mr. Lebed had been,
brought into the country under a provi-
sion allowing the agency to bring in 100
aliens not admissible under regular
standards. Even the Justice Depart-
ment could not move against Mr.
Lebed, said Mr. Loftus, who served
until 1981 in the Office of Special Inves-
tigations, the Justice Department unit
that seeks to expel suspected war crim-
inals who entered the United States .
illegally after the war.
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(Nazi Hunter Says C.I.A. Has Files
On Man Accused of War Crimes

By RALPH BLUMENTHAL

A former— lawyer with the Justice
Department's Nazi-hunting unit has
told the Central Intelligence Agency
where to find its own documents on a
Ukrainian fascist leader whom it had
reportedly recruited and taken to the
United States after World War II.

The agency, which had said last
month it could not find any records on
the man, Mykola Lebed of Yonkers,
confirmed that it had received the
leads and said it was pursuing them as
part of a new policy to release long-
secret files on its involvement with
Nazi war criminals.

In an exchange of letters reported
last week, the agency's deputy direc-
tor, Adm. W. 0. Studeman, told the New
York City Comptroller, ' Elizabeth
Holtzman, that searches had not
turned up any records on Mr. Lebed. In
1985, a report by Congress's General
Accounting Office described Mr. Lebed
as a Nazi collaborator; wat. criminal
and terrorist who was 'Sentenced to
death in Poland in 1934 pr plotting an
assassination and whom the agency'
later recruited for anti-Communist op-
erations.

Spurred by Admiral Studeman's r
sponse, the former Government law.
yer, John Loftus, told the C.I.A. las
week that he had seen records on Mr.
Lebed in 1979 and that he later o
tamed some from Army intelligence
vaults under the Freedom of Informa-
tion Act.

'Deliberately Misfiled'
•
He said that the main Lebec!' dossier

had once been stored in theAmivate
files of.a former agency director, Wal-
ter Bedell Smith, and that other Nazi
dossiers had been "deliberately mis-
filed" years ago under State Depart-
ment code names. If the Lebed files did
not turn up, Mr. Loftus said, it could
mean that they were improperly de-
stroyed.

The 82-year-old Mr. Lebed, reached
on Monday in Yonkers, declined.to dis-
cuss his activities beyond saying that
stories over the years about him were
fabrications of the K.G.B., the longtime
Soviet intelligence arm. In a brief con-
versation last week, he insisted that he
had fought against the Nazis.

In an interview on his discussion
with the C.I.A., Mr. Loftus, who wrote
about Mr. Lebed in his 1991 book on
Nazis and intelligence operations, "Un-
holy Alliance" (St. Martin's Press),
said, "I gave them their own file cita-
tions for Mykola Lebect, including all
the C.I.A. dossiers for Lebed's C.I.A.-
funded front groups." He said that Ad-
miral Studeman's staff "seemed hon-
estly surprised."
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MEMORANDUM FOR: C
C/ORMS/CCA

VIA:	 CE/SA/PSP

FROM:	 CE/CETF/W

SUBJECT:	 Information Available in Directorate of
Operations Operational Records on Mikola Lebed

1. A trace of the subject in DO operational records has
produced subject's C 	 • The 201 contains an apparently
complete record of Agency cooperation in earlier investigations
of Mr. Lebed by the Department of Justice and the Government
Accounting Office as well as other documents including a study
prepared from Polish newspaper reporting from the mid-1930's on
Mr. Lebed's trial in Poland, his personal history statement
provided to Agency officers when he entered the United States in
1949, and other material relating to the allegations by Ms.
Elizabeth Holzman and John Loftus of Mr. Lebed's involvement in
Nazi war crimes. It is our recommendation that this 201 file be
provided to the Agency's History Staff to support and-expedite
their search of Agency records in response to Ms. Holzman's
request. Since the 201 includes information on the subject's
long association with this Agency and information provided by the
subject on his activities in Poland and during WWII, we are
seeking advice from the Directorate's Information Management
Staff and the Office of General Counsel as to how and under what
controls access to this 201 should take place.

2. Our review of the information contained in the 201 is
that there is no information contained therein to support the =MOM
allegations that Mr. Lebed was involved in Nazi war crimes. 	 615M

3. In further response to Ms. Holtzman's request for
information in CIA records on alleged Nazi war criminal Mikola
Lebed, we suggest the following: Our review in support of her
request continues and has broadened to include certain other
Agency records. If information pertinent to her request and
releasable under FOIA and EO 12333 is found, we will advise her. ILINA
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SUBJECT: Elizabeth Holzman's Query Regarding Mykola
Lebed's Alledged Nazi War Crimes,

The response should include a reference to the difficulties of
the search based on the way these records are organized the
existence of other priority archival searches such as that on
material relevant to the Kennedy assassination. -A copy of
Admiral Studeman's initial response is attached.

4. The Public Affairs Office response to any queries on our
management of this case should be not to comment on Mr. Lebed's
alleged association with the Agency and to indicate the
investigation of historical records is continuing. Questions
regarding information to which Mr. John Loftus had privileged
access while employed by the Department of Justice are a subject
on which we also have no comment.
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